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1. List of abbreviations and definitions 

1.1 Abbreviations 

 

AIS  Automatic Identification System 

ALARP  As Low as Reasonably Practicable 

ALS  Accidental Limit State 

BAT  Best Available Technology 

CAD  Computer-Aided Design 

CAPEX  Capital Expenditure 

CCR  Central Control Room 

DDT  Deflagration to Detonation Transition 

DeAE  Design Accidental Event(s) 

DeAL  Design Accidental Load(s) 

DiAL  Dimensioning Accidental Load(s) 

DP  Dynamic Positioning 

DP2  Dynamic Positioning – Redundancy Class 2 

EERS  Escape Evacuation and Rescue Strategy 

ESD  Emergency Shutdown 

FEED  Front End Engineering and Design 

FES  Fire and Explosion Strategy 

FPSO  Floating, Production, Storage and Offloading 

GBS  Gravity Based Structure 

G-OMO  Guidelines for Offshore Marine Operations 

HAZAN  Hazard Identification and Analysis 

HAZID  Hazard Identification 

HC  Hydrocarbon 

HSE  Health, Safety and Environment 

ISD  Inherent Safe Design 

ITT  Invitation to Tender 

JIP  Joint Industry Project (In this case the RISP project) 

LD  Lethal Dose  

LEL  Lower Explosion Limit 

MAH  Major Accident Hazard 

MEG  Mono Ethylene Glycol 

MeOH  Methanol 

NCS  Norwegian Continental Shelf 

NOROG  Norwegian Oil and Gas 

PDO  Plan for Development and Operation 

PFP  Passive Fire Protection 

PIO  Plan for Installation and Operation 

PPE  Personal Protection Equipment 

PRV  Pressure Relieve Valve 

PSA  Petroleum Safety Authority 

QRA  Quantitative Risk Analysis 

RISP  Risk Informed Decision Support in Development Projects 

SC  Steering Committee  

SoW  Scope of Work 
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SPR  Sudden Pressure Relay 

SSIV  Subsea Isolation Valve 

TEG  Tri Ethylene Glycol 

TRA  Total Risk Analysis 

TSS  Traffic Separation Scheme 

ULS  Ultimate Limit State 

W2W  Walk to Work 

WCPF  Worst Credible Process Fire 

WG  Workgroup 

 

 

1.2 Definitions 

 

 

Terminology as used in the RISP project: 

• Safety premises: Identified aspects presumed to be true and therefore used as a basis for the 
management of MAH.  This can typically be presumptions (constraints and conditions) made in 
the HAZAN as a basis for concluding that the design is within the validity envelope of the RISP 
models.  It can also cover other aspects such as operational restrictions.  Safety premises typically 
needs to be verified at a later stage. 

• Safety program: The safety program is a high-level plan describing the goals, means (resources), 
activities and analyses planned to manage MAH in a development project.  Responsibilities, 
organisation and interaction arenas related to implementation of MAH design in the development 
project should be described. The safety program may also be called the HSE program or similar. 

• Safety strategy:  The safety strategy is a high-level plan giving the link between the safety 
program and the design development regarding MAH. The strategy describes how the end goals 
will be achieved.  The safety strategy should also cover the needs related to fire and explosion 
strategy (FES) and escape, evacuation and rescue strategy (EERS). The safety strategy should 
outline applicable overall principles for design, layout, arrangements, philosophies and other 
high-level design and operational aspects related to barriers, e.g.: 

o Describing MAH relevant for the development (e.g. area by area) and describing key design 
measures and safety premises. 

o Describing how specific MAH are managed by the use of barrier functions, systems and 
elements. Typically, this should include a reference to standard requirements (e.g. NORSOK 
S-001) and whether there are special solutions required not covered by the standards. 

• Proven design: Design or concepts that are considered prequalified through operational 
experience and/or previous engineering documentation and analyses to such a degree that the 
RISP methods and models can be applied. 

• RISP methodology: The principles that have been used to establish methods and models in the 
JIP. The term is also applied as the totality of RISP methods and RISP models. 

• RISP methods: The work steps and procedures proposed to be used for risk-based decision 
support in development projects. 

• RISP models: The assessment tools proposed to be applied for risk-based decision support in 
development projects 
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2. Introduction 
 

2.1 General 

This is the main report from the Joint Industry Project (JIP) named “Risk informed decision support in 
development projects (RISP)”. The project has been carried out in 2018 and 2019. The report 
summarises the work performed, results and conclusions obtained and recommendations for the way 
forward. 

The major part of the work is documented by separate reports produced by 5 work groups.  The 
reports are attached to this main report and includes: 

• Appendix A: WG 1 report – Risk management 

• Appendix B: WG 2 report - Explosion 

• Appendix C: WG 3 report - Fires 

• Appendix D: WG 4 report – Other accidents 

• Appendix E: WG 5 report – Risk management and regulatory framework including 
standards 

Possible discrepancies or conflicts between the main report and the reports from the work groups, are 
due to maturing through the project execution.  The content of the main report is prevailing in this 
respect.  

2.2 Background 

The project “Formålstjenlige risikoanalyser” (“Expedient Risk Analyses”) was run until spring 2017 by 
Norwegian Oil and Gas, NOROG (Ref. /1/). The project (hereafter called the NOROG project) with 
results and proposals for further work was presented in the Operations Committee meeting in 
NOROG, and received full support. The authorities (Petroleum Safety Authority) have also expressed a 
strong wish to see the project being continued. 

The NOROG project concluded: 

Risk analyses have played an important role in the HSE work in the petroleum industry, and 
these have helped to give the industry detailed and comprehensive knowledge about risk 
conditions and design principles. Specific risk acceptance criteria have been used to a great 
extent in the industry and the advantage is that it provides clear answers on what is good 
enough and what is not. It is set a clear line.  

The models and tools, however, require input data at a very detailed level, and in many cases 
there is a mismatch between a) necessary input and the time it takes to set up and use the 
tools and b) the information and the time that is available at the time the key decisions are 
taken. Decision making support in many cases comes too late.  

Experiences and insights gained through years of risk analyses, has only marginally influenced 
the way the analyses are conducted. To a large extent, everything is analysed from scratch 
every time an analysis is required – the knowledge and experienced gained about potential 
accident scenarios and how an installation/module/system can best be designed, are not 
adequately exploited.  

Traditional quantitative risk analyses with emphasis on detailed calculations of total risk level 
and comparison against risk acceptance criteria (e.g. FAR and 1.0 x 10-4) should be replaced 
by simplified risk analyses with the aim to provide the best possible decision support. Rather 
than trying to continue the quest for perfect descriptions of what the risk is, the goal should 
be to give better decision support at the right time.  

The recommended practice represents a significant simplification of the current risk analysis 
practice, especially when facing situations characterized by known technology, considerable 
experience and little uncertainty, i.e. what can be termed "standard solutions".  
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The risk analyses will to a greater extent provide decision support at the right time, thereby 
contribute to the avoidance of late changes in development projects following results from 
risk analyses carried out at a late stage in the project. The analyses will also aid Operations in 
becoming familiar with the barriers’ functions and ability to deal with potential events, both 
those that the facility is designed to handle and those that one cannot expect are handled. 
The new methodology will make it easier to demonstrate that a given development meets the 
minimum authority requirements, and the methodology also meets the intention of the 
authorities’ recent definition of risk where uncertainty is a key aspect.  

It is therefore recommended to continue the project with the following aim;  

- To provide an overview of decisions in a project where risk analyses would provide improved 
decision support  

- To establish risk- and consequence models to provide this improved decision support  

- To establish guidelines for risk management in development projects  

- To establish overview of where the proposed models and processes are not in accordance 
with the requirements and standards and propose regulatory changes  

 

The RISP project described in this document is a continuation of the NOROG work and the 
recommendations it led to. The outcome of RISP is expected to form a significant part of the 
fundament for the upcoming update of NORSOK Z-013. RISP has focused on risk management in 
project development of topside facilities (in a broad meaning), including subsea accidents that may 
affect the facility. 

 

2.3 Objectives and scope of work for RISP 

The overall objective of the RISP project is to further develop the principles and ideas provided by the 
NOROG project into methods, models and guidelines, and establish a new common “industrial 
practice”. This practice should describe how various decisions in a development project are to be 
based on general and specific knowledge about the incidents that the installation may be exposed to 
(such as leaks, fires and explosions). 

Traditional quantitative risk analyses with considerable focus on detailed calculations of total risk and 
measurement against risk acceptance criteria such as FAR and frequencies of loss of main safety 
functions (1 x 10-4) should, when technology and challenges are known, be replaced by input based on 
knowledge and experience acquired by past projects and analyses, providing a robust safety level. 
Instead of searching for detailed descriptions of what the risk level is, the objective should be to 
provide valid decision support at the right time. 

The principles for risk-related decision support provided in ISO 17776, see Figure 1, shall be used as 
basis for the RISP project. The figure also illustrates the focus area for the work carried out as part of 
this JIP (RISP). 
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Figure 1 - Risk related decision-making framework from ISO17776 (Ref. /2/). The red doted box illustrates 
the focus area for the work carried out as part of this JIP (RISP). 

 

The new «industrial practice» developed aims to clarify: 

a) if a potential type of hazard/incident is sufficiently covered by using systems and solutions 
indicated by requirements in standards, established good practice and results of former analyses. 
Typically, left part of situation A in Figure 1. Or 

b) if a potential type of hazard/incident can be sufficiently covered by simplified methods and 
models established based on knowledge and experience acquired by past projects and analyses. 
Typically, right part of situation A and major part of situation B in Figure 1 .  Or 

c) if there is a need for obtaining and using additional assessment techniques (compared to item b) 
for the hazard/incident. Typically, situation C in Figure 1. 

When situation b) applies, the new “industrial practice” must specify the methods and models that 
should be applied and give guidance on how results (and the conditions/assumptions they are based 
on) can/should be used in the decision-making process. In this way the decision maker should also be 
made aware of the importance of the decision and the impacts of the various decision options. 

The methods and models to be included in the new «industrial practice» will be adapted to the 
knowledge and information typically available at the time when the specific decisions of interest are 
normally made. The decision support provided shall be sufficiently robust, meaning that the 
recommendations given should not be subjected to scrutiny, reconsiderations or reassessment later in 
the project, provided that the basis for the decision support (the input used and the restrictions 
related to further design development) has not been changed throughout the project. This will 
minimise the need for late design changes, when e.g. more detailed information is available. An as-
built total risks analysis/quantitative risk analysis (TRA/QRA) will thus not be required within the new 
“industrial practice”, but verification activities need to be developed. Verification shall ensure 
compliance with the validity envelope of the new approach, and that any changes in assumptions 
made during the development project are considered. 

Barrier management, in its wide context, should found the basis for risk management in operations. A 
balanced description of the risk comprehensive enough for the operational phase, should be 
established also within the new “industrial practice”. 
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The RISP methodology includes decision gates related to whether the MAH hazard in question can be 
handled with use of the established RISP methods and models as decision support in development 
projects. The need for additional assessment techniques for the risk related decision-making process 
is identified.  However, no details are established as part of this RISP project for these additional 
techniques except referring to ISO 17776, PSA regulations and present practices for management of 
MAH.  

The RISP methods and models established are applicable for proven design where technology and 
challenges are known, and decision support can be based on experience and knowledge acquired by 
past projects and analyses.  The intention has also been to identify the design standards which should 
be used as basis for the design.  

 

2.4 Requirements to methods and models 

Important requirements specified for the methods and models established include: 

a) The methods shall ensure that at least the same level of safety is achieved as the level given by the 
current practice.  

b) The methods and models shall be based on best available knowledge. 

c) The theoretical and empirical basis for the methods and models established, including the 
assumptions made, shall be available for review. Possible differences in perceptions amongst experts 
(related to a subject) shall be stated, and an explanation for how this has been accounted for shall be 
given. Lack of general knowledge on a specific subject, and how this has been accounted for in the 
methods and models provided, shall also be described and be available for review. 

d) The methods and models must be transparent, meaning that information on how the results have 
been produced and which factors are important for the results shall be available for review 

e) The methods must be traceable, meaning that each assumption and parameter used in the model 
shall be available and documented. 

f) The methods and models shall be openly available to the industry 

In order to ensure that the methods and models established in the project remains updated over time 
(i.e. “at all time” are based on the latest/best available knowledge and experience), a process for 
when and how to update them needs to be established.  

 

2.5 Project organisation  

The RISP project is organised as a research project with 14 participants. The participants include 
sponsors, vendors and project owner. 

Seven offshore operator companies have initiated and sponsored the RISP work; Equinor, 
ConocoPhillips, Total E&P, Vår Energi (ENI), Lundin, Wintershall and AkerBP. 

The vendors are nominated by the sponsors.  Different work packages are defined for the work to be 
carried out by the vendors organised as workgroups.   The vendors are: Lilleaker Consulting, Gexcon, 
DNVGL, Lloyd’s Register, Aker Solutions, Proactima and Safetec. The vendors have provided a 
considerable in-kind contribution. 

The JIP consists of two subprojects. Subproject 1 has been carried out in 2018 and includes WG 1 and WG 2.  

Subproject 2 has been carried out in 2019 and includes WG 3, WG 4 and WG 5. 

Aker Solutions was the project owner for Subproject 1, while Equinor has taken over the role as 
project owner from 2019. The ownership rights to the project results shall accrue to Equinor. All 
participants have a free right to access project results within their operations. 

The PSA has been involved as observer in the RISP project.   
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The RISP project organisation for Subproject 2 is illustrated in Figure 2. Please note that 
communication with union representatives has been postponed and needs to be dealt with in a 
possible continuation of RISP work. 

 

 

Figure 2 – The RISP project organisation overview (Subproject 2) 
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3. The RISP methodology  

3.1 Framework for RISP 

The RISP methodology has been developed with the main intention to improve the decision support 
provided related to MAH (major accident hazards) in the early design phases of offshore development 
projects on the NCS.  

The framework for RISP includes the following boundaries: 

- The RISP methodology includes decision gates related applicability for any development project.  
If the RISP methods and models are not applicable, the need for additional risk assessment 
techniques for the risk related decision-making framework is identified.  However, no details are 
established as part of this RISP project for these additional techniques except referring to ISO 
17776, PSA regulations and present practices for management of MAH.  

- The RISP methods and models are applicable for proven design where technology and challenges 
are known, and decision support can be based on experience and knowledge acquired by past 
projects and analyses.  The intention has also been to identify the design standards which should 
be used as basis for the design.  

- The RISP methods and models are adapted to the decision support needed when the related 
design decisions are normally made.  The models are tailored to the information typically 
available when the decisions are made, implying that the input often is coarse and with limited 
detailing. 

- The recommendations given by RISP methods and models shall ensure at least the same level of 
safety is achieved as the level given by the present practice.   

- The methods and models shall be based on best available knowledge, be transparent and 
traceable and openly available for the industry (see details in Chapter 2.4). 

- The present probabilistic PSA requirement related to loss of main safety functions (annual 
likelihood of 1 x 10-4) will not be documented quantitatively for each project. Instead the 
requirement will be indirectly complied with since the robustness of the new RISP designs will be 
based on experience from similar existing designs that comply with the requirement. 

- The decision support given shall be sufficiently robust, meaning that the recommendations given 
should not be subjected to scrutiny, reconsiderations or reassessment later in the project, 
provided that the basis for the decision support (the assumptions used and the restrictions 
related to future decisions (e.g. detailed design), etc.) has not been changed throughout the 
project. 

- The methods do not include requirements for an as-built TRA/QRA for verification. However, it is 
a prerequisite that the development project has a management of change system identifying and 
managing changes affecting the decisions made and that necessary verification activities to assure 
compliance to regulations and safety premises are identified, executed and followed-up. 

- The present PSA regulations, including the standards referred to in the regulations, have been 
used as a basis for the RISP project.  (Although referred to as the PSA regulations in this report, 
the sets of regulations fall within the jurisdiction of several regulatory authorities). Signals from 
the PSA is that the industry should propose the principles it believes provide the best solutions, 
and not be restricted by current regulations.  The PSA pinpoints however, the ambitions to be 
world leading in HSE and the requirements for continuous improvement, robustness and risk 
reduction.   If adjustments to regulations including referred standards and interpretations are 
proposed, it should be clear that it will lead to improved safety. Further the PSA pinpoints that 
when design is to be based on prequalified solutions described in standards, it is important that 
the solution described are robust.  

- The RISP methodology can also provide relevant MAH information for the operational phase, e.g.  
as input to the risk picture, barrier management and emergency preparedness. However, 
elaboration of the risk informed decision support required for the operational phase, has not 
been part of the current work. 
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- The RISP models aims primarily to be used to define design accidental events, design accidental 
loads and corresponding survivability requirements.  The models established cover to a lesser 
degree a complete input regarding risk drivers, probability reducing measures, input to robust 
and inherent safe design as well as recommended design standards.  This needs to be considered 
as part of management of MAH. 

3.2 Validity envelope 

The RISP validity envelope describes constraints and conditions for using the RISP methods and 
models. The aim has been to describe the envelope as precisely as possible to simplify the application 
in use.   The validity envelope is expected to be challenged as part of HAZAN in each development 
project. A topic for the HAZAN is to conclude if the RISP methods and models can be used or if there 
are special constraints and conditions for the use.  Key elements in the validity envelope include:  

• General aspects: 

o The (relevant part of) concept is considered proven for the current situation and 
conditions. This means that aspects considered potentially as novel or unproven, are 
evaluated specifically regarding the validity envelope.  Examples of aspects that may be 
necessary to evaluate (in addition to technical aspects) includes operational philosophy, 
reservoir conditions, process conditions and environmental conditions. 

o The MAH causes and effects are well understood 

o Necessary resources and competence for a proper management of MAH are available for 
the development project.  See e.g.  the PSA Framework regulations section 10,11 and 12.  
Guidelines describing appropriate principles for management of MAH are described in 
e.g.: 

▪ ISO 17776: “Petroleum and natural gas industries – Offshore production 
installations – Major accident hazard “, Second edition dated 15.12.2016. See 
ref /2/ 

▪ Petroleum Safety Authority Norway, “integrated and unified risk management 
in the petroleum industry”, dated June 2018. See ref /3/. 

• The intention has been to define the validity envelope for each RISP model as unambiguous as 
possible for each MAH as part of WG 2 – 4.  It is emphasised that each model will define 
constraints and conditions applicable per hazard type and area.  This means that within an area a 
RISP model for one type of MAH may be applicable while a model for another MAH is not 
applicable. Likewise, a RISP model may be applicable for one area of a concept while not 
applicable for another area. 

• It is acknowledged that the NORSOK S-001, 2018 edition is a key document providing design 
premises related to MAH. The standard contains both prescriptive and functional based 
requirements to the performance required for safety barriers/-systems.  It is concluded that 
application of this NORSOK standard as a basis for the design development, will be a valid and 
important premise for the RISP methods and models.  Other standards giving design premises are 
identified as part of WG 2- 4. 

 

3.3 HAZAN 

HAZAN is a key element in the RISP methodology.  It is based on and includes the present practice of 
performing a hazard identification (HAZID) as described in NORSOK Z-013.  However, it contains 
further elements to assure a proper basis for applying the RISP methods and models as decision 
support. In addition, it contains an assessment (or analysis) part to obtain a deeper understanding of 
the MAH and the associated strength of knowledge for the specific concept/design.  By describing and 
understanding the MAH involved including risk drivers, an important basis for risk reduction and 
communication with affected stakeholders and disciplines is obtained. 
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The HAZAN is considered a crucial and important basis for management of MAH in a development 
project and it needs to be comprehensive and well planned.  The HAZAN typically includes one or 
more documented and structured workshops with stakeholders and subject matter experts involved.    

By following the HAZAN process, the following is considered: 

• It is evaluated whether there is something unique with the proposed design 

• Relevant hazards are identified and classified (HAZID) 

• It is evaluated whether hazards are different than normal for the areas on the facility. This 
includes evaluation of uncertainty, strength of knowledge and whether criteria for use of the 
simplified RISP methods are met per area and type of hazard. 

The above provides decision support to conclude if the RISP methods and models can be used or if 
special studies or considerations are needed. 

The HAZAN process may provide useful decision support at early stages of the project execution for 
any type of project.  It can limit the need for changes to design caused by new or changed safety 
requirements at later stages. 

The HAZAN process is carried out by performing the following steps: 

1. Describe characteristics of the suggested development. 

2. Identify and analyze initiating events including hazards and uncertainty factors. This includes: 

• Identify, evaluate and classify MAH  

• Identify key risk drivers  

• Identify and consider risk reduction issues 

3. Evaluate and demonstrate strength of knowledge 

4. Check predefined validity envelope for RISP methods and models and identify safety 
premises 

5. Decide on use of RISP models and identify any need for additional information and special 
studies or considerations to be performed. 

For an elaborative description of the HAZAN, reference is given to the WG1 report. See also the 
illustration of workflow using RISP methods and models in Figure 4. 
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3.4 Typical workflow using RISP models in development projects 

 

The new RISP methodology compared to a more traditional approach is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 - Early design input delivered by RISP within the validity envelope 

 

An illustration of a typical workflow using the RISP methods and models in development projects has 
been established.  The workflow during Project Planning phase and Project Execution phase is 
illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 – Workflow using RISP methods and models - illustration  
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3.5 Type of decision support provided by RISP models 

The need for decision support in development projects has been collected based on the experience of 
the RISP participants as well as by workshops and communication with engineering and oil companies. 

It is found challenging to extract single decisions made at a specific time in the design process.  The 
design process more typically implies a lot of dependencies and iterative work in decision making. A 
main task during Project Planning phase is to establish the technical basis for the subsequent Project 
Execution phase.  The design premises (in addition to requirements given in regulations, standards 
and good practices) for handling of MAH should as far as possible be established in the Project 
Planning phase.   

Decisions made in the Project Planning phase with respect to MAH will, have to include safety margins 
to avoid later changes unless a very strict management of change strategy is implemented.  The 
extent and quality of the work in the Project Planning phase is hence crucial to obtain valid design 
premises that are not overly conservative.  During Project Execution phase a main task is to detail the 
safety premises for implementation into design and to follow up effect of changes. It is expected that 
in many projects the design premises, detailing of the premises and way of implementation of the 
premises, will be challenged from a cost optimisation point of view.  This may imply that the validity 
envelope of RISP is challenged and that other risk assessment techniques are applied for decision 
support. The focus for RISP is primarily to establish safety input and premises for handling MAH in a 
proper and efficient manner at the right time. As the concept, layout and technical basis for Project 
Execution phase are to be established in the Project Planning phase, the screening of decision support 
performed has focused on this phase.  

The design accidental load specification normally plays a key role in design requirements related to 
MAH, especially related to survivability requirements. A main task for the RISP workgroups has hence 
been to establish models for recommending design accidental events and loads and the application of 
the loads. 

It is acknowledged that the NORSOK S-001 2018 edition, is a key document providing design premises 
related to MAH. The standard contains both prescriptive and functional based requirements to the 
performance required for safety barriers/-systems.  It is concluded that compliance to this NORSOK 
standard shall be a premise for the RISP methods and models. 

The RISP methodology aims at contributing to accountability of decision makers for decisions affecting 
MAH.  It is judged that that this can be achieved by providing simplified and transparent information 
that makes decision makers: 

• understand importance of decisions being made, 

• understand effect of decision on vulnerability and robustness and 

• understand safety premises related to the decision. 

 

The intention has been to provide the following results relevant for MAH by use of the RISP models: 

• Recommended Design Accidental Events and Loads (DeAE and DeAL) 

• Description of key/critical risk drivers and their: 

o importance for DeAE, DeAL and robustness 

o effect on layout and design solutions. 

• Premises for use of standards, e.g. NORSOK S-001, rev 2018 

• Input to extended HAZID i.e. the HAZAN including: 

o Check list for topics to be evaluated in the HAZAN 

o Description of validity envelope for the RISP models.   

o Design recommendations for handling of the MAH 
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3.6 Sample of RISP models 

Table 1 presents some samples of RISP models established with key characteristics.  The table is 
included to illustrate type of solutions for various models.  This includes whether the hazard is a 
design event or not (DeAE/DeAL), how the scenario is specified and corresponding survivability 
requirements for key safety barriers.   A complete presentation of the RISP models established are 
given in WG 2, 3 and 4 reports. For explosion there is an ongoing work to establish a RISP model (Ref. 
/4/). 

Table 1: Samples of RISP models established. 

Hazard Key model  Comment 
Ignited process fire - Structural integrity (including 

secondary structure): DeAE = 
WCPF. Method to establish DeAL 
and potentially generic loads. 

- Escalation to process equipment: 
DeAL – 250 kw/m2 for 2 minutes 
(no escalation) and 350 kw/m2 
for 15 minutes (no escalation 
causing > 30 kg/s).   

- Global main safety functions 
(escape routes, evacuation 
means, muster area): DeAE 30 
kg/s.  Duration 15-60 minutes. 

- Initial fire > 30 kg/s: Estimated annual frequency 

of 0.7 x 10-4 per year for a large process module. 

- Typical WCPF for structural integrity in a naturally 

ventilated module: 5-30 kg/s 

Ignited riser fire DeAE: 
Ignited leak in any of the riser 
segments that will give the worst fire 
exposure of the main load bearing 
structures, safe area and evacuation 
means. 

- DeAE covers annual fire frequency levels between 

1 x 10-5 and 1 x 10-3 

- ESD valves and SSIVs can be credited as 

segregation for the riser segments. The closure 

time needs to be reflected regarding heat loads 

and duration.  This presumes the valves are 

treated as safety systems with testing and 

performance requirement (typical reliability level 

of 98 % or higher). This implies that the valves 

have requirements for closing time and internal 

leak that are verified through testing. 

- The assessment of DeAE shall include possible 

escalations (to other risers, wells, and/or process 

equipment). 

- Main load bearing structure shall be intact to 

ensure escape to safe area and time for 

evacuation. Default time for evacuation is set to 

60 minutes but should preferably be based on 

installation specific considerations. 

- Safe area/mustering area shall be intact and 

functional to allow time for evacuation. Default 

time for evacuation is set to 60 minutes but 

should preferably be based on installation specific 

evaluations. 

- Evacuation means for minimum 100 % of 

maximum manning onboard at any time shall be 

available for evacuation. Requirements for 

availability of an extra lifeboat for redundancy, 

shall also be included.  The evacuation means shall 

be available from 15 minutes after onset of the 

DeAE until evacuation can be considered 

complete.  For bridge connected installations the 
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Hazard Key model  Comment 
requirement can be fulfilled by availability of the 

bridge. 

- The applicable fire loads can be established by 

CFD tools or conservatively applying simpler 

methods (e.g. as described in NORSOK S-001). 

- The DeAL shall reflect/cover loads from at least 

90 % of representative scenarios (DeAE) within 

each leak size category for each riser segment. 

The 90 % requirement is stated to cover variations 

in weather conditions, leak location, leak direction 

etc.   

Ignited blowout DeAE: 
Long lasting ignited blowout in all 
areas of topside except 
mud/module/shaker room (Subsea 
ignited blowouts not a DeAE). 
Fire rate to cover up to maximum 
blowout rate (Default value up to 100 
kg/s). 

- DeAE covers annual fire frequency levels between 

1 x 10-5 and 1 x 10-4 

- Main load carrying capacity to consider typically 5-

30 kg/s 

- Other main safety functions to consider maximum 

rate (100 kg/s)  

Collision from 
passing vessels 

Not a DeAE 
- Presumes compliance to traffic surveillance, alert 

and evacuation procedure (NORSOK S-001, section 

25) 

- Presumes installation location away from traffic 

separation scheme (TSS), at least half of the width 

of TSS. 

- Important to do a Vessel traffic survey of AIS data 

and assess degree of operational barriers in place. 

 

Collision from 

supply-vessel – 

Manoeuvring from 

standby position to 

operating position 

 

DeAE: 
Head-on collision with larges vessel 
with impact speed of 4 m/s. 

- Presumes compliance to G-OMO-procedure 

- Presumes waiting position for vessel to be 

downwind the facility 

Collision from 

supply-vessel – 

Manoeuvring at 

operating position 

 

DeAE: 
The corresponding speed in head-on 
collisions with largest vessel shall be 
0.5 m/s and 3.0 m/s for ULS and ALS 
checks respectively. 

- Presumes compliance to G-OMO-procedure 

- Presumes loading position to be downwind the 

facility 

Crane boom fall Not a DeAE 
- Crane boom fall can be expected with a frequency 

of no more than 5 x 10-5 per platform year. 

- Crane boom fall should be considered as part of 

ALARP process. Guidance is given on protection 

energies and layout 
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Hazard Key model  Comment 
Dropped object 
impact on seabed 
arrangements 

DeAE: 
Probabilistic model given a drop of the 
lifted load over sea.  
Pipelines must survive impact from 
95% of all loads. 

- A 95% survivability corresponds to an average 

annual fire on sea frequency in the order of 5 x 10-

5 

Accidental heel Accidental heel is a DeAE on floaters.  
Credible heel scenarios shall not cause 
a static heel exceeding 17 degrees. 
Static heel to be combined with 1-year 
weather condition giving dynamic roll 
and pitch as calculated for the 
installation.  

- Presumes design according to regulations and 

standards. 

- Consequences of DeAE needs to be assessed and 

survivability requirements for safety systems to be 

defined. 
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4. Regulatory framework and standards 
WG 5 has considered the outcome of   WG 1, 2, 3 and 4 reports and evaluated where there may be a 
mismatch/conflict between the proposed methodology and the requirements given in the existing 
regulatory framework, including standards referred to in the regulations. The task has primarily been 
to identify needed changes, if any, to be able to implement the RISP methodology. 

Since WG 5 is based on all previous work packages, also topics relevant for the overall scope for the 
RISP project is commented by WG 5 when found relevant and appropriate. 

 

Key conclusions are summarised below: 

• The regulative regime is ambitious and includes functional based requirements.  The regulations 
have not explicitly expressed requirements for quantification of risk numbers. Hence, no direct 
conflict or mismatch has been found between the RISP methodology and the regulations.  
Although the regulations can be interpreted in different ways, the PSA underlines that it is a task 
for the responsible parties to establish practices that are compliant to the regulations and 
suitable for the industry. 

• The regulations refer to several standards of good practice that relates to management of MAH 
and for proper safety design. These standards have included the concept of risk quantification to 
various levels. Alignment between the standards and the results provided by the RISP 
methodology may hence be beneficial to consider. 

• The regulations refer especially to NORSOK Z-013 for the requirement that loads/actions with an 
annual likelihood greater than or equal to 1 x 10-4, shall not result in loss of a main safety 
function.  This has been interpreted as a quantitative requirement by the industry. Likewise, the 
practice related to probabilistic explosion analysis included as informative materiel in NORSOK Z-
013, has been included as a best practice by operators.  It is concluded that this standard should 
be updated to better stimulate good practices for use of risk assessment techniques and 
management of MAH for decision support.  The RISP methodology as a way of documenting 
prequalified solutions should be a part of this update. 

• The NORSOK S-001 2018 edition, is a key document providing design premises related to MAH. It 
is concluded that compliance to this standard shall be a premise for the RISP methods and 
models. The standard describes parts of management of MAH which is not well aligned with the 
RISP methodology.  Also, the word should, is used a lot in the standard to describe “a suggested 
possible choice of action deemed to be particularly suitable without necessarily mentioning or 
excluding others”.   This causes some uncertainty to what is required to be compliant to the 
standard and to the regulations.  These challenges need to be considered when applying the RISP 
methodology in development projects. 

• The regulations give ambitious requirements for continuous improvement and risk reduction.  
These requirements are challenging to fulfill. It is judged that both quality and efficiency in 
management of MAH may be improved by establishing suitable best practices. 

• The RISP methodology can play a role and be part of a good practice for management of MAH.  
The methodology is judged suitable to provide valid decision support at the right time during 
development projects. Strong focus needs to be put on the HAZAN, both the methodology and 
involvement of stakeholders and subject matter experts in the work process. 
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5. Summary, conclusions and recommendations 

5.1 Summary and conclusions 

This report presents the Joint Industry Project (JIP) called risk informed decision support in 
development projects (RISP).   The project has been carried out in 2018 and 2019. The project has 
further developed, and concretised principles and ideas provided by a former NOROG project into 
new methods and models.  The project is related to management of major accident hazards (MAH) in 
development projects on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS). 

The project has screened the risk informed decision support needed in typical development projects.  
Risk assessment methods and models have been established suitable for decision support based on 
information available when the decisions are normally taken.  The recommendations given by the 
models are considered robust as to avoid the need to reiterate the decision based on more detailed 
information available at a later stage provided premises for the decision are not changed. 

The methodology established is based on the risk-based decision-making framework given by ISO 
17776 which differentiate the assessment techniques dependent on the complexity of the 
development project.  The methods and models established are valid for proven design where 
prequalified solutions can be applied. 

As far as possible the methodology is based on design requirements given by standards. It is 
acknowledged that NORSOK S-001 is a key standard in this respect. 

The methodology has been reviewed in relation to the present regulative regime to identify possible 
conflicts and need to update regulations and standards.  The regulative regime is ambitious and 
includes functional based requirements.  The regulations have not explicitly expressed requirements 
for quantification of risk numbers. Hence, no direct conflict or mismatch has been found between the 
RISP methodology and the regulations.   

Reflections based on the performed work includes: 

• Although management of MAH in the Norwegian oil industry has been successful, there is an 
obvious potential to improve both quality and efficiency in application of risk assessment 
techniques as decision support in development projects.  

• A considerable maturation of views on the RISP principles and ideas has taken place among 
the participants during the execution of the RISP project. Clearly it has been different views 
on the degree of the challenges with the present practice, the causes of the challenges and 
on the best solutions. 

• The ambitions of the RIP project have been large and the complexity of the tasks and project 
organisation considerable in comparison to the resources available for execution of the 
project.  As must have been expected, the ambitions of the project are not fully completed, 
and thus for some of the methods and models further work is needed.   

• Methods and models for risk-based decision support in development projects have been 
established.  A workflow for use of the RISP methods and models has been established to 
support management of MAH.   The extended HAZID called the HAZAN is an important part 
of the workflow. The models established covers a number of hazards, both those which can 
be managed primarily by following design standards and those requiring simplified 
assessments models.  The assessment models established focus on establishing design 
accidental scenarios and loads (DeAE and DeAL) and corresponding requirements for 
survivability of safety barriers. 

• A set of requirements has been defined for the RISP methods and models (see Chapter  2.4).  
The requirements are fulfilled to various degrees for the different models.  A review of the 
models from subject matter experts as well as by potential users of the models would be 
beneficial to identify improvement areas.  During the work performed, different perceptions 
amongst experts have not been documented.  Further, the basis for the models are only 
partly documented and available for review. How to assure that models remain updated over 
time has not been answered. However, in order to comply with the expectations in the 
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regulations, the RISP models must be placed in a context of continuous improvement, and 
this context should be owned by the operators (as the responsible party) in terms of 
overseeing the use of models and identify an initiate improvement actions when deemed 
necessary.  

• The ambition to assure at least the same safety level as present practice is considered 
achieved within the validity envelope of the models. This is obtained by a conservative 
approach regarding the scenarios, loads and survivability requirements included. 

• The decision support provided by the methods and models are considered to give the 
essential input needed during development projects – especially during planning phase for 
proven design. 

• The PSA is positive to and support the initiative taken by the industry in this project.  They 
pinpoint the ambition to be world leading related to HSE and the requirements for 
continuous improvement, robustness and risk reduction.  The regulation includes functional 
requirements, it is a task for the industry to establish good practices for compliance.  

• Topics covered to less degree in the present RISP project includes: 

o Measures to reduce the likelihood for an incident to occur 

o Methods and models to use outside the validity envelope of RISP 

o Best practices for management of MAH within development projects 

o Risk based decision support in operations 

 

 

5.2 Recommendations 

A new methodology replacing traditional quantitative risk analysis with simplified experience-based 
methods for improved decision support in development projects has been outlined and substantiated 
in this report. In order to qualify the new RISP methodology and improve its ability for risk-based 
decision support in development projects, the following recommendations are given for the SC 
members to consider: 

1. Through the JIP execution, considerable maturation and consolidation has been achieved among 
the RISP participants.  The common understanding of context and basic ideas for the RISP 
methods and models has been improved along the way of the project execution. For a successful 
implementation and use of the RISP methodology, it is recommended to continue and extend the 
effort on anchoring the methodology with important stakeholders, including authorities, union 
representatives, operators, engineering, consultants and subject matter experts. 

2. Although a considerable effort has been made to establish the RISP methods and models, it is 
recommended to evaluate the need for additional work to make them qualified and ready for use. 
Topics to consider include: 

a. Establish a precise description of the validity envelope for the methods and models 

b. Assure that the RISP methods and models are based on best available knowledge, 
documented to show compliance to the 10-4 criteria and fulfilling risk reduction 
requirements (such as ALARP/ISD/BAT/Robustness). 

c. Assure that required input to topics for the HAZAN is established and identified 

d. Assure that valuable design recommendations are captured and provided where relevant 
for the different hazards. 

3. The regulations are ambitious regarding management of MAH and requirements for continuous 
improvement, robustness and risk reduction.  The requirements are generally functional based, 
and it is a task for the industry to establish good practices for compliance.  In the same way as it is 
a potential for better methods and models for risk-based decision support, it is judged valid to 
stimulate improved management of MAH within the development projects This includes work 
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practices within the project organisation, scoping of risk assessment work and anchoring of 
relevant decisions. Although the requirements are functional based and complex, it should be an 
ambition to establish simple practices that are compliant with regulations. Hence, it is 
recommended to establish best practices for management of MAH.  The PSA document 
“Integrated and unified risk management in the petroleum industry” as well as present various 
procedures applied by operators and contractors are considered to give valuable input to the 
context for such practices.  The practices could include: 

o Practices for risk reduction. A key aspect will be how to assure efficient integration 
into the normal design development. 

o Practices for how to include robustness into design 

o Practices for barrier management in development projects.  The practice may reflect 
the need to assure that required barriers are included in the technical basis for the 
design during Project Planning phase (e.g. as part of safety strategy) while more 
detailed performance requirements are established in the Project Execution phase.    

4. Based on experience from performed projects, it has been expressed that requirements for 
verification activities at the as-built stage are important to assure high focus and commitment on 
HSE aspects during project execution.  As the practice of as-built QRA/TRA is not part of the RISP 
methodology, it is recommended instead to consider implementing verification at the as-built 
stage that all identified safety premises for the design are fulfilled. 

5. The focus of the JIP has been on decision support needed in development projects. The need for 
decision support in the operational phase has not been considered as part of this JIP. The idea for 
the RISP methodology is that barrier management should be governing for the risk management 
in the operational phase. Traditionally, the QRA/TRA with comprehensive and detailed risk 
assessment, has been used as a basis for the barrier management.  It is recommended to perform 
further work to evaluate how the needed and required risk picture should be established as a 
basis for management of MAH and barrier management in the operational phase.   

6. It is recommended to update the NORSOK Z-013 standard to reflect the RISP methodology and 
establish best practices for use of the RISP methods and models. The updated standard should 
reflect the risk related decision-making framework in ISO 17776 and the PSA definition of risk and 
risk reduction.  The standard should be more open for different approaches to risk assessments 
including required risk assessments for prequalified solutions. 
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1. Introduction 
This report describes the work undertaken by Workgroup 2 as a part of the joint industry project RISP 
(Risk informed decision support in development projects). 


A generic methodology has been developed and presented for estimating explosion design during an 
early design phase. Moreover, more advanced simple methodologies have been described in this 
document also for estimating explosion design loads during an early design phase. Validation 
approaches for these models have been described as well.  


This report is one of the five workgroup reports constituting the basis for the overall RISP report, see 
also Ref. /2/. 


1.1 RISP project  


The RISP joint industry project is a continuation of the project “Formålstjenlige risikoanalyser” 
(“Expedient Risk Analyses”) run by Norwegian Oil and Gas, NOROG (Ref. /1/). RISP focuses on risk 
management in project development of topside facilities.  


Seven offshore operator companies have initiated and sponsored the RISP work; Equinor, 
ConocoPhillips, Total E&P, ENI, Lundin, Wintershall and AkerBP. 


The RISP project organisation is illustrated in Figure 1. 


 


 


Figure 1 – The RISP project organisation overview 


 


The five workgroups consist of representatives by consultants nominated by the sponsors, and 
different work packages are defined for the different workgroups. 


This document describes the work undertaken by the Workgroup 2 (Explosion). The workgroup 2 
consisted of representatives from Gexcon (lead), DNV GL, Lilleaker Consulting, Lloyd’s Register 
Consulting and Aker Solutions.  


A more detailed description of the RISP project and its context is given in the report issued by working 
group 1 (Ref./2/). 


 


1.2 Background 


Explosion risk analyses (ERAs) play a key role in the safety work within the petroleum industry. The 
explosion risk analyses are widely used in the design phase of a development project, e.g. as input to 
design explosion loads and ALARP assessments.    


The purpose of the NORSOK Z-013 standard (Ref./3/) is to establish requirements for effective 
planning and execution of risk and/or emergency preparedness assessment. Annex F of the NORSOK 
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Z-013 standard specify how a probabilistic explosion analysis can be performed. For many years, 
explosion risk analyses in development projects have been performed in compliance with these 
principles.  


In the concept definition, optimization and detailed engineering phases, the analysis shall include an 
explosion risk assessment. In case of probabilistic assessment, calculations shall be performed 
according to the standard’s Annex F. 


Each of the large risk analysis consultant companies has developed their own model / tool based on 
the method description in NORSOK Z-013, annex F.  


Although the ERA methodology as such was standardized by introduction of the standard, analysis 
results did not seem to converge. There are several reasons for this, for instance: 


• Different initiatives among consultant companies to improve leak frequency modelling (leak 
frequencies) 


• Different initiatives among consultant companies to improve ignition modelling (ignition 
probabilities) 


• Different approaches among consultant companies with respect to describing gas cloud 
build-up (gas dispersion) 


• CAD models have been more detailed over time, software for geometry import from CAD to 
the CFD tools has changed and various methods for modelling congestion at early phases 
have been introduced 


• Since 2001 there has been no organized benchmarking of the ERA methodologies. The 
various models have to a varying degree been updated to reflect improved knowledge and to 
exploit increased computational capacity 


1.2.1 Explosion risk analysis in a field development project 


The current practice with probabilistic explosion analysis has in the past two decades provided 
important decision support to NCS development projects. The detailed transient modelling of relevant 
leak scenarios, effect of safety systems, gas cloud build-up, ignition probability and finally explosion 
loads, gives a very detailed description of the explosion risk picture for a specific area. This can be 
used to understand the main explosion risk drivers for the specific module, understand the residual 
risk as well as providing important information regarding how the design influences the explosion risk. 
The methodology is a very good tool for evaluation and comparison of the effect of different design 
changes, e.g. size of process segments, blow down system design, location of ignition sources, 
confinement of the module, location of equipment etc., with respect to explosion risk.  The 
sensitivities that affect the module layout (and hence require CFD simulations to be rerun) will be 
more time-consuming, than those changes only implying changes in the probabilistic model.  


It should be mentioned that the above-described use of the explosion risk analysis has not always 
been well communicated in the explosion risk analysis reports. This may be because the main focus in 
the explosion analysis, historically, has been to provide design explosion loads as well as to verify that 
the risk level is within the defined risk acceptance criteria. The challenges related to such use of the 
analysis are elaborated in the next section.  


 


Design input from the explosion risk analysis in the different phases of a field development project is 
illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Design input from the probabilistic explosion analysis in different project stages (current approach) 


 


1.2.2 Challenges related to current practise with ERAs 


The probabilistic explosion models and tools need input data on a very detailed level and, in many 
cases, there is a mismatch between a) the need for input and the time it takes to set up and use the 
tools, and b) the information and time available at the time of making key decisions. This applies in 
particular for design explosion loads. Normally, the design accidental explosion loads need to be 
“frozen” in FEED phase, and sometimes even before FEED (for critical Purchase Orders).  At this stage, 
the 3D model is very immature and will lack a lot of details, and is, hence, not appropriate as basis for 
CFD explosion simulations. Ventilation and gas dispersion CFD simulations can in general be 
performed with a coarser 3D model basis than explosion simulations. In addition, the leak picture is 
not known in detail (e.g. segment inventories and number of leak sources). In short; the input with the 
right level of detail required to perform ERA according to current practice, is not available at the time 
the design explosion loads need to be frozen.   


In current practice with ERAs, to mitigate this, contingency is added to the input parameters (e.g. leak 
frequency), and often also to the result, i.e. the basis used for design load.  With respect to 
congestion, two different approaches to reflect the as built congestion in a module are:  


1. Add anticipated congestion to reflect expected “as built” density factors  


2. Aim to model the actual “as built” layout, based on experience from “as built” 3D 
models/actual designs for each type of equipment, e.g. separator.  


Although time consuming, the latter method has been preferred in recent field development projects 
because it is considered to reflect the expected congestion in a better way (reduce the uncertainty). 
However, independent of method used, the associated uncertainty is considered to be significant.    


Further, the probabilistic explosion models developed have become quite complex with many user-
influenced input parameters.  In many cases the transparency and traceability can be poor, in 
particular for the end user of the analysis.  An overview of the most important uncertainty 
characteristics is discussed in chapter 2. 


In summary, this may lead to one or several of the following consequences:  


• Late design changes caused by either:   


o Too immature input to the explosion analysis used as basis for design loads (and not 
enough contingency added)   


o Inconsistent results among consultant companies and possibly also among different 
persons within the same company.  


o The complexity of the analysis in combination with poor transparency which makes 
it difficult for the user to understand and control the parameters that influence the 
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(calculated) explosion risk. I.e. it can be difficult to understand whether changes in 
the ERA results are caused by changes in design or analytical/method related.  


• Too late decision support   


• Much effort and cost spent on explosion analysis in detail engineering without really 
influencing the design (validation activity only)  


Based on this a need has been identified for a new method for explosion analysis in the early phases 
of a development project, in particular for the purpose of specifying design explosion loads.  


 


1.3 Requirements to the method or model   


According to requirements in the scope of work of the RISP initiative the method or model:  


• shall ensure the same level of safety as currently achieved  


• shall be based on best available knowledge  


• theoretical and empirical basis shall be available for review  


• shall be transparent   


• must be traceable  


• shall be openly available to the industry  


 


It is stated that when using RISP, we should (as a minimum) have the same safety level as before 
introducing RISP. We interpret this as a requirement for similar design blast loads as current practice 
when RISP is used. At the same time, we want new and updated knowledge reflected in the tools and 
methods. Furthermore, methods shall be simple, transparent and traceable.  


The presumption seems to be that the current safety level is sufficient (or even optimal), and that this 
can be obtained without much analysis work being performed. So, the contribution from the new RISP 
methods is to provide a simple and fast model that will provide the same design load whoever use it. 
Simple sensitivities should be possible.  


The scope of work also states that rather than to seek very detailed risk descriptions, the aim should 
be to provide better decision support at the right time when the developed concept is well known. 


The methods applied should be based on our best knowledge of the phenomena involved. A brief 
overview of our basic knowledge is included in chapter 2. References to literature, databases and 
central studies should be included as part of the documentation.  


An important aspect of the chosen methodology for explosion risk assessment is to establish a 
framework in which the available knowledge, data and experience can be comprised.   


How the documented knowledge is applied in establishing models and methods must be evident. The 
link between this knowledge and data and the results of analysis should be transparent. In this way 
the credibility of the methods and model is ensured.  


To the extent possible, models and methods should match the complexity of the problem. The model 
should not be more complex than necessary to improve the credibility of explosion risk assessments.   


The methods or models shall be openly available for the industry. This can be done by including the 
method description in a standard (e.g. NORSOK Z-013) or by making a common software / model open 
or available for relevant companies.   


 


In addition the method or model shall, according to requirements in the scope of work:  


• be based on input available in early phase (before DG2)  


• avoid late design changes  
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• give decision support at the right time  


• focus on individual decisions  


• be based on principles in ISO 17776 {Ref. /4/) 


• utilize knowledge and experience in the industry  


• give consistent results independent of individual / Company  


 


Repeatedly, the RISP scope of work state the need for timely decision support specific to each 
individual decision. A simple, robust and fast model may give reasonable design loads for explosion, 
but it is hard to see how a coarse model can support the broad spectrum of decisions that comprise an 
offshore development project (see also Figure 2). A versatile explosion model with many input 
parameters will normally be required to support specific decisions. But this conflicts with other RISP 
requirements to e.g. fastness and robustness. 


A common and openly available model (or at least a framework) for explosion risk analysis should be 
established in the RISP project. This will facilitate verification of analyses and proposed design loads 
(and other solutions) and improve the credibility of explosion risk assessments.  


 


1.4 Objective and Scope of work  


The objective of the work in WG2 is to describe and evaluate different approaches for early phase 
explosion analyses, and to recommend a way forward for a common industry method for early phase 
explosion analyses.  The different methods or models shall be evaluated versus the predefined 
requirements in the scope of work as well as the potential use of the method/model as decision 
support.  


The ultimate goal is a method or model for early phase explosion analysis that fulfils the predefined 
requirements and where the above described challenges with current probabilistic explosion analysis 
are solved. Ideally the new method should provide the same important safety design input as current 
practice with ERAs (i.e. possibility for sensitivity studies, understanding of risk picture), but this is most 
likely not possible and at the same time fulfilling the RISP method requirements.     


The scope of work has been split in the following main activities:  


• Describe the industry knowledge on explosion risk for offshore installations and the main 
parameters influencing the explosion risk  


• Map the historical (calculated) explosion risk and the design explosion loads in recent 
development projects for different types of modules and areas, including the values of the 
main parameters.  


• Describe (on a principal level) different approaches for early phase explosion analysis 


▪ Develop a generic method for early phase explosion analysis (Generic explosion loads) 


• Demonstrate an example of a more advanced simple explosion model  


• Describe pros and cons with the different approaches, evaluate the methods vs. the 
predefined requirements and map the potential usage of the methods 


▪ Conclusion and recommendations for further work, i.e. a recommended way forward.  


  


1.5 Limitations  


A coarse framework for the new potential methods or models will be developed only. I.e. the 
method/model will not be finalised and ready for digitalisation as part of this subproject.  
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2. Key risk drivers of gas explosions at offshore installations and 
their modelling 
This chapter summarizes key risk drivers of gas explosions at offshore installations. Some of the 
elements described is more relevant for explosion risks following process leaks, but the phenomena 
description is mostly relevant for all type of hydrocarbon releases at an offshore installation. 


The chapter is a summary of what is presented in Appendices B and C.  


Explosion loads are the result of a sequence of events where each of these are influenced by many 
factors. The event starts with a hydrocarbon release followed by a dispersion process where the 
flammable material mixes with air resulting in a flammable cloud. Next ignition of this flammable 
cloud occurs resulting in a combustion event, often an explosion. 


A release is the first event in the chain of events leading to blast loading of structures and equipment 
and is probably best described by a rate with which gas, vapour or mist is being released into the 
atmosphere and the associated fluid dynamic disturbance of the atmosphere. Additional but not less 
important is the development of this release in time. 


Important factors influencing the release are therefore the pressure of the released substance inside 
the segment, its temperature, its composition and the hole size. Additional factors include the shape 
of the point of release (flange seal, hole in pipe, etc.), the leak direction and the surrounding 
environment. The environment can be module size, confinement (walls or decks) and congestion 
(equipment) and will influence the probability whether jets from pressurized releases will impinge and 
losing momentum or be sent directly out of the module. Flammable liquids and multiphase releases 
may generate a mist in case of a pressurized release. The inventory and any mitigation actions upon a 
release (activated by gas detectors) determine how the release develops in time. 


The probability of a release of a certain size depends on the design of the installation, its age, its 
maintenance and its operation (human factor). 


The industry has systematically collected data for hydrocarbon leaks at North Sea offshore 
installations since 1992. Main conclusions from these data include:  


• There is a direct relationship between leak frequencies and number of equipment items.  


• A high fraction of the leaks is caused by or related to maintenance work or other activities.  


• The number of leaks is sufficiently high to establish very reliable frequencies for small and 
medium leaks (0.1 kg/s to, say, 10 kg/s), and a quite accurate estimate of the frequency for 
larger leaks (uncertainty interval less than a factor of two).   


The statistics of the collected data is an important input parameter for ERAs. 


The subsequent dispersion process is closely related to the momentum due to the release (in case of 
pressurized releases) causing mixing with air and the ventilation. The turbulence caused by the 
momentum of the release itself causes this mixing. In case of an impinging jet the mixing/dilution in 
air is strongly reduced affecting the dispersion process. Condensate and two-phase releases will have 
lower release velocity, will show dense gas behaviour and may represent a somewhat more complex 
dispersion process due to two-phase phenomena. 


Natural ventilation is primarily wind-driven, but there are also thermal contributions from hot surfaces 
of piping and equipment which become important during calm conditions and in very confined 
modules. Natural ventilation is determined by the location specific wind conditions, confinement 
(walls, wind walls and decks), congestion and geometry (module size).  The ventilation dilutes the 
gas/vapour/mist cloud, i,e. reducing the concentration. This can cause parts of the cloud which have a 
concentration higher than the upper explosion limit to become flammable and parts that are 
flammable to drop below the lower explosion limit. Natural ventilation is often simulated using 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD).   
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The probability of a certain cloud (size, shape) arising depends on probability aspects related to the 
release including its direction, its location and possibility of impinging. The wind (direction and speed) 
is the second factor affecting the probabilistic aspects of the dispersion process. 


The most important mechanisms for dispersion in a semiconfined offshore platform include release 
momentum, gravity and natural ventilation. For open modules of limited size there is a significant 
possibility that releases may leave the module due to release momentum, and natural ventilation will 
be significant and may push flammable gas efficiently out of the module. For more enclosed modules 
both these mechanisms will be weaker and significant gas clouds can be expected for smaller release 
rates compared to more open designs. 


In traditional ERA studies the dispersion process is modelled with CFD. To get a representative 
distribution of outcomes a significant number of scenario variations must be modelled. CFD tools have 
been shown to give fairly good predictions of dispersion processes in offshore module test 
geometries. To avoid a very high number of explosion calculations, and improve precision (explosions 
in non-homogeneous clouds are challenging to model properly), the non-homogeneous clouds from a 
dispersion study are linearized and represented by equivalent stoichiometric clouds. This way a non-
homogeneous cloud is represented by a smaller, maximum reactivity cloud estimated to give the 
same explosion load. In an ERA a number of these idealised clouds are located and ignited at different 
representative locations in the geometry.  


Ignition is the next risk driver in the chain of events. The ignition source will affect explosions because 
of its location and moment of becoming effective. The probability of ignition depends on presence of 
an ignition source, the incendivity of the ignition source itself, the local concentration of the 
gas/vapour/mist cloud and level of turbulence. Ignition sources can be hot surfaces, electric sparks, 
electrostatic sparks and discharges, mechanical sparks, open flames etc. Choice of equipment, hot 
work operations, maintenance and ignition control measures (again depending on gas detection) are 
contributing factors determining the ignition probability.  


It is expected that there is a relation between ignition probability and the extent (volume) and 
duration of flammable gas exposure. CFD-modelling can therefore help establishing ignition 
probability. 


In the chain of events the explosion and its strength are directly dependent on the processes occurring 
before the combustion process starts: the cloud formation and the time and location of ignition. In 
addition, the strength of the explosion is directly related to geometrical aspects: congestion density, 
dimensions of the congested area, degree of confinement and combustion properties of the fuel. This 
has been elaborated more below: 


• Confinement: With significant vent areas, preferably well distributed across the module, 
overpressures will be efficiently vented out of the module. For especially large modules however 
there is a possibility that lower confinement can lead to faster flames, with a potential for 
deflagration to detonation transition. 


• Equipment congestion: Congestion is a critical parameter for explosion pressure. Numerous test 
campaigns have investigated this, illustrating how increasing pipe congestion has dramatic impact 
on explosion pressures.  


• Fuel reactivity: Another factor that is important for explosion severity is the reactivity of the fuel. 
Natural gas with primarily methane tends to be somewhat less reactive than denser 
hydrocarbons. 


• Pre-ignition turbulence caused by leak: A high pressure jet release will lead to a significant 
turbulence level within the flammable cloud, and if the flammable cloud gets ignited this will help 
accelerating the cloud initially.  


• Deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) and scale: DDT cannot be ruled out for typical 
explosion scenarios on offshore platforms, not even for methane dominated natural gas. DDT has 
been observed for several natural gas explosion tests after 25m flame acceleration, and for 
significantly shorter distances for mixtures dominated by ethane and propane.  


• Deluge: The activation of water deluge at gas detection can have a significant explosion mitigation 
effect due to break-up of droplets by the accelerating flame and ensuing evaporation in the flame. 
Turbulence due to the water deluge causes a flame speed enhancement and thereby a pressure 
increase. The latter effect is primarily important for low congestion or high confinement modules.  
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CFD-modelling is commonly used to determine explosion loads (in space and time). 
 


When designing offshore petrochemical installations these must be designed to withstand so-called 
dimensioning accidental loads which are defined for several different types of loads, among these, 
explosions. Loads higher than the dimensioning accidental load that may impair defined main safety 
functions, shall have a return frequency lower than 1.0E-4/year1 for each load type. The dimensioning 
accidental load is often provided as input to design and based on this the operator and engineering 
company shall select a design accidental load equal to or preferably higher than the dimensioning 
accidental load.  


All the key risk drivers described above have so far been taken into account using multi-scenario-
based models/approaches: a probabilistic risk assessment according to guidelines of NORSOK Z-013 
with the following steps: 


• Hydrocarbon leak frequencies are estimated,  


• Various dispersion scenarios (several release locations, directions and rates, wind directions and 
speed, often different compositions) are modelled 


• Frequencies for ignited cloud sizes are estimated using a transient ignition model 


• Explosion simulations are performed for a range of idealized cloud sizes at various locations with 
varying ignition location. 


• Combining the ignited cloud frequencies and the predicted explosion consequences cumulative 
frequency of load exceedance curves are generated for blast walls, decks and other objects of 
interest   


The various risk consulting companies have developed their own methodologies and approaches to 
the proposed procedure. Various tools are used among the different consultants to estimate leak 
frequencies, transient release rates, or to facilitate the process of estimating the risk. To model gas 
explosions in congested areas the CFD tool FLACS has been the most common tool used. For 
dispersion also other CFD-tools are applied. To cover the required (or optimal) scenario variation as 
described in Z-013, various simplifications (interpolations) are done limiting the number of CFD-
simulations. The consultants may also use different approaches to estimate anticipated congestion 
during design phases. One current challenge with the geometry import to FLACS is that explosion 
pressures can increase significantly when a very detailed as-built geometry is imported, even if the as-
built model visually is not so different from the original model. In recent years there has been an 
effort by GexCon to prevent increase of explosion pressures from “invisible” objects defined inside 
other objects, or when e.g. a pipe is defined as a high number of smaller pipe elements. With the very 
detailed as-built CAD-geometries imported today, a pipe may be defined as 10s of surface plates 
instead of a single cylinder, which also seems to inflate flame acceleration and overpressures. GexCon 
is advised to investigate how to reduce this problem. 


 


The time it takes to carry out an explosion risk study as described above may often be 2-3 months and 
will depend on 


• Time it takes to collect the necessary information 


• Interaction with other studies for instance evaluating segment sizes and leak frequencies 


• 3D model preparations (import, cleaning, evaluating and adding ACM) 


• Preparation of simulations 


• Simulation run times 


• Processing of results to estimate the risk 


• Reporting explosion study and DAL 


                                                                 
1 The RISP project has stated that current regulations shall not be used as a limitation to the development. The 
regulatory regime and distribution of responsibility for safe operation and liability given an accident will be 
important for the recommendations of method. However, since no new regulation is in place or has been 
indicated how it would look like current regulations have been referred to. 
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With reasonable CPU-capacity the CFD-simulation part of the study should not need to take more 
than a week (~1000 dispersion simulations and 3-400 explosion simulations).  


The main uncertainties in current ERA studies during the design phase of an offshore facility are: 


• Statistical foundation of determining especially the ignition probability 


• Lack of geometry details during FEED phase 


• Simplifications to limit the number of CFD-dispersion simulations, including frozen cloud 
approach 


• Experience of consultants performing ERA-studies 


• Accuracy of tools and assumptions used during an ERA-study 


It is not possible to quantify these uncertainties but it is expected that the uncertainty in the statistical 
foundation for the ignition probability is the biggest uncertainty factor. 


 


A different, simpler approach as RISP foresees needs to address the uncertainties and the key risk 
drivers described above. 
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3. Review and collection of data from explosion risk assessments  


3.1 Introduction   


Detailed explosion risk analysis is performed as part of the design development process of Norwegian 
offshore oil and gas facilities, e.g. as input to design explosion loads and ALARP assessments.  


For facilities during design, one of the key objectives for the analysis has been to support defining the 
Design Accidental explosion Loads.  


Most facilities in operation also perform or updates the explosion risk analysis throughout the lifetime 
of the facility. For existing facilities one of the key objectives for the analysis has been to verify that 
the design loads are not exceeded with a frequency higher than the acceptance criteria.   


The explosion risk analysis performed both for Norwegian facilities during design, as well as facilities 
in operation, should be carried out in line with the procedure described in NORSOK Z-013 Appendix F 
(Ref. /3/).   


For this reason, detailed explosion risk analysis is available for most of the facilities that are in 
operation at the Norwegian Continental Shelf, as well as the facilities currently in detailed design 
phases.  


An activity has been carried out as part of the RISP project to gather data and results from existing 
explosion risk analyses.   


Explosion analysis data and explosion design data is collected from 65 different modules or areas from 
a total of 18 Norwegian offshore facilities. A wide range of facility categories are covered, including   


• Floating and fixed installations  


• Stand alone and bridge linked facilities  


• Integrated facilities including several functions such as LQ, utility, drilling, production and/or 
process as well as more simple platforms with only one or two of these functions included.   


9 of the facilities collected are facilities that are put in operation in previous 2-3 years, or not yet put 
in operation (2019).   


9 of the facilities collected are older facilities that are put in operation more than 15 years ago. 
However, since there has been development in the tools and methodologies for performing explosion 
risk assessments, only facilities with an updated explosion analysis performed during the last 7 years 
are included in the data set.   


The data that is logged is described in detail in section 3.3 below, and can be summarised as follows:  


• Key area characteristic parameters that have been identified as the key drivers of the 
calculated explosion risks that are possible to quantify for an area, including dimensions (size 
and shape) of the areas, factors describing confinement and ventilation areas of the modules, 
information about intermediate grated or partially plated decks, as well as calculated leak 
frequencies.  


• Key results from probabilistic explosion analysis, including calculated frequency to exceed 0.3 
and 0.7 bar local panel overpressure to physical area barriers, as well as overpressure 
exceeded for different threshold frequencies, including 1E-5, 2E-5 … 1E-4 per year.  


• Design Accidental explosion Loads defined for the physical barriers of the area, either 
capacity defined during design, or (for some of the older facilities in the data set) explosion 
load capacities calculated in recent years.   


  


3.2 Objective and possible use of collected data  


There are several purposes of collecting data and results from previous explosion analyses and 
explosion design loads, including: 
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• Support basis to define standard areas / most relevant model validity envelope from an 
explosion analysis point of view  


• Evaluate to what degree the factors that WG2 have identified as important drivers of the 
explosion risk traditionally have affected the calculated explosion loads.   


• Evaluate to what extent it is possible to obtain simple correlations between one or a 
combination of parameters/factors that affect explosion risk and the calculated explosion 
loads.  


• The data set can be used as part of verification and evaluation process of methods developed 
to establish explosion loads:   


o The design accidental loads valid for the existing installations may be used to 
document that the design or dimensioning explosion loads identified using the 
methodology are no lower than explosion loads for existing facilities. Based on that it 
can be argued that the safety level is not lower using the updated methodology.   


o The dataset may be used to verify to what degree a new or updated method 
produces results that correlate with conclusions from existing explosion risk 
analyses.   


• In addition, the data set could provide other valuable input in terms of compressing 
experience from the past, such as evaluating how design explosion loads have developed 
over the years and how factors we believe influence the explosion risk have developed over 
the years.  It is likely that data collected from 18 installations is too small a data set to 
provide a sufficient basis to fulfil the objectives defined above. Based on the analysis 
performed on the data from these 18 installations, an evaluation can be made to see if 
further efforts should be made to collect data from further facilities in order to perform 
analyses of a more complete data set.  


  


3.3 Data collected  


The following data is collected for each of the 65 modules/areas 


 


Table 1  Overview of data collected. 


Parameter  Description  Reason for including in data set  


Facility name, 
Area/module name  


Name of the facility, and name of 
area/module for which the data is 
collected.  
 
Note that in presentation of the data 
set, the facility name will be 
anonymized  


Identification  


Type of / function of 
module 
 


i.e. Wellhead or Process, 
For process: oil/condensate 
handling, separation, gas treatment 


The different categories result in 
different development of accident 
scenarios, see chapter 2 for discussion  


Dimensions:  
-Length  
- Width  
-Height  


Basis for volume and shape of the 
explosion area. An explosion area is 
defined as an area where there is 
congestion and where a gas cloud 
can freely build up. The borders are 
solid walls, solid decks and border 
between the congested area and 
open/uncongested area  


Volume of the module is considered 
an important parameter for 
flammable cloud size, which is likely to 
affect ignition probability as well as 
explosion energy.  
Furthermore, many of the phenomena 
involved are affected by size and 
shape of the partly confined 
module/area 


Number of mezzanine 
decks, wind walls  


Not fully plated decks/partly 
plated/partly open decks, or grated 


 Affects cloud formation and explosion  
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decks. 
Wind walls or explosion panels 
covering parts of the open sides of 
the module. 


Degree (%) of openness 
for natural ventilation  


There are 6 outer boundaries of the 
explosion area, degree of openness 
(porosity) is defined per outer 
boundary of explosion area  
 1 = fully open, 0 = fully closed 


The level of confinement affects 
possible ventilation of flammable 
clouds upon a gas leak, stagnant zones 
or decks/walls inhibiting fluid flow 
may result in gas “trapped” in the 
module, and explosion venting   


 


Calculated leak 
frequency  


Small, medium, large per year. Split 
on liquid releases and gas releases if 
available.  


 Proportional to explosion frequency 


Results from explosions 
analysis (local loads)  
  


Calculated frequency to exceed the 
local (i.e. 3.5 x 3.5 m2 ) overpressure 
to physical barriers of area: 
-0.7 bar 
-0.3 bar 
 
Calculated local overpressure 
exceeded for the following annual 
frequencies: 
1E-5, 3E-5, 5E-5, 7E-5, 1E-4 
 


 


 Key calculated explosion results 


Design explosion loads  Design Explosion Load of the main 
area barrier, i.e  
-local 3 x 3m2 panel pressure to deck 
or wall, including duration   
-global overpressure with duration if 
available 
 
Since criteria is 1E-4 per year per 
main area barrier the number of 
areas sharing the same main area 
barrier should be grouped together 


 Capacity of design 


  


3.4 Evaluation of the data set  


  
At this stage, relatively simple analysis is performed to scan the dataset and to make preliminary 
evaluations.  
More sophisticated analysis may be preferred if the data set is to be extended and used as basis for 
validation of a method or model.  


 
A summary of some key features of the 65 modules from the 18 facilities that are assessed is shown in 
the table below. The confinement level [m2 / m2 ] in this context is defined as the area of all the 
openings of the module boundaries, divided by the total surface area of the module boundaries. It 
should be noted that confinement 0 is fully confined, while confinement 1 is fully unconfined, thus 
venting degree might have been a better description. Note that a vent area parameter [Kv] is defined 
in section 5.1 and introduced later in this section. This definition slightly differs from the confinement 
level defined above, as it introduces a “penalty” to the modules with an unfavorable (elongated) 
shape in terms of ventilation conditions. 
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Table 2 Summary of key module characteristics in the collected data set 


Measure  Module Volume [m3] Confinement  [m2 / m2 ] 


Minimum of all areas  1176  0.03  


Maximum of all areas 105300  0.65  


Average Area   10815  0.23  


Median Area 6906  0.22  


Number of modules  65  65  


  
 
Of the 65 modules that have been assessed, Design Accidental Loads have been collected for 49 of the 
areas.  
 
A summary of the local Design Accidental Blast Loads defined for the physical barriers of the 49 
modules are tabulated below.  
 
Local design accidental loads usually correspond to 3x3 or 4x4 m2 panel overpressure. Pressure pulse 
durations defined for the barriers are not shown in this table.  
Modules that have no loads defined are not included in the data set. It is not tracked if loads are 
missing because the barrier is not designed for explosions, or if the design loads are missing for other 
reasons.   
  


Table 3 Summary of Design Accidental Loads in the collected data set 


Measure  Local explosion load 
[barg]  
  
All facilities available  


Local explosion load 
[barg]  
  
All old facilities > 15 
years old  


Local explosion load 
[barg]  
  
All new facilities < 5 
years old  


Minimum of all areas  0.15  0.15  0.20  


Maximum of all areas 1.20  1.00  1.20  


Average Area   0.65  0.54  0.79  


Median Area 0.70  0.50  0.78  


Number of modules  49  27  22  


  
Note that the data presented in the two tables above can give some insight in designed capacity and 
offshore module characteristics but cannot be considered statistically significant to make unbiased 
evaluations of the design blast loads or layout of Norwegian installations in general.  


 
When assessing separately how calculated explosion risk correlates with design parameters, some 
correlation may be observed, but there is no clear relationship. This can be seen from Figure 3 where 
the size of module volume is plotted against the calculated frequency for exceeding 0.7 bar local panel 
overpressure to physical area barrier (deck or wall) for all of the 65 modules assessed. When 
examining the dataset, some of the outliers deviating most from the trends may be explained by 
facility specific factors. 
 
When looking at the volume in combination with another parameter some correlation may be found. 
Figure 4 which shows the vent area parameter (as defined in section 5.1) plotted versus calculated 
frequency for exceeding 0.7 bar local panel pressure to decks/walls. The plot differentiates between 
areas with volume less than 12 500 m3 plotted with blue dots, and areas larger than 12 500 m3  in 
orange.  
 
50 of the 65 areas have a volume less than 12 500 m3. Of these 50 smaller areas, 22 have a module 
vent area parameter above 1.25.  
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Finally, the estimated leak frequency (from the explosion analysis) is plotted against frequency for 
exceeding 0.7 bar local panel pressure to decks/walls and presented in Figure 6. Note that this figure 
does not differentiate between oil and gas leaks.  
  


  
  


 


 
Figure 3 Size of module volume versus calculated frequency for exceeding 0.7 bar local panel overpressure to 


physical area barrier (deck or wall) for the 65 modules assessed 


 


 


Figure 4 Module vent area parameter versus calculated frequency for exceeding 0.7 bar local panel overpressure 
to physical area barrier (deck or wall) for the 65 modules assessed. Scatter plot differentiates between 
large areas (orange dots) and smaller modules (blue dots). The split between “small” and “large” areas 
is set at 12 500 m3  
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Figure 5 Module vent area parameter versus calculated frequency for exceeding 0.3 bar local panel overpressure 
to physical area barrier (deck or wall) for the 65 modules assessed. Scatter plot differentiates between 
large areas (orange dots) and smaller modules (blue dots). The split between “small” and “large” areas 
is set at 12 500 m3  
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Figure 6 Calculated leak frequency versus calculated frequency for exceeding 0.7 bar local panel overpressure to 
physical area barrier (deck or wall) for the 65 modules assessed. 


 


Results from performed analyses will include a variety of geometry models, different modelers, 
stakeholders and guidelines. Such studies can in many ways be biased. For example, conservatism in 
an analysis concluding with a worrying risk level will be challenged, and in many cases the frequencies 
for strong explosions may be reduced. In contrast, for a case with an acceptable risk level to begin 
with, conservatism may remain unchallenged. This must be considered when for the data set is used 
for demonstrating the relation between explosion risk and the chosen input parameters.  
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4. Methods and models for explosion risk: an overview 


4.1 Probabilistic analysis of a stochastic process  


There has been a discussion among RISP stakeholders to what extent a RISP explosion model or 
methodology should be probabilistic. A dictionary definition of probabilistic is included:  


Probabilistic: Situation or model where there are multiple possible outcomes, each having varying 
degrees of certainty or uncertainty of its occurrence. Probabilistic is often taken to be synonymous 
with stochastic but, strictly speaking, stochastic conveys the idea of (actual or apparent) 
randomness whereas probabilistic is directly related to probabilities and therefore is only indirectly 
associated with randomness. Thus, it might be more accurate to describe a natural event or 
process as stochastic, and to describe its mathematical analysis (and that of its consequences) as 
probabilistic.  
  


It is reasonable to consider process area explosions as a stochastic phenomenon that is analysed using 
probabilistic methods. Using a more deterministic approach (“worst credible event scenario”) is a 
possibility, but for gas explosions in offshore process modules this will in many cases not be feasible. 
When this approach is modified to a “maximum credible” load or scenario, the term “credible” is used 
to express the likelihood of an incident, and the approach can be categorised as probabilistic.  


  


4.2 The system to be analysed  


The system to be analysed is comprised of the following main elements. There are additional elements 
that are omitted (gas detection) from this list, it is meant as an overview for this note.  


• Environmental conditions  


o Wind speed and direction  


o HVAC  


• Geometry  


o Dimensions, congestion, confinement (incl. explosion panels, etc.)  


• Leak sources  


o Process units, equipment  


o Fluid properties  


• Ignition sources and mechanisms  


• Explosion suppression and mitigation  


o Deluge  


• Targets exposed to explosion loads  


o Partitions (walls, decks)  


o Units  


o Equipment and piping  


  


4.3 Alternative modelling approaches  


The majority of the processes involved are related to fluid dynamics and geometry. The only type of 
models being able to describe this well are models based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD). This 
is the reason why so far CFD models have been applied in spite of the lack of detailed knowledge of 
geometrical aspects of the installations being assessed during a design phase. This has been 
compensated by adding “anticipated congestion” based on “good engineering practice” and 
experience. 
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Moving away from the use of CFD for at least a number of installations implies that the models that 
would be used need considerable robustness since these by nature can only to a limited degree pick 
up effects introduced by the geometry. As such it will be difficult to use the approach/model used to 
perform explosion risk assessments for management of change (MoC). MoC therefore needs to be 
addressed in a different way as e.g. described in NORSOK standard S-001. 
 
Generic explosion models 
To catch all aspects of an ERA (explosion load and its probability) in a generic explosion model implies 
that the model needs to be very conservative and can only be based on historical assessments 
performed. The generic explosion model suggested and described in chapter 5 is conservative using 
the upper bound of the data gathered from 65 modules/areas as summarized in chapter 3. 
 
Scenario-based methods 
Multiple event scenario-based with CFD simulations 
Scenario-based methods were generally used in combination with a CFD based tool. The main 
challenge with these methods is the time it takes to perform assessments together with the lack of 
detailed knowledge of the geometry. The methods can however be expected to be the most accurate 
without being too conservative. 
If the number of scenarios that are to be investigated using CFD would be limited the selection of 
these scenarios will be a main challenge. This could potentially be determined on the basis of 
historical data (the database of 65 modules/areas) considering scenarios giving the 10-4 loads. It is 
however unlikely that this will be a single set of conditions, so in practice this will not be a feasible 
approach. Moreover, the use of CFD-tools for this kind of approach still implies that the lack of 
knowledge of geometry in the early phase needs to be compensated. 
 
Multiple event scenario-based without CFD simulations 
An alternative would be to develop analytical models describing the cloud build-up and explosion 
loads generated in congested modules. The number of scenarios that would be looked into can be 
considerably higher than possible when using CFD due to its character. The model would have to be 
validated thoroughly and would most likely have to include a lot of empirical relationships based on 
experiments and CFD-calculations. Depending on the complexity of such models MoC might be 
possible even considering changes to the geometry. 
 
Equation-based models 
Equation-based models are based on more general relations such as described in chapter 5.2. Single 
relationships are used to describe probability of a certain leak rate, ventilation rate, resulting 
dispersion processes and cloud sizes, ignition probabilities and associated explosion loads. Since these 
kinds of models cannot take geometrical aspects into account directly, sufficient robustness shall be 
included. Also here a thorough validation process is needed.  
 
Referring to the above, it is premature to choose a modelling approach at this stage, since model 
formulation should build on a proper analysis, which has not been carried out. But we will show some 
examples just to illustrate what kind of choices developing a new model will include.  


The required level of detail for the model is an important decision. This must match the purpose for 
the model. 


4.3.1  Generic explosion model 


A module comparison method is a method of finding the design loads by using a reference module. An 
important feature is that the frequency aspect is kept out of the method to the extent possible. The 
basic idea is that a “standard offshore process module” can be defined for which a standard set of 
design loads apply.  
  
The module to be analysed is described with a set of parameters. Based on this the module is 
compared to the standard module. Model output could include that standard loads are applicable 
(“A”), standard loads should be modified by a factor (”B”) or that there is too much uncertainty (“C”). 
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This approach appears to be in line with at least some of the expectations for RISP formulated in the 
RISP SoW. 
  
The frequency for leaks and ignition is kind of bounded to the module type, but in an invisible way, so 
that when we categorize a module to be type “A”, we also assume that the frequency for type “A” 
module is standardized.  


  


 
Figure 7 Module comparison methods 


  
A slightly different generic explosion model is presented in chapter 5.1 as a look-up table using the 
data presented in chapter 3 based on module volume, module configuration and a vent opening 
parameter as main input parameters. 
 


4.3.2 Scenario-based approaches 


A scenario-based approach can be based on consequence analysis of a single credible scenario, or 
analysis based on a chosen limited set of scenarios with corresponding assumed frequencies. 


  


4.3.2.1 Single event analysis - Worst credible event (WCE) approach 


In the evaluation of industry incident history there have been some rules of thumb on how to define a 
maximum or worst credible event as basis for design.  
  
Typically, a scenario is considered credible if it has been experienced by an operator within the 
geographical area and a reasonably short time frame. For example, for an operator in Texas incidents 
within Texas/US GoM within the past couple of decades could be credible, as well as global experience 
for the particular operator within a similar time span. 
  
Worst credible event (WCE) approach was suggested by NOROG as a possible methodology to 
establish robust explosion design loads. Several possible worst credible events were proposed, e.g. 
that the platform module should withstand the consequences from: 


• 2” natural gas release with delayed ignition 


• 8 kg/s natural gas release with delayed ignition 


• Ignition in gas cloud filling 15% of module 
  
To help limit the spread in predicted explosion loads, a given leak location, leak direction, wind 
direction and strength as well as an ignited cloud location and ignition position can be proposed. 
  
The next step is to perform a consequence analysis for the chosen scenario, possibly using CFD or 
similar. Explosion loads obtained by this approach are used as a basis for design loads of barriers.  
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4.3.2.2 Multiple events analysis 


FLACS-Risk, RBM and some of the tools based on NORSOK Z-013 (e.g. ASAP) can be considered as 
multiple events analysis models. Each scenario starts with a leak event which is followed through 
multiple steps, including dispersion, ignition and explosion modelling. The modelling for each step can 
again be equation-based (theory-based or empirical), or numerical (CFD). The selection of scenarios is 
normally aimed to cover all the possibilities, and frequencies can be given to each scenario 
individually.  
  
ASAP as an example of model using NORSOK Z-013 methodology 
The idea of the NORSOK Z-013 methodology is to model individual cases detailed and transient (time 
development) and apply statistics and interpolation (in one way or another) to establish a detailed 
explosion risk picture. For example, each case (scenario) could be associated with a frequency, and 
then modelled relatively detailed (dispersion-ignition-explosion).  
  
The first version of the model was presented in Ref. /5/. 
  
The figure below shows an overview of how this is realized in the ASAP tool. 
  


 
Figure 8 ASAP - NORSOK Z-013 explosion risk modelling 


 
An alternative would be to develop analytical models describing the cloud build-up and explosion 
loads generated in congested modules. 


 


4.3.3 Equation based approaches 


 An equation-based model can refer to a model which is represented by one or a set of equations, and 
can be categorized as:  
 


• Empirical models: Empirical equations based on analysis results, using statistical methods 
such as regression analysis. 


• Theory-based models: theoretical based generalised set of equations, typically based on 
known facts from physics, thermodynamics and chemistry. 


  
The two types of models mentioned above should be treated as two different approaches, at the 
same time a model can of course contain characteristics from both. 
  
Theory-based models and empirical models will be briefly discussed in the following sections. 
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4.3.3.1 Empirical models 


It is possible to formulate one or a set of equations that can be applied for defining design loads in a 
one-step operation. Two examples will be presented in this section. 
  
TNO GAME correlation 
For example, if congestion is defined with the volume blockage ratio, the characteristic diameter of 
objects and the laminar flame speed can be found based on the fluid properties, the empirical TNO 
GAME correlation [Ref./6/] can be used to estimate the relation between blast loads and flame travel 
length (Lf) for 2D and 3D environments. For this case, the parameter Lf must be determined based on 
the actual geometry, to calculate the design blast load. 
  
Models for explosion load prediction based on experimental results do exist. TNO analysed a large set 
of experimental results on vapor cloud explosions to develop the TNO GAME correlation [2].  
 


 
  
Lf is the length available for flame travel. VBR is volume blockage ratio, D is the characteristic diameter 
of obstruction (e.g. pipe diameter) and S is the laminar flame speed. For now, these three parameters 
are considered constant. 
The method assumes a homogeneous optimal concentration gas cloud. 
  
This example lacks the frequency or uncertainty dimension of risk represented by leak frequency, gas 
cloud formation and ignition probability. For a certain category of process areas, it can be assumed 
that leaks, cloud formation, ignition probability and congestion could be linked to module size and 
confinement. In this way, it is possible to establish a model that does not explicitly address the 
probabilistic elements leak and ignition, while still providing reasonable results. In this approach, the 
frequency/uncertainty aspect is covered implicitly, for example by the relations that are linking leak 
frequencies to module volumes. 
  
Challenges may include to define unambiguous input parameters, and to define the combinations of 
input for which the equation or set of equations is valid.  
 
For the GAME correlation presented it is for example very challenging to define one characteristic 
pipe diameter representative for the actual distribution in the module. The correlations are developed 
based on experiments with identical, regularly repeated cylindrical pipes, and if there are pipes of 
varying dimensions or spacing, or other objects than pipes, no clear validation-based guidance on how 
to find representative pipe diameter D and volume blockage ratio VBR exist.   
 
E.g. a platform module with 6-8m between solid decks would be a 2D case. If gas laminar flame speed 
(laminar burning velocity) S=0.45 m/s is assumed, and a representative pipe diameter D=0.10m is 
concluded, the predicted overpressures will depend strongly on assumed VBR for the non-
homogeneous array of equipment.  
 
If VBR=0.05 is assumed 0.37 bar pressure is predicted with 4m flame propagation, and 1.77 bar with 
8m flame propagation. If instead VBR=0.10 is assumed 1.77 bar pressure is predicted for 4m flame 
propagation and 8.41 bar with 8m flame propagation. As there is no consistent way to estimate D and 
VBR for a realistic platform module it is obvious that there will be large uncertainties using the model. 
The original purpose of the GAME correlation is however not to estimate overpressures inside 
buildings or platform modules, but to estimate source pressure for far-field blast predictions. And 
since far-field blast loads are not very dependent on exact source pressure, the GAME correlations 
may be fit for purpose. 
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COSAC model 
Another example is the COSAC model. The client specification for COSAC was to “use experience and 
results from explosion simulations to establish a tool for prediction of explosion pressures in 
modules/areas at an early design stage of a platform concept”.  
  
This model is based on the result from several explosion risk studies carried out by Scandpower Risk 
Management, using the ExploRAM tool and methods.  In this sense the COSAC model is an empirical 
model. The CFD-code FLACS is applied for gas dispersion and explosion simulations in the risk studies 
used in this analysis. 
 
The steps in the model are as follows: 
 


1. Estimate the frequency of significant leaks 
2. Based on the leak frequency, the acceptance criterion chosen and the module geometry, find 


the critical cloud size (e.g. "10-4 cloud size") 
3. Based on the critical cloud size find the dimensioning explosion load 
4. Evaluate explosion load and ventilation regime and conclude with a score (1-5). 


  
In COSAC, coarse concentration profiles (for use in a frozen cloud approach) are found using empirical 
models based on data from ExploRAM analyses performed. 
  
The aim of a model like this is to predict the result that would have been obtained using a more 
detailed approach. Using COSAC, the aim is to predict the result from a full study using ExploRAM and 
an as-built geometry model.  
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4.3.3.2 Theory-based models 


A theory-based model should involve using knowledge from physics and chemistry such as energy of 
combustion, thermodynamics and equations for fluid flow to establish equations for modelling gas 
explosion risk. As an example, a dispersion model assuming gaussian concentration distributions is 
described as a theory-based model. 
  
It appears practically impossible to build a purely theory-based model for the modelling of explosion 
risk, including frequency of leaks or explosions. There will be a statistical or frequency part of even the 
most purely theory-based approach to this problem. 
  
Example: Probabilistic theory-based model  
This is an approach formulated as an alternative to simulation modelling. The focus is on establishing a 
framework to reflect our knowledge reasonably and explicit without being too complex or overly 
simplistic. Input and results (including intermediate results) are always described as full frequency 
distributions, reflecting possible outcomes and illustrative for the uncertainties involved.  
  
Frequencies are included as a central part of this method because of the risk analyst’s view that 
frequency (or uncertainty) is fundamental for decisions regarding risk mitigation and risk acceptance. 
An argument for this is that the value of any explosion mitigating measure is proportional to the 
probability for explosion scenarios that the measures could mitigate times the costs saved (value of 
consequence reduction) for each mitigated event. Further, frequency and probability distributions are 
well suited to describe the variability in possible outcomes and consequences (describe “what can 
happen” even if the frequency is low). 
  
The basic idea is to first define a starting point, which could be the leak rate versus frequency 
relationship for the module. Next, this relation is transformed in steps using a rule-set reflecting 
available knowledge (accident statistics, thermodynamics and chemistry, experiments, simulation 
results and more.)  
  
This approach applies mathematical models (theoretical and/or empirical) for each step. CFD 
simulations can be used as input to these analytical models, either for validation or improvement of 
such models.  
  
The approach is illustrated below: 
  


 
Figure 9 Frequency relationship model. 


  
“Something” and “something else” are the intermediate results, and these should preferably provide 
useful insights valuable for decision support or output valuable for model validation/verification 
purposes. The number of steps must be as required from modelling of available knowledge and 
requests for intermediate results.  
  
This model could perhaps also provide “A-B-C” categorization as additional output from the analysis2.  


  
 


  


  
                                                                 


2 These categories are sometimes used as input and sometimes as output in RISP work-group discussions 
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5. More detailed description of three different possible modelling 
approaches 
We argue for an approach with the following steps for developing a new methodology  


1. Definition stage: Defining the application range of the model: semi-confined modules, open 
geometries, modelling approach 


2. Analysis stage – defining the purposes and describing the basis upon which we will build a 
model, identifying phenomena, objects and parameters.  


3. Model formulation: Propose a model or method to achieve this purpose. Define input, output 
and describe the methodology for whatever should be in-between.   


4. Model implementation   


5. Model verification (which is basically QA)  


6. Model validation stage (which may include tuning of parameters to obtain valid results and 
maintain “current industry safety level”).  


This approach is meant to be sequential. Choosing model approach before completing the analysis 
stage may not lead to the sought simple and elegant approach.   


In this chapter three different methods have been presented and discussed: a generic explosion 
model, a scenario based approach for a single event (Worst credible event (WCE) approach) and an 
equation-based approach: Risk modelling using frequency relations. The presented models are not 
fully developed and need to be developed fully to understand their potential. 


 


5.1 Generic explosion model 


5.1.1 Introduction 


This section presents a proposed method for Generic explosion loads that can be used for standard 
designs. 


Standard, tabulated explosion loads are proposed, with a corresponding validity envelope, i.e. criteria 
for when the specific explosion loads can be used.  


The main motivation for proposing a generic design accidental load method is to provide a consistent 
and efficient method to set robust design explosion loads in an early design phase, where the risk for 
late changes in design loads is very low.  The aim is that the minimum generic design loads are set 
based on what is considered a non-cost driving load from a structural point of view, and also based on 
requirements in the PSA Facilities Regulation.  


5.1.2 Principle for generic explosion model 


In summary the main principle of the method is to use a checklist approach to confirm whether the 
actual design is within the validity envelope of the generic explosion loads method. Further, if the 
design is within the validity envelope, a look-up table can be used to find the corresponding area 
design explosion load for the given area / module.  For each area design explosion load, a set of design 
loads are given, e.g. local and global explosion overpressure load and drag load.   


Currently two different sets of generic area design loads have been included, i.e. 0.7 bar and 1  bar. It 
is possible to expand the method to include other sets of area design loads, e.g. a set of reduced 
explosion loads for wellhead platforms or for areas with less hazardous process equipment.   


The main principle and process with using the generic explosion loads method, is illustrated below. 
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The method will be used for setting design loads in the planning phase.  After the design loads have 
been set, there will be change management system during the execution phase, and finally 
verification in as-built phase, to ensure that the final design still is within the validity envelope of the 
generic explosion method.   


This method is developed with the purpose to set design explosion loads and is not suitable for all 
other areas of use that a NORSOK Z-013 probabilistic explosion analysis can potentially be used for. 
Examples for what must be covered in other ways are: 


• Sensitivity studies of explosion risk (incl. input to ALARP assessments) 


• Input to design development / assess impact of changes 


• Understanding of explosion risk picture 


Other methods need to be used for these purposes, i.e. specific studies fit for purpose performed 
using probabilistic explosion analysis or a design scenario approach. 


The application of the Generic explosion loads method throughout a field development project is 
illustrated in Figure 10. 


 


 


Figure 10: Application of Generic Explosion Method throughout a field development project  


Confirm that design is within 
validity envelope


Find area design load from 
look-up table


Find corresponding set of 
design loads


Monitor that design remain 
within validity envelope
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5.1.3 Background for chosen generic explosion loads 


The chosen generic explosion loads have been based on: 


• The explosion loads a standard structural design can withstand 


• PSA requirements 


 


In addition, choosing robust design loads that give a high safety level and minimize the risk for late 
changes, has been an objective. 


 


5.1.3.1 Structural integrity 


The main structural steel and bulkheads (walls and decks) of offshore modules or integrated 
constructions are designed to withstand forces induced by: 


- environmental loads 


- operational loads 


- transport and installation loads 


- accidental loads (explosion, fire, dropped object/swinging loads and ship collisions)  


 


A general set of rules can be applied as a starting point to evaluate whether explosion loads will be 
dimensioning for main steel structures (see Figure 11). 


 


 


Figure 11: Standard details of main steel structures and explosion load cases in design 


 


Explosion loads given in Figure 11 are expected to be taken by the structure without impairing the 
structural integrity. Hence, typical explosion loads not affecting structural design are then: 


- 0.7 bar local load for approximately 200ms 


- 0.5 bar global load for approximately 200ms 


However, be aware of some general differences in deck and wall structures. Normally secondary steel 
girders in the deck need to carry higher blast loads than in the wall due to longer girder spans. 
Consequently, decks are typically somewhat more sensitive to blast loads compared to walls. 
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It should be mentioned also that the negative blast pressure (suction effect) can have a significant 
effect when the eigen period of the structure is close to the blast period. 


Piping being exposed to blast will typically take up the energy as static deformations/deflections of 
the pipes and pipe supports without resulting in rupture or plastic deformations causing critical leak 
rates after the explosion. Typical integrity limit to be applied for single piping is found to be:   


- 0.25 bar drag within a duration spread of 20-200 ms. 


For blast loads acting on equipment/skids, piperacks, secondary and outfitting steel in general, no 
general integrity level can be specified due to the large variety of item sizes, support points, locations 
and equipment weights, which controls the response of the item considered.     


 


5.1.3.2 PSA requirements  


In the Guideline to the Facilities Regulation, to § 30 Fire divisions the following minimum design load is 
recommended:  


(…) The main fire divisions in closed areas should be able to withstand an explosion load of at least 70 
kPa for 0.2 seconds. (…) 


Using 0.7 bar as the minimum generic load, is hence, in line with this recommendation. A lower load 
category (e.g. 0.3 to 0.5 bar) could however have been defined for “open areas”, e.g. weather deck 
modules, or areas with small inventories of hydrocarbons (e.g. areas comprising  produced water 
system or similar). 


 


5.1.4 Categories of generic explosion loads 


Generic explosion loads applicable for platforms comprising both process areas and/or wellhead and 
drilling areas have been presented.  Generic explosion loads for wellhead platforms has not been 
included in this version. 


Two different categories of standard definitions are presented, with a defined set of Design Accidental 
Explosion Loads applicable per standard design solution.  


 


Figure 12: Categories of Generic explosion loads proposed 


Category Local overpressure load 
on physical area barriers 
(i.e. 3.5 x 3.5 m2 panel 
pressure on walls, decks 
etc.) 


Global overpressure 
load on physical area 
barriers 
 


Drag load to piping 
systems and pipe 
supports  


General area loads 


Moderate load 0.7 bar /200 ms 0.5 bar / 200 ms 0.25 bar / 80 ms 


High load 1 bar / 150 ms 0.6 bar / 150 ms 0.33 bar / 80 ms 


 


In upcoming sections the Design Accidental Load set suggested for “Moderate load” areas is referred 
to as 0.7 bar for simplicity. Similarly, the Design Accidental Load set for “High load” areas is referred to 
as 1 bar.  


For objects for which are not walls, decks or objects with small cross-section, as well as units and 
structures located outside at a distance from the confined and/or congested areas, the loads defined 
above are not necessarily relevant. For these types of objects, the DeAL should be aligned with the 
loads defined in the table above. The loads may be evaluated based on explosion CFD simulations, or 
by a simpler approach. For instance, in a 0.7 bar area this may be applicable to  
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• Intermediately sized objects, for which the load can be increased linearly from 0.25 bar for 
objects with cross section of 0.5 m to 0.7 bar for objects with a cross section of 3 meters. For 
simplicity, similar linear relationship may be applied between drag duration and overpressure 
duration for intermediate sized objects. 


• Loads into far field objects may be evaluated based on simplified far-field methods such as 
the multi-energy method 


  


5.1.5 Validity envelope 


A rule set has been developed to determine if the area or module is within the validity envelope of 
standard designs, and hence the Generic explosion loads method can be used. Three levels of rule sets 
have been proposed: 


1. Overall requirements for use of RISP methods 


2. Module /Area checklist 


3. Find applicable design load from look-up table 


 


5.1.5.1 Overall requirements for use of RISP methods 


These are overall requirements for use of the RISP methods, such as design according to Norwegian 
Regulations and Standards (NORSOK).  These overall requirements are defined in the report by 
Workgroup 1, Risk Management, and are not repeated herein. 


 


5.1.5.2 Module/Area checklist 


This section presents preliminary specific requirements for the area or modules considered, to 
evaluate if the generic explosion loads method can be used. The requirements are presented as a 
checklist.  


The main topics in the checklist are discussed below.  The proposed checklist is presented in Table 4.  


If response to all questions in the check list presented in Table 4 is YES, the generic design accidental explosion 


loads may be applied. The Design Accidental explosion loads are typically determined based on this checklist in 


late concept phase or FEED phase, and the check list should be continuously monitored during the later 


detailed design, fabrication and commissioning phases to ensure that there are no changes that result in design 


outside of the validity envelope of the simplified Design Accidental Load specification.  


The checklist may be expanded and adjusted after the development and validation process of the generic 
explosion model has been completed. 


By going through the checklist given in Table 4 to confirm that the generic explosion load method can be used, 


it will also become clear what the explosion loads in the area should be.  


In order to apply 0.7 bar Design Accidental Load, 0.7 bar must be an acceptable load both according to 
Table 6 and Table 7. If one or both of these tables categorize the area design load as 1 barg, 0.7 barg 
cannot be used based on this simplified “generic explosion load” approach.  


Likewise, if one or both of these tables conclude that the module volume or vent area parameter is 
outside the validity envelope of 1 bar, the generic explosion loads cannot be used.  


Note that the generic explosion loads defined, i.e. area design load of 0.7 bar or 1 bar, should be 
considered minimum design explosion loads, i.e. if there are uncertainty in the input parameters to 
the generic explosion loads method, additional margin should be added accordingly.  
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Table 4: Proposed Module/Area checklist to determine if the generic Design Accidental Explosion Loads can be 


applied. All the check list items need to be answered with “yes” in order for the generic explosion loads 


method to valid for the given design. 


Checklist 
item # 


Checklist YES NO Documentation requirement 


1 Have design principles from ISO  
13702, (Ref. /7/) been followed? 


  Description of strategy to 
mitigate explosion risk 


2 The facility is not a production 
facility categorized as HPHT (High 
Pressure – High Temperature)? 


Note: If the facility is HPHT the 
generic explosion loads method is 
still applicable for areas/models 
where the operational pressure is 
not classified as HP. 


   


3 The safety system design is 
according to NORSOK S-001? 


   


4 Is the area naturally ventilated?   Description of module 
ventilation 


5 Has the area a rectangular shape?   Layout drawings 


6 Is the area/module volume < 
20,000 m3 


  Layout drawings 


Additional module volume 
constraints are given in Table 6 


7 Confirm that the area does not 
comprise any corners 


Note: if the area comprises 
corners special considerations to 
be made, such as doubling of the 
explosion load locally. 


  Layout drawings 


8 Is the maximum flame 
acceleration length of the module 
within the acceptable limits of the 
generic explosion loads? 


 


  Calculating D/APOR for the 
specific area or module. 


See detailed description below 


Check if the obstruction 
adjusted flame acceleration 
length of the module is less 
than  


D / APOR < 25m in general, or 


D / APOR < 35m if the module 
has general area deluge 
coverage starting upon 
confirmed gas detection. 


9 Is the area normally congested, 
i.e. not particularly congested?  


  Interpretation of this will be 
the responsibility of the 
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company 


10 Confirm that it is not a diesel 
generator without flame arrestor 
in combustion air intake or gas 
turbines present at platform? 


 


If NO, generic explosion loads are 
applicable if it can be documented 
with dispersion simulation that a 
steady state 200 kg/s HC leak does 
not expose the combustion air 
intake with concentration above 
0.5 LFL despite unfavourable leak 
and wind conditions. 


  Safety strategy/ Performance 
standards 


Layout drawings 


 


Ref checklist item 8, maximum flame acceleration length 


With reference to checklist item 8 the definition of the maximum flame acceleration length (D/APOR) 
is given below, and it is the minimum of this value in the X, Y and Z direction that must fulfil the 
requirement listed in Table 4, i.e. for at least one direction the following criterion should be fulfilled: 
(see Figure 13 for illustration) 


 


 
1. Xdim/(Pxn+Pxp) or Ydim/(Pyn+Pyp) or Zdim/(Pzn+Pzp) < Dmax  


 
Often the maximum blockage (minimum porosity) corresponds to the module boundaries, in that case 
Pxn_min = Pxn etc. If the maximum blockage (Pxm) is not at the module boundary, but inside the 
module, Pxn or Pxp (same for y and z) should be replaced by the maximum blockage in the lower and 
upper half of the module, respectively. 


 


 


Figure 13 Illustration of horizontal cut plane through platform module, Xdim (E-W) and Ydim (N-S) are dimensions 
of the module, Pxn, Pxp, Pyn and Pyp are area porosities across the module openings, Wc and Lc are 
width and length of a “channel” between the blastwall (N) and a local equipment room, the porosity of 
channel into rest of module are Pcn and Pcp (not illustrated) 
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5.1.5.3 Find design load from look up table 


If the answer to all the questions in the check list presented in Table 4 is YES, the next step is to find 
the generic explosion load to be used from a look up table.  


The design load is found based on the following area/model specific parameters: 


• Module configuration, i.e. the number of modules with border to the same explosion barrier 


• Area/module volume 


• Are the natural ventilation conditions of the module within the acceptable limits of the 
generic explosion loads? This is expressed as the function Kv  


Note that certain combinations of the above parameters may also lead to a conclusion that the design 
is not within the validity envelope of the generic explosion loads method. 


 


Module configuration 


The risk acceptance criteria (RAC) for escalation due to explosion influence the design load.  


The RAC may have been implemented in somewhat different ways for the different oil companies, but 
the main interpretation of the Facilities Regulation requirement, has been that the total frequency for 
escalation from one main area to another shall be less than 10-4 per year. This means that if four 
process modules belonging to the same main area are adjacent to the same explosion barrier to 
another main area, the contributions from each module to loss of explosion barrier can maximum be 
25 % of 10-4 per year in order to fulfil the criteria, or another distribution that gives an impairment 
frequency less than 10-4 per year for the sum events in all four modules.  


In order to take account for this, four different module configurations have been introduced as 
presented in Table 8. If the Oil Company’s RAC differs from the description above, i.e. that the 10-4 
requirement applies per area/module, Module A configuration in the table below can be used 
independent of the number of modules that borders to the same explosion barrier.   


Table 5:  Illustration of different combinations of module configurations referred to in Table 6 and Table 7. 


Module 
configuration 


Number of 
modules sharing 
the same 
explosion barrier 


Illustration of Module configuration – number of modules sharing 
the same explosion barrier 


A 1 


 


B 2 


 


C 3-4 


     


D 5-6  
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Area/module volume 


Preliminary volume constraints for application of generic explosion loads are proposed in Table 6.  


Based on the module configuration (A-D) and the module volume, a design load is given. Note that the 
natural ventilation condition also needs to be checked before a conclusion on the design load can 
finally be chosen, ref. Table 6. 


Table 6:  Volume constraints for application of Generic Design Accidental Explosion Loads  


Module 
configuration  
(ref. Table 8) 


Module  volume  range [m3]  


 


A  <= 12,500 m3 12,500 – 20,000 m3? > 20,000 m3 


B <= 6500 m3 6500-9500 m3 >  9500 m3 


C <= 4500 m3 4500- 6500 m3 >  6500 m3 


D N/A < 4500 m3 >  4500 m3 


 
   


RESULTING DESIGN 
LOAD:  


DESIGN LOAD  
0.7 BAR 


DESIGN LOAD 


1 BAR 


 


OUTSIDE VALIDITY 
ENVELOPE 


Generic explosion 
loads method 


cannot be used 


 


 


Note that the volume constraints presented are preliminarily proposed, and need to be developed 
further, if the generic explosion loads method is chosen for further development. 


 


Area/module natural ventilation conditions 


When the volume constraints have been checked, the next step is to check the module natural 
ventilation conditions. This is proposed expressed as a vent area parameter (Kv) for the specific area 
or module:  


Kv = Av / (Pv*V)2/3 


 
where  
 
V is the total module volume, Pv the module volume porosity and Av being the net available vent area 
(m2) over all module boundaries. If Pxn, Pxp, Pyn, Pyp, Pzn and Pzp are the boundary porosities of all 6 
module faces, and Xdim, Ydim and Zdim are the dimensions, see illustration in Figure 13. 
 
Av =  V x [(Pxn+Pxp)/Xdim + (Pyn+Pyp)/Ydim + (Pzn+Pzp)/Zdim]         and thus 
 
Kv =  (V/Pv2)1/3 x [(Pxn+Pxp)/Xdim + (Pyn+Pyp)/Ydim + (Pzn+Pzp)/Zdim] 
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Porosities Pxn-Pzp should be net porosities, with any geometry blockage subtracted, normally 
maximum porosities in a vertical face (Pxn,Pxp,Pyn,Pyp) will seldom exceed 0.8 due to support 
structure etc. (0.8 is proposed as base case for fully open module faces) and if parts of one face are 
blocked by louvres, panels or major objects, the porosities should be reduced proportional to this 
blockage. 
 
Volume porosity is Pv, this is assumed to be almost 1.00 in most cases but should be reduced if 
significant parts of the Xdim x Ydim x Zdim module are blocked by rooms/buildings.  
 
The Kv criterion must also apply for any subsection of the module covering between 5% and 50% of 
the volume, i.e. in Figure 12 the criterion should be applicable for the channel between the local 
equipment room and the blast wall with dimensions Lc x Wc x H. Here internal porosities in the 
channel Pcn and Pcp are 0.8 (fully open). If there are local regions with significant confinement (low 
Kv-factor) this should be included in the assessment as follows. The highest value of the minimum 
local Kv and the global module Kv is reduced by 0.25, and thereafter the lowest of the two values are 
used as representative Kv to identify if a minimum generic DeAL are applicable. 
 
 


Table 7:  Requirements for vent area parameters for Generic design loads to be valid 


Module 


configuration  


(ref.) 


Vent area parameter (Kv) range  


 


   A    Kv > 0.75 0.5 <Kv < 0.75 Kv<0.5 


B Kv > 1 0.75 <Kv < 1 Kv<0.75 


C Kv > 1.25 1 <Kv < 1.25 Kv<1 


D Kv > 1.5 1.25 <Kv < 1.5 Kv<1.25 


 
   


RESULTING 
DESIGN LOAD:  


AREA DESIGN LOAD  
0.7 BAR 


AREA DESIGN LOAD      
1 BAR 


 


OUTSIDE VALIDITY 
ENVELOPE 


Generic explosion 
loads method 


cannot be used 


 


 


Note that the vent area constraints presented are preliminary and may be developed further if the 
generic explosion loads method is chosen for further development. 


 


5.1.6 Basis for Module / area specific parameters and validity envelope 


 


The preliminary module/area specific parameters have been set based on: 


• Use of data from previous explosion analysis, section 3 
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• Use of calculations performed using existing simplified tools, including COSAC and 
ThorExpressLite. An example of use of the COSAC tool in this context is shown in Figure 14. 


• Expert assessments in line with  


o The experience from and statistical analysis of historical observations  


o 2Knowledge of the phenomena involved including chemistry, combustion theory, 
thermodynamics and physical laws, and observations/knowledge gained on the 
phenomena from full scale experiments and CFD modelling 


 


 


Figure 14: Example of use of COSAC for as basis or as validation of boundaries for Generic Explosion Loads 
method 


  


However, note that applicability of the parameters as well as definition of the boundaries need to be 
further evaluated and matured. The boundary constraints presented in this section are preliminary 
and may need to be developed further. With the current validity envelope, the model appears to be 
quite conservative, and hence, a significant fraction of areas/modules may be outside the validity 
envelope.  


In addition, there is a need for an extended verification and validation phase to define valid 
boundaries generally accepted in the oil and gas industry. Based on this, the description of this type of 
approach as well as the boundaries of the validity envelope should be considered an outline of the 
general principles for such a method.  


Recommended further work to finalise the Generic loads method is described in section Appendix A. 


 


5.1.7 Risk management and other decision support 


The generic explosion loads method, as described above, will be used to establish DeAL level. 
However, a simple method will have limitations with regards to providing input to Risk management 
and other explosion risk-based decision support. This is also illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Examples of other use of the explosion risk analysis are: 


• Input to ALARP assessments 


• Assess impact of design changes / management of change 


• Detailing of explosion loads, e.g. as input to package specifications. 


 


It is important that the further development of the generic explosion loads method also takes into 
account the role in the risk management process and how other types of decision support shall be 
provided: 


 


• A flexible and suitable framework of processes, methods and tools for risk management and other 


decision support related to explosion risk is very extensive. It is recommended that the methods 


for other decision support should to a large degree as possible use existing framework, rather 


than creating new, advanced methods and models from scratch.  


• Much of the input needed may be provided by current probabilistic framework (i.e. NORSOK Z-


013 annex F). Making explosion analysis fit for purpose will in many cases be achieved by 


adapting/improving the processes and the way the tools and methods are used, as well as making 


criteria fit for purpose. 


• A probabilistic approach (similar to todays practice) may have advantages in FEED phase, as well 


as in operation of the facility, with respect to sensitivity evaluations and to get some indication of 


the effect of specific factors. An advantage with the probabilistic approach is that it estimates the 


total result of several effects.  E.g. reducing the ventilation area of a module, may both increase 


the gas cloud size for a given leak and in addition increase the resulting explosion load for a given 


gas cloud size.  


• When assessing robustness of the design accidental loads the probabilistic approach may give an 


indication. A challenge may be that if applying a detailed probabilistic analysis for different 


purposes than DeAL, the calculated frequency for exceeding the DeAL may in a few cases be in 


conflict with a DeAL established with a simplified approach.  Experts, stakeholder and authorities 


much trust the DeAL established based on simple principles and key risk drivers. 


• For specific assessments such as in detailed engineering phase when the design to a large extent 


is frozen, it seems advantageous to develop design events, e.g. as input to detailed equipment 


and structural design. Aspects of the single scenario models may be used. 


 


 


5.2 Scenario based approach: single scenario/worst credible event approach 


Worst credible event (WCE) approach was suggested by NOROG as a possible methodology to 
establish robust explosion design loads. Several possible worst credible events were proposed, e.g. 
that the platform module should withstand the consequences from 


• 2” natural gas release with delayed ignition 


• 8 kg/s natural gas release with delayed ignition 


• Ignition in gas cloud filling 15% of module 


To help limit the spread in predicted explosion loads a given leak location, and direction, wind 
direction and strength as well as an ignited cloud location and ignition position were proposed. Could 
this give a good basis for design explosion loads? 


Scenario based approaches are used in several situations in which worst credible, maximum credible 
or dimensioning events are specified, e.g. 
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• ISO 20519 (Ref. /8/) LNG Bunkering - safety zone can be established either as the maximum 
LFL-distance from credible release scenarios (constant leak through instrument connection or 
transient leak scenario filling hose rupture after ESD-valves are closed are proposed) or from 
QRA risk contours. 


• NFPA 59A (Ref. /9/) LNG standard – Hazard distances within property limit shall be 
established based on LFL-distance from credible releases in 2 m/s wind 


• Worst credible process fires are used for fire studies on NCS 


• Worst credible events are used extensively in risk and safety studies in the USA, e.g. in API RP 
752 (Ref. /10/) for process plant safety studies. 


The worst credible event (or explosion) is the worst credible combination of release (of any rate), 
cloud generation, ignition and explosion development that give the worst consequences at a given 
location. For one module there could e.g. be different WCEs for explosion loads towards the North 
Blastwall and for drag loads in exposing piping in the SW-corner. 


The legal system is one important reason why worst credible event approaches are popular in the USA. 
While operators in the North Sea acknowledge the fact that there will be a residual risk (low 
frequency high consequence events) which cannot be designed against, and design platforms based 
on frequency-based risk acceptance criteria (e.g. 10-5/y and 10-4/y), operators in the USA would 
hesitate to admit the same. If an accident would happen and they would admit they were aware that 
a disaster scenario could develop which they had not prevented, legal claims for compensation from 
relatives of victims could be extremely high. In this setting it is convenient for companies operating in 
the US to evaluate required design based on worst credible event approach, like a worst-case 
explosion from a 2” release, and if a disaster would happen, this will come as a surprise, and they can 
claim to have done what was expected from them following best industry practice. If a similar disaster 
would happen in the NCS the operators would be exposed to much lower claims for compensation 
from relatives due to a very different legal system. 


In the API RP 752 (Ref. /10/) the worst credible event is defined as the event with the maximum 
consequence among the major scenarios evaluated, which should all be “realistic, and have a 
reasonable probability of occurrence considering the chemicals, inventories, equipment and piping 
design, operating conditions, fuel reactivity, process unit geometry industry incident history, and 
other factors” 


The very vague definition of credible event is one of the challenges with the concept. In the evaluation 
of industry incident history there have been some rules of thumb on how to do this, e.g. for an 
operator in Texas incidents within Texas/US GoM within the past decades or so could be credible, as 
well as global experience for the particular operator within a similar time span. A Macondo-type 
incident in the North Sea should then primarily be considered as credible for the companies involved 
in Deepwater Horizon. 


For the mentioned scenarios where worst credible events were used (NFPA-59A, ISO 20519 and API 
RP 752) there is one common aspect, or at least for the LNG-hazard distances in the first two 
standards. The problem (LFL-based exclusion zone) increases with the size of the release. It is thus 
relatively easy to establish the worst consequences for a given release. For NFPA-59A this is done by 
specifying that the release should be modelled with 2 m/s wind, generally known to give the 
maximum LFL-distances. In API RP 752 dispersion, explosion and fire hazards are to be estimated for 
an onshore process plant. Both dispersion and fire hazards will increase with increasing leak rate. For 
a large outdoor process areas the same may to some extent apply for explosions, at least when the 
explosion risk is calculated based on explosive cloud formation using Gaussian dispersion 2D models, 
e.g. Phast, and from that cloud size far-field explosion loads are estimated by assuming an explosion 
source strength using the TNO Multi-Energy model or similar tools. 


With consequences scaling with size of leak one often used approach is to consider the typical 
frequency distribution of significant leaks and conclude that the maximum credible leak size is the 
90% or 95% percentile among these. Ref. /11/ uses a 95% argument to conclude that the common 
practice of using 2” leaks as the worst credible event can be justified for API RP 752 studies. 


For explosion studies such an approach can be highly questionable, at least for facilities with large 
segments with potential for large releases of flammable gases. This is illustrated with an example in 
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Figure 15. The purple line illustrates a hole size distribution with the circle indicating the chosen 
maximum credible hole size of 2” (50mm), being the 95-percentile among leaks with hole size of 
10mm or larger. For the actual facility this corresponds to a 10 kg/s release of denser than air 
hydrocarbons (similar to LPG). It is assumed that the risk driving segments can maintain a leak rate of 
100 kg/s for long enough time to develop a large flammable cloud, for hole sizes larger than 150mm, 
the pressure loss in the piping will quickly reduce the leak rate to 100 kg/s. The hydrocarbon leak rate 
as function of hole size thus goes with the square of the hole size until being capped at 100 kg/s 
(>150mm), see orange curve in the plot. 


For flammable cloud sizes from a high-pressure jet which can expand in three directions the explosive 
cloud volume tends to increase to the third power relative to the hole size. The estimated cloud 
volume for the various releases (relative to the maximum leak rate of 100 kg/s) is shown with a blue 
line, indicating that the defined worst credible event only contains 3.2% of the explosion energy 
compared to scenarios from leaks from hole sizes 6” or higher. 


The ignition probability will also depend strongly on the leak rate. In the green curve the OGP 434-6 
ignition probabilities for LPG-releases in a large onshore gas plant (Table 8) are plotted as function of 
leak size. For the maximum credible release the ignition probability is 2.5%, while this increases to 
more than 50% for the very large releases. 


By combining the leak frequencies for the various hole sizes with the ignition probabilities a frequency 
distribution of ignited cloud sizes can be plotted. The red curve shows the fraction of explosions 
expected to be equal to or larger than the explosions from each hole size. So while only 5% of the 
significant leaks have a diameter larger than 2” (50mm) as much as 76% of the ignited clouds will be 
larger (and mostly significantly larger) than the worst credible event.  


This example illustrates that while the risk analyst following a typical API-RP 752 Worst credible event 
approach like justified by Ref. /11/, the reality may be that 3 of the next 4 explosions can be expected 
to the stronger than what is claimed to be maximum credible and assessed in the risk assessment. 


 


 


Figure 15 Illustration of possible relation between hole size distribution (purple), leak rate (orange), cloud size 
(blue), ignition probability (green) and probability that the next explosions will be from a given hole size 
or larger (red curve). 


For offshore platforms the severity of an incident to a much lesser degree will increase monotonously 
with the leak rate. Walls, decks and confinement will accumulate gas, so that even moderate leak 
sizes can fill modules to dangerous concentrations, in particular on calm days, or if wind blows from a 
direction giving poor ventilation within the module. Gas pushed out of the platform will normally not 
contribute to the explosion consequences, and a larger release may even lead to a less severe 
explosion because much of the module has become fuel-rich with no or low gas reactivity.  And while 
the total explosion energy is the primary parameter for explosion damage (normally far-field only 
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considered), the oil platform study is much more focused on preventing collapse of structures. For 
such considerations the location of the reactive gas cloud and ignition location may be very important 
parameters, and there will be a large variation in consequence for different scenarios originating from 
the same hole size or leak rate. 


Table 8 – Simplified illustration of parameters of importance for explosion risk 


Risk parameter Onshore 
plant 


Offshore module 


Most important for 
explosion energy 


Leak rate Leak rate, direction, location, 
ventilation, module 
confinement, size 


Most important for 
explosion 
consequences 


Explosion 
energy  


(far-field 
blast) 


Reactive cloud size near 
structures (walls/decks/…), 
ignition location, etc. 


 


 


Figure 16 Simplified illustration of expected explosion severity as function of ventilation for a given platform 
module scenario. The worst incidents may happen for moderate leak rates in moderate wind, or with 
higher leak rates and more wind. A large release rate in low wind may be less severe.  


The proposed worst credible events (or better “dimensioning events”) suggested by NOROG for oil 
and gas platforms were either based on performing CFD-simulations with a given hole size (e.g. 2”), 
leak rate (e.g. 8 kg/s), or assuming a certain gas cloud size (e.g. 15% fill). Each of these methods will 
have major weaknesses for the following reasons: 


a) There will be a significant spread in results depending on parameter choice (release 
location/direction, cloud location, ignition location). Many scenarios are required evaluated 
to get a proper distribution and mapping of possible outcomes. If only a specific set of 
parameters shall be evaluated in a WCE-assessment, the conclusions may become arbitrary. 


b) With a scenario-based WCE or dimensioning approach as discussed, the more severe 
scenarios are not assessed, and there is therefore no insight in the possible consequences 
from low frequency high consequence events. No insight will then be gained regarding the 
robustness of the installation to handle the residual risk. 


c) There may be a tendency that consultants will predict lower risk when the task is to search 
for worst credible event outcomes. 


d) For the WCE methodology a reasonably accurate 3D geometry model is required. One of the 
major motivations for simplifying the approaches is the challenge to establish a proper 3D 
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model. If a sufficiently accurate 3D model is developed, it would be much better to simulate a 
wider array of parameter variations to get a distribution of outcomes, than to use the model 
only to evaluate a limited number of arbitrary scenarios. Thus, why not systematically model 
a few hundred scenarios rather than 1-5 arbitrary scenarios if the 3D model is available. 


To conclude scenario-based methods are not considered a good way to address performance-based 
requirements from authorities (e.g. frequency of impairing main safety function < 10-4/year)3.  


If the general competence level in the industry is low so that the operators literally do not know what 
they are doing when it comes to explosion safe design, there may be a need for more prescriptive 
rules and to more clearly tell the operators what to do. In such situation performance-based criteria 
may be not be the right approach. A low competence level by the authorities may have a similar effect, 
as they may need simple checklists to be able to oversee the industry. Who “owns the accident” is an 
important aspect. If the operator/partners have the sole responsibility to take care of all sorts of 
problems if there should be an accident, the authorities should better define performance-based 
goals rather than prescriptive checklists, so that the operators can choose the optimal way to solve 
the safety challenges. If more prescriptive rules are required followed from the authorities, for 
instance based on performing a scenario-based assessment, the authorities should also take a greater 
responsibility for accidents.  


In the current situation in Norway, with primarily performance-based requirements from the 
authorities, and where the operator and partners have the main responsibility for an accident, 
scenario-based risk assessment methodology is not considered appropriate. 


 


5.3 Equation-based model: Risk modelling using frequency relations  


The following should be considered an example, as the purpose is to describe how to proceed to 
establish a new methodology. The analysis stage (see above) should identify and define the 
phenomena and intermediate results to be reflected in the model.  


It is vitally important that the method/model framework is suitable for capturing the essence of our 
knowledge for the different phenomena determining gas explosion risk.   


The stages could be as described in the following table:  


  


                                                                 
3 The RISP project has stated that current regulations shall not be used as a limitation to the development. The 
regulatory regime and distribution of responsibility for safe operation and liability given an accident will be 
important for the recommendations of method. However, since no new regulation is in place or has been 
indicated how it would look like current regulations have been referred to. 
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 Table 9: Frequency relation modelling – example 


Stage Knowledge and phenomena Model Comments 


Leak The relations between equipment (leak sources) 
and leak frequency are well documented in 
PLOFAM2 (NCS and UKCS data). 
Limitations in leak duration by sectionalisation, 
blowdown and inventory. Data shows that leaked 
inventory is small in many cases. 


𝑓 = 𝑘1ˑ𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑙 ˑ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛 
Frequency for leak with specified rate or higher. 
Parameter n from PLOFAM2, parameter k1 reflects 
equipment in the considered module and could be 
simplified as follows (rate in kg/s, freq. per yr, volume 
in m3): 
k1 = ModVol ˑ 1.5ˑ10-6  
n = -0.7  


Reliable and simple.  
Extensive data set (strong knowledge) 
 


Ventilation Wind condition statistics is normally well known. 
Ventilation modelling can be performed with CFD. 


ACH can be modelled using a lognormal distribution 
with two parameters:  
μ = ln(Average ACH) – σ2/2 
σ = 0.78 


Ventilation can be modelled with reasonable 
accuracy at early stage or based on similar 
modules.  


Dispersion 
distance 


Location of leak sources relative to ventilation 
openings (outlet) 


Simple probability distribution, for example uniform 
between 0 and module length 


Uncertainty is low 


Dispersion Gas is diluted by ventilation and jet mechanisms. 
Dispersion limited by module size, leak rate and 
inventory. 
Flammability limits important for flammable cloud 
size. 
Buoyant/dense/neutral gas will affect dispersion 
(but challenging to model) 
Data: Simulation results, experiments 


V = f (Dispersion distance, leak rate, inventory, 
ventilation conditions, gas properties) 
 
A conceptual model for gas cloud size has been 
proposed 


Relations are complex, and simplifications 
required.  
 
Model should be evaluated considering the 
basis for ignition probability models (MISOF). 
Uncertainty (variability) should be modelled. 


Ignition 
probability 
(internal) 


Experience data as for leaks (NCS and UKCS since 
1992) as summarised in MISOF2. 
There is knowledge on ignition mechanisms 
(energy and temperature) and equipment failure 
modes and data. 


Ign.prob. = k5 ˑ VLEL + k6 ˑ Vflam ˑ t  
 
t is leak duration, k5 and k6 from MISOF2 


Flammable gas quantity ignited, and the 
corresponding frequencies are sought. 
There is statistical uncertainty because there 
are very few ignitions and because gas 
exposure from the experienced leaks is 
uncertain. 


Ignition 
probability 
(external) 


Activities and equipment in adjacent areas, Air 
intake to internal combustion engines and gas 
turbines etc. are known to represent ignition 
sources. 


Extension of gas cloud outside module calculated with 
the same dispersion model as for the internal gas 
cloud. Ignition sources outside module must be 
defined and assessed. 


It is known that ignition probability is 
significant, but quantification is still somewhat 
uncertain. 


Flammable 
gas cloud 


Ignition can take place at any time, and the 
flammable gas cloud volume will vary between the 


Simple probability distribution between the extremes.   
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Stage Knowledge and phenomena Model Comments 


volume maximum value applied for ignition probability 
quantification and virtually zero.  


Explosion 
energy 


Based on a small set of FLACS simulations it seems 
that the maximum product of pressure and 
volume, which is a measure of mechanical 
explosion energy is reasonably proportional to the 
heat of combustion.  
 


For hydrocarbons, energy of combustion is  
HHV = 55 MJ/kg.  
 
PˑV = k7 ˑ HHV ˑ MassFlammable 
K7 = 0.12 
(here, P is in N/m2) 


Using energy as an intermediate result will 
contribute to model robustness. Local and 
global loads, and the distance between blast 
walls and other targets can be assessed and 
modelled consistently if energy (measured as 
the product of pressure and volume) is 
introduced.  


Explosion 
loads 


Physics and thermodynamics (energy is the 
product of pressure and corresponding volume).  
Explosion simulation results 


Model for global and local loads to be developed. 
Explosion from small clouds will have more local effect 
than those from larger clouds (with more energy). Far 
field loads similar as for multi-energy method. 
Something analogous to Multi-energy for modules 
seems promising.  


Sachs scaling;  
𝐸𝑚


𝑃0


1
3


  is an example 


The explosion loads will depend on the distance 
between the explosion and any partition or 
object considered for exposure. The distance 
relative to the cloud dimensions matters 
(dimensionless). 


Explosion 
pressure 
(direct 
alternative) 


Experiments, small and full scale. 
CFD explosion simulation results 
Theory (expansion factors, adiabatic flame 
temperature etc.) 
- Deflagration and congestion 
- Confinement and explosion venting 


In open geometries, explosion pressure is (more or 
less) proportional to cloud size. In closed module it is 
proportional to fill fraction. 
Pressure >= k8 ˑ Vflam ˑ Φ3 
Pressure >= k9 ˑ k10 ˑ module fill fraction  
Example: k8 = 0.0005 bar/m3, k9 = 8 bar 
K10 is a function of module confinement (value 
between 0 and 1) 
Φ3 is used to model variability (expectancy = 1).  
Lilleaker Consulting experience is that a lognormal 
distribution for Φ3 is appropriate. 


Apparently, congestion is similar for many 
process modules, but could be lower for an 
FPSO as compared to a smaller installation. 
Confinement effects to be combined with open 
geometry results in a somewhat more 
sophisticated way than above. Simple models 
for explosion venting exist and should be 
applied. 
The model proposed here could be modified to 
use energy as input. 
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5.3.1 Model development and improvements 


5.3.1.1 General 


The model framework presented above is simple and relatively easy to implement as a tool. A 
prototype has been developed. It is therefore considered to fulfil some of the requirements to 
transparency. Documentation of the basis for the proposed models and parameters is key to obtain 
credibility. 


The main difference between this approach and the NORSOK approach is that the result is not 
depending on the evaluation of a set or a subset of a literally infinite set of scenarios. This model 
described here aims at modelling more general relations.  


Each of the different calculation steps can and should be improved. It should be possible to improve 
one step without affecting the others. It should also be possible to insert a new step to split the 
modelling of one step in two.  


There can be general improvements in the applied relations based on new knowledge and studies, for 
example new sets of simulations, new experience data or new analyses of such data. For a specific 
module analysed, studies (such as CFD studies) and analyses can be applied to improve the 
parameters for the functions applied in the calculations. 


Since the use of simple relations is emphasized and applied wherever possible, the relation between 
input parameters and model results are in many cases obvious. Further, the sensitivity between model 
parameters (ki, n and parameters such as μ and σ in the probability distributions Φi) and results can be 
obtained in seconds.  


Analysis of a specific module 


For a specific module, the default parameters could be replaced with parameters that are more 
accurate for the module at hand. Depending on available information, this could be obtained by 
simulation studies. In this case, the study is more like current (NORSOK) approach. Still, it is likely that 
the common framework will contribute to consistency, and in any case comparison of studies could be 
eased. 


It may be necessary to establish working procedures for how to establish module specific parameters 
(ki). 


 


5.3.1.2 Dispersion model 


The proposed method requires that a robust and reasonably accurate dispersion model can be 
formulated. An example dispersion model that can reflect leak rate, inventory, module dimensions 
and ventilation conditions is therefore presented is this chapter. 


For naturally ventilated modules, air changes per hour (ACH) can be modelled with a simple 
probability distribution such as log-normal. Gas dilution locally in the module is dependent on the 
local flow velocity, Um, which is related to the ACH as follows: 


 


𝑈𝑚,𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =  
𝐴𝐶𝐻


3600
ˑ√


𝑉


𝐻
 


 


Where √
𝑉


𝐻
 is a characteristic length (V is module volume and H is module height) 


 
For mechanically ventilated modules, variability in ventilation is much smaller. 
 
k3 and “Gas quantity released”: A high fraction of experienced leaks has small inventories as 
compared to process segment inventories. Process segment inventories must be assessed in 
comparison to module size and the ventilation conditions. As a first step the largest inventory could 
be input to the model.  
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Figure 17: Conceptual model for gas dispersion 


 
Since the transport velocity in this model is constant (and driven by ventilation), the mass of gas per 
unit length in the transport direction is constant. The mass and volume of gas for any range of gas 
concentration is identical. The actual shape of the gas cloud is of course different and could in 
principle be obtained from a coordinate transformation of the idealised cone model.  
 
Example: Velocity is 1 m/s and leak 1 m3/s. Or, rather, leak rate/velocity = 1 m2. Density = 1kg/m3. UEL 
= 0.15, LEL = 0.05.  
 
Entrainment is modelled with r = r0 + aˑx.   a = 0.1 is used for entrainment factor in this example. Gas 
concentration at x=0 is set to 100%. The purpose here is just to show the simplicity of the calculations.  


 


Area(x=0) A0 = 1 m3/s / 1 m/s = 1 m2.   Radius(x=0) = r0 = √
1𝑚2


𝜋
 = 0.56m 


Area(C=UEL) = 
𝐴0


𝐶𝑈𝐸𝐿
=


1


0.15
= 6.67𝑚2 


Radius(C=UEL) = rUEL =√
6.67𝑚2


𝜋
 = 1.46 


LUEL = 
1.46−0.56


2ˑ0.1
= 4.5𝑚 


 


Volume gas with concentration > UEL: 𝑉 = 𝐿𝑈𝐸𝐿
𝜋


3
ˑ(𝑟0


2 + 𝑟0 𝑟𝑈𝐸𝐿 + 𝑟𝑈𝐸𝐿
2 ) = 15.4𝑚3 


Area(C=LEL) = 
𝐴0


𝐶𝑈𝐸𝐿
=


1


0.05
= 20𝑚2 


Radius(C=LEL) = rLEL = 2.52 


LLEL = 
2.52−0.56


2ˑ0.1
= 9.79𝑚 


 


Volume flammable gas: 𝑉 = (𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐿 − 𝐿𝑈𝐸𝐿)
𝜋


3
ˑ(𝑟𝑈𝐸𝐿


2 + 𝑟𝑈𝐸𝐿𝑟𝐿𝐸𝐿 + 𝑟𝐿𝐸𝐿
2 ) = 67.4𝑚3 


Flammable gas mass: 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = (𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐿 − 𝐿𝑈𝐸𝐿)ˑ1
𝑘𝑔


𝑚
= 5.3𝑘𝑔  


 
This is a steady state consideration, and all the flammable gas may not be inside the module. The 
volumes estimated depend on the air entrainment factor and the transport distance to a ventilation 
opening. The maximum transient flammable cloud size is calculated with some additional modelling, 
setting the gas concentration at the outlet to LEL.  
 
There may be objections to the model described above, but a theoretical and simplified dispersion 
model is required for this model approach to be useful. 
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Figure 18: Prototype model results for a real case (module is 44mˑ40mˑ8m, average ACH = 261) 


 


5.3.1.3 Use and interpretation of model results 


The model proposed here presents explosion loads with corresponding frequencies.  The frequency 
relation demonstrates uncertainty and loads that are possible although considered infrequent, which 
can be useful for decision support. This is the case even if the accuracy of the presented frequencies 
could be questioned (and the frequencies may not be interpreted literally as “true” frequencies) 


With this in mind, modelling uncertainty is important. In part, this is obtained by the probability 
distributions Φi, which should be designed with care. For explosions in open geometries, it has been 
observed that explosion loads (near the cloud location) can be modelled using a lognormal 
distribution, and that the relative standard deviation (σ) is similar from project to project.  


 


5.3.1.4 Documentation and model credibility 


Documentation is as important as establishing the methods and models. Convincing arguments and 
references for the models applied are key to establish model credibility. WG2 recommends writing a 
short summary of the data and knowledge applied with appropriate references. Uncertainty (and 
possible lack of knowledge or relevant data) should be included. 
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6. Comparison and evaluation of the different methods 


6.1 Introduction 


The different methods described in this report have been compared and evaluated versus the 
predefined RISP criteria. 


The following main categories of methods have been considered: 


 


Table 10 categories of methods evaluated in the RISP project 


 Method / model Description 


1 Generic explosion model 


 


An example described in section 5.1 


Conceptually described in section 4.3.1 


2 Equation based model 


 


An example described in section 5.3 


Conceptually described in section 4.3.3. 


The method does not consider multiple 
incident/accident development paths 
upon a set of representative leak 
scenarios like NORSOK Z-013, but is based 
on more general relations such as 
dimensioning load expressed/determined 
based on mathematical functions.  


 


3a Scenario based method – single worst credible 
event scenario 


 


An example described in section 5.2.  


Conceptually described in section 4.3.2.1. 


Method based on CFD simulations of one 
specific scenario, i.e. “worst credible 
event scenario”. 


3b Scenario based method: Simplified NORSOK Z-013 
approach – Multiple event scenario based without 
CFD simulations 


 


Simplified models developed to perform 
(coarse) NORSOK Z-013 analysis without 
CFD simulations. May be based on 
simplified leak picture input. The method 
considerers multiple incident/accident 
development paths upon a set of 
representative leak scenarios 
 


3c Scenario based method: NORSOK Z-013 approach 
(current practice) - Multiple event scenario based 
with CFD simulations 


 


Conceptually very similar to approach 3b 
but a key difference is whether or not 
some key input of the model is based on 
facility specific CFD simulation results. 


 


Common for all approaches is that the output of the method could be used as basis to establish design 
accidental explosion loads for the facility during design development. Depending on the nature of the 
method/model, they may be applicable to fulfil other areas of use, for which explosion risk analysis 
traditionally has had/ or should have played a role in the design development project.  


To what degree the method is fit for purpose in order to fulfil other areas of use discussed in section 
6.2 
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Two other important aspects of the different method categories which may illustrate the nuances 
within the different categories are 


• The basis of which the method is developed upon: i.e. The models can have a theoretical or 
empirical basis, and in many cases a mixture.  


• The complexity of the models: For all practical purposes, the generic explosion model (1) and 
single scenario-based model (3a) considered in this context are simple methods. An 
equation-based method (2) may be simple (i.e. Explosion load = f(module volume)), or more 
complex (i.e. potentially using frequency relations such as the example described in section 
5.3 which should at least be considered complex if frequency distribution parameters are 
determined based on a set of facility specific CFD simulations. From most practical purposes, 
NORSOK Z-013 methods (3b, 3c) can be considered complex. The reason that method 3b is 
denoted “simple” is referring to the input interface which is simplified. The model may yet be 
somewhat complex.  


An evaluation of the method towards the RISP criteria is presented in section 6.3.  


An evaluation of the methods ability to solve challenges experienced related to current practice is 
discussed in section 6.4. This section also briefly reflects upon potential new challenges that may be 
expected if this type of method is introduced. 


The additional aspects related to basis and complexity are discussed in the evaluations in section 6.3 
and 6.4 when relevant. 


 


6.2 What can the different methods be used for? 


As a starting point it is interesting to look into the differences in input requirements and 
results/outputs from the different methods. This gives a good indication of the differences in potential 
areas of use. As mentioned in previous section, the complexity within each category may vary, which 
again may again affect the input requirements. 


First, the input requirements of the different method have been compared, see Table 11. The input 
for the most simple methods and models (1 and simple versions of 2) are limited to the module 
dimensions and the main characteristics important for the explosion risk picture (e.g. confinement). 
There is also limited input requirement to method 3b. However, note that in method 3b, there may be 
a lot of input parameters that are assigned default values. 


More advanced equation-based explosion models (2) and simplified NORSOK Z-013 models (3b) may 
also require or have the possibility to give input on leak frequency, segment inventories/operation 
conditions and blowdown/ESD. The main difference between these models (2, 3b) and the advanced 
versions of the NORSOK Z-013 approach (3c) is that the latter require use of CFD.  
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Table 11: Input requirements of the different methods and models 
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Module dimensions and main 
characteristics; e.g. 
confinement 


X X 


 


X X X 


Leak frequency  (X)  (X) X 


Segment inventories, fluid 
properties and operating 
condition 


 (X) (X) (X) X 


Blowdown and ESD  (X) (X) (X) X 


Ignition sources / ignition 
model 


 (X)  (X) X 


Ventilation / gas dispersion 
simulations (CFD) 


 (X) X  X 


Explosion simulations (CFD)  (X) X  X 


 


Further, the methods have been compared principally based on what kind of output they can provide, 


ref. Table 12. This gives an indication of the potential areas of application of the method, but not 


necessarily the suitability of the method for this particular use. For example the NORSOK Z-013 


approach produces output results that can be used for conceptual evaluations. However, since the 


input requirements are e.g.  CFD simulations, which are performed on a basis not available in concept 


phase, NORSOK Z-013 analysis may not be very suitable for this purpose. 


The main application of the simplest methods (1 and simple versions of 2) is to set design accidental 


loads in the project planning phase.  Since these methods are based on a quite simple input (module 


dimensions and main characteristics), they will not be suited to e.g. perform detailed evaluations of 


effects of design change on the explosion risk picture.  The simple equation-based model can be used 


for conceptual evaluations, depending on how the model is developed.  


For a more complex simplified model, based on NORSOK Z-013 principles (3b), the areas of application 


may increase.  Still it is foreseen, that with all the simple models (1-2) it will be required to have 


additional methods for explosion related analysis in the project planning and execution phase, if the 


explosion analysis shall provide the same design support to development project as it does today. The 


additional methods can e.g. be used of design scenarios or probabilistic explosion analysis.  In case of 


the latter alternative, this will be NORSOK Z-013 explosion analysis with a different objective than 


current practice, i.e. focus on design support rather than DeALs and the quantitative risk level (versus 


the risk acceptance criteria). 


NORSOK Z-013 analysis will in principle be possible to apply for all the different applications listed in 


Table 12.  
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Table12: Principle comparison of output from different explosion methods and models 


Table legend Description 


✔ Method can be applied for this purpose, i.e. the required kind of output is available  


Does not necessarily mean that the method is very well suited to this purpose. 


(✔) Method may or may partly be used for this purpose, dependent on how the method 


will be developed /made, such as level of complexity 


 


Output / Areas of application 
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Conceptual evaluations of 
explosion risk 


 (✔)  (✔) ✔ 


Set design explosion loads ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 


Assess effect of design changes   (✔) ✔ ✔ 


Input to ALARP assessments   (✔) (✔) ✔ 


Understanding of explosion 
risk picture 


 (✔)  (✔) ✔ 


Detailing of design explosion 
loads 


 (✔) ✔  ✔ 


 


6.3 Evaluation vs RISP criteria 


According to requirements in SoW the RISP explosion method or model:  


• shall ensure the same level of safety  


• shall be based on best available knowledge  


• theoretical and empirical basis shall be available for review  


• shall be transparent   


• must be traceable  


• shall be openly available to the industry  


  


Further, the method or model shall:  


• be based on input available in early phase (before DG2)  
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• avoid late design changes  


• give decision support at the right time  


• focus on individual decisions  


• be based on principles in ISO 17776 (Ref. /4/)  


• utilize knowledge and experience in the industry  


• give consistent results independent of individual / Company  


 


6.3.1 The same level of safety 


The term same level of safety is subject to interpretation.  


Evaluations of safety from an explosion analysis point of view depend on perspective. There may be 
different barrier elements and performance requirements relevant for mitigating catastrophic events 
than what are relevant with respect to loss of physical barriers. Hence interpretation of level of safety 
depends for instance on whether the concern is total loss events or if the main concern is loss of 
barriers. 


Arguably, focus traditionally in explosion analyses has tended to be loss of physical barriers / blast 
walls, since the regulatory requirements have criteria relating to unacceptable frequency for loss of 
barriers. 


When comparing the level of safety in design of future facilities to level of safety for facilities designed 
in the past, it is also necessary to clarify if the intension is to compare the calculated frequency of 
escalation or if the intension is to compare what loads the facility is designed to withstand.  


Whether a new method will be able to maintain the same level of safety in future design will to a large 
degree depend on what level of conservatism is incorporated in the method. For all of the methods 
evaluated, it should to some degree be possible to develop the method either using an optimistic 
approach or using a conservative approach. 


6.3.2 The best available knowledge 


Similar to the term “same level of safety” best available knowledge is subject to interpretation.  


All categories listed in the introduction to this section may be developed to be based on the best 
available knowledge. There is another type of categorization that is relevant in this context 


• One category is models that are purely empirical equations based on previous explosion 
analysis results and are using statistical methods such as regression analysis. The knowledge 
reflected in this type of model will never be better than the limitation in the previous 
analyses representing the basis for the knowledge. 


• A second category is models and methods that are not purely based on analysis results from 
previous analyses. For these types of methods and models, there will be no limitation to how 
good or bad knowledge the method may be based upon. 


For this reason, the analysis results logged in section 3 should be used during verification and 
validation of the model developed, but if the basis of the model is limited to this type of database 
alone it can be argued that the model is not developed based on the best available knowledge. 


 


6.3.3 Theoretical and empirical basis shall be available for review 


In principle all the different approaches, including implementations of methods interpreting NORSOK 
Z-013 analysis, can make the theoretical and empirical basis available for review. The difference is that 
for the models developed and owned by a Risk Consultant Company, the detailed basis for the model 
will normally only be available internally in the relevant Company. This is in principle not different 
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from the status of CFD-tools extensively used for risk assessments, none of the consultants or 
operators performing studies with these CFD-models will have a full insight in the models.   


6.3.4 Transparency and traceability 


The less complex methods and models can quite easily be made both traceable and transparent. 


Generic explosion loads methods (1) which only perform very simple calculations are both transparent 
and traceable regarding which input parameters result in what design loads.   


The same applies for most equation-based models (2).  Equations are (mainly) used to calculate the 
final output such as explosion overpressure vs frequency relation, and the traceability and 
transparency is potentially good.  


A scenario-based method (3a) can fulfil the requirements to traceability and transparency, in 
particular if there is focus on intermediate reporting of results like ventilation conditions, ignited cloud 
size distributions and explosion load distributions.  


When the complexity increases for the NORSOK Z-013 type models (3b – 3c) which are based on large 
branch trees or utilize Monte Carlo simulations to reflect the large number of combinations of factors 
that may affect the consequences of an accidental event, this may reduce the traceability and 
transparency of the model.  


 


6.3.5 Openly available to industry 


A method or model can be openly available to the industry in different ways: 


1. Detailed and unambiguous description of the method in a standard e.g. NORSOK Z-013. All 
users can implement their own spreadsheet / model as required. Because the model is 
described in an unambiguous way, the results will be consistent independent of 
Company/person. 


2. Free model/software that can be used by the industry. The program is maintained/owned by 
one Company, e.g. one of the large Risk Consulting companies in Norway.   


3. A third alternative could be an open source code, free for download and possible editing.  
This is not considered very realistic and has obvious weaknesses with regards to securing the 
quality of the model/software as well as taking care of improvements / maintenance.  This 
alternative is therefore not discussed further. 


Both alternative 1 and 2 can be realistic. However, 2 may have some obvious challenges in ensuring 
that all Risk Consulting Companies will use this model. In addition, financing of the development and 
maintenance of the model may be a challenge.  For alternative 1 it may be a challenge that further 
development and maintenance may not happen at all, e.g. if a severe error or weakness in the model 
is identified there may be no obvious mechanisms to sort out the problem so the industry can 
continue using the model with confidence. 


Both the generic explosion model (1) and less complex types of equation-based model (2) can easily 
be made open available to the industry, e.g. by including the method description in NORSOK Z-013.  


 


6.3.6 Summary of evaluation versus criteria 


As seen from the discussion in sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.5 it will to some extent be possible to develop 
models within all the 5 method categories that will fulfil the criteria relating to available basis for 
review, transparency, traceability and availability (open to industry). 


The key features that should be focused on in order to fulfil the criteria are 


• Basis: If the model is based on interpolations and regression analysis of output from existing 
explosion analyses based on to what degree the input corresponds/overlaps with input from 
previously performed explosion analyses there may be a limitation in order to fulfil criteria 
relating to “best available knowledge”. If the model is based upon a combination of 
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theoretical basis from physical laws, thermodynamics, chemistry etc., supported by 
statistical analysis of historic accident events, and empirically based on laboratory/full scale 
tests there are no such limitations with respect to “best available knowledge”. 


• Complexity: With a relatively simple model it will be easier to fulfil the requirement related 
to transparency and traceability. There is likely to be practical challenges with respect to 
fulfilling criteria relating to transparency and traceability for more complex model types. 
This is in particular relevant for a detailed NORSOK Z-013 model (3c), but most likely also for 
simplified NORSOK Z-013 type model (3b) which may also be complex despite a simplified 
input interface. This may be the case if the model in reality is computationally expensive 
since it supports much more detailed input than what is available in the standard user 
interface, but the extra input parameters are assigned default/typical values. 


• A key challenge may prove to be how to make the model open to the industry. This may also 
prove more challenging for more complex models. 


 


6.4 Summary: The methods ability to solve current challenges with explosion 


analyses 


 


This section compares the different types of methods to give a summary on the differences with 
respect to fulfilling the requirements to the method.  It is also focused on ability to solve challenges 
with current practice with explosion analysis (as well as generate new challenges). All methods listed 
in Table 10 are included in the assessment, with one exception. As discussed in the summary in 
section 7.2, the single scenario based method is not recommended for establishing explosion DeAL. 
For this reason, the single scenario based method (3a, single worst credible event) is not included in 
the evaluation presented in this section. 


 


In the following context, a simplified method is defined as a model with a limited set of unambiguous 


input. 


Based on this definition the following methods can be considered simplified: 


• Generic loads (1) 


• Simple Equation based models (2), which do not include input parameters determined based 


on subjective evaluations or require interface with other tools/methods, such as CFD tools to 


fit the parameters 
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When comparing a simplified method to a more complex method, the following advantages and 


disadvantages are identified in terms of solving challenges with respect to current practice:  


Advantages for simplified methods (versus complex): 


• There will be less subjective interpretations needed to perform modelling, which will ensure 


that inconsistent results for different companies/persons are avoided, which will reduce the 


risk of late changes (lower risk of change) 


• The input will be available when needed, which will also reduce the risk of late changes 


• A leaner process of establishing Design Accidental Explosion loads 


In summary, a simplified method may be tailor made in order to be fit for purpose of establishing 


Design Accidental Explosion loads.  


Disadvantages and new challenges that need to be solved for simplified methods (versus complex): 


• The chain of events leading to and determining the outcome of an explosion is very complex 


and sensitive to small details. A simple method will not have the ability to reflect details that 


may be important in the context of an explosion event. 


• A simplified method needs to be conservative as well as rely on good practice in design to 


ensure robust barriers. A simple method may solve challenges related to consistency in use 


of the explosion model, but it may impact the challenges related to consistency in design 


practice in other ways. 


• The purpose of the simplified method is limited to establishing Design Accidental Loads, and 


it is not fit for purpose for the other areas that explosion risk analyses are used/ or should be 


used for. We have a good understanding and can document ability to predict many of the 


phenomena and relations involved in an explosion risk analysis. Hence, with a simplified 


method, we need other methods to be able to provide high quality recommendations 


regarding optimal design in terms of mitigating explosions and providing input to ensure 


safe design and operation of oil and gas facilities. In a more complex model we are to a 


larger degree able to incorporate this knowledge into the model. 


• For the purpose of providing explosion risk based input to ALARP processes, risk 


management in operation etc. additional methods, tools and/or processes will be required. It 


is likely that there will be a need for more detailed models to fulfil these needs, such as 


current Z-013 practice. Design explosion loads defined and followed up based on a simplified 


method, may in rare cases be lower than dimensioning loads calculated through detailed 


explosion risk analysis performed in as-built phase or during operation. This potential conflict 


must be addressed if a simplified method for establishing DeAL is to be further developed. 


Next, the two types of simplified methods are compared, generic loads versus simplified equation-


based. Generic loads will provide minimum values for Design Accidental Loads. An equation-based 


model will provide dimensioning accidental loads as input to defining Design Accidental Loads. 
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Differences between generic loads versus simplified equation-based methods: 


• The equation-based model may provide information regarding the robustness of the design in 


terms of the margin between design accidental loads and dimensioning accidental loads. But this 


also requires that clear recommendations are developed for the method in terms of determining 


acceptable margin. If the dimensioning accidental loads provided by the method could be 


considered conservative, less margin may be accepted. The method development should in any 


case give clear description of the evaluation of uncertainties.  


• If an equation-based method is based on some of the same fundamental assumptions as the 


PLOFAM/MISOF model, it is likely that the model will provide estimates for smaller areas 


indicating that there are no dimensioning loads for these areas. This may allow for low or no 


design accidental loads for these areas. In any case, a simplified equation-based method will be 


sensitive to the limited set of input parameters reflected by the method. Some combination of 


input parameters will result in no dimensioning loads, these cases need to be treated with care, 


since there is likely there will always be some uncertainties related to the fundamental 


assumptions of the model.  


 


Differences between NORSOK Z-013 approach and a complex equation-based model (includes input 


parameters determined based on subjective evaluations or requires interface with other 


tools/methods, such as CFD tools to fit the parameters): 


• A complex equation-based model could be developed more transparently, traceable and 


arguably more robust. An equation-based model may be less suitable for ALARP purposes 


etc. than a multiple event analysis. The reason for this is that it is possible to extract 


contributions for a subset of scenarios from a multiple event analysis, and use this to quantify 


the effect of certain factors, such as wind from a certain direction, failure of an isolation valve 


etc. In an equation-based model, much of these factors are implicitly reflected in the 


probability distributions applied in the method. Hence, a somewhat more extensive analysis 


must be performed to quantify the effect of certain factors. The results should in any case be 


handled with care due to the uncertainty related to reflecting reliable predictions when 


quantifying effect of specific changes.  
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6.5 Overview of main differences 


 


The evaluation of the different methods and models as described in the section 6.2 to 6.4 are aimed 
summarized in table 13.  Further Appendix D is mentioned presenting an Evaluation Protocol for 
NOROG/RISP Models developed. 


Table 13: Overview of main differences 


Models 
compared 


Advantages of simple models Disadvantages of simple models 


Simple models (1 
and simple 
version of 2) vs 
complex models 
(3b, 3c and 
complex version 
of 2) 


• Less subjective 
input/interpretation => 
reduces risk of inconsistent 
results & late changes 


• Input available when 
needed => reduces risk for 
late changes 


• Efficient process to 
establish DeAL and 
monitor DeAL 


• Easier to fulfil the 
requirement for 
transparency and 
traceability 


• Can easily be made openly 
available to the industry 
with method description in 
NORSOK Z-013  


• Areas of application of the 
model is limited to 
establishing DeALs 
(additional methods will be 
required in addition) 


• Needs to be conservative 


• The method will most likely 
not be applicable to novel / 
non-standard designs  


• Due to its simple nature, the 
model may not be able to 
reflect details that may be 
important in the context of 
an explosion event 


Generic loads 
method (1) vs. 
simple equation-
based model 
(simple version 
of 2) 
 


Advantages of Generic loads 
method 


Disadvantages of Generic loads 
method 


• Provides minimum DeAL 
directly 


• The generic loads method 
will for most cases provide 
more robust loads than an 
equation-based model 
(minimum load of 0.7 bar 
specified in example in this 
report) 


• Will ensure a robust design 
independently of 
estimated leak frequency 
in a module (which might 
be uncertain at DG2)  


• May be easier to define 
the validity envelope of 
the model and how “as-
built” verification shall be 
performed (to reduce risk 
for late changes) 


 
 


• Does not provide 
dimensioning load, i.e. 
margin between DiAL and 
DeAL is default/generic and 
not specific for the given 
module.  


• Does not provide any 
specific information for the 
given module 


• Not currently based on new 
knowledge such as latest 
leak frequency and ignition 
model (PLOFAM and 
MISOF), but could be 
adjusted to be 


• Loads may be too 
conservative since they do 
not reflect leak frequency in 
the module or latest leak 
frequency / ignition model 


• Because the loads have to 
be conservative, the model 
cannot be used for all 
designs (some will fall 
outside the validity 
envelope) 
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Complex 
equation-based 
models (complex 
version of 2) vs 
NORSOK Z-013 
approaches 
(3b,3c) 


Advantages of Complex equation-
based models 


Disadvantages of Complex equation-
based models 


• More transparent and 
traceable 


• More robust since it is 
based on general relations 
instead of scenarios 


• Less suitable for ALARP 
assessments and assessing 
design changes  
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7. Summary 


7.1 Summary by Chapter 


Chapter 2 summarizes our knowledge on gas explosion modelling, and key drivers of explosion risk at 
offshore installations. A more extensive overview can be found in Appendices B and C. 


Chapter 3 presents a collection of data from historical explosion risk analyses and designs. The 
explosion analysis data and explosion design data are collected from 65 different modules or areas 
from a total of 18 Norwegian offshore facilities. 


Chapter 4 has described alternative approaches to explosion risk modelling. These have been 
categorized according to the type of knowledge and data applied. Another difference will be the level 
of detail in input, output and the models.  These differences will determine the potential areas of use 
of such models.  


Chapter 5 describes some modelling examples to demonstrate how the different modelling 
approaches in chapter 3 can be materialized in an explosion risk model.  


Chapter 6 compares and evaluates the different modelling approaches. The alternative approaches 
considered are: 


1.  Generic explosion loads (prescriptive loads per design category) 


2.  Equation based model (based on more general relations, not multiple events analysis) 


3a. Scenario based method (single worst credible event) 


3b. Simplified NORSOK Z-013 approach (multiple event analysis, without CFD simulations) 


3c. NORSOK Z-013 approach (current practice; multiple events analysis, with CFD simulations) 


At this stage no specific approach is recommended. However, the views from different participants in 
the group are presented in Appendix A. 


 


7.2 Establish DeAL 


All the different approaches described in the report could in principle be used to establish design 
accidental explosion loads.  


However, WG2 does not recommend the single scenario based method (3a, single worst credible 
event) used for this purpose. This is mainly because CFD explosion simulations are required as input 
with this approach, and the basis for the CFD simulations (i.e. 3D model) is not mature at the time the 
design loads need to be frozen.  


In addition the following arguments support not to use the single scenario based method to establish 
DeAL: 


• There will be a significant spread in results depending on parameter choice (release 
location/direction, cloud location, ignition location). Many scenarios are required evaluated 
to get a proper distribution and mapping of possible outcomes. If only a specific set of 
parameters shall be evaluated in a WCE-assessment, the conclusions may become arbitrary. 


• With a scenario-based WCE or dimensioning approach as discussed, the more severe 
scenarios are not assessed, and there is therefore no insight in the possible consequences 
from low frequency high consequence events. No insight will then be gained regarding the 
robustness of the installation to handle the residual risk. 


Note that the above only applies for specifying DeAL, the use of design scenarios as decision support, 
in particular in the detail engineering phase, can be useful if done properly, see section 7.3. It is also 
considered useful, and required, to transform a DeAL load into typical physical scenarios (examples), 
in order understand which scenarios the installation is designed to withstand and not (leak size, gas 
cloud size etc). 
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7.3 Risk management and other decision support 


A simple method should be sufficient to establish DeAL level. However, a simple method will have 


limitations with regard to providing input to risk management and other explosion risk based decision 


support. 


For a more complex model, based on NORSOK Z-013 principles (3b), the areas of use may increase.  


Still it is foreseen, that with all the simple models it will be required to have additional methods for 


explosion related decision support, if the explosion analysis shall provide the same design support to a 


development project as it does today. The additional methods can e.g. be use of design scenarios or 


probabilistic explosion analysis, or most likely a combination.  In case of the latter alternative, this will 


be NORSOK Z-013 explosion analysis with a different objective than current practice, i.e. focus on 


design support rather than DeALs and the quantitative risk level (versus the risk acceptance criteria). 


A probabilistic approach (similar to todays practice) may have advantages in FEED phase, as well as in 


operation of the facility, with respect to sensitivity evaluations and to get some indication of the effect 


of specific factors.  For specific assessments such as in detailed engineering phase when the design to 


a large extent is frozen, it seems advantageous to develop design events. 


It is important that the further development of a RISP explosion risk method/model also takes into 


account the role in the risk management process and how other type of decision support shall be 


provided. 
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8. Way forward 
One of the objectives of the work to be carried out by Workgroup 2 was to make recommendations 
for further work, i.e. a recommended way forward. Workgroup 2 however did not manage to make a 
single unified recommendation.  Recommendations suggested by members of the Workgroup 2 have 
however been presented in Appendix A of this report.   
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Appendix A        


Recommendations regarding further work  
Recommendations suggested by members of the Workgroup 2 are presented below. 
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1 Way forward 


It has been a wish from the RISP project that WG2 should develop tools that RISP partners could use 
for early explosion assessments to establish minimum recommended design accidental explosion 
loads for future platform modules. 


The expectations among the RISP partners have been very high, there has been spread/variation in 
expectation among them. It has been very clear that not all expectations have been realistic. 


Due to the challenging task, and different experience backgrounds, opinions have not been fully 
aligned within the WG2 explosion expert group. 


As a consequence of the above the RISP steering committee has asked the various WG2 members for 
their opinions regarding the way forward, in this memo some opinions of Olav Roald Hansen, Lloyd’s 
Register, are presented. 


 


1.1 Generic model 


For the most basic category of models, Generic Explosion Models, this has been feasible to develop 
and a draft prototype model has been described in WG2 report. Rather than categorizing the modules 
by several parameters like volume, aspect ratio and open sides, which would likely lead to significant 
variation in required minimum design load within each category, a simple approach based on 
dimensionless vent coefficient Kv and dimension restrictions has been proposed. 


By quick hand calculations or the use of a simple spreadsheet, see layout of draft version in Figure 1, a 
recommended local minimum design pressure is estimated primarily based on module dimensions 
and confinement. It could also be possible to estimate further parameters like drag loads and global 
pressure loads. The model has been preliminary checked against the design loads for the 65 platform 
modules collected as part of the WG2 work, and seems to nicely bound this population, see Figure 2. 
This is a wanted behaviour of the model, if such a simple model shall recommend robust design loads 
for all possible module concepts for which it is defined valid, higher design loads than necessary will 
be recommended for a significant fraction of possible modules. If a more accurate design load 
prediction is required for such platform modules an explosion model with more input parameters and 
phenomena modelling will be required. 


The proposed way forward for the Generic Explosion Model will be that the model is tested by RISP 
partners and also undergoes a proposed validation/evaluation exercise as described in the appendices 
of the RISP WG2 report. Thereafter the model can be finalized, possibly with some adjustments based 
on feedback and validation. Due to the generic and simple nature of the model it can be distributed 
and published without limitations. 
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Figure 1 Draft worksheet for Generic Explosion Model Prototype. Input cells are in orange. Results are found in 
the green area, the upper result lines give either “Not Applicable”, 0.5 bar, 0.7 bar or 1.0 bar, while the lower 
output gives an estimated design load above 0.5 bar according to a smooth model. In all cases pressure duration 
is given. In the WG2 report only “N/A”, 0.7 and 1.0 bar output categories were provided and no duration. 


  


Figure 2 Generic Model is compared example platform design loads (blue dots). Plot shows frequency for 
exceeding 0.7 bar as function of vent parameter. Smooth model version is shown in the green line, while stepped 
version (0.5, 0.7, 1.0 bar) is shown with light blue horizontal lines. The goal of the generic model is to envelope 
(be above) the dataset. 


1.2 Simplified NORSOK Z-013 models (and equation based models) 


The model category I have personally concluded to be most promising as a RISP early design models is 
the Simplified NORSOK Z-013 models. Equation based models, like discussed and illustrated in the 
RISP WG2 report, which follow the chain of event from a release through gas cloud formation, ignition 
and explosion is considered to below to the same category. 


This category of models generally predicts explosion load frequency of exceedance curves after 
estimating consequences of numerous release scenarios, each with a frequency, predicting flammable 
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cloud developments, ignition probabilities and explosion loads. Compared to traditional best practice 
NORSOK Z-013 studies these models estimate ventilation, dispersion and explosion consequences 
without the use of CFD-models, and will thus provide answers (and intermediate answers) within 
moments. The various submodels for a given model are generally developed with inspiration from 
analytical phenomena models, best practice models (e.g. leak/ignition models), experimental 
knowledge and experience from previous detailed risk assessments. The input parameters and degree 
of details modelled can vary among the models. The models of this category are therefore highly non-
homogeneous and a significant scatter in predicted minimum design loads can be expected. 


In Figure 3 some example validation plots from a LR simplified NORSOK-model under development is 
shown. The validation against CFD-studies shows that quite decent results can be achieved both for 
ventilation, dispersion and explosion. Pressure exceedance curves for local deck pressure, global deck 
pressure and local drag, are also promising. Before it could become a RISP model candidate the MISOF 
ignition model should be implemented, as well as more automatic way to evaluate multiple scenarios, 
each with a frequency. Currently the tool is used inside a risk based inspection software, and the 
looping-function in the stand-alone tool has not been required.  


 


 


Figure 3 Example validation CFD versus Simplified NORSOK model LR, ventilation pattern (upper left), transient 
gas cloud sizes (upper centre), predicted explosion pressures (upper right), pressure exceedance curve for local 
panel, global panel and drag (lower left, centre and right). 


A quite significant effort has been, and still is, invested in the current models of this category, and 
investments will be required to maintain and improve the models in the years to come. To develop 
such rather complex models numerous decisions and model optimizations must be done and it is likely 
not feasible to develop or maintain such a tool within a consortium of experts from different 
organizations like WG2. Instead the following approach is proposed to establish one or more 
explosion prediction tools for RISP. 


1 RISP project should invite anybody to nominate potential early explosion tools for evaluation. 
The tools shall be stand-alone tools that could be made available to NOROG members 
through annual licensing. In the nomination process a simple model description (maximum 5-
10 pages) should be submitted, describing model inputs, modelling approach/basis for 
models, validation status, compliance with RISP-requirements, suitability as RISP tool, and 
considerations about model licensing concept (tool distribution and license fee concept). The 
proposed Model Nomination Template is described in WG2-report appendix and shows 
expected content of the Model Nomination Report.  


2 The nominated tool description goes through a screening evaluation by RISP and/or experts 
appointed by RISP, and some of the proposed models are invited for further evaluation by 
RISP. The model owner must then make the tool, with sufficiently detailed user guidance, 
temporarily available to selected persons within RISP (or appointed by RISP) for evaluation. 
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3 The model owner must thereafter perform the validation and evaluation tests specified in 
the RISP Model Evaluation Protocol, see proposed content in WG2-report Appendix, and 
submit a validation report to RISP-project. The use of potential input parameters beyond 
what is clearly defined in model user guidance must be justified. 


4 An evaluation committee appointed by RISP-project, with temporary access to the tool and 
the validation report, will thereafter evaluate the nominated tool description and validation 
performance. Based on this it is concluded to what extent the tool fulfils RISP-tool 
requirements and is considered to give reasonable and robust design advice. This evaluation 
shall both consider the input provided by the model owner, but also independently assess 
user dependency of the tool and to what extent input parameter variations are considered to 
give expected trends. The evaluation committee shall issue a formal evaluation with 
recommendations regarding suitability. This evaluation shall also as clearly as feasible 
indicate main shortcomings/weaknesses of a model preventing it from being concluded 
suitable as a RISP tool. If these aspects will be clearly improved, RISP-project may at a later 
stage consider to re-evaluate the model. 


It is foreseen that the preparation and nomination of the various models will be done at the cost of 
the model owners. RISP project may decide to compensate model owners for participating in Step 2 
and 3, and should compensate potential experts outside RISP to contribute to Step 4.  


The explosion models with a positive evaluation after Step 4 may be candidates to become a RISP 
model endorsed by the project and the RISP WG2. The owner of any candidate model should be 
prepared under confidentiality to describe model details to RISP partners or appointed experts that 
wish to understand the underlying algorithms of the modelling.  


If several tools receive a favourable evaluation, RISP project will have to conclude whether to endorse 
one model as a preferred RISP-model or to do so for more than one model. RISP project must also 
consider whether to negotiate joint terms and conditions for its partners for annual lease agreements 
for one or more models. If a model is endorsed, but functionality could be strongly enhanced by some 
further model refinement/development then RISP-project and the model owner should discuss how 
this development may be funded.  


1.3 Final words 


Personally I believe that very good early design studies could be performed efficiently by competent 
consultants using CFD. But this would require that the industry did an effort to stimulate to knowledge 
development and awarding competence and skills. When projects with few exceptions are won by the 
bidder with the lowest price, not by the most competent groups, it is difficult to achieve a situation 
with very skilled CFD-teams which can deliver good results in time for FEED-decisions. 


One other aspect that has been missing since 2001 is benchmarking of consultants. Since the Holen 
(2001) study little has been done from the industry. As a result of this, lots of methods have not been 
improved enough over the past decades, and we are in the situation we are with possible increasing 
scatter among the results from various consultants. If the industry wants a better control of 
competence and continuous improvements, they need to invest in benchmarking exercises and guide 
the consultants to become more competent. 
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DNV GL and Aker Solutions 


 
1. Introduction 
This technical note describes the suggested way forward for development of a framework for 
explosion risk based support to development projects, based on the views of the WG2 participants 
from DNV GL and Aker Solutions. 
The background for the suggested way forward is that: 
 


• We believe that challenges related to today’s explosion analysis are related to the limitation 
in our ability to accurately and consistently predict explosion loads with a low frequency of 
occurrence for a particular facility. In particular, when the Design Accidental Load (DeAL) are 
to be established many years before the facility is put in operation, lack of consistency and 
confidence of calculating a load with a frequency less than 1E-4 per year result in significant 
project risk. 


• There are extensive knowledge and capacity within the industry related to understanding 
many of the phenomena and relations that influence the explosion risk picture. It is critical to 
utilize this to provide decision support and input to the risk management process of 
upcoming projects, to enhance low risk design development and ensure safe facilities. 
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2. Main requirements to the new method/model 
In our opinion, the quite “openly” defined scope for a RISP explosion model in SOW has been one of 
the reasons why the work group has not been able to find a common conclusion for a way forward. 
Examples of some main questions that should be agreed before starting the further work are: 


1. Are consistent results between the different Companies/persons a requirement? 


2. Is it considered feasible to develop one software which is common for the whole industry? 


Ownership and commercial aspects? 


3. Or is it a more realistic approach to provide an unambiguous description in a standard/guideline? 


4. Shall the design loads be based on a probabilistic approach, i.e. involving frequency (directly or 


indirectly)? 


5. What does the same level of safety mean? 


a. Shall the method or model provide design loads in line with practice in historical 


designs? (and historical explosion analysis) 


b. Or shall the method or model provide design loads according to the latest leak frequency 


and ignition model? 


Some type of models may be ruled out depending on the answers. E.g. if the answer to question 3 is 
yes, this may rule out the more complex models such as simplified NORSOK Z-013 approach. 
Our proposed way forward is based on the following: 
 


• The method/model shall provide consistent results for different persons/Companies 


• The model shall be possible to unambiguously describe in a standard/guideline 


• The design loads shall be based on a probabilistic approach 


• The method and model shall provide design loads in line with historical designs (but risk 
model can be based on latest leak frequency & ignition model) 


 
3. Recommended method and way forward 
It is recommended to develop a new / alternative stand-alone approach with purpose of develop basis 
for establish and monitor explosion DeAL level, as discussed in section 3.1 below. 
 
In addition, it is recommended to either develop stand-alone methods or/and adapt and improve 
existing framework to be more fit for purpose of providing explosion risk-based input to the design 
development project (Risk management and other decision support). This is discussed further in 3.2 
below.  
 


3.1 Establish DeAL 
In order to improve the process of establishing explosion DeAL in design development compared to 
todays practice, it is considered crucial to have one common model or method which is used by all 
relevant parties in the Norwegian oil and gas industry. 
 
It is recommended one of the following methods to establish explosion DeAL: 
 


1. Generic explosion loads (different types of conventional design categories are defined, and 
prescriptive loads applied per type). DeAL (or minimum DeAL) is defined directly. 


2. Simple equation based explosion model where input can be uniquely and unambiguously 
described. Output is an explosion load vs exceedance frequency curve. Clear guide lines must 
be in place to suggest DeAL based on the frequency vs load curve. 
 


Conceptually, the methods are very similar, and can be further developed in combination. The best 
version of a simplified model for DeAL is likely to be achieved in a combination of the two methods. In 
this case, an explosion load–frequency relation is calculated from the simple model, and in addition 
minimum DeAL is recommended (based on the principle of the generic explosion load method).  
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The following should be taken into account when developing the method /model further: 


• The method /model needs to be simple and unambiguously defined in order to be 
consistently implemented to all relevant consultant companies /parties. 


• The method / model shall be based on few input parameters, such as module dimensions, 
confinement, presence of strong ignition sources and potentially leak frequency, typical 
segment inventories and congestion level. 


• The method/model shall not include user influenced parameters (tuning of results etc.) 


• The method/model shall not depend on CFD simulations as input. 


• If leak frequency shall be included in the model this is recommended to be an input 
parameter, not an integrated part of the model. Guidance on typical leak frequency per 
square meter or volume could be included. 


• The DeAL proposed with the method should be conservative. The equation based model will 
be based on a limited set of key parameters. As explosion risk may also sensitive to small 
details related to the design that is not possible to reflect with a simple model, conservative 
DeAL levels is recommended. 


• Recommended minimum DeALs should be provided as part of the method /model. 
Alternatively, a detailed guideline on how to establish DeAL based on the frequency vs load 
curve must be provided. 


• A multidisciplinary evaluation should be carried out to define what DeAL level is cost driving 
from a structural perspective, per type of area and type of equipment/structure. This should 
be used as input to defining minimum DeAL or as input to generic loads method (DeAL levels). 


• The method/model could have a theoretical or an empirical basis, but most likely a 
combination. 


• Independent of whether model 1 or 2 is chosen or a combination of the two, the validity 
envelope need to be further developed, including the method to monitor that the design is 
within the validity envelope during all design phases and finally to verify design at as built 
stage. 


• Further, also independent of method chosen, a guideline on how to establish DeAL for 
areas/modules outside the validity envelope needs to be established. 


• Independent of model chosen, the model need to be validated. The basis for validation (e.g. 
existing designs) need to be established. 


• The further development of the method/model is recommended by involvement of oil 
companies, engineering companies and all the different main risk consultant companies. 
Involvement in all the stages of development is recommended (not only to validate a model). 


• The simple method will only provide general area DeAL, such as global and local load for walls 
and decks in general per area, and general drag loads to pipe systems per area. Additional 
guidelines must be in place in order to refine DeALs to specific packages, systems or units; 
reflecting the shapes/sizes of the respective units, criticality/damage criteria and possibly 
reflect locations where general area DeAL is not covering or relevant. The need to develop 
these guidelines illustrate the bridge towards next section 3.2 related to need for other 
explosion risk related decision support apart from establish DeAL.  
 


3.2 Risk management and other decision support 
As discussed above, a simple method should be sufficient to establish DeAL level. However, a simple 
method will have limitations with regards to providing input to Risk management and other explosion 
risk based decision support. This is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Ideal role and purpose of explosion risk analysis during development project sorted on a 


frame work suggested for RISP “generic explosion load” method 
 


It is crucial that the way forward takes into account the role in the risk management process and how 
other decision support shall be provided: 
 


• A flexible and suitable frame work of processes, methods and tools for risk management and 
other decision support related to explosion risk is very extensive. It is recommended that the 
methods for other decision support should to a large degree as possible use existing frame 
work, rather than create new advanced methods and models from scratch.  


• Much of the input needed may be provided by current probabilistic frame work (i.e. NORSOK 
Z-013 annex G). Making explosion analysis fit for purpose will in many cases be achieved by 
adapt/improve the process and the way the tools and methods are used, as well as criteria fit 
for purpose. 


• A probabilistic approach (similar to todays practice) may have advantages in FEED phase, as 
well as in operation of the facility, with respect to sensitivity evaluations and get some 
indication of the effect of specific factors. An advantage with the probabilistic approach is 
that it estimates the total result of several effects. E.g. reducing the ventilation area of a 
module, may both increase the gas cloud size for a given leak and in addition increase the 
resulting explosion load for a given gas cloud size. 


• When assessing robustness of the design accidental loads the probabilistic approach may 
give an indication. A challenge may be that if applying a detailed probabilistic analysis for 
different purposes than DeAL, the calculated frequency for exceeding the DeAL may in a few 
cases be in conflict with a DeAL established with a simplified approach. Experts, stakeholder 
and authorities much trust the DeAL established based on simple principles and key drivers. 


• For specific assessments such as in detailed engineering phase when the design to a large 
extent is frozen, it seems advantageous to develop design events fit for purpose of tuning the 
design parameters still not fixed. Aspects of the single scenario models may be used. 
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1. RISP discussion and way forward 
1.1 Summary 
This document summarises Lilleaker Consulting’s views on explosion risk analysis (ERA) as part of RISP 
(Risk informed decision support in development projects). This note is a supplement to the main 
report WG2 - explosion and should be read in conjunction with that report.  
 
In this note we briefly share our views on NORSOK and CFD based ERAs. We argue that a simpler (and 
more transparent) model could in many ways be preferable for establishing design explosion loads. 
Further, we explain why a model for risk quantification and a method for setting design loads should 
be kept separate.  
 
It is important that an unambiguous scope without conflicting requirements is applied as a basis for 
the specification of an ERA tool to be used in a RISP context. This document describes Lilleaker 
Consulting’s proposed way forward, including: 


- Proposed specification and possible modelling approach 
- Evaluation of alternative modelling approaches 


 
The proposed model is not mature, but a solid framework as a starting point of further development. 
Such a model is not expected to replace CFD simulations, but rather allowing more resources for CFD 
to be better used in decision support. 
 


1.2 Confidence in “state of the art” ERA 
Currently, probabilistic explosion modelling in line with the guidelines in NORSOK Z-013 is used to 
quantify explosion risk. These models are practically always used to establish as-built documentation. 
In early phase assessments, these probabilistic analyses are sometimes used as a basis for selecting 
design accidental loads. 
 
The NORSOK approach is laborious and lots of geometry modelling and CFD simulations are carried 
out. Resources spent on this are significant (manhours and computing time). The resulting ERA is 
voluminous and includes modelling assumptions, input data, intermediate results and result 
presentation. Still, by experience, we know these analyses are hardly verifiable.  
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There are several sources to uncertainty in these results. Opinions on the main drivers to uncertainty 
may differ, but analysts agree that results are very sensitive to several aspects of inputs and 
calculation steps involved. Part models commonly mentions as important contributors to uncertainty4 
in explosion risk quantification include the following three steps: 


• Gas dispersion modelling 


• Ignition modelling 


• Gas explosion modelling 


Standardization of the modelling steps (“PLOFAM” for loss of containment, “MISOF” for ignition 
modelling, targets for congestion in geometry models, standard gas cloud shapes, etc.) has been 
introduced to improve consistency. Still, it is our impression that the NORSOK based explosion tools 
have trouble to accurately measure and quantify gas explosion risk. Analysts consider a simulation 
results as stochastic and therefore simulate many scenarios to reduce stochastic uncertainty. Our 
experience is that only some aspects of uncertainty are reduced through numerous simulations and 
that overall uncertainty is essentially preserved. 
 
Despite extensive efforts invested in modelling and CFD simulations, it is our opinion that the risk level 
is not really known with satisfactory accuracy. It is interesting to note that the confidence in ERA 
results varies among analysts as well as among other stakeholders. We will consider alternative ways 
forward assuming confidence in the detailed and complex analyses is unsatisfactory even when CFD 
simulations are applied extensively.  
 
One option could be replacing risk quantification (and probabilistic methods) with prescriptive rules 
and methods. However, any such methods or ruleset must be based on either analysis, experience or 
guesswork. With limited experience available (or at least few gas explosions), analysis is preferred 
choice. After all, knowledge of explosion risk is the only rational basis for assessing the value of 
alternative explosion risk mitigating measures. 
 
Could a simple model be feasible as basis for setting design explosion loads? 
An emerging question is, considering the limitations and costs involved in a detailed ERA, could simple 
probabilistic analyses replace the complex NORSOK models for explosion risk quantification? The 
spontaneous answer to this question from the other analysts in WG2 has been “no, it can’t be done”. 
We would like to challenge this view. 
 


1.3 Proposed specification and a possible way forward 
Before a simple model can be formulated it is important to agree on the purpose and requirements to 
such a model, and to make sure these are unambiguous and not conflicting. In the following we 
discuss a way forward based on a proposed set of requirements. 
 
The calculation model is limited to the analysis of physical explosion effects and frequencies. This is 
considered input to another process to define design explosion loads. These two processes are of 
different nature and should therefore be kept separate, see illustration.  (See also WG1 report App A 
with ref to NORSOK Ch 5.6)) 
 
 


                                                                 
4 The term «uncertainty» is here used to describe variability or lack of consistency, and not as in “new” definition 
of risk as a function of uncertainty and related consequences 
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A proposed (example) set of further requirements are listed in the following.  
1) The model should be transparent and not unnecessarily complex (i.e. a verifiable model that also 


can be shared as a free download)   


2) Physical phenomena are reflected such that some sensitivities (ref. WG1 App A with reference to 


Ch 6 in NORSOK: Describe key design parameters influencing explosion risk) can be performed and 


the result explained/understood. Parameters include 


a. Module dimensions  


b. Confinement 


c. Congestion 


d. Gas properties 


e. Inventory (See WG1 report Appendix A) 


3) The best available knowledge on generic leak picture and ignition probability should be reflected 


(PLOFAM and MISOF). WG1, App A: Support decision on compact flanges and installation flanges. 


4) CFD simulation is not part of the model. However, it should be possible to apply CFD to improve 


modelling steps (as basis for parameters) 


5) The output of the model shall be explosion consequences or loads with corresponding 


frequencies (an explosion risk picture).  


6) Calculation time should be short (seconds) to facilitate sensitivity studies. 


7) (Debatable): Model should be possible to tune (more or less conservative). This to be more 


consistent with existing analysis results (previous studies) to ensure “same level of safety”  


 


1.4 Analysis and conclusion 
For the sake of this discussion, an explosion risk analysis can be simplified to consider one specific 
outcome: Will a strong explosion (defined as a blast exceeding the design loads) occur during the 
lifetime of the installation. 
 
The probability for a strong explosion to occur is a function of several parameters, including the 
chosen design explosion loads. The quantified frequency for blast load as a function of design 
explosion loads is therefore a very useful result.  This relation is superior to just a frequency since 
sensitivities are readily available (the expected effect on frequency from increased design loads, or 
the effect on the loads if a different frequency is considered). In addition, the sensitivity to other key 
governing parameters should also be available, and the model should be suitable as a basis for 
understanding and communicating explosion risk. 
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With the proposed set of requirements and the brief analysis above, it seems to us a 
phenomenological (theory based and analytical) model would be the preferred choice for ERA in a 
RISP context. The model is coarse, and results will be reasonably robust to design development. Also 
important, results will be more repeatable than is the case for a NORSOK Z-013 type ERA. We 
therefore think a well formulated coarse model will have better precision (and repeatability) without 
compromising accuracy as compared to a more detailed model.  
 
Lilleaker Consulting does not expect such a model to replace CFD simulations at large, since there will 
be many issues where CFD will be the most suitable tool for analysis. This will include changes and 
modification of layout and arrangement, verification of gas detection system, potential for exposure 
of (external) ignition sources and more. CFD has a great strength in the mentioned types of study, 
however, we often don’t have enough resources for these in the projects. Simplified ERA could save 
time and ease this problem, and this is a side-effect that is wanted as part of the RISP initiative. 
Provided we are confident in using the simpler model for explosion risk analysis, we do not find it 
valuable to perform an ERA in line with NORSOK as a validation of as-built verification of design loads. 
CFD simulations and equipment counts can however be applied during project development and as 
part of as-built verification to check (or improve) some of the relations applied in the model. 
 


1.5 Evaluation of alternative model formulations 
 
1.5.1 Worst Credible Design Events (WCDE) 
WG1: Can [explosion risk] follow up using defined WCDE combined with recognized CFD tools be more 
effectively applied?  
 
A model can be formulated that provides a WCDE or a set of WCDEs as output. The difficulties with a 
CFD model is that the results are very sensitive to geometry modelling. Even for an as-built geometry, 
it is hard to make a perfect representation. Results will therefore vary, even if CFD analysts simulate 
many scenarios to control the randomness in results. So, this approach will have many of the same 
challenges as a NORSOK Z-013 ERA.   
 


1.5.2 Generic load model based on performed analyses 
Results from a set of performed analyses were collected as part of the WG2 work. The results showed 
huge variation and there were weak relations between for example module volume and explosion 
risk, or between module ventilation and explosion risk. Other factors may have been more important, 
but the study did not identify these. We see limited use of these data as a basis for ERA. It has been 
proposed to use the cases at the tail of the distribution (worst credible?) as basis for a rule of thumb 
model for establishing design accidental loads. This may be a convenient way to set these loads (and 
obtain same level of safety), but the model will to a large extent be a black box, and the basis for the 
loads will not be the best available knowledge. 
 


1.5.3 CFD simulation for systematic variation of parameters as basis for a simple 
model 


This alternative is a suggestion from the NOROG workgroup. We find this alternative more appealing 
than using performed studies, since the variations can be better controlled. For example, the effect of 
changed natural ventilation can be more reliably reflected and modelled. This approach will better 
facilitate use of the best available knowledge, and it can be much more transparent than a model 
based on performed analyses. 
 
The approach has the disadvantages inherent to CFD analyses (i.e. dependence of geometry modelling 
and randomness in result for individual cases). The geometry model and performed simulations can 
be open and available for review. The effect of for example new versions of the CFD tools can be 
investigated and documented. 
 
This approach can also be combined with (or support the validity of) a model that is more theory 
based analytical model.  
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1. Introduction 
In the report three main modelling approaches have been defined: 


• Equation-based methods 
o Empirical 
o Theoretical 


• Scenario-based methods 
o Single event 
o Multiple event 


• Generic explosion methods 
o Single reference module 
o Catalogue of standard modules 


 


2. Explosion events 
Explosion loads are the result of a sequence of events where each of these are influenced by many 
factors. The event starts with a release following by a dispersion process where the flammable 
material mixes with air resulting in a flammable cloud. Next ignition of this flammable cloud occurs 
resulting in a combustion event, often an explosion. 
 
A release is probably best described by a rate with which gas, vapour or mist is being released into the 
atmosphere and the associated fluid dynamic disturbance of the atmosphere. Additional but not less 
important is the development of this release in time. 
Important factors influencing the release are therefore the pressure of the releasing substance inside 
the reservoir, its temperature, its aggregation state and the hole size. Additional factors include the 
shape of the point of release (flange seal, hole in pipe, etc.), its direct environment (in case of 
pressurized release; impinging jet) and its direction (in case of a pressurized release). The direct 
environment can be a wall or deck or congestion (equipment) resulting in jets from pressurized 
releases impinging and losing momentum. Flammable liquids may cause a mist in case of a pressurized 
release or a vapour in case of evaporation (diffusive release). The inventory and any mitigation actions 
upon a release (activated by gas detectors) determines how the release develops in time. 
The probability of a release of a certain size depends on the design of the installation, its age, its 
maintenance and its operation (human factor). 
 
The dispersion process is closely related to the momentum due to the release (in case of pressurized 
releases) causing mixing with air and the ventilation. The turbulence caused by the release itself 
causes this mixing which makes it also dependent on the hole size. In case of an impinging jet the 
mixing/dilution of air is strongly reduced affecting therefore the dispersion process. The ventilation 
dilutes the gas/vapour/mist cloud, I,e, reducing the concentration. This can cause parts of the cloud 
which have a concentration higher than the upper explosion limit to become flammable and parts that 
are flammable drop below the lower explosion limit. In case of natural ventilation the wind speed and 
the wind direction (in combination with the geometrical aspects of the installation: walls, decks, 
equipment/congestion density)) and its variation will determine the ventilation in time and in space. 
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The probability of a certain cloud (size, shape) arising depends on probability aspects related to the 
release including its direction, its location and possibility of impinging. The wind (direction and speed) 
is the second factor affecting the probabilistic aspects of the dispersion process. 
 
The ignition source will affect explosions because of its location and moment of becoming effective. 
The probability of ignition depends on its being present, the incendivity of the ignition source itself 
and the local concentration of the gas/vapour/mist cloud. Ignition sources can be hot surfaces, 
electric sparks, electrostatic sparks and discharges, mechanical sparks, open flames etc. Choice of 
equipment, hot work operations, maintenance and ignition control measures (again depending on gas 
detection) are contributing factors determining the ignition probability. 
 
The strength of the explosion is directly related to geometrical aspects: congestion density, 
dimensions of the congested area, degree of confinement and in addition to that the size of the cloud 
within the congested area (at the moment of ignition), the location of the ignition source, the 
combustion properties of the fuel and the turbulence generated by the release (initial turbulence). 
 


3. Modeling 
The majority of the processes involved are related to fluid dynamics and geometry. The only type of 
models being able to describe this well are models based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD). This 
is the reason why so far CFD models have been applied in spite of the lack of detailed knowledge of 
geometrical aspects of the installations being assessed during a design phase. This was compensated 
by adding “anticipated congestion” based on “good engineering practice” and experience. 
 
Moving away from the use of CFD for at least a number of installations implies that the models that 
would be used need considerable robustness/conservatism since these by their nature do not or 
hardly pick up any effect introduced by the geometry. As such it will be difficult to use the 
approach/model used to perform explosion risk assessments for management of change (MoC). MoC 
therefore needs to be addressed in a different way. 
 
Generic explosion models 
To catch all aspects of an ERA (explosion load and its probability) in a generic explosion model implies 
that the model needs to be very conservative and can only be based on historical assessments 
performed. The generic explosion model suggested and described in chapter 5 is conservative using 
the upper bound of the data gathered from 65 modules/areas as summarized in chapter 3. It should 
however be mentioned that in most studies initial turbulence was not taken into account which as 
recent large-scale tests show (AIRRE) cause a considerable increase of explosion pressures.  
 
Scenario-based methods 
Scenario-based methods were generally used in combination with a CFD based tool. The main 
challenge with these methods is the time it takes to perform assessments together with the lack of 
detailed knowledge of the geometry. The methods can however be expected to be the most accurate 
without being too conservative. 
If the number of scenarios that are to be investigated would be limited the choice of these scenarios 
will be the main challenge. This could potentially be determined on the basis of historical data (the 
data base of 65 modules/areas) considering scenarios giving the 10-4 loads according to the historical 
data. It is however unlikely that this will be a single set of conditions. Moreover the use of CFD-tools 
for this kind of approach still implies that the lack of knowledge of geometry needs to be 
compensated. 
An alternative would be to develop analytical models describing the cloud build-up and explosion 
loads generated in congested modules. The number of scenarios that would be looked into can be 
considerably higher than possible when using CFD due to its character. The model would have to be 
validated thoroughly and would most likely have to include a lot of empirical relationships based on 
experiments and CFD-calculations. Depending on the complexity of such models MoC might be 
possible using such models even considering changes to the geometry. 
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Equation-based models 
Equation based models are based on more general relations such as described in chapter 5.2. Single 
relationships are used to describe probability of a certain leak rate, ventilation rate, resulting 
dispersion processes resulting in cloud sizes, ignition probabilities and associated explosion loads. 
Since these kind of models cannot take geometrical aspects into account directly sufficient robustness 
shall be included. Also here a thorough validation process is needed.  
 


4. Way forward 
A generic explosion models has already been developed and can be used directly. If more CFD-studies 
would become available validation of the robustness of the generic explosion model shall be 
performed. 
 
No choice for the development of a scenario-based method using analytical models or an equation-
based model has been made within the current project. It is therefore proposed that both approaches 
should be developed further. This would be possible through a process where the current sponsors of 
RISP invite individual parties to prepare proposals for developing one of the two models. Those two 
parties that are chosen by the sponsors of RISP develop a validated methodology (an equation-based 
model or an analytical multi-scenario model) which are presented. Depending on the outcome one or 
both models are accepted as a RISP methodology. 
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Appendix B        


Gas explosion risks at offshore installations  


Introduction  


This text is limited to address gas explosion risks at offshore installations following a process leak. The 
chain of events considered is loss of containment – gas cloud formation and ignition. BLEVE and other 
process vessel failures that could generate blast loads are not considered. Also, blowouts have been 
left out of this discussion.   


 


Types of knowledge  


Knowledge as described above can be categorized as follows:  


• Physics and chemistry including properties like combustion energy, expansion ratios for gases 
and thermodynamics.  


• Experimental results (gas dispersion, explosion loads)  


• Simulation modelling results using models that reflect physics, chemistry and 
thermodynamics, but also models that include empirical models such as for the sub-grid 
modelling applied in FLACS and Kameleon FireEx KFX/EXSIM.  


• Observations of facilities in operations: Process leaks, gas exposure (detection), ignitions, 
explosions casualties and damage.  


In the industry, there is also another form of knowledge that has been accumulated over the years. 
This is our experience of how installations are normally designed, including the explosion design loads. 
This reflects the results from quantitative risk analyses, but we assume there is a feedback loop 
between what is feasible to design for and explosion risk quantification. We may know that 0.7 bar 
design load is a reasonable design load for a blast load reflecting what is commonly concluded in risk 
analyses. This evaluation will never be better than the limitation in the previous analyses representing 
the basis for the knowledge.   


Obviously, this can lead to overconfidence in the realism and quality of decisions. Uncertainties in 
data and strength (or lack of such) in knowledge have been addressed above. In addition, we should 
have a brief assessment of uncertainties and limitations in NORSOK type explosion risk modelling.  


  


Experience from North Sea offshore operations  


From experience we know that gas explosions in offshore process modules are infrequent. Only very 
few gas explosions have occurred in the North Sea since 1988:  


• A gas explosion contributed to the Piper Alpha disaster at the UKCS in 1988. Following a 
condensate leak during a maintenance operation, there was a high-level gas alarm and then 
an explosion causing the failure of a fire wall (that was not rated for explosion loads). Debris 
from the explosion ruptured a condensate pipe resulting in an escalated process fire. The lack 
of MoC principles after changing from producing oil to producing gas played an important 
role. 


• A ruptured high-pressure pipe from a gas compressor sparked an explosion at Gorm C in the 
Danish North Sea in 2001. There were significant material damages, but the installation was 
repaired.  
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• Failure of a gas cooler at Rough B in 2006 caused impact and rupture to an adjacent cooler 
and about 7000 kg gas was released within seconds. The gas cloud was ignited, but the blast 
loads appeared to be modest, likely due to low confinement and very fuel rich plume.   


It is interesting to note that the two latest (and largest) ignited gas leaks occurred spontaneously due 
to equipment burst and were probably both ignited as gas was sucked into a gas turbine air intake. 
The leak rate for these two incidents were much higher than the 96kg/s commonly applied as a 
maximum rate in explosion risk modelling. The Piper Alpha disaster is the only incident where a 
firewall has been impaired from a gas explosion.   


Note that blowouts are outside the scope of work for this study. The West Vanguard shallow gas 
blowout (1985) is the most severe explosion and fire incident in Norwegian offshore history. Ignition 
took place in the engine room. According to Ref. /1/, It appears quite safe to assume that the 
maximum blast load exceeded at least 2 bar. This was a confined explosion. There was also an 
explosion in a gas blowout scenario at Ocean Odyssey in the Fulmar area (UKCS) in 1988.  


  


North Sea experience for the period 1973-1997 is examined to establish a generic relation between 
blast loads and frequency Ref./1/. Findings from this report is summarised in the following, since this 
is the only data set of experienced explosions from offshore installations available. These results 
should be used with care for several reasons, such as the relevance of old data and the categorisation 
of events, including the blast loads and how these are defined.  


The population of “relevant installation years” was estimated to 5363. There is a total of 34 incidents 
included in the data set, three of these were fatal accidents. The overall explosion frequency is 
34/5363 = 6ˑ10-3 per year. Based on description of the event and damages, blast loads were assessed 
as follows (all events included, Table 4.2 in Ref./1/):  


  


• > 0.2 bar: 1.1ˑ10-3 per explosion area and year  


• > 1 bar: 2.2ˑ10-4 per explosion area and year  


  


The generic frequency for explosion barrier failure was estimated to 2.2ˑ10-4 per year, but the report 
includes alternative figures as well. Note that most of these incidents are not relevant for process 
accident risk quantification (PLOFAM (Ref. /2/), MISOF (Ref./3/)).   


Ref./1/ further quantified the frequency for explosion barrier failure to 4.3ˑ10-4 per explosion area 
year based on 4 incidents, all at the UKCS during the period 1983-1988. The barriers referred were not 
in all cases rated barriers and should rather be considered area divisions.  


The report indicates that new installations (installed after 1980) have a better track record than older 
installations, and that for the old platforms, explosion frequency is reduced over time. Newer data 
(Ref. 2/ and Ref./3/) confirm this trend.  


When considering the whole history since 1973, hot work is a dominant cause for ignition, and 
statistics shows this risk has been controlled over time. The last process leak > 0.1 kg/s ignited at the 
NCS was in 1992.  


Based on the available data from PLOFAM2 and MISOF2, it is possible to set an upper limit for the 
generic gas explosion frequency per platform or process module per year. But due to the complexity 
of the phenomena involved in terms of the coupling to a specific design (both the properties affecting 
probability for the outcome and design attributes affecting consequences), data are way too scarce to 
be used as a basis for defining generic design blast loads or arguing that for example designing for 0.7 
bar is a good compromise between cost and safety.   


  


Loss of containment – leak picture  


A gas leak is the first link in the chain of events leading to blast loading of structures and equipment. 
Explosion frequency is modelled as proportional to gas leak frequency. The industry has systematically 
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collected data for hydrocarbon leaks at North Sea offshore installations since 1992 (See Table B.1). 
The PLOFAM project has scrutinized the available data, and the main conclusions are the following:  


  


• Equipment counts are commonly used to model leak frequencies. This model was found 
valid, as a linear relationship was observed between the observed leak frequency and 
predicted leak frequencies using equipment count and fluid properties.  


• A high fraction of the leaks is caused by or related to maintenance work or other activities  


• The format and data available makes comparison between UK and NCS leak frequency hard. 
The PLOFAM project concludes that process leak frequency is similar for the NCS and the 
UKCS.  


• In a high fraction of the observed leaks, duration was short, and the quantity of hydrocarbons 
released was small – too small to represent a risk for explosions and/or fires with severe 
consequences.   


• Current explosion modelling assumes there is a transient leak rate determined by gas 
inventory in the process segment and blowdown. Such incidents occur but are not typical for 
the observed leaks.  


• The number of leaks is sufficiently high to establish very reliable frequencies for small and 
medium leaks (0.1 kg/s to, say, 10 kg/s), and a quite accurate estimate of the frequency for 
larger leaks (uncertainty interval less than a factor of two).   


• There are few large leaks where large quantities of gas are released. Modelling large leaks 
will include statistical uncertainty.  


The PLOFAM project defined leaks where less than 10 kg gas was released as marginal leaks. A release 
of 10 kg hydrocarbon gas will not lead to any severe explosion in typical offshore modules.   


Table B.1: Process leaks (UKCS 1992-2015)  


  
Average rate 
(kg/s)  


Quantity released (kg)  


<10  10-100  100-1000  1000-10000  >10000  Total   


>100  -  -  1  1   -  2   
10-100  -  -  4  9  10  23  


 
1-10  3  19  75  28  1  126  


 
0.1-1  48  192  224  28  10  502   
<0.1  1464  608  117  12  1  2202   
Total  1515  819  421  78  22  2855  
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Figure B.1: Equipment years and observed number of process leaks > 0.1 kg/s [PLOFAM]  


  


  


Figure B.2: Leak frequency for a 25000 m3 process module [PLOFAM]  


 


For a 25000 m3 process module, the generic leak frequency as reported in (new) PLOFAM is as shown 
in the figure above (Figure B.2). Leaks with rate less than 0.5 kg/s can normally be neglected in 
explosion risk modelling for offshore installations. For leak rates exceeding 0.5 kg/s, the following 
relation can be applied:  


  


f (leak with rate > r) = 1.5ˑ10-6 ˑ V ˑ r -0.7  


where r is leak rate in kg/s, and V is module volume in m3  
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The model accuracy can be improved by replacing volume by equipment count, and even more so if 
the PLOFAM model is applied, reflecting both equipment counts and fluid properties (pressure and 
density).  


  


Uncertainty using the PLOFAM data set  


Different data periods were considered, and this result in different generic frequencies. For small 
leaks, the uncertainty is mostly related to whether or to what extent a falling trend should be 
reflected. For larger leaks, there is uncertainty because the data set is scarce. For leaks exceeding 100 
kg/s the uncertainty is significant. If the leak frequency is to be based on module area or volume 
instead of equipment count, uncertainty will increase.  
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Natural ventilation  


Natural ventilation is primarily wind-driven, but there are also thermal contributions from hot surfaces 
of piping and equipment which become important during calm conditions and in very confined 
modules. Natural ventilation is determined by the location specific wind conditions, confinement 
(walls, wind walls and decks), congestion and geometry (module size).  


Natural ventilation is often simulated using CFD for 8-12 wind directions and one wind speed. Then 
wind statistics is used, assuming ventilation scales with wind speed. With 12 wind directions and 16 
wind velocities, there are almost 200 wind conditions to consider, each with a certain frequency. A 
statistical analysis can be useful. Figure B.3 shows examples from four deck levels for a jacket being 
designed. (The basis for the wind statistics is actual observations over several years.) 


For improved precision some study approaches also simulate lower wind speeds with thermal effects 
included to quantify ventilations by convection during low wind conditions. 


  


  


Figure B.3: Statistical analysis of natural ventilation expressed as ACH (examples)  


 


Ventilation flow patterns inside a module may deviate significantly from external wind conditions, 
both in strength and direction. Due to reversed wake flow behind a platform a module can see 
significant ventilation even with external wind from the opposite direction (dead angle). Strong 
vertical flows (chimney effects) through grated deck areas can also be seen. When modelling 
ventilation one should therefore ensure that the domain is extended and properly resolved 
sufficiently far outside the platform to capture wake effects, and to consider modelling thermal 
effects when appropriate. 


 


Gas dispersion and gas cloud formation  


Blast energy results from combustion of a flammable cloud of hydrocarbon gas and aerosols. The 
flammable cloud within a semi-enclosed, congested process area (often module) is normally of 
primary interest, for deflagrations, which is the combustion mode expected for dimensioning cloud 
sizes on offshore platforms, parts of the flammable clouds in the unconfined/uncongested area 
outside the module will have much less impact on the loads. The flammable cloud size and 
reactivity/energy inside the module is consequently an important parameter for explosion risk.  


For pure gas releases the flammable gas quantity is the fraction of the gas in the module with a 
concentration between the upper and lower flammability limits. One should however be aware that 
parts of the gas plume with rich concentrations (>UFL) may be diluted to reactive gas concentrations 
during an explosion increasing the combustion energy. Condensate and two-phase releases can 
further complicate the simplified assessment of explosion energy as the liquid particles may add to 
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the combustion energy in a flame, and for significant explosions even expand the flammable zone 
beyond the gas LFL-concentration. The detailed dynamics of two-phase dispersion and explosion are 
generally too complicated to address properly in quantitative explosion analyses, a good compromise 
is to represent the hydrocarbon spray/aerosol mass fraction by dense hydrocarbon gas. 


The transient release rate and density of the released flammable cloud are very important for the gas 
dispersion and cloud development. This is governed by the composition and pressure, and too some 
extent the temperature, inside the segment. Gas detection, isolation (large releases) and blow-down 
(smaller releases) will usually also be important for explosion risk. Natural gas releases dominated by 
methane will normally be buoyant when released into ambient air, but may become neutral or dense 
relative to ambient air with increasing fractions of denser components and cooling due to expansion 
during release. Such releases will normally be from high pressure and sonic, for significant release 
rates the release momentum can dominate the local wind fields inside the module. 


For condensate and multiphase releases a lower release velocity and a significant amount of aerosols 
are expected. This will give a denser than air plume and a different cloud development than for pure 
natural gas releases. If the release originates in a separator a measure like blowdown may have less 
effect than for gas segments as lighter oil fractions will boil at pressure reduction and delay pressure 
reductions inside the separator. 


In an explosion study it is important to estimate proper transient release rates, with proper density 
relative to ambient air. The fraction of aerosols generated, which may contribute to explosions, should 
be estimated, here the vapour fraction and pressure in the segment are important parameters. 


The most important mechanisms for dispersion in a semiconfined offshore platform include release 
momentum, gravity and natural ventilation. For open modules of limited size there may be a 
significant possibility that releases may leave the module due to release momentum, and natural 
ventilation will be significant and may push flammable gas efficiently out of the module. For more 
enclosed modules both these venting mechanisms will be weaker and significant gas clouds can be 
expected for smaller release rates compared to more open designs. 


To predict transient gas clouds it is common to apply CFD-calculations. Due to Cartesian grids applied 
by most applicable CFD-models simulations of high pressure releases are more efficient and of higher 
precision when releasing gas along axis directions. Since the location and direction of accidental 
releases will vary a simulation study will usually perform a representative selection of release 
scenarios for each leak rate, often modelling a few different release locations and up to 6 different 
release directions. In different QRA-approaches it will vary how many wind speeds, directions and leak 
rates and directions that are modelled with CFD, while some approaches extensively extrapolate 
simulation results from one or a few leak rates and wind speeds to all other combinations of leak rate 
and wind, others will simulate a range of different leak rates and wind speed/direction combinations 
and interpolate/extrapolate to nearby. 


The ability of the CFD software to predict a given gas dispersion scenario is considered reasonably 
good. The FLACS software has been extensively validated against atmospheric dispersion experiments 
[Ref./4/], the LNG Model Evaluation Protocol [Ref. /5/] against various hydrogen dispersion 
experiments [Ref. /6/]. For realistic large scale dispersion tests inside offshore modules the number of 
experiments are limited. The most important series of realistic experiments are the BFETS Phase 3B 
realistic release experiments [Ref. /7/]. 20 large scale high pressure natural gas release experiments 
into a 2600m3 offshore module replica were performed, with transient gas concentrations reported at 
45 sensor locations. The clouds were ignited after reaching steady state and explosion pressures 
reported. In [Ref. /8/] FLACS simulations are compared to experimental results. Despite challenges in 
the experiments both with strongly varying wind and gas sensors influenced by jet-induced changes in 
flow-field the flammable clouds are fairly well predicted. In Figure B.4 the estimated flammable 
volumes (upper plot) and Q9 equivalent cloud volumes (lower plot) based on observations (blue) and 
simulations (red) are shown for all 20 experiments. Q9 is the most frequently used equivalent 
stoichiometric cloud approach for explosion studies in which the actual dispersed flammable cloud 
volume is scaled by relative reactivity and volume expansion down to a smaller maximum reactivity 
cloud with volume Q9. Another equivalent cloud volume, Q8, based on relative expansion scaling only, 
gives the available explosion energy in a flammable cloud. For flames burning faster than pressures 
can be vented, like large explosions in enclosed modules or detonation flames, Q8 is the appropriate 
equivalent cloud approach, see [Ref. /8/] for description and discussions. 
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For most experiments the comparison of flammable volumes is fairly good, for the Q9 equivalent 
volumes deviation is slightly higher. In Figure B.5 sensor by sensor comparison for test 9 and test 16 
are shown. Among the 20 experiments test 16 has the largest deviation between simulated and 
observed Q9 equivalent stoichiometric cloud (factor 3 overprediction), still the gas concentration 
distribution inside the module is fairly well predicted with FLACS. 


A competent modeller following the user guidelines for scenario setup and gridding should be able to 
predict gas dispersion with good accuracy. Potentially even better results could be achieved for high 
pressure releases by improving the pseudo-source term (increase velocity and reduce temperature). 
Incompressible solvers often applied also introduce some inaccuracies. 


Dispersion simulations can be important not only to estimate the possible explosion energy 
(flammable volume, Q8 or Q9) but also to extract typical pre-ignition turbulence levels inside the 
flammable cloud to be used in the explosion simulations.  


  


 


 


Figure B.4: Estimated flammable (top) and equivalent stoichiometric Q9 volumes at time of ignition from 
observed gas concentrations at sensors (blue), predicted gas concentrations at same sensors  (red) and 
exact estimates from simulation (yellow) for the 20 ignited dispersion tests. 
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Figure B.5: Examples of sensor by sensor comparison of gas concentrations at ignition for Test 9 (top) and Test 16 
(bottom). For Test 9 the simulated flammable volumes are very good, whereas for Test 16 there is a 
factor of three difference in estimated equivalent stoichiometric cloud.  


 


  


Ignition probability and ignition modelling  


Ignition in the present context can be described as the process of starting the combustion of fuel after 
an accidental release. This ignition can be immediately: the fuel does not or hardly gets the chance to 
mix with air, and delayed: ignition occurs in a premixed mixture of fuel and air, a gas cloud. 


The European standard EN 1127-1 (Ref. /9/) distinguishes 13 different ignition sources. The most 
common ignition sources offshore are electric equipment, open flames, hot surfaces, electrostatic 
sparks, mechanical sparks but also electromagnetic radiation, stray currents and lightning are 
possible. The incendivity of these ignition sources depends on the ignition source but also on the 
ignition properties of the gas: often described by the minimum ignition energy and auto-ignition 
temperature. 


The minimum ignition energy of alkanes is typically about 0.25 mJ. The auto-ignition temperature 
(AIT) however varies considerably. Considering alkanes the AIT can vary from 630 ºC for methane to 
205 ºC for n-nonane. The former parameter can be used to describe the affinity to be ignited by 
electric and electrostatic sparks whereas the latter describes that for hot surfaces.  


For each of the ignition sources measures have been taken to avoid their presence. The measures are 
taken based on the likelihood an explosive atmosphere can arise (hazardous area classification). 


Electric sparks can in principle be very strong and can easily ignite alkane-air mixtures. Measures can 
be taken to reduce the likelihood of electric equipment becoming an ignition source using principles 
such as flame proof equipment (clouds ignited inside equipment cannot ignite the cloud surrounding 
equipment), intrinsically safe equipment (electric sparks in the equipment do not have sufficient 
energy to ignite; surface temperatures are limited), pressurised equipment (flammable gas cannot 
enter the equipment).  The application of the different principles depends on the likelihood an 
explosive atmosphere can arise, i.e. the hazardous area classification. 
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Open flames are very strong ignition sources and their presence are normally prevented by 
procedures (hot work permits). Reciprocating engines and turbines on offshore platforms may 
become ignition sources on offshore platforms. Reciprocating engines can be protected by flame 
arresters on the air intake preventing a flashback. These equipment items may also have hot surfaces 
both internally and externally.  


Hot surfaces can arise due to hot work operations, malfunctioning rotating equipment (friction), at 
electrical equipment, at reciprocating engines, at turbines etc. If the surface temperature exceeds the 
auto-ignition temperature ignition is theoretically possible. In practice temperatures have to be 
considerably higher due to the geometry of the hot surface (surface area, orientation) and associated 
buoyancy of the gas causing it to move away from the hot surface. All equipment (electrical and 
mechanical) used in potentially explosive areas shall be approved bearing in mind the classification 
and the maximum allowed surface temperature of the flammable gases that may arise in these areas 
(temperature class). 


Electrostatic sparks and discharges arise due to electrostatic charging by contact and breaking of 
contact between two objects made of different materials (tribo-electric effect). An example is crude 
flowing through a pipe. Both the crude and the pipe will get charged. Accumulation of charge on the 
pipe and crude depends on the rates of charge generation and the rate of loss of charge. The pipe can 
be grounded (high rate of charge loss) preventing charge build-up whereas the properties of the crude 
(conductivity) determines the charging of the crude. Grounding, choice of equipment and procedures 
(e.g. use of anti-static footwear) prevent electrostatic sparks and discharges. 


Mechanical sparks are directly related to equipment (rotating equipment) used and hot work (e.g. 
grinding) and can be prevented by choice of this equipment (e,g, prevention of use of light metals), its 
maintenance and procedures regarding hot work. The choice of equipment is again related to the 
hazardous area classification. 


Also the presence of other ignition sources (electromagnetic radiation, stray currents and lightning) 
can mainly be avoided by applying and following related international standards. 


In addition to hazardous area classification and the associated choice of equipment ignition control is 
effected: when a leak is detected (using gas detection) ignition sources are isolated. This action is also 
aiming at reducing the probability for igniting releases.  


 


Risk analysis commonly distinguish between event or immediate ignition and delayed ignition. To 
simplify matters, gas explosions is only considered for delayed ignition. Delayed ignition is when a pre-
mixed gas cloud is ignited.   


  


Delayed ignition of a pre-mixed gas cloud from a process leak in an offshore module is a very 
infrequent event. In a JIP, available data from the NCS and UKCS for the period since 1992 has been 
analysed.  A transient ignition probability model (MISOF, Ref./3/) has been developed based on this 
analysis.  


  


The data analysis concluded that, in addition to Gorm C at the Danish continental shelf, the following 
incidents are ignitions of process leaks > 0.1 kg/s that are relevant in a QRA context. (UKCS and NCS 
since 1992).   
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Figure B.6:  Ignition of process leaks UKCS and NCS 1992-2015 [MISOF, Ref./3/]  


  


The project establishes the relation between ignition probability and the extent (volume) and duration 
of flammable gas exposure. On a high level, it is concluded that ignition probability is low, since there 
are very few delayed ignition incidents, while there are hundreds of gas leaks.   


  


Looking more closely at the data, the majority of leaks, even leaks with initial leak rate exceeding 
0.1kg/s, the volumes exposed to flammable gas are very small. There are a handful leaks with very 
large gas clouds that dominate the total gas exposure volume.   


  


Quantifying the exposed volume of the experienced leaks is very uncertain. For the HCR leak records, 
information on gas exposure was made available to the JIP. This information is sometimes qualitative 
and sometimes quantitative, but always hard to interpret for our purpose. For the NCS incidents, 
investigation reports were made available. Many of these describe the gas exposure in detail, 
sometimes from simulations performed trying to model the incident. Still the figures are considered 
very uncertain, and again, there are a few leaks that dominates and contribute to the total. For 
smaller leaks, the JIP applied simple relation for leak rate and gas fraction and the quantity released to 
quantify flammable gas exposure. Observe that ignition following flammable gas exposure of the air 
intake to turbines or engines may be the dominating cause of ignition for large (rupture) gas leak 
incidents5.  


  


Modelling gas dispersion and flammable gas exposure as part of explosion modelling should be 
considering how gas exposure data from experienced incidents are interpreted and modelled. To 
obtain valid results, these two aspects must provide consistent results.  


  


Because of the more limited data and challenges to quantify gas exposure even for well documented 
incidents, the basis for ignition probability modelling is way more uncertain than the basis for leak 
frequency modelling. Uncertainties are introduced when the statistics is used as basis for ignition 


                                                                 
5 In the original JIP on ignition modelling, gas exposure was quantified based on the number of gas detectors 


exposed and their reading. Such information has typically not been utilised in the most recent studies, where the 
estimation of exposed volumes for the most significant leaks has been based on CFD studies 
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modelling in a QRA context. From the data we know with certainty that the probability for ignition of 
small gas leak is small, and the data proves that ignition probability in classified areas is low. Large gas 
leaks with extensive gas cloud volumes are rare events, and quantification of ignition probability for 
gas clouds exposing equipment in process areas will necessarily be uncertain.   


  


This is a main challenge in modelling of fire and explosion frequency. Using the PLOFAM2 and MISOF2 
models, massive leaks (> 50 kg/s) drives the explosion risk in naturally ventilated areas. This is in 
accordance with our evaluation of the underlying risk, i.e. that the uncertainty related to massive 
leaks and that the volume of the exposure is important for the ignition probability. However, there is 
little experience from such incidents, and we are extrapolating the models into a part of the sample 
space where knowledge from historical events are scarce. This means that it is important that any 
QRA carefully addresses the risk for massive leaks, considering the uncertainty in the models 
predicting the associated risk. A QRA should therefore include quantification of risk from leaks 
considerably larger than 50 kg/s.  


  


Gas explosions  


Explosion energy 


The main concern related to explosions on offshore platforms is potentially high explosion loads 
within a module that may threaten the integrity of firewalls, decks, hydrocarbon carrying piping or 
equipment or even the entire platform. In contrast to explosions on petrochemical facilities onshore, 
where far-field blast overpressures onto control rooms and neighbours of the plant, there are often 
more than a hundred people living within 50m from the process areas, which will be at severe risk if 
there is a major incident at the platform. 


The damage potential of a gas explosion depends on a number of parameters. One very important 
parameter is the potential combustion energy that may contribute to an explosion. For a deflagration, 
which is the most likely flame propagation mechanism on an offshore platform, flames will accelerate 
with the help of turbulence in the flame front. In this case the combustion energy contributing to the 
explosion loads is in most cases limited to the hydrocarbons at flammable concentrations inside the 
module. 


Confinement 


One of the most important parameters for explosion severity is confinement. It has already been 
discussed how high natural ventilation will help limit the expected flammable cloud sizes. Also for 
explosion consequences within offshore modules low confinement can be a major advantage. With 
significant vent areas, preferably well distributed across the module, overpressures will be efficiently 
vented out of the module, and often flammable gases are pushed out as well, and larger clouds and 
longer flame propagation will be required to generate damaging overpressures. Another important 
consequence of larger vent areas is that once a pressure is generated inside the module, the pressure 
pulse duration, and thus impulse, will be significantly lower with a large vent area. Shorter pressure 
durations are normally less damaging to a structure.  


Possibly negative effects of low confinement are that for large explosive clouds there is a possibility 
that lower confinement can lead to faster flames, with a potential for deflagration to detonation 
transition, see discussions below, or that far-field explosion loads may be more severe. Such a trend 
was possibly seen in the BFETS Phase 2 experiments (Ref. /10/) carried out in the years after Piper-
Alpha accident. Here Test 14 with 33% added vent area seemed to give faster flame propagation than 
Test 7, and locally very high pressures (of short duration). Despite the higher local pressures, more 
damage to the test rig was observed in the more confined Test 7. Despite higher reported pressures 
locally, this observation may support the expected trend that more confinement leads to more 
damaging explosions, higher risk for DDT and worse far-field blast consequences. 
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Gas concentration and reactivity 


Another factor that is important for explosion severity is the reactivity of the cloud. Natural gas with 
primarily methane tends to be somewhat less reactive than denser hydrocarbons, one important 
reason is the higher stoichiometric concentration of methane which allows less air and oxygen in he 
mixture, other reasons are the chemistry and higher reactivity of fuels with a higher fraction carbon 
and chains of carbon-atoms.  


Natural gas with methane as the main component has a relatively narrow flammable range, from 
about 5 to 15% in air, with high reactivity in a narrower range from 7-8% to 12% in air. For 
concentrations outside this range the reactivity is significantly lower. With increasing amounts of 
ethane, propane and heavier hydrocarbons a somewhat higher reactivity, over a slightly wider 
concentration range (mass based g/m3) is expected.  


Oil mist and condensate 


For multiphase or condensate releases, or other releases involving liquids the flammable cloud may 
consist of significant fractions of droplets. Released at high pressure and/or high temperature 
particles may be sufficiently small to remain airborne (aerosols). Aerosols and sprays may significantly 
contribute to explosions, in particular once initial explosion starts to accelerate and break droplets 
into finer mist. Tests at GexCon [Ref. /11/] found that for hexane sprays (flashpoint -26˚C) explosion 
pressures were equally high as for stoichiometric propane, while for limited volatility Oseberg 
stabilized crude oil sprays explosion pressures were about half of what was seen for propane and 
hexane. The tests indicated that for spray and aerosol mixtures a significantly wider concentration 
range with high reactivity was observed, as aerosols would make lean flames more reactive while rich 
flames would be less influenced. For an actual leak scenario one could therefore fear that presence of 
aerosols could lead to increased explosion consequences. 


Pre-ignition turbulence caused by leak 


A high pressure jet release will lead to a significant turbulence level within the flammable cloud, and if 
the flammable cloud gets ignited this will help accelerating the cloud initially. As a part of the EMERGE 
project [Ref. /12, Ref. /13/] British Gas (DNV GL) and CMR (GexCon) performed experiments looking 
into the effect of pre-ignition turbulence on explosion pressures. The tests showed that in a very 
congested geometry (dense array of pipes) the pre-ignition turbulence had only a limited effect, while 
it was very important with pressure increase of 100-200% in the low congestion 1:5 scale 50m3 
offshore module experiments performed at CMR. CMR also performed ignited dispersion tests in the 
1:5 scale 50m3 offshore module [Ref. /14/], in 5 ignited dispersion scenarios, one experiment gave 
30% higher overpressures than the 100% stoichiometric reference test (despite only 50% of module 
filled with gas), another resulted in same pressure level as the full stoichiometric reference test. The 
remaining 3 tests gave significantly lower pressures than a 100% reference cloud, primarily because 
clouds were only filling a small fraction of the module. Within the Phase 3B project [Ref. /7/] similar 
tests were performed in the DNV GL 2688m3 full scale test module at Spadeadam, UK. 20 dispersion 
experiments were ignited, in addition 3 base case experiments with 100% stoichiometric quiescent 
cloud size were performed, and 6 partial fill experiments with 10-40% (one 100%) quiescent cloud size 
were performed. [Ref. /15/] analysed the experiments and compared to FLACS simulations, in Figure 
B.7 a comparison between reported equivalent cloud size Q9 (estimated based on gas concentration 
measurements from 45 sensors in the experiments) and maximum explosion overpressure (after 
1.5ms averaging) is presented for the two different geometry configurations with gross vent areas of 3 
x 12m x 8m (Confinement 1, vent ratio Kv ~1.49) and 28m x 8m (Confinement 2, vent ratio Kv~1.16). 
From this plot there are several interesting observations to draw.  


For Confinement 1 it can be seen that the majority of ignited dispersed clouds (red circles) gives 
significantly higher pressures than the idealized clouds of comparable size (red triangles), the main 
reason for this is likely the pre-ignition turbulence for the ignited dispersed clouds (red circles) while 
the idealized clouds are quiescent at ignition. For the Confinement 2 the largest dispersed reactive 
cloud (Q9: 48% module fill) gives 25% higher pressure than the quiescent 100% base case cloud. This 
also highlights the importance of including pre-ignition turbulence when predicting explosion 
pressures in explosion studies. In the latest revision of NORSOK Z-013 (Ref. /16/)) it is mentioned that 
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pre-ignition turbulence should be modelled, but this has not been done consistently among 
consultants in recent years. 


Another interesting observation is that the pressures in the Phase 3B experiments correlate 
reasonably will with the relation P = Q9(m3) mbar, i.e. that pressures scale with size of cloud. The 
module is small and open (Kv = 1.1-1.5) compared to many actual platform modules, one may 
therefore fear higher pressures for the same cloud sizes if the module dimensions were larger, i.e. 
that excess gas cloud is pushed into other parts of the module rather than out of the module.  


  


Figure B.7: Overview of BFETS Phase 3B experiments, overpressures plotted versus estimated Q9 equivalent 
stoichiometric cloud size [Ref./8/] for experiments in Confinement 1 (Red colour, 12m x 8m vent area 
on 3 sides) and Confinement 2 (Green colour, full venting 28m x 8m on one side wall). 100% worst-case 
quiescent clouds are shown in squares, partially filled quiescent stoichiometric clouds are shown in 
triangles (only Confinement 1) and ignited dispersion tests are shown in circles. 


Equipment congestion 


Congestion is a critical parameter for explosion pressure. Numerous test campaigns have investigated 
this, in the 1980s and 1990s experiments like CMR 3D corner tests, MERGE/EMERGE tests [Ref./12/] 
and British Gas Bang-box tests [Ref. /17/] illustrated how increasing pipe congestion would have 
dramatic impact on explosion pressures. In the 3D corner tests it was demonstrated how pressure for 
the same volume blockage ratio could increase by a factor 10 to 100 by replacing 9 large diameter 
pipes by 36 or 225 smaller pipes. During the BFETS large scale project [Ref. /10/] experiments were 
performed with varying obstruction density, in the 25.6m x 8m x 8m base case test rig with 8m x 8m 
openings at both ends, the worst-case explosion pressures in a 1500m3 natural gas cloud increased 
from 0.5 bar (low congestion test module) to 2-3 bar and >4.4 bar (high congestion test module) for 
central ignition and end ignition, respectively. Even in the high congestion rig the congestion density 
was considered moderate compared to what can often be seen on real offshore platforms. 
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Deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) and scale 


With increasing flame speeds there is a risk that a gas deflagration will transition to detonation (DDT). 
This can typically happen when the flames accelerate to velocities above the speed of sound in the 
cold air ahead of the flame, so that the flame front captures and merges with the pressure wave from 
the explosion. This can lead to strong shockwave generation in the flame front with autoignition of 
unburnt gas where shockwaves meat ahead of the flame. The propensity of different gases to undergo 
DDT varies significantly, for hydrogen a direct detonation may be initiated by 1g TNT explosive charge, 
while for ethylene about 10g TNT, propane around 100g TNT and for methane 1000g TNT is required. 
When a gas detonates there will be a characteristic (fish shell like) shockwave pattern established with 
nodes where shockwaves meet and autoignite gas. The distance between nodes is called detonation 


cell size, . For a deflagration flame front to transition to detonation the initiation energy must be 


distributed over a certain flame front area, typically 10 -13 in two directions, i.e. an area ~100-


2002. If an unconfined initiation flame front area is smaller than this, there will be too much loss at 
the edges of the initiation region to sustain the detonation, and the “hot spot” will not successfully 
initiate a detonation. With some confinement smaller dimensions may be required to for DDT, in the 


most extreme, a circular pipe, a pipe diameter of 1 can be sufficient, see e.g. [Ref. /18/]. Equipment 
congestion in the initiation region will disturb the regular shock wave pattern needed for DDT and 
further increase the requirement for the size of the initiation zone.  


If the detonation initiation energy (Ei) is translated into a spherical combustion volume, the surface 


area of this volume corresponds to ~4002 (a spherical detonation needs higher initiation energy than 


a plane front due to the high curvature). The detonation cell size  for hydrogen is found 
experimentally to be around 1cm (1.09cm according to Ref. /18/), for ethylene ~3cm, propane ~10cm 


and methane ~30cm, all following the relation ~Ei2/3.    


The implication of this is that while hydrogen flames may initiate detonation in fast deflagrations 
within an unconfined flame front area of D=10-15cm, less reactive gases will need significantly larger 
flame front areas for a detonation to initiate. For this reason it has in the industry for decades been 
widely accepted that hydrogen could detonate in an accident, as this had been clearly demonstrated 
in experiments, while DDT for less reactive gases like propane and methane during accidents were not 
considered credible, and not even possible when it comes to methane. 


This understanding has changed over the past decades. After Buncefield and Jaipur explosion 
accidents the general acceptance that LPG-vapours can undergo DDT has increased. Post-Buncefield 
DDT experiments with propane inside arrays of trees and gas cloud detonation tests demonstrated 
not only that DDT in LPG-vapour is highly credible in an accident, but also that developed detonations 


can propagate through shallow layers of propane with depth < 0.5m (< 5.  


There are several experiments with gases like ethylene (BG MERGE, Bakerrisk-rig), ethane (Shell flame 
acceleration tests) and propane (BG BEX-tests) in which DDT is observed within 5-10m when flames 
are leaving a high-congestion region. 


Severe mine explosions in the USA increased the focus on detonation hazards in methane rich natural 
gas and NIOSH performed experiments investigating DDT in D=1.05m pipes filled with natural gas 
(97.5% methane), see [Ref. /19/]. During the Phase 3A experiments [Ref. /7/] natural gas experiments 
in the 28m x 12m x 8m low confinement module resulted in very high overpressures, often with local 
pressures well above 10 bar. Repeat experiments also demonstrated a very high variation among 
nearly identical tests with maximum pressures varying from 7.6 bar to 35 bar (beta-series). FLACS 
validation studies reported major challenges modelling the Phase 3A experiments (Ref. /20/), with 
significant underprediction both inside the module and for far-field blast [Ref. /21/]. [Ref. /22/] 
repeated the simulations including prediction of DDT and thereafter switching combustion mode to 
detonation, and this way the FLACS CFD simulations reproduced the far-field blast patterns around 
the module with very good precision, see Figure B.8. The calculation with DDT modelled reproduced 
the experimental blast pressures well, and were convincing evidence that this experiment, and a 
handful of others from the Phase 3A test series, involved DDT and detonations. All these experiments 
were with a typical natural gas mixture (91% methane, 7% ethane and some propane), all four module 
walls were fully open, the tests were ignited in the west end of the module, and the DDT took place 
when flames approached the far end (after 25m flame propagation). 
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The implication of the above for offshore explosion safety is that DDT cannot be ruled out for typical 
explosion scenarios on offshore platforms, not even for methane dominated natural gas. DDT has 
been observed for several natural gas explosion tests after 25m flame acceleration, and for 
significantly shorter distances for mixtures dominated by ethane and propane. DDT risk may be 
significant once local overpressures in flame front approach 2 bar or more, and flame speeds reach 
600 m/s. In recent RPSEA propane explosion experiments by GexCon [Ref. /23/] video recordings 
indicated DDT initiation at even lower flame velocities. If DDT would happen the remaining flammable 
gas cloud would detonate within ~10-20ms with overpressures of 15-20 bar, leading to major damage 
inside the module and vicinity. DDT risk can be assumed to increase with gas reactivity, with 
congestion level in the module, and with the size or maximum possible flame path of the module.  


 


 


Figure B.8: Comparison blast patterns in Phase 3A Test 4 predicted as a deflagration (upper left-legend 0.25 bar – 
2  bar) and a DDT towards end of module (lower left, legend is 0.5-4.0 bar), module with no walls 
extending from X=0-28m, Y=0-12m. In the plots to the right experimental pressures (black) are 
compared to pressures predicted in deflagration simulation (blue/green) and in DDT simulation (red) 
for pressure transducer PE-2 12m East of the module along flame path (upper right, coordinate 
40m,6m) and PE-9 24m North of module (lower right, coordinate 14m,36m. For more details see 
[Ref./22/]. 


Deluge 


The activation of water deluge at gas detection can have a significant explosion mitigation effect. 
Tests at British Gas [Ref. /17/] and CMR [Ref. /24/ and Ref. /25/], and later the BFETS Phase 2 
[Ref./10/] and Phase 3A [Ref./20/] full scale tests gave good insight into the main effects of water 
sprays on gas explosions including: 


• The spray momentum from the deluge nozzles will contribute to a significant mixing of gas 
within the module, in most cases this will help dilute the clouds to less reactive 
concentrations, while in some cases with a fuel-rich part of the cloud significant reactive 
explosive clouds may result. 


• If a gas cloud would ignite after deluge is initiated the turbulence from the deluge sprays will 
initially enhance flame propagation and give faster pressure increase. This effect seems to 
increase with the flow momentum of water (i.e. injected water volume x velocity). 
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• With increasing flame speeds and pressures air ahead of the flame will be accelerated, and 
once the air velocity relative to droplets reaches the droplet break-up criterion (We-number 
based) the water droplets will scatter and become very fine mist. This mist will be absorbed 
and cool the flame slowing down or stopping the flame propagation.  


For the initial medium scale experiments explosion pressures both increased and decreased as a result 
of water deluge. The following trends were seen: 


• The break-up of droplets required a certain flame run-up distance, thus the positive effect of 
deluge is much better on large (real) scale than observed from the early medium scale 
experiments. 


• Larger droplets break more easily than smaller droplets, normal sprinkler droplets (500-800 
micron) generally have a good mitigating effect after break-up, while fog droplets (50-80 
micron) have barely any mitigating effect on flames due limited break-up. Finer mist from 
release of superheated water (10 bar, 180˚C) with a significant fraction of droplets of the 
order 20 micron or less, again had a positive explosion mitigation effect, but less than for the 
larger droplets after break-up. 


• The mitigation effect of water increased with amount of water, but so did the turbulence 
effect. At large scale the mitigation effect became dominating. 


• With low confinement the mitigation effect is significantly better than for high confinement, 
this is both because pressure builds up more easily with high confinement, and because low 
confinement give consistently higher flow velocities ahead of the flame at lower pressure 
levels than with high confinement. 


For BFETS Phase 2 experiments with 26 and 16 l/sqm/min of water injected prior to ignition gave 
maximum pressure reductions from 2-3 bar to 1 and 1.3 bar for centrally ignited experiments with 
13m maximum flame propagation distance, and from around 5 bar to 0.5 and 0.8 bar for end ignition 
with 25m flame distance [Ref./10/]. For Phase 3A experiments the effect was even better, here 
explosion pressures were reduced from >10 bar (DDT-scenario) for end ignition without water deluge 
to 0.3 bar with 10 l/sqm/min deluge [Ref./20/].  Tests were also performed with 2-3 water curtains 
with ~10m separation distance, for these tests flame speeds and pressures were temporarily reduced 
strongly, but flame speeds would quickly pick up again giving local pressure levels of 2 bar. General 
area deluge thus seemed more efficient to limit explosion pressures. 


Deluge activation may typically require 20-30s from gas detection, and there will be a risk for 
explosions prior to deluge activation. The likelihood to obtain very large, near stoichiometric clouds 
within 20-30s will likely be limited. Thus with the understanding that DDT can be a real risk for 
offshore installations, in particular with increasing size (and potentially openness) of modules, deluge 
activation at gas detection in a relatively large, open module will likely be a very efficient way to 
mitigate the residual DDT risk. 


CFD modelling of explosions 


Since the commercialization of FLACS in 1997 it has been the globally most applied CFD tool for 
offshore oil and gas explosion calculations. Extensive validation studies during the 1990s, including the 
numerous large scale experiments BFETS Phase 2 [Ref./10/, Phase 3A [Ref. 20/] and Phase 3B [Ref. 
/7/] have indicated that provided the 3D geometry and scenario are properly described and 
represented, a majority of large scale explosion scenarios can be predicted with a reasonable 
precision, not only the pressure level but also pressure distribution and transients.  


For tests with water mitigation a particularly good prediction capability was seen [Ref. /26/], with 
good trends and an average underprediction of pressure of 10% (total of 500 pressure detectors 
compared in 20 large-scale experiments). For the tests without deluge the average underestimation 
was 30%. A somewhat closer study of the deviations did however reveal that for the deviation was 
particularly high for the highest pressure levels seen in low confinement tests with end ignition. Like 
[Ref. /22/] demonstrated the deviation for several of these tests was likely related to DDT and 
detonation flames during the tests, which is not predicted in a standard FLACS simulation. Standard 
FLACS does however have a capability to predict the potential for DDT, but not the consequences, 
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thus a competent modeller could predict that some of the tests with most significant underprediction 
of pressure might undergo DDT. 


In addition to DDT-prediction there are some further modelling challenges with FLACS: 


• Explosion results depend strongly on congestion, and for an early phase module the detailed 
congestion density is unclear. The explosion results may therefore depend strongly on the 
modeller’s ability to estimate the actual anticipated congestion level. Due to changes A 
challenge is also that the geometry import models will sometimes interpret structural beams 
to be hollow with small openings, which can lead to strong explosions inside the beams if not 
discovered by the modeller. Current as-built models are sometimes extremely detailed, 
which can give challenges since the FLACS turbulence/flame-folding models may exaggerate 
the flame acceleration. Experienced modellers may limit this problem to some extent by 
tedious cleaning of imported 3D geometry model, for more reliable predictions GexCon 
should improve the flame acceleration sensitivity to congestion. 


  


Concluding remarks on the strength of knowledge  


The term “strength of knowledge” is applied by the PSA (and in for example [Knowledge in Risk 
Assessment and Management]) to say something about the quality of the assessments performed. 
With limited knowledge, the analysis approach could be close to guessing, and this will obviously 
result in poor quality of the assessment. It follows that conclusions will be uncertain, and decisions 
made on this basis may be off the mark.  


Gas explosion risk assessment involves several steps of which some are hard to model with desired 
accuracy. Ignition modelling is uncertain because the lack of relevant incidents as basis for establishing 
models and frequencies. Also, it seems modelling explosion loads in open geometries is still a topic 
that is hard to model with precision.   


CFD modelling of the turbulent combustion mechanisms in a complex geometry apply porosities and 
distributed resistances (PDR). Modelling vapor cloud explosions is extremely complex, and the use of 
CFD tools for modelling explosions in open process modules have, at least historically, been imprecise. 
This is not only related to the CFD model as such, it also involves the CAD modelling and the import 
(and cleaning) of the CAD geometry to the simulator and its sub-grid models. It is interesting to note 
that [Ref. /27/] stresses that users of CFD codes for vapor cloud explosion (VCE) should have a strong 
background in of VCE phenomena and evaluate results bearing in mind relevant experimental VCE 
data.  


  


Still, the knowledge acquired must be the basis for decisions. The challenge is to apply the knowledge 
in a sound and rational way in the decision-making process.  
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Appendix C        


Explosion modelling results – its use and limitation during the 
various design phases 


Regulatory requirements 


Offshore petrochemical installations must be designed to withstand so-called dimensioning accidental 
loads which are defined for several different types of loads, among these, explosions. Loads higher 
than the dimensioning accidental load that may impair defined main safety functions, shall have a 
return frequency lower than 1.0E-4/year for each load type. The dimensioning accidental load is often 
provided as input to design and based on this the operator and engineering company shall select a 
design accidental load equal to or preferably higher than the dimensioning accidental load, so that the 
impairment frequency for each main safety function and load category becomes less than the risk 
acceptance criterium of 1.0E-4/year.  


It should here be noted that for a situation with more than one barrier between two main areas, there 
can be many combinations of dimensioning loads on these barriers that can fulfil the criterion, thus, 
the design accidental load for one given part of the barrier would not necessarily need to be higher 
than the proposed dimensioning load on this part of the barrier to fulfil the risk acceptance criterion 
for the combination of barriers. If e.g. the risk assessment is performed with the assumption that the 
strength of both parts of the barrier shall be the same, and a dimensioning load on e.g. 0.7 bar is 
estimated to fulfill the 1.0E-4/year criterion, the engineering company could choose to use a higher 
design load for the most exposed part of the barrier (e.g. 1.0 bar) and a lower load on the less exposed 
part (e.g. 0.5 bar), as long as the total impairment frequency is lower than 1.0E-4/year. 


Guidance on these rules and regulations can be found in the PSA Facilities regulation, guidance and 
interpretations, NORSOK S-001 [Ref. /1/] and Z-013 [Ref./ 2/.] As the responsibility for doing a proper 
job, and the losses in case of an accident, in the end rests on the owner of the facility, the way the 
study is carried out will also depend on company internal standards and guidelines and the way the 
actual operator interpret the regulations. 


For each installation a number of main areas must be defined, as a minimum hazardous area with fire 
and explosion risks, and non-hazardous area. Each main area could be split into one or more fire areas 
and sub-areas. 


The PSA regulations (Facilities regulations), NORSOK Z-013 and company internal guidance documents 
describe how the Main Safety Functions shall be defined and the criteria to be applied for each Main 
Safety Function.  


Examples of Main Safety Functions and relevance for the explosion study could be as follows: 


• MSF A - Preventing escalation of accident situations so that personnel outside the immediate 
accident area are not injured.  


Usually there are one or more physical blast walls or decks which separate two main areas, and to 
fulfil this MSF it must be demonstrated that the frequency for parts of this barrier to fail due to an 
explosion in one main area is less than 1.0E-4/y. If the barrier between two main areas consists of 
several parts with interface to several fire or sub-areas within the same main area the combined 
frequency (=sum of frequencies) for escalation from all these should fulfil the criteria. This is 
usually the main focus of an explosion study. 


• MSF B - Maintaining the main load carrying capacity of the platforms and integrity of wells.  


In an explosion study it must be demonstrated that the integrity of the installation is maintained, 
and that the frequency for explosions which may lead to partial or full collapse is below the 
required criteria. The exact interpretation of this MSF is difficult, the definition of when the load 
carrying structure is impaired is unclear, and the exact load required to give the given damage is 
challenging to quantify. For this reason there are many interpretations with varying degree of 
conservatism. Usually the impairment is coupled to strong explosions in the lower part of a 
platform structure. 
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• MSF C - Protecting rooms of significance and functions to combating accidents so that they 
remain operative until the facility has been evacuated 


In an explosion study it should be demonstrated that the sum of frequencies for explosion loads 
from any area that may threaten the integrity of the rooms of significance or e.g. deluge systems 
shall be less than 1.0E-4/year. In an explosion study this criterion will usually either be covered by 
MSF A evaluations if the rooms are protected by a barrier between main areas, or by far-field 
blast evaluations if the room is located further away from the hazardous areas. In the latter case 
buildings with normally robust offshore design will normally have no problem maintaining their 
integrity exposed to far-field blast, and this MSF is rarely a challenge for an explosion study.  


• MSF D - Protecting the facility’s safe areas so that they remain intact until the facility has been 
evacuated 


An explosion study will normally demonstrate that TR, LQ and muster areas will not be vulnerable 
to explosion loads. For larger installations this criterion is seldom a challenge.  


• MSF E - Maintaining availability of escape ways until all personnel have escaped to safe area 


This study will evaluate to what extent explosions, fires and escalated fires e.g. from explosions 
rupturing HC-piping/equipment, will impair evacuation from other main areas, including the 
evaluation of available escape routes, life boat integrity or mustering area, or bridge access. This 
criterion has in the past often been a challenge due to estimated impairment of escape due to 
smoke, with part of the contribution coming from escalated explosions. Due to a lower estimated 
significant fire frequency with PLOFAM, and possibly a new understanding regarding robustness 
of piping exposed to explosions, it would be expected that the challenge with MSF E impairment 
may be somewhat less in future analyses. 


 


In addition to the impairment criteria for main safety functions the individual fatality risk must be 
estimated for various group of employees and compared against acceptance criteria. 


 


Current practice 


The current practice for explosion studies on the NCS by most consultants is to perform a probabilistic 
risk assessment according to guidelines of NORSOK Z-013 appendix F. This is a probabilistic explosion 
risk assessment approach with the following steps: 


• Hydrocarbon leak frequencies are estimated, traditionally using SHLFM, may be replaced by 
PLOFAM 


• Various dispersion scenarios (several release locations, directions and rates, wind directions and 
speed, often different compositions) are modelled, either by CFD or through analytical models 
with some level of calibration based on CFD 


• Frequencies for ignited cloud sizes are estimated using a transient ignition model, in recent years 
the OLF (Ref. /3/) or TDIIM (Ref. /4/) model has been used, this may be replaced by the MISOF-
model 


• Explosion simulations are performed for a range of idealized cloud sizes at various locations with 
varying ignition location. From these explosion loads at various targets, e.g. overpressure at blast 
walls or decks, drag loads within the module or forces onto particular equipment are reported. 


• Combining the ignited cloud frequencies and the predicted explosion consequences cumulative 
frequency of load exceedance curves are generated for blast walls, decks and other objects of 
interest   


The various risk consulting companies have developed their own methodologies and approaches to 
the proposed procedure. Not all the recommendations are followed by all consultants. One 
mechanism which is often ignored is to include jet-induced turbulence in the explosion calculations 
(Section F4.3 of Z-013 (Ref. /2/)).  


The scope and precision of studies will vary with the phase. In concept selection phase few 
parameters are decided, and the main purpose may be to compare various design solutions to identify 
if one design has significant advantages or disadvantages to the others. As the input parameters will 
be very coarse, the precision in estimated design loads will be limited. 
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In FEED phase tentative design loads should be estimated for blast walls, decks and equipment 
packages to be ordered from subcontractors. At this stage the design details are few, and it is a 
challenge to define explosion loads in detail. Where there is uncertainty in design choice, moderately 
conservative assumptions are recommended. Dimensioning loads are usually proposed based on the 
explosion assessment, on this basis the engineer/operator will choose design loads. Explosion 
assessment results are also used as input to frequencies for the fire assessment to estimate a best 
possible frequency for impairment of escape (MSF-E). Usually the design loads are set higher than the 
dimensioning loads predicted so that the design shall be robust against changes in predicted loads 
caused by design modifications or smaller weaknesses in the calculation methods.  


In Detailed engineering/design phase more details of the design are available, and some of the 
assumptions made during FEED may have been changed. The explosion assessment performed during 
FEED will usually be repeated using the design details now available, and the predicted dimensioning 
loads are hopefully not too different from those estimated during FEED, and still lower than the 
planned design loads by some margin. If not, there may be a need to consider possibilities for risk 
reduction or strengthening of the structures. 


In the as-built phase the risk assessment is again repeated using the as-built geometry model and 
actual system design parameters. For the as-built study the exceedance frequency of actual design 
loads, which is hopefully sufficiently low to avoid impairment of main safety functions criteria, should 
be calculated to document compliance with the regulations. 


Tools 


For the risk assessment various tools are used among the different consultants, some are in-house 
tools to estimate leak frequencies, transient release rates, or to facilitate the process of estimating the 
risk. Examples of the explosion risk tools used in recent years include ASAP (Lilleaker Consulting), 
ExploRAM (Lloyd’s Register) and Express (DNV GL). Other tools used are commercial. Validated CFD-
tools required used to estimate gas dispersion and explosion loads according to NORSOK Z-013 
Appendix-F guidelines. 


FLACS (www.gexcon.com) has been used for explosion simulations for practically all explosion 
assessments on the NCS. FLACS was developed with support from several major oil and gas 
companies, and explosion validation against medium and large scale experiments was a very high 
priority in the development work. After the commercialization of FLACS in 1997, maintenance fees 
from commercial users gradually became the main funding source for the further development.  


For dispersion studies to estimate the cloud sizes distribution to ignite in an explosion study FLACS is 
often used, but for these studies some consultants have also been using Kameleon FireEx KFX (KFX) 
(www.dnvgl.com) as well as general purpose CFD-tools FLUENT and CFX (www.ansys.com). KFX has 
had a parallel develop history to FLACS, however, with main focus on the modelling of hydrocarbon 
fires, and has been the preferred tool for CFD fire modelling on the NCS. 


It can be mentioned that in recent years GexCon has developed fire simulation models (FLACS-FIRE), 
while ComputIT (now DNV GL) developed explosion functionality (thus the X in FIREX). With purchase 
of the right to the EXSIM CFD-tool in 2016 the explosion model development at ComputIT changed 
focus from developing own models as part of KFX to integrate the EXSIM-models into the KFX-
package, as both KFX and ExSim are based on the same combustion modelling principles. Neither 
FLACS-FIRE nor KFX /EXSIM has so far been used much for NCS-installations. With gradually improved 
functionality and robustness, and once a satisfactory validity is demonstrated, this may change. 


Gaussian based dispersion tools, often referred to as 2D-tools (best known is DNV GL tool Phast) are 
not capable of modeling effects of cloud accumulation inside 3D platform modules, still these tools 
are sometimes used for offshore platform studies elsewhere in the world. On the NCS the weaknesses 
of such dispersion prediction methods are generally acknowledged (e.g. in NORSOK Z-013) and the 
approach is not considered acceptable.  


Simplifications and variations among consultants 


Since a NORSOK Z-013 type explosion risk assessment is expected to consider at least 9 different leak 
rates, several different wind speeds, wind directions, preferably various gas compositions and various 
leak locations and directions, with ignition at any time step, millions of scenarios should preferably be 



http://www.gexcon.com/

http://www.dnvgl.com/

http://www.ansys.com/
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evaluated. This is not feasible, and likely not optimal, to cover with CFD-modeling. An approach 
“simulating it all” would likely spend disproportionally longer time to model the small releases (very 
time demanding due to finer grids, shorter time steps and often longer duration of the dispersion 
scenarios), while it could be expected that the smaller releases have a low or negligible impact on the 
risk and could well be simplified in the modelling. 


To cover the required (or optimal) scenario variation various simplifications are done. 


• Ventilation studies are carried out and for 8 to 12 wind directions and one or more wind speeds. 
Based on the ventilation study the several wind speeds and directions are thereafter represented 
by 2-3 wind directions and 2-3 wind speeds in the CFD dispersion studies. 


• Frozen cloud approach is used by some consultants who will simulate about half of the leak rates 
and interpolate/extrapolate the rest, for instance using the frozen cloud scaling rules (double leak 
rate gives double concentration etc.). The frozen cloud approach may work reasonably well, but 
should be used with caution for wind speed scaling. 


• With ExploRAM/Express/ASAP models a more limited number of wind speed and leak rate 
combinations are typically simulated and the results from these simulations are used to estimate 
transient gas dispersion results for a significant number of other leak rates. The models will not 
follow the actual location of gas clouds within a module, and extra calculations will typically be 
required to consider external ignition. The models are weak in situations with several modules 
next to each other, as gas leaving one module is not entering another module. There are further 
significant challenges estimating transient cloud development needed for the transient ignition 
models for release rates not simulated. 


• The transient leak decay is modelled in different ways. Several of the consultants would do steady 
state simulations and use these to estimate the cloud behaviour for a transient leak rate. Others 
would try to model the transient leak rates and adjust the time scale of transient cloud results 
after the transient leak rate decay.  


• The consultants may use different approaches to estimate anticipated congestion, see next 
section. 


The consultants will further have their different special skills which can influence the focus of the 
assessment, and there will be differences in experience and understanding among consultants from 
different organizations but also within the same organization.  


Most consulting companies have to some extent standardized their approaches, full standardization is 
however not always an advantage. There may be major differences among the various platform 
studies with regard to layout and input parameters, and a fully standardized approach will not 
necessarily be the most optimal for any situation. Optimally the chain of events to be modelled should 
be assessed, and an evaluation of where to do simplifications and where this is not feasible should be 
carried out. Such an exercise requires that the consultants have a good understanding of the 
underlying physics, the modelling tools and the overall risk assessment.  


The reader of the above summary could get the impression that explosion risk studies give arbitrary 
results and are extremely consultant dependent, and that a better alternative could be to throw the 
dices. This is definitely not the case. The estimation of explosion risk for an offshore platform is a 
challenging task, and the various consultants do an extensive job to take into consideration and model 
a range of different mechanisms in the best possible way. 


That said, the operators being the problem owners and responsible if there would be an accident 
should do more to evaluate models used and to stimulate continuous improvement. It is now 17 years 
since (Ref. /5/) presented a model benchmarking study among the Norwegian consultants. In these 17 
years the general knowledge and understanding have been improved in many areas, and the 
computer capacity has increased. By not repeating such benchmarking at regular intervals, preferably 
with mandatory reporting of various intermediate results at, one can expect that differences among 
the various approaches may grow. 
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Representation of equipment (ACM) 


Over the past decades there have been various challenges with regard to characterizing congestion 
level for FLACS explosion studies, both actual level in an imported geometry, and a representative 
level for as-built geometries. This is due to several factors. 


Continuously, since the first CAD-imports to FLACS were performed around 1998 there have been 
problems with objects not being properly imported that either disappeared, would increase in size 
(size interpreted as inch instead of mm), or be rotated. In the recent versions of the FLACS CAD-import 
these issues are less of a problem than some years back.   


A decade ago it was discovered by users that if parts of the geometry were duplicated in the imported 
CAD-model, this would give a sometimes significant increase in explosion pressures. Due to this 
discovery GexCon initiated work both in the porosity program and in the congestion analysis program 
COFILE to preprocess geometry models to remove “objects-in-objects” to prevent FLACS from defining 
flame folding parameters or subgrid turbulence from objects trapped into other objects. This work has 
helped reduce the problem, but still objects trapped inside other objects are found to influence 
explosion simulations in some cases. For this reason, it is important to remove all objects inside tanks 
and smaller buildings as a part of the geometry import cleaning process. 


Like previously mentioned KFX is sometimes used for dispersion simulations being a part of the 
explosion study. In this situation there is a need for a geometry model both for KFX and for FLACS. 
When this model was prepared in KFX and thereafter exported to FLACS, the KFX export tool 
translated certain objects (e.g. rounded ends of cylindrical tanks or non-aligned pipes/beams) into 
FLACS by representing the objects by often 100s of smaller objects. It was then discovered that this 
strongly increased the predicted explosion pressures in FLACS. After this was discovered the practise 
of preparing explosion models for FLACS inside KFX has been stopped. 


Still there are challenges when importing CAD-geometries. One challenges that has been seen in 
recent years is that structural beams are sometimes imported in a way that creates almost closed 
channels, thus an explosion can manage to propagate into these nearly closed beams, resulting in 8 
bar overpressure or more locally inside the beam (likely leading to “freak-values” for overpressures 
onto local panels), and if there is an opening somewhere, very high drag loads may similarly be 
reported. Such issues can be identified by running test simulations and thereafter manual cleaning of 
the beam system is required.  


A further problem seen in recent years is that the detailed CAD geometries get extremely detailed in 
the CAD-models, with a handrail consisting of 10 surface elements, similarly a rectangular instrument 
panel can consist of numerous smaller object rather than one rectangular box with legs. In FLACS 
simulations this detailed geometry description seems to exaggerate the flame acceleration. GexCon 
should take action to find a satisfactory solution to this problem, for instance introducing some kind of 
geometry density limitations or to replace the very detailed objects by simpler bounding box objects. 


The above elements put requirements on the consultants importing the geometry that a proper job 
must be done cleaning the geometry prior to evaluating congestion and adding anticipated congestion 
(AC). The cleaning will both be to identify potential objects that are wrongly imported, or that can lead 
to flame acceleration like inside the beams, or due to objects remaining inside other objects. 


As mentioned it is still not a straight-forward task to evaluate the congestion of a geometry model. 10 
years ago a packing density parameter was defined as congestion (pipelength/m3), however as long as 
the diameter of the pipes was not considered this parameter had significant weaknesses. Around 
2011 it was proposed rather to focus on object surface area per volume as a parameter for 
congestion. The parameter could be estimated considering both beams and piping, and in a more 
consistent way than before. This method seems to have been adopted by most consultants. 


The current status of the import tools, cofile and porcalc programs, combined with the very detailed 
as-built models that tend to exaggerate overpressure is a challenge. The solution in the mean time will 
be that experienced consultants will go through the different disciplines of a geometry model (piping, 
electrical, structural etc.) and try estimate what is missing in a model. From this a level of anticipated 
congestion will be estimated in early stages. To solve the problem with a too detailed CAD-geometry 
in as-built is also a significant challenges which should be looked into by GexCon. 
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Time consumption 


The time it takes to carry out an explosion risk study will depend on 


• Time it takes to collect the necessary information 


• Interaction with other studies for instance evaluating segment sizes and leak frequencies 


• 3D model preparations (import, cleaning, evaluating and adding ACM) 


• Preparation of simulations 


• Simulation run times 


• Processing of results to estimate the risk 


• Reporting explosion study and DAL 


 


A typical explosion risk project may often have duration of 2-3 months. With reasonable CPU-capacity 
(e.g. ~100 efficient CPUs) the simulation part of the study should not need to take more than a week 
(~1000 dispersion simulations and 3-400 explosion simulations), possibly a few days longer as it is 
good practise to perform and check some test simulations prior to starting 100s of simulations. This of 
course requires that the modeller understands the CFD-tool and how to optimize grid and time steps 
while maintaining valid results, if not, dispersion calculations may take much longer. The 3D model 
preparation may also require several days (or a week if much manual work must be entered). 
Preparation of jobs to simulate should be automated and quick, the same applies for the risk 
processing. 


 


Thus, if the work flow in the other parts of the study is efficient, with automatic estimates of 
parameters not available (e.g. leak frequencies in an early phase study), and the reporting is done in 
an efficient and standardized way, a FEED-phase explosion study should be efficient to perform. This 
does however require that the consultant knows how to optimize simulations and avoid errors, and 
that there is CPU-capacity available. 
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Appendix D        


NOROG/RISP Model Evaluation Protocol and Model Nomination 
Document template 


The RISP WG2 on explosion modelling was asked to develop or identify feasible ways forward with 
regard to developing explosion models to predict minimum design loads for offshore oil and gas 
platform modules efficiently, with best possible precision, and based on limited information available 
in early development phases of a project. 
 
As the most basic level a generic model has been proposed, this only requires module dimensions and 
vent areas as input. For the majority of offshore platform modules this model will predict conservative 
minimum design loads. 
 
A second category described in the RISP WG2 report is equation based modes, which will use 
somewhat more detailed input to predict minimum required design loads. 
A third category of models is “Simplified NORSOK Z-013 models”. These models estimate minimum 
explosion design loads based on a similar approach as described in NORSOK Z-013 appendix F, 
however, without the use of CFD. In most cases the models will give results within moments. The 
modelling basis for these models will vary significantly and it is expected that the models will also 
have significant differences in their prediction capability.  
 
The complexity of the third category models, and possible the second category, and the need for 
maintaining and improving these models make it not realistic to develop the optimal model within a 
project group consisting of experts from various organizations. It is instead proposed that owners of 
potential early phase explosion models will nominate these using the Model Nomination Document 
template at the end of this appendix, and thereafter to participate in a model evaluation exercise. A 
proposed Model Evaluation Protocol (MEP) is described below.    
 
It is proposed that both the basic generic model, the equation based models and simplified NORSOK Z-
013 models will be evaluated according to this Model Evaluation Protocol. The first part of the 
evaluation cases consist of existing platform modules coarsely described, for which design accidental 
loads exist. Since there will be inaccuracies in the description of the module and processes, variation 
in risk assessment approach to obtain dimensioning loads and in the way design accidental loads are 
defined relative to dimensioning loads, the degree of conservatism in the design loads will vary 
strongly among the offshore modules in the selection. For this reason model performance can not be 
judged based on deviation for single cases. A model that gives predictions in the right ballpark 
(preferably slightly conservative on average – geometric mean Predicted/Observed) and greatly 
follows the trends (moderate geometric variance Predicted/Observed) could be considered 
acceptable, while significant deviation in the geometric mean and geometric variance would be 
negative. Other means of evaluation should likely also be performed, e.g. fraction of cases with 
minimum design pressure > 80% of actual design pressure. 
 
To conclude, the evaluation from part one should be pragmatic and take the uncertainties of the 
material into consideration. Still significant deviations in level and trends should be commented. 
The second part of the evaluation is carried out for three different concept platforms, these are a) a 
limited sized wellhead platform, b) a moderately sized compressor module and c) a larger process 
platform. Coarse, relevant information typically available in early design phase will be provided and 
minimum design loads for the three platforms shall be reported. For these three studies the models 
shall also include intermediate information (e.g. about ventilation, dispersion, ignited cloud sizes) and 
illustrate capability to report more than only the minimum design loads. For each of these studies a 
number of sensitivity assessments are thereafter requested in which input parameters shall be 
modified, for these assessments only the predicted pressures/frequencies shall be reported. The 
evaluation of this set of cases will be less quantitative due to lack of reference design pressures, but 
will focus more on whether the predicted trends seem consistent. If several models are evaluated the 
trends predicted by the different models will also be compared. 
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User thresholds and that the model is easy to use and can give useful output, including intermediate 
reporting, will also be part of the evaluation. 
 
All model owner submitting a model for evaluation must: 


• Provide an executable version of the model (protected and license controlled to the degree found 
necessary) with proper user guidelines, so that the evaluation group can verify that any user of 
the tool will obtain the same results as reported. If the input includes “fuzzy expert coefficients” 
not clearly explained in the user documentation, this will be a negative element to be commented 
in the evaluation. 


• Document all input parameters for all evaluations in the evaluation report, this should normally 
be possible to do in a compact format. 


• Accept that the model performance can/will be compared with other models evaluated, if e.g. the 
generic model and 4 different simplified NORSOK Z-013 models are compared these will be 
named e.g. like “Generic Model 1” and “Simplified NORSOK Model 1, 2, 3, 4” etc. Each model 
owner will receive information about which model is theirs, while the RISP project sponsors and 
evaluation group will have information about identity of all models. It may be relevant to publish 
results of the evaluation, and if so, the model owners can choose that their tool remains 
anonymous in the publication. Modellers that agree to identify their tool in a publication will be 
given the possibility to give a short comment if there are aspects of the evaluation they think 
should be improved.  


Evaluation protocol 


Input: 


• Module dimensions (m)              X_DIM, Y_DIM, Z_DIM 


• Module volume porosity (-)      PorV (1.00 if open, reduce for significant enclosures/rooms) 


• Module confinement   (-)           PorXL, PorXH, PorYL, PorYH, PorZL, PorZH (0=closed, 1=100% 
open) 


• Wind statistics                                 Wind speed/direction frequencies for area 


• Platform orientation                     Direction platform North 


• Segment information                   Indicative leak frequency distribution Oil, 2P and Gas (%)                                                         
Average segment sizes and typical segment pressures 


• Part 2                                                   For part 2 the information provided will be more detailed 
 
The modellers of all tools accepted for evaluation will under confidentiality receive necessary details 
of the modules to be assessed in Part 1 of the exercise, including the actuel design loads. The 
organizers of the assessment must at this stage decide which among the selection of 65 modules 
collected that shall be included in the evaluation. 
 
Output 
For all benchmarks the following information must be provided: 
 


A. Frequency of local panel pressures 0.5 bar, 0.7 bar and 1.0 bar 
B. Estimated dimensioning/minimum design pressure 1E-5/year, 3E-5/year and 1E-4/year  
C. If possible also provide load durations 
D. For each case all adjustable input parameters used by the model must be listed so that the 


evaluation group can check the user dependency. Any use of input parameters beyond the 
case parameters provided must be justified based on submitted model user guidance. 


 
The evaluation process consists of two parts: 
 
Model Evaluation Part 1 
Estimating minimum design loads/dimensioning loads for a selection of platform modules. This will be 
a largest possible selection among the 65 modules collected within RISP, which that can be included 
must be decided in dialogue with the owners. 
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For each platform module the necessary characteristics as described above will be provided in 
tabulated form, including reference to relevant area wind distributions. To ensure equal possibilities 
for everybody, the actual design pressures for the various modules will also be provided. 
 
Model Evaluation Part 2               
In this activity minimum design or dimensioning loads will be estimated for 3 prototype platform 
cases, and thereafter a number of sensitivity assessments will be performed. The base cases are: 
 
Base Case 1: Wellhead platform module (4800m3) 


• Dimensions: 30m x 20m x 8m 


• Fully confined YH, ZL, ZH, 50% weather cladding XL, XH, YL, fully grated mezzanine deck at 4m 


• Generic release rate frequency distribution to be provided, 60% 2-phase (50 bar, 20%/10 
mole/mass fraction gas, 5000 kg segments) and 40% gas (150 bar, 2000 kg segments) 


• Wind statistics as for Troll-field, Platform N = True N 


• Sensitivity 1: Adjust shape to 15m x 40m x 8m (1a) and 40m x 15m x 8m (1b)  


• Sensitivity 2: Adjust confinement to no weather cladding (2a) or full confinement XH (2b) 


• Sensitivity 3: Increase segment sizes factor 2 (3a) or reduce by factor 2 (3b) 


• Sensitivity 4: 100% leak frequency gas (4a) or double original assumed frequencies (4b) 


• Sensitivity 5: Assume Platform N = 270 degrees (5a) or Platform N = 90 degrees (5b) 
 
Base Case 2: Compressor module (5000 m3) 


• Dimensions: 40m x 20m x 8m 


• Fully confined YL, YH, ZL, ZH, 50% weather cladding XL, XH, fully grated mezzanine deck at 4m 


• Local equipment room (LER)  20m x 8m x 8m centrally along North wall 


• Generic release rate frequency distribution to be provided, 30% oil (100 bar, 2%/1% mole/mass 
fraction gas, 5000 kg segments) and 70% gas (150 bar, 1000 kg segments) 


• Wind statistics as for Troll-field, Platform N = True N 


• Sensitivity 1: Move LER to XL&YL corner (1a) or rotate and block XL-boundary (1b)  


• Sensitivity 2: Remove weather cladding (2a) or change YL from closed to 50% cladding (2b) 


• Sensitivity 3: Increase segment sizes factor 2 (3a) or reduce by factor 2 (3b) 


• Sensitivity 4: 100% leak frequency gas (4a) or double original assumed frequencies (4b) 


• Sensitivity 5: Change mezzanine deck to fully plated with oil only at lower level and gas at upper, 
report lower deck results (5a), upper deck results (5b) and combined loads (5c) 


 
Base Case 3: Large process module (15000m3) 


• Dimensions: 50m x 25m x 12m (5m x 20m x 6m lifeboat station behind blastwall in XH&YH&ZL 
corner 


• Fully confined YH, ZL, ZH, 50% weather cladding on all open areas of XL, YL and XH, fully grated 
mezzanine deck at Z=6m (except over lifeboat station) 


• Generic release rate frequency distribution to be provided, 30% 2-phase (70 bar, 30%/15% 
mole/mass fraction gas, 10000 kg segments) and 70% gas (70 bar, 3000 kg segments) 


• Wind statistics as for Troll-field, Platform N = 320 degrees 


• Sensitivity 1: Rotate lifeboat station to 20m x 5m x 6m (1)  


• Sensitivity 2: Adjust confinement to no weather cladding (2a) or close XH wall by extending life 
boat station to 5m x 25m 12m (2b) 


• Sensitivity 3: Increase segment sizes factor 2 (3a) or reduce by factor 2 (3b) 


• Sensitivity 4: 100% leak frequency gas (4a) or double original assumed frequencies (4b) 


• Sensitivity 5: Change mezzanine deck to fully plated with 2P only at lower level and gas at upper 
level, report lower deck results (5a), upper deck results (5b) and combined loads (5c) 


  
Deliverables; model evaluation part 2: 
For all cases output as described as A)-D) above should be provided for all scenario variations, in 
addition: 
E) For Base Case scenarios other useful output parameters should be reported to highlight capabilities 
of the model, including specific load information that can be useful for design, as well as intermediate 
results useful to build confidence to the analysis. 
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1. List of abbreviations and definitions 


1.1 Abbreviations 


 


AIS  Automatic Identification System 


ALARP  As Low As Reasonably Practicable 


ALS  Accidental Limit State 


BAT  Best Available Techniques 


CAD  Computer-Aided Design 


CAPEX  Capital Expenditure 


CCR  Central Control Room 


DDT  Deflagration to Detonation Transition 


DeAE  Design Accidental Event(s) 


DeAL  Design Accidental Load(s) 


DiAL  Dimensioning Accidental Load(s) 


DP  Dynamic Positioning 


DP2  Dynamic Positioning – Redundancy Class 2 


EERS  Escape Evacuation and Rescue Strategy 


ESD  Emergency Shutdown 


FEED  Front End Engineering and Design 


FES  Fire and Explosion Strategy 


FPSO  Floating, Production, Storage and Offloading 


GBS  Gravity Based Structure 


G-OMO  Guidelines for Offshore Marine Operations 


HAZAN  Hazard identification and analysis 


HAZID  Hazard identification 


HC  Hydrocarbon 


HSE  Health, Safety and Environment 


ISD  Inherent Safe Design 


JIP  Joint Industry Project (In this case the RISP project) 


LD  Lethal Dose  


LEL  Lower Explosion Limit 


MAH  Major Accident Hazard 


MEG  Mono Ethylene Glycol 


MeOH  Methanol 


NCS  Norwegian Continental Shelf 


NOROG  Norwegian Oil and Gas 


PDO  Plan for Development and Operation 


PFP  Passive Fire Protection 


PIO  Plan for Installation and Operation 


PPE  Personal Protection Equipment 


PRV  Pressure Relieve Valve 


PSA  Petroleum Safety Authority 


QRA  Quantitative Risk Analysis 


RISP  Risk Informed Decision Support in Development Projects 


SC  Steering Committee  


SoW  Scope of Work 


SPR  Sudden Pressure Relay 


SSIV  Subsea Isolation Valve 


TEG  Tri Ethylene Glycol 


TRA  Total Risk Analysis 


TSS  Traffic Separation Scheme 
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ULS  Ultimate limit state 


W2W  Walk to Work 


WCPF  Worst Credible Process Fire 


WG  Workgroup 


 


 


 


1.2 Definitions 


Terminology as used in the RISP project: 


 


• Safety premises: Identified aspects presumed to be true and therefore used as a basis for the 


management of MAH.  This can typically be presumption made in the HAZAN as a basis for 


concluding that the design is within the validity envelope of the RISP models.  It can also 


cover other aspects such as operational restrictions.  Safety premises typically needs to be 


verified at a later stage. 


• Safety program: The safety program is a high-level plan describing the goals, means 


(resources), activities and analyses planned to manage MAH in a development project.  


Responsibilities, organisation and interaction arenas related to implementation of MAH 


design in the development project should be described. The safety program may also be 


called the HSE program or similar. 


• Safety strategy:  The safety strategy is a high-level plan giving the link between the safety 


program and the design development with respect to MAH. The strategy describes how the 


end goals will be achieved.  The safety strategy should also cover the needs related to fire and 


explosion strategy (FES) and escape, evacuation and rescue strategy (EERS). The safety 


strategy should outline applicable overall principles for design, layout, arrangements, 


philosophies and other high-level design and operational aspects related to barriers, e.g.: 


o Describing MAH relevant for the development (e.g. area by area) and describing key 


design measures and safety premises. 


o Describing how specific MAH are managed by the use of barrier functions, systems 


and elements. Typically, this should include a reference to standard requirements 


(e.g. NORSOK S-001) and whether there are special solutions required (not covered 


by the standards). 


• Proven design: Design or concepts that are considered prequalified through operational 


experience and/or previous engineering documentation and analyses to such a degree that 


the RISP methodology and models can be applied. 


• RISP methodology: The principles that has been used to establish methods and models in the 


JIP. The term is also applied as the totality of RISP methods and RISP models. 


• RISP methods: The work steps and procedures proposed to be used for risk-based decision 


support in development projects 


• RISP models: The assessment tools proposed to be applied for risk-based decision support in 


development projects 
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2. Introduction 
This report describes the work undertaken by Workgroup 5 (WG 5) as a part of the joint industry 
project RISP (Risk informed decision support in development projects). WG 5 has been 
constituted by representatives from Lilleaker Consulting, Proactima, DNV GL, Aker Solutions and 
Safetec. 


A new methodology related to handling of MAH (Major Accident Hazards) in development 
projects has been established.  The basis has been to allow for consistent use of industry 
experience rather than more analyses to support robust design of offshore facilities.  The 
methodology is especially intended for use in project planning phase for projects.  


This report is one of the workgroup reports constituting the basis for the overall RISP report, see 
also Figure 1. 


2.1 Overall RISP project 


The project “Formålstjenlige risikoanalyser” (“Expedient Risk Analyses”) was run until spring 
2017 by Norwegian Oil and Gas, NOROG (Ref. /1/). The project (hereafter called the NOROG 
project) with results and proposals for further work was presented in the Operations Committee 
meeting in NOROG and received full support. The authorities (Petroleum Safety Authority) have 
also expressed a strong wish to see the project being continued. 


The RISP joint industry project described in this document is a continuation of the NOROG work 
and the recommendations it led to. The outcome of RISP is likely to form a significant part of the 
fundament for the upcoming update of NORSOK Z-013. RISP has focused on risk management in 
project development of topside facilities (in a broad meaning), including subsea accidents that 
may affect the facility. 


Seven offshore operator companies have initiated and sponsored the RISP work; Equinor, 
ConocoPhillips, Total E&P, Vår Energi (ENI), Lundin, Wintershall and AkerBP. 


The JIP consists of two Sub-Projects. Sub-Project 1 has been carried out in 2018 (includes WG 1 and 


WG 2).  The RISP project organisation for Sub-Project 2 is illustrated in Figure 1. Sub-Project 2 
includes WG 3, WG 4 and WG 5. 


 


 


 


Figure 1 – The RISP project organisation overview 
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The five workgroups are undertaken by vendors nominated by the sponsors, and different work 
packages are defined for the different workgroups.   The vendors are: Lilleaker Consulting, 
Gexcon, DNVGL, Lloyd’s Register, Aker Solutions, Proactima and Safetec. 


Both sponsors and vendors are participants in the JIP. 


The PSA has been involved as observer in the RISP project.   


2.1.1 Overall RISP context 


Risk analyses have played, and still play, a key role in the safety work of the petroleum industry 
and have given the industry detailed and broad knowledge about risk factors and design 
principles. However, the present practice in use of models and tools often request input data on a 
very detailed level.  In many cases, there is a mismatch between a) the need for input and the time 
it takes to set up and use the tools, and b) the information and time available at the time of 
making key decisions. Consequently, the decision support often arrives too late. 


Experience and insight gained throughout the years from making analyses have barely impacted 
the way analyses are made. In general, “everything” is looked at anew each time, the knowledge 
acquired from incidents that may occur and how plants can be optimally designed is not 
sufficiently utilised or reflected in the way the analyses are specified and performed. 


A main recommendation from the NOROG project was that during a development project, 
traditional quantitative risk analyses should for proven designs as a main rule be replaced by 
simplified assessments. This should be done to provide the best possible support for decisions 
being taken on an on-going basis. Thus, the emphasis on detailed calculations of total risk, and 
measurement against risk acceptance criteria such as FAR and 1x10-4, should be changed. Rather 
than continuing to seek very detailed risk descriptions, the aim in the future should be to provide 
necessary decision support at the right time. This is also in line with the “new” definition of risk 
given in Norwegian regulations (see guidance to PSA Frame agreement §11), which is an 
important basis for the JIP. 


The NOROG project drafted several principals and ideas for how to better deal with the above-
mentioned factors. These ideas and principles have been further matured and specified in the 
RISP project. Proven and acceptable methods and tools can be developed for the industry’s use 
based on the methodology outlined in this report. This will move risk management of proven 
designs away from total (quantitative) risk analysis as the governing element, and towards 
specific decision support related to each individual decision.   


2.1.2 Overall RISP objective 


The overall objective of the RISP project is to further develop the principles and ideas provided 
by the NOROG project into methods, models and guidelines, and establish a new common 
“industrial practice”. This practice should describe how various decisions in a development 
project are to be based on general and specific knowledge about the incidents that the installation 
may be exposed to (such as leaks, fires and explosions). 


Traditional quantitative risk analyses with considerable focus on detailed calculations of total 
risk and measurement against risk acceptance criteria such as FAR and frequencies of loss of 
main safety functions (1 x 10-4) should, when technology and challenges are known, be replaced 
by input based on knowledge and experience acquired by past projects and analyses, providing a 
robust safety level. Instead of searching for detailed descriptions of what the risk level is, the 
objective should be to provide valid decision support at the right time. 


All models to be developed as a part of the RISP methodology should, as far as possible, be based 
on the principles for risk-related decision support provided in ISO 17776, see Figure 2. The figure 
also illustrates the focus area for the work carried out as part of this JIP (RISP). 
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Figure 2 - Risk related decision-making framework from ISO 17776 /2/. The red doted box illustrates the 
focus area for the work carried out as part of this JIP (RISP). 


 


The new «industrial practice» developed aims to clarify: 


a) if a potential type of hazard/incident is sufficiently covered by using systems and solutions 
indicated by requirements in standards, established good practice and results of former 
analyses. Typically, left part of situation A in Figure 2. Or 


b) if a potential type of hazard/incident can be sufficiently covered by simplified methods and 
models established based on knowledge and experience acquired by past projects and 
analyses. Typically, right part of situation A and major part of situation B in Figure 2 .  Or 


c) if there is a need for obtaining and using additional assessment techniques (compared to 
item b) for the hazard/incident. Typically, situation C in Figure 2. 


When situation b) applies, the new “industrial practice” must specify the methods and models 
that should be applied and give guidance on how results (and the conditions/assumptions they 
are based on) can/should be used in the decision-making process. In this way the decision maker 
should also be made aware of the importance of the decision and the impacts of the various 
decision options. 


The methods and models to be included in the new «industrial practice» will be adapted to the 
knowledge and information typically available at the time when the specific decisions of interest 
are normally made. The decision support provided shall be sufficiently robust, meaning that the 
recommendations given should not be subjected to scrutiny, reconsiderations or reassessment 
later in the project, provided that the basis for the decision support (the input used and the 
restrictions related to further design development) has not been changed throughout the project. 
This will minimise the need for late design changes, when e.g. more detailed information is 
available. An as-built total risks analysis/quantitative risk analysis (TRA/QRA) will thus not be 
required within the new “industrial practice”, but verification activities need to be developed. 
Verification shall ensure compliance with the validity envelope of the new approach, and that any 
changes in assumptions made during the development project are considered. 


Barrier management, in its wide context, should found the basis for risk management in 
operations. A balanced description of the risk comprehensive enough for the operational phase, 
should be established also within the new “industrial practice”. 
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The RISP methodology includes decision gates related to whether the MAH in question can be 
handled with use of the established RISP methods and models as decision support in 
development projects. The need for possible additional assessment techniques for the risk related 
decision-making process is identified.  However, no details are established as part of this RISP 
project for these additional techniques except referring to ISO 17776, PSA regulations and 
present practices for management of MAH.  


The RISP methods and models established are applicable for proven design where technology 
and challenges are known, and decision support can be based on experience and knowledge 
acquired by past projects and analyses.  The intention has also been to identify the design 
standards which should be used as basis for the design.  


 


2.2 Scope and objectives– workgroup 5 


2.2.1 Scope of work for workgroup 5 


The scope of work given by the Steering Committee (SC) to WG 5 is presented in this Chapter.   


The work in this is work package will be based on the results of all previous work packages. The 
product of this work package shall be a description of areas where there is a possible 
mismatch/conflict between the proposed methods, models and guidance and the requirements 
given in the existing regulatory framework, including standards referred to in the regulations. 
NORSOK Z-013 shall in particular be evaluated. Proposal for changes in regulations and 
standards, and/or work needed to define the needed changes, shall be stated. Signals and 
guidance received from PSA during the progress of the RISP project must be considered. 
Preliminary signals from PSA are that the industry should propose the principles it believes 
provide the best solutions, and not be restricted by current regulations. This work package will 
concretise and specify where and which changes are needed, if any, to be able to implement the 
RISP methodology.  


Since WG 5 is to be based on all previous work packages, also topics relevant for the overall scope 
for the RISP project is commented in this report when found relevant and appropriate. 


 


Relevant topics for WG 5 specified by the SC include:  


 
Priority 1: 


• How to demonstrate ALARP, ref e.g. Framework regulation Section 11 


• How to demonstrate risk management and management of change in project 
development, ref e.g. Management regulations Section 11  


• How to handle quantitative requirements (i.e. risk acceptance criteria) which normally 
require risk numbers from a QRA/TRA, ref. Management regulations Chapter III and V 
and Facilities regulation section 11  


• How to handle requirement for robustness, ref e.g. Management Regulations Section 4 
and 9  


• Consider need to give guidance for barrier management, ref. e.g. Management 
Regulations Section 5 and NORSOK S-001 Chapter 5.  


• Need for updating of NORSOK Z-013, and possibly S-001  


• Consider need for further work to complete the RISP methods for use.  


• Update WG 1 report if required to reflect experiences so far in the RISP project  


 
Priority 2:  


• How to handle need for verification  
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• How to handle need to keep proposed RISP methods and models updated.  


• Performing a GAP analysis to identify possible decision support in projects or later in the 
operational phase that typically are provided by the current QRA/TRA regime that will 
not be provided by the proposed RISP methodology. Propose compensating methods 
were relevant.  


 
Priority 3:  


How to handle situations (design/solutions/issues) that cannot justify the use of the methods and 
recommendations included in the RISP methodology, i.e. “novel” solutions/type C in the ISO 
17776 model (Figure 2), with principle/brief discussions on some examples.  


 


Note: Type C decision contexts require alternative approaches in decision making that go beyond 
traditional engineering risk assessments to more principle-based approaches, due to the 
significant uncertainties involved. Thus, today’s QRA practice/approach is not an alternative for 
the assessment of novel concepts/issues outside the scope of the proposed methods since it 
builds on information not available. QRA related elements (e.g. CFD modelling) may however still 
be relevant.  
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3. Summary - review of regulations and standards 


3.1 Introduction 


A review of the existing Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS) regulatory framework, including 
standards referred to in the regulations, has been performed. The intention has been to identify 
areas where there is an inherent or potential conflict between the RISP methodology and the 
requirements given in the existing regulatory framework. 


The review has included the Facility regulations, Activities regulations, Management regulations 
and Framework regulations. 


The absence of inherent conflicts does not mean that a given method or models is compliant with 
the regulation in question. Regulatory compliance must be achieved and documented by the 
correct implementation and verification of the methods and models in question,  


Based on the work, identified challenges and proposed changes in regulations and standards, 
and/or work needed to define the needed changes, are summarised in the following Chapters. For 
an elaboration on the evaluations, reference is given to Appendix A, B and C for Facilities 
regulations, Activity regulations and Management regulations, respectively. 


The evaluations in Sections 3.2 to 0 are summarized in tables with one line for each section in the 
regulations that are considered relevant for the RISP method. To provide a quick overview, 
colours yellow and red have been used in the tables, with the following meaning: 


Yellow colour: There is no conflict between the RISP methodology and the section of the 
regulations. However, there are requirements in the section where the workgroup has found 
requirements that are relevant for RISP and where there is a possible challenge or concern using 
RISP to meet PSA requirements. 


Red colour: There is a potential conflict between the section of the regulations and the RISP 
methodology. 


3.2 Facilities regulations 


This section summarizes the review of the PSA Facility regulations. Details about the review is 
found in Appendix A. Table 1 lists the relevant sections where the workgroup has found 
requirements that are relevant for RISP and where there is a possible challenge using RISP to 
meet PSA requirements.  


Table 1 RISP relevant sections in Facility Regulations.  


Section in Management 
Regulations 


Crit. RISP relevant requirements and references 


§3 Definitions  Guideline refers to load/action that occurs with an 
annual likelihood greater than or equal to 1x10-4. 


§ 11 Loads/actions, 
load/action effects and 
resistance 


 Installations, systems and equipment that are included as 
elements in the realisation of main safety functions, cf. 
Section 7, shall as a minimum de designed such that 
dimensioning accidental loads/actions or dimensioning 
environmental loads/actions with an annual likelihood 
greater than or equal to 1x10-4, shall not result in loss of a 
main safety function. 


At some point of time it needs to be demonstrated 
compliance to this requirement. For the RISP 
methodology this is achieved by prequalification by the 
RISP models.  
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Using RISP, a safety level at least equal to present practice shall be obtained, hence the risk will be 
within acceptance level of risk for loss of main safety functions, hence meet the PSA 
requirements. In designing the RISP methods and models, a key aspect has been to assure 
solutions that at least fulfil the 1x10-4 requirement related to main safety functions, given design 
within the validity envelope. The RISP methods and models provide solutions that are 
prequalified. Hence demonstration of fulfilling quantitative criteria are in principle fulfilled.  This 
puts requirements for documentation of the RISP models as well as requirements for keeping 
them updated. Within RISP, detailed studies have been available and are utilized for the RISP 
models established. The requirement for demonstration may introduce need for further 
documentation to be considered as part of further work.  


NORSOK S-001 is referenced a lot in the Facilities regulations. The basis for the RISP approach 
and a design within the validity envelope, is that design of safety systems is according to NORSOK 
S-001. 


NORSOK S-001, Section 5.6 opens up for other method than load-frequency assessments, hence 
not a limitation for using RISP methods and models.  


General comment: 


It is our impression that NORSOK standards also to a large extent is functional based with respect 
to requirements. To fulfill the objective to be a clear and unambiguous basis for design, the 
requirements in the standards should be more prescriptive. 


3.3 Activities regulations  


The review of the Activities Regulations has not identified any requirements that are conflicting 
or misaligned with the proposed RISP methodology.  Consequently, use of the RISP methods and 
models should not require any update of the Activities Regulations.   


However, the RISP methodology must take into consideration the input required to establish 
emergency preparedness, Ref. Section 73.   


Table 2 RISP relevant sections in Activities Regulations. 


Section in Activities 
Regulations 


Crit. RISP relevant requirements and references 


§ 73: Establishment of 
emergency preparedness.  


 


 The operator or the party responsible for operating a 
facility shall prepare a strategy for emergency 
preparedness against hazard and accident situations, cf. 
also the Management Regulations Section 9 litera c. The 
emergency preparedness shall be established, inter alia, 
on the basis of results from risk and emergency 
preparedness analyses as mentioned in Section 17 of the 
Management Regulations and the defined hazard and 
accident situations and barrier performance 
requirements, cf. Section 5 of the Management 
Regulations. 


A more comprehensive review of the Activities Regulations, including review of references to 
Sections in other regulations which could be relevant for RISP, is included in Appendix B. 


There are no references to NORSOK Z-013 or NORSOK S-001 in the Activities Regulations. 


3.4 Management regulations  


This section summarizes the review of the PSA Management regulations. Details about the review 
is found in Appendix C. Table 3 lists the relevant paragraphs where the workgroup has found 
requirements that are relevant for RISP and where there is a possible challenge using RISP to 
meet PSA requirements. 
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Table 3 RISP relevant sections in Management Regulations. 


Section in Management 
Regulations 


Crit. RISP relevant requirements and references 


§ 4: Risk reduction  How can we demonstrate that RISP contributes to 
reduce the likelihood sufficiently? Need to ensure RISP 
provides a good decision basis for barrier management. 
Reference to Framework regulations Section 11. 


§ 5: Barriers  The section puts extensive requirements to barrier 
management which is not fully solved by the present 
RISP methods and models. Reference is given to a 
number of standards, also NORSOK Z-013. 


§ 6: Management of health, 
safety and the environment 


 How can continuous improvement be demonstrated in 
RISP? Reference to Framework regulations Section 17. 


§ 9: Acceptance criteria for 
major accident risk and 
environmental risk 


 How can acceptance criteria be demonstrated in RISP? 
Reference to framework regulations section 11/17, and 
to NORSOK Z-013. Acceptance criteria for loss of main 
safety functions as mentioned in Section 11 of the 
Facilities regulations. 


§ 11: Basis for making 
decisions and decision 
criteria 


 Need to ensure RISP provides sufficient decision 
criteria. 


§ 16: General requirements 
for analyses 


 Need to ensure RISP provides a necessary basis for 
making decisions. Defines requirements that RISP will 
have to adhere to. 


§ 17: Risk analyses and 
emergency preparedness 
assessments 


 Includes many risk analysis related requirements.  The 
Section also puts requirements for analyses that needs 
to be performed in addition to the RISP methods and 
models. 


Need to ensure RISP meets all defined criteria. 
Reference to NORSOK Z-013 and ISO31000. 


§ 23: Continuous 
improvement 


 How can continuous improvement be demonstrated in 
RISP? 


 


Sections of the Management regulations, relevant for the RISP method, are highlighted in Table 3 
above. For most sections, indicated with yellow colour in the table, there is no conflict between 
the regulations and the RISP methodology. For acceptance criteria, indicated with red colour, we 
have discussed implications of the RISP methods and models more in depth below. 


Section 4 has requirements to risk reduction. These requirements are functional based and may 
be achieved in several ways. There is no conflict between the RISP methodology and this part of 
the regulations. 


Section 5 includes requirements to safety barriers and is closely related to barrier management. 
As emphasized in Section 5, barrier management is relevant for all phases. Since the RISP method 
has its focus in the planning phase of an offshore installation, the focus is on barrier management 
in the planning phase, as well as planning of barrier management in later phases. Examples are to 
ensure there is a robust safety strategy, enabling robust safety barriers in the operations phase. 
The relation between RISP and barrier management is also elaborated on in Chapter 0 and 4.6.  
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Sections 6 and 11 have functional based requirements to the management of health safety and 
the environment, as well as the decision-making processes in the companies. The RISP 
methodology is not in conflict with these requirements. Oppositely, it may be argued that the 
RISP methodology contributes to improved decision-making processes through early 
identification of what is “new”, such as special characteristics, and what is “business as usual” 
through the HAZAN part of RISP.   Section 9 in the regulations states that acceptance criteria shall 
be established not only for loss of main safety functions, but for personnel, acute pollution and 
damage to third party in addition. There are not explicit requirements (in the regulations) for 
specific criteria for these three additional measures, as it is for loss of main safety functions (ref. 
Section 3.2) above. However, the guideline to the regulations refers to NORSOK Z-013, which has 
a quantitative approach to these measures too. 


The acceptance criteria for personnel, acute pollution and damage to third party is set by the 
individual company and not by PSA, hence they may vary between the companies. Today, for 
personnel risk, it is common to use criteria for accumulated risk, such as FAR, PLL and IR. 
However, there are no obligations in the regulations for such cumulative criteria. As an example, 
it would also be possible to use other kinds of criteria such as considering each hazard (process 
risk, dropped objects etc.) separately, criteria based on “at least as safe as”, or criteria related to 
which level is the organization that can make certain decisions, without being in conflict with the 
statements in the regulations. One could argue that meeting and demonstrating that risk for loss 
of main safety functions is below the acceptance criteria, risk for personnel on the facility is 
within acceptable level.  


For an elaborative discussion on the relation between the RISP methodology and the use of risk 
acceptance criteria, reference is also given to Chapter 0. 


According to Section 16, recognized methods, models and data shall be used. As long as the RISP 
methods and models are qualified and implemented sufficiently, it can be argued that it is 
recognized and that there is no conflict between the RISP methodology and the requirements in 
Section 16. 


Section 17 provides a list of properties that risk analyses will have to adhere to. None of these 
requirements are in conflict to the RISP methods and models. However, the requirements are 
covered on a generic rather than specific level. This is compensated by the HAZAN in each case 
but it is not clear that this is compliant to the requirements in this Section. The RISP methods and 
models does not cover all studies and requirements referred to in the section. This means that 
additional studies, providing input for example to emergency preparedness and environmental 
risk analysis, for example studying impacts in case of oil spills, needs to be carried out in addition 
to the RISP methods and models. This is also the case in today’s use of QRA/TRA. 


Section 23 is related to continuous improvement. This section requires the companies to identify 
processes, activities and products that can contribute to improved safety. This section does not 
mean that all aspects shall be improved all the time. Rather, it means that aspects that needs to be 
improved are identified and dealt with. In such regard, it can be argued that development of the 
RISP method is an improvement example. For a more elaborative discussion on continuous 
improvement, reference is made to Chapter 4.2. 
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3.5 Framework regulations   


 


No aspect of the proposed RISP methodology is found to be inherently incompatible with the 
Framework regulations. Table 4  below summarises notable aspects.  


 


Table 4 RISP relevant sections in Framework Regulations. 


Section in Framework 
Regulations 


Crit. RISP relevant requirements and references 


§ 10 Prudent activities  RISP must be prudent with regard to HSE and must 
enable establishing and maintaining a high level of HSE. 
RISP must also enable continuous improvement of HSE. 
See also Section 11 below 


§ 11 Risk reduction 
principles 


 RISP must enable, where applicable, additional risk 
reduction broadly in accordance with the ALARP 
principle. The main implication this has for RISP is that 
RISP must not weaken ALARP processes (e.g. by 
providing a weakened basis for identification or 
assessment of possible, additional risk reduction 
measures). There is no reason to believe that RISP would 
weaken ALARP process, though it can be envisaged that 
risk analysis (incl. quantitative risk analysis) techniques 
may need to be employed to understand the effect to 
provide (part of) a suitable and sufficient decision-
making basis. 


§ 12 Organisation and 
competence 


 The section requires that the responsible party shall 
ensure that everyone who carries out work on its behalf 
has the competence necessary to carry out such work in 
a prudent manner. 


Simplified models, as provided by RISP, may be easy to 
use, however the RISP methodology relies on a 
competent user organization and corresponding system 
for management of MAH, to obtain the intended results.  


Section 18, qualification and follow-up of other 
participants, is also relevant in this respect. 


§ 17 Duty to establish, 
follow-up and further 
develop a management 
system 


 RISP should be part of the management system and as 
such must enable compliance with the HSE legislation. 
Consideration of this requirements is central to the work 
being performed by this working group (I.e. working 
group 5) 


§ 19 Verifications  The responsible party shall determine the need for and 
scope of verifications, as well as the verification method 
and its degree of independence, to document compliance 
with requirements in the health, safety and environment 
legislation.  


…. this also includes verification of the internal 
requirements set by the responsible party… 


As regards the scope of verification, this will depend on 
the type of requirement. For example, there will 
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normally be a need to verify compliance with 
requirements in the health, safety and environment 
legislation in these technical areas. 


As regards the degree of independence, this normally 
entails that the verifications shall be carried out by a 
party other than the one that has carried out the work to 
be verified, or the party that has prepared the 
verification basis, as well as there being organisational 
independence for reporting in the line. 


§ 27 Matters relating to 
health, safety and the 
environment in the Plan for 
Development and 
Operation (PDO) of 
petroleum deposits and the 
Plan for Installation and 
Operation (PIO) of facilities 
for transport and utilisation 
of petroleum 


 The section describes when PDO shall be submitted and 
what shall be covered by the PDO. The paragraph 
requires that the PDO include Risk Acceptance Criteria 
(RAC). It is envisaged that this requirement can be met 
by, where applicable, the operator incorporating RISP 
into their RAC. 


§ 47 Placement of facilities, 
choice of routes 


 This section states facilities shall be placed a safe 
distance from other facilities, vulnerable environmental 
values and 3rd parties such that they do not constitute an 
unacceptable risk. It may be the case that risk analysis 
techniques (incl. consequence analysis) may need to be 
employed to demonstrate compliance with this 
requirement. 


 


 


3.6 NORSOK S-001 


General compliance with NORSOK S-001 is one of the key premises for application of the RISP 
methodology.  


NORSOK S-001 is also extensively referenced in the Guidelines to the Facilities Regulations. 


Generally, there are few requirements in NORSOK S-001 that are conflicting or misaligned with 
the proposed RISP method.  However, some adjustments to NORSOK S-001 would be required for 
the standard to be fully aligned with RISP method.  


Requirements where rephrasing should be considered includes;   


• Definition of Dimensioning load/dimensioning gas cloud (Chapter 3) in relation to RISP 
• General alignment of Safety Management process described in chapter 5, including 


inclusion of HAZAN 
• Chapter 5.6.2 states that the establishment of accidental loads due to gas explosion shall 


be based on “a recognised method (e.g. NORSOK Z-013) and a representative geometric 
explosion model with representative equipment density”. The requirement for using an 
explosion model needs to be modified. 


• Chapter 5.6.3.2 Main load bearing structures; “A validated computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) model shall be used to provide realistic modelling of the fire source and the effect 
of the surroundings in order to define the design accidental load.” 


• The target design coverage of gas detector detectors (Chapter 13.4.1) is related to the 
dimensioning gas cloud. The use of RISP methodology would require an alternative 
method of establishing the target design coverage. 


The word should, is used a lot in the standard to describe “a suggested possible choice of action 
deemed to be particularly suitable without necessarily mentioning or excluding others”.   This 
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causes some uncertainty to what is required to be compliant to the standard and to the 
regulations.  


3.7 ISO 17776 


The workgroup has not seen any need for addressing the need for updating ISO 17776. The risk 
related decision-making framework from ISO 17776 has been a vital part of the context for 
development of the RISP methodology. 


3.8 NORSOK Z-013 


The NORSOK Z-013 standard (Ref. /3/) is referenced in the PSA regulations. The following 
references are found: 


- The guideline to Management regulations § 5 Barriers: 


o Performance requirements to barriers to limit possible damage or negative consequences to 
the environment in case of acute pollution offshore, should express functionality, be easy to 
understand, be concrete and measurable and realistic (NORSOK Z-013). 


- The guideline to Management regulations §9 Acceptance criteria for major accident risk and 
environmental risk: 


o See Annex A of the NORSOK Z-013 standard for a description of different types of 
acceptance criteria that may be used for major accident risk and environmental risk…. 


o See Annex B Chapter 4 of the standard for a complementary description of the acceptance 
criteria for loss of main safety functions. 


- The guideline to Management regulations § 17 Risk analyses and emergency preparedness 
assessments: 


o The NORSOK Z-013 and ISO 31000 standards should be used, amongst others, to fulfil the 
requirements for risk analyses and emergency preparedness analyses. 


- The guideline to Facilities regulations § 11 Loads/actions, load/action effects and resistance: 


o In order to assess the loss of main safety functions as mentioned in the third subsection, the 
standard NORSOK Z-013 Appendix B should be used. 


 


The NORSOK Z-013 standard was established with a quantitative approach in mind to establish a risk 
picture using risk calculations to demonstrate the risk level. The standard opens up for alternative 
approaches, but have an overall quantitative approach, where risk is a combination of the probability of 
occurrence of harm and the severity of that harm. 


The standard should be updated to reflect PSA definition of risk and risk reduction and be more open for 
use of other approaches to risk assessments, more in line with the latest revision of ISO 17776 (Ref. /2/) 
and use of RISP methods and models. 


There are also other definitions including comments and guides that need to be reviewed. 


 


Section 4 The role and use of assessments in risk management should be rewritten to also reflect the 
variations for assessments given in ISO 17776. 


Section 5 in the standard is not limiting the use of RISP methods and models but should to a larger extent 
be rewritten to open for alternative approaches.  


Both section 6 and 7 should be rewritten to reflect the overall ISO 17776 approach including the RISP 
methodology. An alternative is to build the following sections according to the risk related decision-
making framework in ISO 17776, see Figure 3. The standard should be simplified and instead include 
more examples and best practices in Appendices.  
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Figure 3 - Risk related decision-making framework from ISO 17776 /2/).  


 


Section 8 covering the operational phase, need further discussion, as this is not discussed in detail in the 
RISP development project. 


Section 9, 10, 11, 12 in NORSOK Z-013 covers emergency preparedness analyses. There are aspects 


related to HAZID that should be included in the HAZAN. 
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4. Evaluation of specific topics 


4.1 Introduction 


Discussion and evaluation of specific topics mentioned in SoW for WG 5 are covered in this 
chapter. 


The content includes when relevant: 


• Reference to sections in regulations 


• How the requirements are reflected in use of the RISP methods and models 


• Potential mismatch or conflicts between the regulatory framework and the RISP methods 
and models 


• Discussion of pros, cons, dilemmas or practices related to compliance to the regulative 
regime in development projects 


• Conclusions and recommendations from WG 5 


 


4.2 How to demonstrate ALARP (Pr.1) 


The regulations refer several places to stringent requirements for risk reduction in line with the 
ALARP principles, e.g.:  


• Framework regulations § 11 – Risk reduction principles (Risk shall be further reduced to 
the extent possible)  


• Framework regulations § 10 – Prudent activities  


• Management regulations § 4 – Risk reduction (Collective measures and inherent safety) 


• Management regulations § 6 – Management of HSE (Prudent activities and continuous 
improvement) 


• Management regulations § 7 – Objectives and strategies (E.g. responsibility to set higher 
goals in accordance with the degree of goal achievement) 


• Management regulations § 23 –Continuous improvement 


 


The regulations put high expectations to the parties in the petroleum activity to reduce the risk to 
the extent possible.  E.g. as stated in Framework regulations Section 11, the responsible party 
shall  choose the technical, operational or organisational solutions that, according to an individual 
and overall evaluation of the potential harm and present and future use, offer the best results, 
provided the costs are not significantly disproportionate to the risk reduction achieved. If there is 
insufficient knowledge concerning the effects solutions can have on HSE, solutions reducing the 
uncertainty shall be chosen. Factors that could cause harm or disadvantage to people, the 
environment or material assets in the petroleum activities, shall be replaced by factors that, in an 
overall assessment, have less potential for harm or disadvantage. 


The key objective of the RISP methods and models has not been to assure or demonstrate that the 
solutions chosen in design are ALARP.  However, in developing the RISP methods and models, 
risk reduction principles such as ALARP, Inherent Safe Design (ISD), BAT and Robustness have 
been included.  Examples are: 


• In establishing the RISP models, ALARP/ISD/BAT/Robustness/ISD issues have been 
considered in the output given in terms of design values and requirements. An overall 
requirement has been to provide models that gives at least the same safety level as today. 
In this context, safety measures implemented in normal design today has been included 
as a type of BAT. In addition, potential or need to provide solutions that are more robust, 
give less uncertainty or less potential for harm or disadvantage have been considered in a 
cost perspective. Hence the ALARP principle has affected the outcome from RISP models 
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in terms of e.g. design accidental events, design accidental loads and/or design 
requirements. 


• The RISP methodology provides specific topics to be considered as part of HAZAN.  The 
HAZAN is planned performed in early Project Planning Phase.  This is considered an 
important and efficient stage to include best possible solutions into design. The RISP 
models provides input to key risk drivers that shall be considered in the HAZAN. 
Likewise, ALARP/ISD/BAT/Robustness considerations are part of the scope for the 
HAZAN (and at later stages in the project development) and will provide input to risk 
reduction and maturation of the design.   


The demonstration of ALARP is a task within the risk management of a development project. 
Although the RISP methods and models can be a part of the demonstration of ALARP, the full 
demonstration is largely outside the scope of RISP. However, some views and considerations are 
provided by WG 5.: 


• No mismatch/conflict has been identified between the proposed methods, models and 
guidance and the requirements given in the existing regulatory framework. including 
standards referred to in the regulations. 


• The present practice in identifying and documenting compliance with these regulations 
varies and are governed by procedures by operators and contractors.  In general, the 
practice is not very efficient.  It seems to be to high focus on detailed cost and risk 
calculation methods and documentation long after decisions have been made. Also, 
ALARP measures feasible at one stage, may be disregarded since it is identified to late 
when the cost of implementation is too high. 


• The ALARP process expected is a structured knowledge-based approach to identify and 
follow up improvements. This does not mean that everything shall be improved all the 
time. Sometimes doing less can be an improvement since resources can be used where 
more needed giving potentially better risk reducing effects. 


• The content and focus of the ALARP work differ in the various stages of a development 
project. In early planning phase of a development project, it is recommended to perform 
systematic risk reduction (including identification and evaluation of risk reduction 
measures/solutions) as part of the ongoing engineering for most disciplines.  This will 
give input to the maturation of layout and design by early phase considerations of risk 
drivers. During execution phase, ALARP measures are generally part of any design 
development and the need for rigorous work processes and documentation is less 
obvious. ALARP sessions/analysis may primarily be applicable for special cases at this 
stage. The use of an ALARP register as a tracking system, is judged to be valuable for the 
process. The register and the corresponding documentation should be established early 
in the project planning phase. 


To stimulate an improved practice for ALARP process and demonstration as part of development 
projects, WG 5 recommends establishing a common best practice for the industry.  The basis 
could be the present various procedures applied by operators and contractors.  A key aspect will 
be how to assure efficient integration into the normal design development. The outcome could be 
included as an attachment to NORSOK Z-013, Ref. /3/.  


 


4.3 How to assure risk management and management of change in project 


development (Pr.1) 


Relevant regulations include: 


• Management regulations § 6 – Management of health, safety and the environment 


• Management regulations § 11 – Basis for making decision and decision criteria 


• Management regulations § 16 – General requirements for analyses 


• Management regulations § 17 – Risk analyses and emergency preparedness analysis 
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The performed work in the RISP project covers only briefly risk management and management of 
change within development projects.  However, in designing the RISP methods and models, the 
objective has been to provide risk-based information at the right time to allow for efficient risk 
management.   The intention has been to provide prequalified solutions that requires less 
analyses and documentation as part of qualifications for each development project.  This 
methodology requires that the RISP methods and models established are qualified for use and 
kept updated.   


 


For the qualification of use in each development project, the following is especially noted: 


• The validity envelope for the RISP models with respect to design values and premises 
should be as precise as possible to allow follow up during the development project 


• The validity of RISP methods and models shall be reviewed as part of the HAZAN 


• The development project should have a follow up system to assure changes affecting the 
validity of RISP models used, are identified and managed  


• The Management regulations Section 17, states requirements for comprehensive 
analyses as a basis for decision support.  Whether the RISP methods and models alone 
provides sufficient decision support or if additional analyses are required in each case 
needs to be evaluated.   


 


The present practice for risk management is governed by procedures by operators and 
contractors.  This also includes procedures for business management. Obviously, it can be 
questioned whether the practice in development projects in all relevant aspects are optimal and 
efficient to obtain the intentions of these paragraphs of the regulations.  To a large extent this is 
outside the SoW for RISP.  However, some relevant items are noted: 


 


• Important tools in risk management includes: 


o Safety program 


o HAZAN (extended HAZID) 


o Design Accidental Load Specification (DeAL) 


o Safety Strategy and Performance Requirements. 


 


• The overall principles to be used with respect to MAH management are well described in 
standards such as: 


o ISO 17776: “Petroleum and natural gas industries – Offshore production 
installations – Major accident hazard “, Second edition dated 15.12.2016. See ref 
/2/ 


o Petroleum Safety Authority Norway, “integrated and unified risk management in 
the petroleum industry”, dated June 2018. See ref. /4/. 


 


It is a recommendation from the RISP WG 5 to establish a common recommended practice for 
how to manage MAH in development projects.    
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4.4 How to handle quantitative requirements (i.e. risk acceptance criteria) which 


normally require risk numbers from a TRA/QRA (Pr.1) 


Relevant regulations include: 


• Activity regulations § 73 – Establishment of emergency preparedness 


• Management regulations § 5 – Barriers 


• Management regulations § 9 – Acceptance criteria for major accident risk and 
environmental risk 


• Facilities regulations § 7 – Main safety functions 


• Facilities regulations § 11 – Loads/actions, load/action effects and resistance 


The regulations require that acceptance criteria shall be set for: 


• the personnel on the offshore or onshore facility as a whole, and for personnel groups 
exposed to particular risk, 


• loss of main safety functions for offshore petroleum activities, 


• acute pollution from the offshore or onshore facility 


• damage to third party. 


Installations, systems and equipment that are included as elements in the realisation of main 
safety functions,  shall as a minimum be designed such that dimensioning accidental 
loads/actions or dimensioning environmental loads/actions with an annual likelihood greater 
than or equal to 1x10-4, shall not result in loss of a main safety function. 


In designing the RISP methods and models, a key aspect has been to assure solutions that at least 
fulfil the 1x10-4 requirement related to main safety functions. The opinion is that this has been 
achieved, hence the RISP methods and models provide solutions that are prequalified with 
respect to this requirement.  Whether it is a need for further work to assure and document 
compliance to the requirement should be evaluated as a follow up of this JIP.  


The acceptance criteria to personnel as a whole and for personnel groups are often set as 
quantitative FAR and/or PLL values.  The experience is that these values are not governing for the 
outcome of the RISP models (design values).   These criteria are generally specified as total values 
including all types of hazards that personnel are exposed to. This conflicts with the RISP models 
which consider one hazard at a time. Anyway, the topic of personnel risk is expected to be 
covered in the HAZAN to identify and follow any relevant special issue in a development project.  
Documentation of fulfilment of acceptance criteria for personnel risk is normally done through 
TRA/QRA.  However, it is up to the operators to stipulate the format of the acceptance criteria for 
personnel risk. Hence alternative formats can be established which can be documented in 
alternative ways. 


The acceptance criteria related to acute pollution and damage to third party has not been 
governing for the RISP methods and models.  Hence, establishing and fulfilling these criteria 
needs to be considered separately. 


For barriers it is a requirement to define performance requirements. Further it is a requirement 
that the requirements are verifiable.  Often these requirements are quantitative/probabilistic and 
documentation of fulfilling the requirements are based on input from TRA/QRA.  How this shall 
be solved without a TRA/QRA as basis needs to be considered further.  


The regulations refer to NORSOK Z-013 in the Management regulations §§ 5, 9 and 17 as well as 
in Facility regulations § 11.  It is recommended to update the standard to better support the risk 
assessments that should be done as part of prequalified solutions (as is the RISP methodology).   
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4.5 How to handle requirement for robustness (Pr.1) 


Relevant regulations include: 


• Management regulations § 4 – Risk reduction 


• Management regulations § 9 – Acceptance criteria for major accident risk and 
environmental risk 


As described also for ALARP, Chapter 4.2, robustness is included in the RISP methods and models.  
The RISP models are generally considered to provide robust design input. Robustness is also a 
topic for the HAZAN.  The need for additional studies to assure sufficient robustness and improve 
decision basis should be identified in the HAZAN. 


As discussed in Chapter 4.3, it is recommended to establish a best practice for management of 
MAH in development projects.  This should include the topic of robustness. The PSA document 
“Integrated and unified risk management in the petroleum industry” is considered to give 
valuable input to the context for such a best practice document. 


 


4.6 Consider need to give guidance for barrier management (Pr.1) 


Relevant regulations include: 


• Management regulations § 5 – Barriers 


• Management regulations § 6 – Management of health, safety and the environment 


• Management regulations § 11 – Basis for making decision and decision criteria 


The RISP methods and models do not specifically address barrier management.  The RISP 
methodology does, however, reflect requirements to barriers implicitly.  E.g. the validity envelope 
presumes that standards such as NORSOK S-001 are complied with and the RISP models provide 
input to design accidental loads that should be used to assure survivability of barriers.  


Practise in development projects with respect to barrier management varies a lot. The barrier 
management focus in the industry has to a large extent been on the operational phase. Less 
experience is gained on how to identify and describing special needs, solutions or performance 
requirements not covered by prescriptive requirements in standards (e.g. as specified in NORSOK 
S-001) for each development project.  Traditionally, an important basis for establishing 
performance requirements to barriers has been results presented in TRA/QRA.   Within the RISP 
methodology it is considered that this can be compensated by establishing standard 
requirements to the barriers as default values.  E.g. functional based requirements given in 
NORSOK S-001, could be modified giving default prescriptive requirements. Also, the 
recommended SIL requirements given in ref. /5/ could be made mandatory as part of the RISP 
methodology. 


 


It is a recommendation from the RISP WG 5 to establish a common recommended practice for 
barrier management in development projects.  The practice should reflect the need to assure the 
necessary barriers are included in the technical basis for the design during project planning 
phase (e.g. as part of safety strategy) while more detailed performance requirements are 
established in the execution phase.    


 


 


4.7 Need for updating of standards to reflect RISP (e.g. Z-013 and S-001) (Pr.1)  


No extensive update of NORSOK S-001 is considered necessary to allow for use of the RISP 
method. However, there are some modification that would be required to align NORSOK S-001 
with the RISP method.   
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The NORSOK Z-013 standard should be updated to reflect PSA definition of risk and risk 
reduction and be more open for use of other approaches to risk assessments, more in line with 
the latest revision of ISO 17776 and use of RISP methods and models. 


The standard should be built according to the risk related decision-making framework in ISO 
17776. The standard should be simplified and include more examples or best practises in 
Appendices. 


See also Chapter 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 for more details. 


4.8 Consider need for further work to complete RISP methods for use (Pr. 1) 


As far as possible within the limitations of time and resources available, the RISP models have 
been completed for use. However, it is recommended to review the models and documentation 
prepared to evaluate that the models in every aspect fulfil requirements to be considered 
complete. 


To make the RISP methods and models ready for use, possible topics for further work could 
include: 


• Establishing a precise description of validity envelope for the methods and models 


• Assuring that the RISP methods and models are documented to show compliance to the 
10-4 criteria and fulfilling risk reduction requirements (ALARP/ISD/BAT/Robustness). 


• Assuring necessary input to topics for the HAZAN is provided 


• Assuring valuable design recommendations are captured and provided. 


 


4.9 Need for updating of WG 1 report (Pr. 1)  


The WG 1 report presents the context for this JIP and has been a basis for the work done in all 
workgroups. Through the JIP execution, considerable maturation and consolidation has been 
achieved among the RISP participants. Hence, it is recommended to update the WG 1 report to 
improve clarity in the context and basic ideas for the RISP methods and models. 


 


4.10 How to handle need for verification (Pr. 2) 


Relevant regulations include: 


• Framework regulations § 19 – Verifications 


 


The Framework regulations § 19 states: 


The responsible party shall determine the need for and scope of verifications, as well as the 
verification method and its degree of independence, to document compliance with 
requirements in the health, safety and environment legislation. 


In the context of RISP the following verification aspects are considered relevant: 


• The need to verify and qualify that regulatory requirements are met by using the RISP 
methods and models. 


• The need for independent verification of the use of RISP methods and models in 
development project.  


• The need to verify that during the execution of a development project the design remains 
within the RISP validity envelope. 


The first aspect is covered in other sections of this report. For the second aspect the operator 
should define the need for verification of use of RISP methods and models in each development 
projects.  
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The third aspect is related to the need to assure compliance to the validity envelope of the RISP 
methods and models, both when the RISP models are applied initially and as the development 
project evolves to as built. 


In the RISP methodology the idea is to make decisions once at the right time and avoid the need 
to revisit the decision later due to more details available as the project development evolves. The 
decisions are hence often made based on preliminary design input.  It is, however, a prerequisite 
that the design remains within the validity envelope defined.  Safety premises which needs to be 
followed up in the development project, should hence be defined. It is presumed that the 
development project has a management of change system where the safety premises can be 
included. 


Based on experience from present practice it is recommended to include a mandatory 
requirement for a verification at the as-built stage that all safety premises are fulfilled.  


 


4.11 How to handle need to keep proposed RISP methods and models updated. (Pr. 


2)  


Relevant regulations include: 


• Management regulations § 17 – Risk analyses and emergency preparedness assessments 


• Management regulations § 19 –Collection, processing and use of data 


• Management regulations § 23 –Continuous improvement 


A basic idea for this JIP has been to utilise the experience and competence in the industry to 
establish a simplified and prequalified methodology for management of MAH in design.  A 
concern raised in this respect has been whether the new context will be a conservation of present 
knowledge and solutions rather than stimulating continuous improvement.  


The operators are the main responsible for keeping methods and models updated.  Some aspects 
to consider in this respect are: 


• Follow up of practices and new knowledge as it evolves and initiate work to considered 
need for updating of methods and models. 


• Periodically, perform more detailed studies to validate the RISP models and maintain a 
solid knowledge base in the industry. (The management regulations § 17 says, “updating 
needs shall be assessed every five years”) 


• Initiate studies to increase knowledge on specific topics 


• Stimulate sharing of knowledge and contribute to maintaining professional arenas to 
share knowledge 


4.12 Decision support needed in addition to RISP methods that are typically 


provided by QRA/TRA (Pr. 2)  


The RISP methods and models do not rely on traditional QRA/TRA’s to be performed as part of 
the decision support in development projects.  A coarse identification of possible gaps between 
use of decision support provided by the traditional QRA/TRA regime and use by the new RISP 
methods and models has been provided.  Possible gaps identified are presented and briefly 
discussed below:  


• Detailed figures on individual and collective fatality risk such as FAR and PLL specific for 
each installation:  During project planning phase these figures rarely impact on major 
design decisions. As discussed in Chapter 0, the topic of personnel risk in this phase may 
be covered by the HAZAN and identification of special cases for more detailed 
evaluations or studies when needed.  During project execution phase there may be need 
to considered alternative solutions where results from QRA/TRA traditionally has been 
applied.  It is considered that comparison studies can be done with good quality even 
though a QRA/TRA has not been prepared.   
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• FAR and PLL values are often used to communicate risk aspects to employees and 3rd 
parties in the operational phase.  One benefit is the ability to present and compare 
accumulated risk figures from a personnel perspective and giving contribution from 
various activities.   The need for compensating methods in this respect should be 
discussed further. 


• The QRA/TRA basically aims to present accumulated and best estimates for accident risk. 
This can be used as basis for cost benefit analysis as basis for selection for various 
options.  As the RISP models are generally conservative, they are less applicable for 
optimisation between alternatives. Also, they are less applicable to optimise between 
different hazards, since the models cover each hazard individually. 


• Traditionally barrier management has been based on input from the QRA/TRA.  It is 
considered that this can be compensated by use of qualified qualitative evaluations as 
part of HAZAN and the safety strategy together with use of standardised requirements to 
barriers.  


• Emergency preparedness analysis are traditionally prepared based on input from 
QRA/TRA.  This is also in line with requirements given in the Activity regulations Section 
73 which says, “The emergency preparedness shall be established, inter alia, on the basis 
of results from risk and emergency preparedness analyses”.   It is noted that it is not an 
explicit requirement for quantitative analysis in the regulations. 


• Environmental risk analyses are traditionally prepared based on input from QRA/TRA.  
The degree of quantification and detailed results needed as input to the environmental 
risk analyses should be agreed with The Norwegian Environmental Agency. 


• The focus of the JIP has been on decision support needed in development projects. The 
need for decision support in the operational phase has so far not been considered. 
Traditionally the QRA/TRA has also been used for operational risk management. E.g. the 
management regulations Section 17 says “The responsible party shall carry out risk 
analyses that provide a balanced and most comprehensive possible picture of the risk 
associated with the activities.”  The idea for the JIP is that barrier management should be 
governing for the decision support in the operational phase.  It should be further 
considered how the decision support should be given for the operational phase. 


 


4.13 Decision support in case of novel solutions (type C) (Pr. 3) 


The applicability of the RISP methods and models are governed by the RISP validity envelope.  
The validity envelope describes constrains and conditions for using the RISP methods and 
models.   If there is a new or unproven invention, design, development or application with no 
established good practice for the whole activity, the activity will typically be outside the RISP 
validity envelope.  In this case advanced/special studies and/or precautionary approach is 
required.  This is to some degree described in Ref. /2/, /3/ and /4/.   How to do this needs to be 
considered specifically in each case and is a task for management of MAH in the development 
projects. It is noted However, that although some parts of the design, development or application 
is outside the RISP validity envelope, other parts may be inside the validity envelope.  
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5. Summary  
Key conclusions are summarised below: 


• The regulative regime is ambitious and written in a functional based way.  The regulations 
have not explicitly expressed requirements for quantification of risk numbers. Hence, no 
direct conflict or mismatch has been found between the RISP methodology and the 
regulations.  Although the regulations can be interpreted in different ways, the PSA 
underlines that it a task for the responsible parties to establish practices that are compliant 
to the regulations and suitable for the industry. 


• The regulations refer to several standards of good practice that relates to management of 
MAH and for proper safety design. These standards have included the concept of risk 
quantification to various levels. Alignment to the RISP methodology may hence be required. 


• The regulations refer especially to NORSOK Z-013 for the requirement that loads/actions 
with an annual likelihood greater than or equal to 1x10-4, shall not result in loss of a main 
safety function.  This has been interpreted as a quantitative requirement by the industry. 
Likewise, the practice related to probabilistic explosion analysis included as informative 
materiel in NORSOK Z-013, has been included as a best practice by operators .  It is concluded 
that this standard should be updated to better stimulate good practices for use of risk 
assessment techniques and management of MAH for decision support.  The RISP 
methodology as a way of documenting prequalified solutions should be a part of this update. 


• The NORSOK S-001 standard describes parts of management of MAH which should be aligned 
with the RISP methodology.  The standard is an important basis for describing requirements 
to safety barriers. This standard can be used as prequalified solutions for safety barriers and 
serves as a basis for the RISP methodology. 


• The NORSOK S-001 standard describes functional based requirements as a basis for setting 
design requirements (e.g. describing requirements for solutions that minimize risk). Also, the 
standard uses the word should a lot, which opens for interpretation of what the prequalified 
solution is.  To better suit the RISP methodology, the requirements could be revised to either 
present a good practice how to decide on a compliant solution or reformulate functional 
based requirements to prescriptive requirements valid for prequalified solutions.   


• The regulations give ambitious requirements for continuous improvement and risk 
reduction.  These requirements are challenging to fulfill. It is judged that both quality and 
efficiency in management of MAH may be improved by establishing suitable best practices. 


• The RISP methodology can play a role and be part of a good practice for management of MAH.  
The methodology is judged suitable to provide valid decision support at the right time during 
development projects. Strong focus needs to be put on the HAZAN, both the methodology and 
involvement of stakeholder in the work process. 
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6. Recommendations for further work  
A new methodology replacing traditional quantitative risk analysis with simplified experience-
based methods for improved decision support in development projects has been outlined and 
substantiated in this report. In order to qualify the new RISP methodology and improve its ability 
for risk-based decision support in development projects, the following recommendations are 
given for the SC members to consider: 


 


• To make the RISP methodology qualified and ready for use, it is recommended to 
evaluate the need for additional work to complete the RISP methods and models. This 
could include: 


o Establish a precise description of the validity envelope for the methods and 
models 


o Assure that the RISP methods and models are based on best available 
knowledge, documented to show compliance to the 10-4 criteria and fulfilling 
risk reduction requirements (such as ALARP/ISD/BAT/Robustness). 


o Assure that required input to topics for the HAZAN is established and identified 


o Assure risk drivers and valuable design recommendations are captured and 
provided where relevant for the different hazards. 


 


• The management of MAH within development projects has only coarsely been included 
in the scope performed in this JIP.  However, it is a crucial part of assuring a proper 
design in any development project.  In the same way as it is a potential for better and 
more efficient risk-based decision support, it is judged valid to stimulate improved 
management of MAH within the development projects.  It is hence recommended to 
establish best practices for management of MAH.  The PSA document “Integrated and 
unified risk management in the petroleum industry” as well as present various 
procedures applied by operators and contractors are considered to give valuable input to 
the context for such practices.  The practices should include: 


o Practices for risk reduction. A key aspect will be how to assure efficient 
integration into the normal design development. 


o Practices for how to include robustness into design 


o Practices for barrier management in development projects.  The practice should 
reflect the need to assure that required barriers are included in the technical 
basis for the design during project planning phase (e.g. as part of safety strategy) 
while more detailed performance requirements are established in the execution 
phase.    


• Based on experience from performed projects, it is expressed that requirements for 
verification activities at the as-built stage are important to assure focus and attention on 
HSE aspects during project execution.  As the practice of as-built QRA/TRA is not part of 
the RISP methodology, it is recommended to consider to implement instead verification 
at the as-built stage that all identified safety premises for the design are fulfilled. 


• The focus of the JIP has been on decision support needed in development projects. The 
need for decision support in the operational phase has so far not been considered as part 
of this JIP. The idea for the RISP methodology is that barrier management should be 
governing for the risk management in the operational phase. Traditionally, the QRA/TRA 
with comprehensive and detailed risk assessment, has been used as a basis for the 
barrier management.  It is recommended to perform further work to evaluate how the 
needed and required risk picture should be established as a basis for management of 
MAH and barrier management in the operational phase.   


• It is recommended to update the NORSOK Z-013 standard to reflect the RISP 
methodology and establish best practices for use of the RISP methods and models. The 
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updated standard should reflect the risk related decision-making framework in ISO 
17776 and the PSA definition of risk and risk reduction.  The standard should be more 
open for different approaches to risk assessments including required risk assessments 
for prequalified solutions. 
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Appendix A Detailed review of Facilities regulations 



Yellow colour: There is no conflict between the RISP methodology and the section of the regulations. However, there are requirements in the section where 
the workgroup has found requirements that are relevant for RISP and where there is a possible challenge using RISP to meet PSA requirements. 



Red colour: There is a potential conflict between the section of the regulations and the RISP methodology. 



Green colour: There is no conflict between the RISP methodology and the section of the regulations. 



 



Criticality Facilities regulations - Section Facilities regulations - Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict  



Comments/Suggestions 



 §3 Definitions 
Dimensioning load/action:  
Characteristic load/action multiplied by 
load/action coefficients. 
 
 



Dimensioning accidental load/action: 
The dimensioning accidental load/action 
is typically established as part of a risk 
assessment as the load/action that occurs 
with an annual likelihood greater than or 
equal to 1x10-4. 



Relevant for RISP, 
possible conflict 



 



 Dimensioning accidental load/action:  
An accidental load/action that a function or 
a system shall be able to withstand for a 
given period of time to meet the defined 
acceptance criteria for risk. 



   



 Design accidental load/action: 
Accidental load/action used as a basis for 
design. 
 
 



Design load/action: 
The design load/action can be the same as 
the dimensioning accidental load/action, 
but it can be more conservative as well, 
based on different input and assessments 
such as ALARP, minimum requirements in 
the regulations etc. In practice, this may 
entail that the design accidental 
load/action must be given a higher value 
than the dimensioning accidental 
load/action. As a minimum, the design 
accidental load/action must always 
correspond to the dimensioning 
accidental load/action. 



  



 Main area: 
Facility area intended for a specific task or 
function. 
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Criticality Facilities regulations - Section Facilities regulations - Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict  



Comments/Suggestions 



 
Safety system: 
Technical barrier elements that are realised 
in a common system.  
 
Safety functions: 
Technical barrier elements that are 
intended to reduce the possibility of a 
concrete fault, hazard and accident 
situation occurring, or that limit or prevent 
damage or inconveniences. 
 
Accidental loads/actions: 
Loads/actions that the facility can be 
exposed to as a result of incorrect use, 
technical failure or undesirable external 
influences. 



 § 5 Design of facilities 
Facilities shall be based on the most robust 
and simple solutions as possible, and 
designed so that 
a) no unacceptable consequences will occur 
if they are exposed to the loads/actions as 
mentioned in Section 11, 
b) major accident risk is as low as possible, 
c) a failure in one component, system or a 
single mistake does not result in 
unacceptable consequences, 
d) the main safety functions as mentioned 
Section 7 are maintained, 
e) materials handling and transport can be 
carried out in an efficient and prudent 
manner, cf. Section 13, 
… 
h) barriers are established that can both 
detect abnormal conditions and reduce the 
potential for failures and hazard and 



For general requirements related to risk 
reduction, see Section 11 of the 
Framework Regulations and Chapters II 
and V of the Management Regulations. 
To fulfil the design requirements as 
mentioned in the first subsection, the 
standards NS-EN ISO 13702 with 
appendices, NORSOK S-001 and S-002 
should be used for the health and safety 
sections. For lifting equipment, the 
NORSOK R-002 standard should be used. 
For mobile facilities that are not 
production facilities and that are 
registered in a national shipping register, 
DNVGL-OS-A101 can be used as an 
alternative in the area covered by the 
standard. 
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Criticality Facilities regulations - Section Facilities regulations - Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict  



Comments/Suggestions 



accident situations developing, and which 
can restrict possible harm and 
disadvantages, cf. Section 5 of the 
Management Regulations, … 
… 



 Measures to protect facilities against 
hazard and accident situations shall be 
based on a strategy, with reference to 
Section 5 of the Management Regulations. 



In order to fulfil the strategy requirement 
as mentioned in the third subsection, the 
principles in the NS-EN ISO 13702 
standard should be used for all hazard 
and accident situations. 



No conflict  



 The facilities shall be divided into main 
areas. The main areas shall be separated by 
fire and explosion divisions or sufficient 
physical distance to prevent escalation. 
Alternatively, a combination of physical 
divisions and sufficient distance may be 
used. Regardless of whether they are 
defined as main areas or not, areas shall 
have siting of equipment and layouts that 
contribute to good inherent safety 
characteristics and which reduce the risks 
associated with hazard and accident 
situations that may arise. 



In order to fulfil the requirements for 
design and siting referred to in the fourth 
subsection, the facility should be designed 
so that the potential for and consequences 
of accidents are reduced. Areas, 
equipment and functions should be 
arranged, sited and organised so as to, as 
far as possible, 
a) restrict the potential for the 
accumulation and spread of hazardous 
materials, 
b) restrict the potential for ignition, 
c) separate areas containing hazardous 
materials from each other and from other 
areas and 
d) reduce potential consequences of and 
the potential for escalation in the event of 
fire and explosion. 



  



 § 6 Design of simpler facilities   Important that RISP can be 
used for deign of simpler 
facilities. 



 § 7 Main safety functions 
 



 No conflict, see 
comments to section 11 



 



 § 11 Loads/actions, load/action effects and 
resistance 
The design loads/actions that will form the 
basis for design and operation of 



Design loads/actions as mentioned in the 
first subsection, comprise functional, 
environmental and accidental 
loads/actions, inter alia fire and explosive 
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Criticality Facilities regulations - Section Facilities regulations - Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict  



Comments/Suggestions 



installations, systems and equipment, shall 
be determined. When determining design 
loads/actions, the requirement to robust 
solutions, cf. Section 5, and the requirement 
to risk reduction, cf. the Framework 
Regulations Section 11, shall form the basis. 
The design loads/actions shall ensure that 
installations, systems or equipment will be 
designed such that relevant accidental 
loads/actions that can occur, do not result 
in unacceptable consequences, and shall, as 
a minimum, always withstand the 
dimensioning accidental load/action. 



loads/actions, which form the basis for 
design and operation of installations, 
systems and equipment. As regards 
definitions of the terms design accidental 
load/action and dimensioning accidental 
load/action, reference is made to Section 
3. 



 When determining design loads/actions, 
the effects of fire water shall not be 
considered. This applies to both fire 
loads/actions and explosive loads/actions. 



   



 Installations, systems and equipment that 
are included as elements in the realisation 
of main safety functions, cf. Section 7, shall 
as a minimum de designed such that 
dimensioning accidental loads/actions or 
dimensioning environmental loads/actions 
with an annual likelihood greater than or 
equal to 1x10-4, shall not result in loss of a 
main safety function. 



Dimensioning loads/actions as mentioned 
in the third and sixth subsection, 
comprise functional, environmental and 
accidental loads/actions, inter alia fire 
and explosive loads/actions. 
In order to assess the loss of main safety 
functions as mentioned in the third 
subsection, the standard NORSOK Z-013 
Appendix B should be used. 
The NORSOK S-001 standard should be 
used for accidental loads/actions, in 
particular Chapter 5.6, in addition to 
other standards mentioned in these 
instructions. Special fire conditions such 
as jet fires, under-ventilated fires in 
modules, fire on the sea and the like may 
require additional calculation of fire loads 
/ actions. For mobile facilities that are not 
production facilities, and that are 
registered in a national ships' register, 



 
At some point of time the 
risk assessment need to 
demonstrate that the 
likelihood for a loss of a 
main safety function. 
RISP method 
demonstrated to have 
likelihood within these 
criteria or, 
These regulations needs 
to be re-formulated 
 
 



It is our impression that 
NORSOK standards also to a 
large extent is functional 
with respect to 
requirements. To fulfill the 
objective to standardize 
designs, the requirements in 
the standards should be 
more prescriptive.  Commented [TD1]: Husker ikke hva jeg tenkte her 
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Criticality Facilities regulations - Section Facilities regulations - Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict  



Comments/Suggestions 



DNVGL-OS-A101 Paragraph 2 can be used 
as an alternative. 



 Functional and environmental 
loads/actions shall be combined in the most 
unfavourable manner. 



Functional loads/actions as mentioned in 
the fifth subsection, mean, in the case of 
load-bearing structures, permanent and 
variable loads/actions. 



  



 Facilities or parts of facilities shall be able 
to withstand the design loads/actions and 
probable combinations of these 
loads/actions at all times. 



   



 § 29 Passive fire protection 
Where passive fire protection is used, this 
shall be designed such that it provides 
relevant structures and equipment with 
sufficient fire resistance as regards 
load/action capacity, integrity and 
insulation properties. 
When designing passive fire protection, the 
cooling effect from fire-fighting equipment 
shall not be considered. 



For determination of fire loads/actions 
according to the first subsection, see 
Section 11.  
Adequate fire resistance as mentioned in 
the first subsection, should be determined 
in relation to recognised standards or 
calculation models. When stipulating fire 
resistance for load-bearing structures, 
varying material utilisation can be taken 
into account. 



OK  



 § 30 Fire divisions 
The main areas on facilities shall be 
separated by fire divisions that, as a 
minimum, can withstand the dimensioning 
fire and explosion loads/actions and, as a 
minimum, satisfy fire rating H-0 if they can 
be exposed to hydrocarbon fires. …. 



… 
For determination of fire and explosion 
loads/actions as mentioned in the first 
and second subsections, see Section 11. 
… 



OK?  



 § 31 Fire divisions in living quarters …. 
In order to fulfil the requirement relating 
to interior design as mentioned in the 
second subsection, the NORSOK S-001 
standard Chapter 20.4.6 should be used. 



Not in conflict with RISP.  



 
Possible conflicts between Regulation requirements and use of a RISP approach: 
 
§3 Definitions – Guideline refers to the risk assessment as the load/action that occurs with an annual likelihood greater than or equal to 1x10-4. 
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§ 11 Loads/actions, load/action effects and resistance - Installations, systems and equipment that are included as elements in the realisation of main safety functions, 
cf. Section 7, shall as a minimum de designed such that dimensioning accidental loads/actions or dimensioning environmental loads/actions with an annual likelihood 
greater than or equal to 1x10-4, shall not result in loss of a main safety function. 
 
At some point of time the risk assessment need to demonstrate that the likelihood for a loss of a main safety function. 



- RISP method demonstrated to have likelihood within these criteria or, 
- These regulations needs to be re-formulated 



 
General comments: 
 
It is our impression that NORSOK standards also to a large extent is functional with respect to requirements. To fulfill the objective to standardize designs, the 
requirements in the standards should be more prescriptive. 
 
NORSOK S-001 is referenced a lot. The basis for an RISP approach and within a envelope is that design of safety systems is according to NORSOK S-001. 
 
Statement: NORSOK S-001, Section 5.6 opens for other method than load-frequency assessments. 
 
References to NORSOK Z-013 should be removed/updated or the standard needs to be updated to reflect RISP or develop other reference documents. 
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Appendix B Detailed review of Activity regulations 



Criticality
  



Activities Regulations Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict   



Comments/Suggestions  



 § 14 Cleaning 
Cleaning shall be planned and conducted 
such that the indoor environment is 
hygienic and aesthetically satisfactory at all 
times. 



Re § 14 Cleaning 
In connection with planning and 
execution of cleaning activities, the NS-
INSTA 800 standard should be used, with 
the following additions: 
a) it is assumed that a decision regarding 
the level of quality is made as mentioned 
in Section 11 of the Management 
Regulations, 
…… 



Not relevant  



 § 16 Installation and commissioning 
During installation of facilities and parts of 
these, it shall be ensured that the loads they 
are exposed to, do not exceed the loads 
mentioned in Section 11 of the Facilities 
Regulations. 
Upon completion of facilities, it shall be 
ensured that they fulfil the requirements in 
the Facilities Regulations, cf. also Section 23 
of the Framework Regulations and Section 
5 of the Management Regulations. The 
technical condition of facilities, systems and 
equipment shall be maintained until the 
facilities, systems and equipment are put 
into service.. 



 Not relevant  



 § 19 Accommodation and cabin sharing 
…… 
In the event of cabin sharing as given in 
second subsection litera b and c, the total 
individual strain shall be taken into account 
and, if necessary, use of cabin sharing shall 
be spread so that it comprises all 
employees accommodated on the facility at 
the time in question. Use of cabin sharing 
shall be compensated for. 



 Not relevant  
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Criticality
  



Activities Regulations Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict   



Comments/Suggestions  



 
In the event of a decision regarding the 
duration and scope of such accommodation, 
cf. also Section 11 of the Management 
Regulations, the consequences shall be 
clarified and compensating measures shall 
be implemented to ensure safety and 
necessary rest and restitution. Which 
compensating measures to implement, shall 
be discussed with the employee 
representatives. 



 § 20 Start-up and operation of facilities 
Before facilities and parts of these are 
started up for the first time or after 
technical modifications, the commissioning 
as mentioned in Section 16, shall be carried 
out. 
 
During start-up as mentioned in the first 
subsection, and during operation,a) the 
management system with associated 
processes, resources and operations 
organisation shall be established, 
b) governing documents, including 
technical operations documents, shall be 
available in an updated version and the 
operations personnel shall be familiar with 
them, 
c) systems for employee participation shall 
be established, cf. Section 13 of the 
Framework Regulations, 
d) the health service shall be in accordance 
with Section 8 and 
e) the occupational health service shall be 
in accordance with Section 5. 



Re Section 20 
Start-up and operation of facilities 
The operational organisation as 
mentioned in the second subsection litera 
a, also means the emergency 
preparedness organisation. 
 
Governing documents as mentioned in the 
second subsection, litera b, also mean the 
guidelines, procedures, plans and 
programmes that are prepared according 
to these regulations and the 
Management Regulations. 
 
In order to fulfil the requirement for 
technical operations documents as 
mentioned in the second subsection litera 
b, Chapter 4 and Appendices A, C and D of 
the NORSOK Z-001 standard should be 
used. For drilling and well technical 
equipment, Chapter 5 and Annexes A, B 
and C of the NORSOK D-001 standard 
should also be used. 



Not relevant  



 Section 25 Use of facilities Re Section 25 
Use of facilities 



No conflict  
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Criticality
  



Activities Regulations Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict   



Comments/Suggestions  



Use of facilities and parts of these shall be 
in accordance with requirements stipulated 
in and in pursuance of the health, safety 
and environment legislation and any 
additional limitations that follow from 
fabrication, installation and commissioning. 
The use shall at all times be in accordance 
with the facility's technical condition and 
the assumptions for use that form the basis 
for prudent activities. 
When setting restrictions for the activity 
level on the facility, the maintenance status 
shall also be considered. 



Limitations for use as mentioned in the 
first subsection, can ensue from the loads 
that the facility and its individual parts 
shall be able to withstand, cf. Section 11 
of the Facilities Regulations. The loads 
can include chemical loads, 
environmental loads such as waves, wind 
and temperature and functional loads 
such as pressure, weight, temperature 
and vibration. 
When conducting drilling and well 
activities with mobile facilities, the 
vertical movements of the facility and 
movements brought about by resonance 
between the wave frequency and the 
frequency of the facility itself should also 
be taken into account, as well as 
movements in the event of loss of position 
due to anchor line breakage or drift, or 
because of dynamic positioning failure. Cf. 
Section 50 of the Facilities Regulations. 
Facilities and parts thereof as mentioned 
in the first subsection, also include less 
complex facilities as mentioned in Section 
6 of the Facilities Regulations and 
temporary equipment. 
…. 



 Section 26 Safety systems 
The measures and restrictions that are 
necessary for maintaining the safety 
systems’ barrier functions in the event of 
overbridging, disconnection or other 
impairment, shall be set in advance. The 
compensatory measures shall be 
implemented as rapidly as possible when 
such impairment occurs. 



Re Section 26 
Safety systems 
A safety system means technical barrier 
elements realised in a common system, cf. 
the Management Regulations Section 5 
and the Facilities Regulations Section 3. 
The requirement in the first subsection 
entails that the measures and limitations 
shall result in a risk reduction which is 
relevant, and which is proportionate to 



No conflict. No 
requirement to RISP 
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Criticality
  



Activities Regulations Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict   



Comments/Suggestions  



The status of all safety systems shall be 
known by and available for relevant 
personnel at all times. 



the barrier functions that are affected; 
examples of which are limitation in the 
level of activities, full shut down or other 
risk reducing measures. 
The status of active safety systems, cf. the 
second subsection, shall be available in 
the central control room, cf. the Facilities 
Regulations Section 8. 
To fulfil the requirements for measures 
and limitations as mentioned in the first 
subsection, Chapter 7.7 of the IEC 61508-
1 standard and Chapter 7.6 of the IEC 
61508-2 standard , and Chapters 10 and 
11 of Norwegian Oil and Gas’ Guidelines 
no. 070 should be used for electrical, 
electronic and programmable electronic 
safety systems. 



 § 27 Critical activities 
It shall be ensured that critical activities are 
carried out within the operational 
restrictions set during the engineering 
phase and in the risk analyses as mentioned 
in Section 16 of the Management 
Regulations, cf. also Section 30 of these 
regulations. 



Re § 27 Critical activities 
It shall be ensured that critical activities 
are carried out within the operational 
restrictions set during the engineering 
phase and in the risk analyses as 
mentioned in Section 16 of the 
Management Regulations, cf. also Section 
30 of these regulations. 



No conflict.   



 § 28 Simultaneous activities 
The responsible party shall define which 
activities that, in combination with other 
activities, shall be considered simultaneous 
activities. 
 
When conducting simultaneous activities 
that contribute to an unacceptable increase 
in risk, the necessary measures shall be 
implemented, cf. Section 9 of the 
Management Regulations. 



§ 28 Simultaneous activities 
Activities as mentioned in the first 
subsection, can be production activities, 
drilling and well activities, and 
maintenance and modification activities, 
including activities as mentioned in 
Section 27. 
 
Measures as mentioned in the second 
subsection, can be limitations or 
prohibitions that are to be implemented 
in connection with certain types of 



No conflict.  
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Criticality
  



Activities Regulations Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict   



Comments/Suggestions  



simultaneous activities during start-up, 
operation and shutdown. 
……. 



 § 29 Planning 
When scheduling activities on the 
individual facility, the responsible party 
shall ensure that important risk 
contributors are kept under control, both 
individually and overall, cf. also Section 12 
of the Management Regulations. 
 
The planning shall consider the status of 
important risk contributors and changes in 
risk evident from the risk indicators, cf. 
Section 10 of the Management 
Regulations. 



Re § 29 Planning 
The requirement for planning as 
mentioned in the first subsection entails, 
inter alia, ensuring that the activities are 
executed within the limitations 
mentioned in Chapter VI. 



No relevant  



 § 33 Organisation of work 
The employer shall ensure that the work is 
organised so as to avoid hazardous 
exposure and unfortunate physical and 
psychological strains for the individual 
employee, and to reduce the likelihood of 
mistakes that can lead to hazard and 
accident situations. 
 
The organisation shall be based on an 
individual and overall evaluation of acute 
and long-term effects from the various 
working environment factors, and on an 
evaluation of how technology and 
organisation affect the opportunity to work 
safely. 
 
The work shall be organised with sufficient 
consideration for the employee's 
opportunities, limitations and need for a 
meaningful work situation, cf. Section 35. 



Re Section 33 
Organisation of work 
The organisation as mentioned in the first 
subsection, should, inter alia, take into 
account the need for individual 
adaptation, including work capacity and 
age. Cf. also Chapter IV of the Facilities 
Regulations and Sections 18 and 19 of the 
Management Regulations. 
 
Hazardous exposure and unfortunate 
loads as mentioned in first subsection, 
mean exposure and loads that result from 
ergonomic conditions, chemical 
influences, radiation, noise, vibrations, 
climatic conditions and psychosocial 
conditions. Factors that can influence the 
psychosocial working environment, can 
be the interaction between requirements 
relating to work performance, the 
employee's perception of control over 



Not relevant  
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Criticality
  



Activities Regulations Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict   



Comments/Suggestions  



 
The work shall be planned such that as 
much work as possible is carried out during 
the daytime, and such that the employees 
are ensured the necessary rest and 
restitution. 
 
The employer shall reduce unfortunate 
workloads and risks of injury and accidents 
based on conducted analyses, mapping and 
gathered information on the employees' 
own experience of work-related risk and 
work load conditions. 



own work and social support in the 
working environment. 
 
To avoid exposure that is hazardous to 
health as mentioned in the first 
subsection, measures or solutions should 
be selected at the highest of these 
levels:a) elimination of the causes of the 
exposure, 
b) technical measures that reduce the 
likelihood of exposure, 
c) technical measures that reduce 
exposure, 
d) operational measures that reduce 
exposure. 
 
Organisation as mentioned in the first and 
second subsections, should be a 
continuous process where both 
employers and the employees strive to 
improve the working environment, cf. 
also Section 23 of the Management 
Regulations. 
… 



 Section 45 Maintenance 
The responsible party shall ensure that 
facilities or parts thereof are maintained, so 
that they are capable of carrying out their 
required functions in all phases of their 
lifetime. 



Re Section 45 
Maintenance 
Maintenance means the combination of all 
technical, administrative and managerial 
actions during the life cycle of an item 
intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a 
state in which it can perform the required 
function, cf. definition 2.1 (with 
associated terminology) in the NS-EN 
13306 standard. 
Maintenance includes activities such as 
monitoring, inspection, testing, trial and 
repair, and keeping things tidy. 



Not relevant  
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Criticality
  



Activities Regulations Guideline Relevance - 
Mismatch/Conflict   



Comments/Suggestions  



Functions also mean safety functions, cf. 
Section 3 of the Facilities Regulations. 
For these functions, the requirement 
relating to maintenance entails that 
performance shall be ensured at all times, 
cf. Section 8 of the Facilities Regulations. 
Facilities or parts of facilities also mean 
temporary equipment. 
All phases also mean periods in which the 
facility or parts of the facility are 
temporarily or permanently shut down. 



 § 49 Maintenance effectiveness 
The maintenance effectiveness shall be 
systematically evaluated based on 
registered performance and technical 
condition data for facilities or parts thereof. 
 
The evaluation shall be used for continuous 
improvement of the maintenance 
programme, cf. Section 23 of the 
Management Regulations. 



 Not relevant  



 § 57 Detection and mapping of acute 
pollution 
The operator shall as soon as possible 
detect acute pollution, cf. the Framework 
Regulations Section 48 and the 
Management Regulations Section 29 first 
subsection litera e. 
 
The operator shall have a system for 
detecting acute pollution. The system shall 
be as independent as possible of visibility, 
light and weather conditions and shall 
consist of different methods that are 
generally suitable for detecting relevant 
types and amounts of acute pollution that 
may arise from the facilities. The system 



Re § 57 Detection and mapping of 
acute pollution 
…. 
 
The requirements for continuous 
improvement laid down in Section 23 of 
the Management Regulations also mean 
that the operator shall contribute to the 
necessary further development of tools 
for the detection and mapping of acute 
pollution. 
 
Section 57 of the Activities Regulations 
replaces, from 1 January 2019, the 
requirements for discovering acute 
pollution that is given in the permits for 



Not relevant  
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shall also provide sufficient information 
about minor leakages that may represent 
significant pollution over time. 
 
The area around the facility shall be 
monitored regularly with a view to 
detection of acute pollution. The need for 
continuous monitoring shall be considered. 
 
Acute pollution that has been detected, 
shall be mapped, among other things, with 
regard to propagation, drifting direction, 
amount of discharge and properties. 
Mapping shall be started as soon as 
possible after the acute pollution has been 
detected. Thickness distribution of oil 
flakes on the sea surface shall be mapped. 
 
The operator shall cooperate with 
operators in other production licenses to 
ensure that acute pollution is detected and 
mapped, cf. Section 78 of these regulations. 
 
The detection and mapping after detection 
system shall provide adequate information 
on the amount of discharge and dispersion 
to enable decisions to be made on the 
implementation of necessary measures to 
limit potential damage to the external 
environment, cf. the Framework 
Regulations Section 48. 
 
The Environment Agency can set more 
explicit requirements for detection and 
mapping of acute pollution. 



petroleum activities pursuant to the 
Pollution Control Act. In the permits 
where such requirements have been 
made for the detection of acute pollution, 
the requirements will continually be 
taken out in connection with changes 
being made to these permits. 



 § 58 Environmental surveys in the event 
of acute pollution 



 Not relevant  
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Environmental surveys shall be carried out 
in the event of acute pollution to identify 
and describe damage to vulnerable 
environmental values in the open sea, along 
the coast and at the shoreline. The surveys 
shall be initiated as soon as possible and no 
later than 48 hours after the pollution was 
detected. They shall build on results from 
the mapping of vulnerable environmental 
values that has been carried out in 
accordance with Section 53 and the data 
basis from the environmental risk analyses, 
cf. Section 17 of the Management 
Regulations. The effect of mechanical 
clean-up and/or use of dispersants and 
shoreline cleaning agents shall be 
investigated, both with regard to the 
efficacy of the combatting method and the 
effect on environmental values. 



 § 59 Characterisation of oil and 
condensate 
If oil or condensate is proven in connection 
with exploration activity, the oil or 
condensate shall be characterised as soon 
as possible. The results of the 
characterisation shall in case of future 
activities be included in the basis for 
assessment of environmental risk 
associated with acute pollution and in the 
decision basis for risk reduction, including 
dimensioning and development of 
emergency preparedness. 
 
The characterisation shall cover physical 
and chemical properties, including 
weathering and fate in a marine 



Re § 59 Characterisation of oil and 
condensate 
…. 
 
Prior to new activities in the same 
reservoir or in the event of field 
development, a full weathering study 
should normally also be completed. 
 
The results of the characterization 
constitute, inter alia, an important basis 
for implementing simulations of drift and 
dispersion, cf. Section 17 of the 
Management Regulations, and for 
obtaining a correct description of the 
efficacy of current emergency 
preparedness material, cf. Section 42 of 
the Facilities Regulations. 



Not relevant  
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environment under relevant external 
conditions. 
 
Oil and condensate that can occur as acute 
pollution, shall be measured regularly as 
regards physical and chemical parameters. 
If such measurements show significant 
changes, a new characterisation shall be 
performed. 



 
Weathering as mentioned in the second 
subsection, means how the chemical and 
physical properties of the oil/condensate 
change over time as a result of the 
external conditions it is subjected to. 
Relevant external conditions include 
expected wind and wave conditions on 
the location, and the possible occurrence 
of ice on the sea surface. 
…. 



 § 60 Discharge of produced water 
Produced water shall be cleaned prior to 
discharge to sea.  
 
The oil content in produced water 
discharged to sea, shall be as low as 
possible, cf. Chapter II of the Framework 
Regulations and Sections 7 and 8 of the 
Management Regulations. In any event, the 
oil content shall not exceed 30 mg oil per 
litre of water as a weighted average for one 
calendar month. 
 
On facilities that discharge produced water, 
the operator shall perform environmental 
risk assessments of the discharges. These 
shall be performed as soon as possible after 
produced water is available. New risk 
assessments shall be performed in case of 
significant changes in the discharge or in 
any event minimum every five years. The 
Norwegian Environment Agency can set 
more explicit requirements to 
implementation and frequency of 
environmental risk assessments and 
discharge of produced water. 



Re § 60 Discharge of produced water 
…….. 
 
 
Section 11 of the Framework Regulations 
describes principles for risk reduction, 
including requirements regarding the use 
of best available techniques (BAT). 
 
The Management Regulations set 
specific requirements for follow-up and 
improvement in Sections 19-23, 
including requirements for continuous 
improvement. In addition, the Norwegian 
Environment Agency shall be informed in 
case of changes in risk of pollution cf. 
Section 34 subsection one, litera b of the 
Management Regulations.  
 
Oil content as mentioned in the second 
subsection, means content of dispersed oil 
in undiluted water decided in accordance 
with Section 70. 
 
In accordance with principles of risk 
reduction and management (Chapters II 



Not relevant  
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Documentation associated with performed 
risk assessments shall be made available to 
the Norwegian Environment Agency upon 
request. 
 
Water treatment systems shall be designed 
and operated such that the environmental 
strain from discharges to sea will be as low 
as possible also if the discharge limitations, 
cf. the second subsection, can be met with 
reduced treatment effect. The operator 
shall establish and maintain a best practice 
for operating and maintaining the 
processing system, comprising treatment 
units incorporated in the system on the 
individual facility. 
 
The operator shall regularly assess possible 
technical solutions that can reduce the 
environmental strain from discharges of 
oily water. Documentation associated with 
such assessments shall be made available to 
the Norwegian Environment Agency upon 
request. 
 
The operator shall take appropriate 
measures to limit potential damage to the 
external environment from oil pollution in 
cases where discharge of produced water 
involves visible oil on the sea surface. The 
obligation under this subsection applies to 
measures that are in reasonable proportion 
to the damage and inconvenience to be 
avoided. 
 
The Norwegian Environment Agency and 
the Norwegian Radiation and Nuclear 



and III of the Framework Regulations and 
Chapter II of the Management 
Regulations), the responsible party shall 
establish a management system that 
ensures compliance with the HSE 
regulations and continuous improvement. 
This entails that the responsible party 
shall establish and develop goals and 
strategies for compliance with the 
regulatory requirement to keep the oil 
content as low as possible. Section 55 of 
the Facilities Regulations does also state 
that facilities for treatment of produced 
water shall be designed in such a way that 
oil content in each discharge is as low as 
possible.  
 
…. 
 
According to Section 11 of the Framework 
Regulations, «the responsible party shall 
choose the technical, operational, or 
organizational solution that (…) offer the 
best results. In addition, Section 23 of the 
Management Regulations and Section 15 
of the Framework Regulations demand 
continuous improvement. Therefore, the 
Norwegian Environment Agency expect 
that the results from the risk assessment 
are applied further in new BAT 
assessments and potential measures to 
reduce the environmental risk for each 
field.  
…. 
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Safety Authority can set additional 
requirements regarding discharges of 
produced water. 
 
The operator shall obtain permission 
according to Chapter 3 of the Pollution 
Control Act (in Norwegian only) for 
injection of produced water. 



 § 67 Emergency preparedness chemicals 
If the operator plans to keep chemicals in 
preparedness for safety reasons, an 
overview of these shall be prepared. The 
operator shall have guidelines for when and 
in what quantities and concentrations the 
emergency preparedness chemicals will be 
used. The guidelines shall be based on risk 
analyses, cf. Chapter V of the Management 
Regulations. 



Re § 67 Emergency preparedness 
chemicals 
The operator must obtain a permit from 
the Norwegian Environmental Agency for 
petroleum activities under Chapter 3 of 
the Pollution Control Act (in Norwegian 
only). Application for permit under the 
Pollution Control Act is subject to Chapter 
36 of the Pollution Control Regulations (in 
Norwegian only), and a fee is fixed for the 
Environmental Agency’s processing 
relating to applications for permits 
pursuant to Chapter 36 of the Pollution 
Control Regulations (in Norwegian only). 
…. 



No conflict  



 § 73 Establishment of emergency 
preparedness 
The operator or the party responsible for 
operating a facility shall prepare a strategy 
for emergency preparedness against hazard 
and accident situations, cf. also the 
Management Regulations Section 9 litera 
c. The emergency preparedness shall be 
established, inter alia, on the basis of 
results from risk and emergency 
preparedness analyses as mentioned in 
Section 17 of the Management 
Regulations and the defined hazard and 
accident situations and barrier 



Re § 73 Establishment of emergency 
preparedness 
 
To fulfil the requirement relating to the 
strategy as mentioned in the first 
subsection, the standard ISO 15544 
should be used for health and safety-
related emergency preparedness. 
 
The defined hazard and accident 
situations as mentioned in the first 
subsection, mean a representative 
selection of hazard and accident 



No conflict, but RISP 
method must provide 
necessary input to 
establishment of 
emergency 
preparedness. 
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performance requirements, cf. Section 5 of 
the Management Regulations. For the 
establishment of emergency preparedness 
with dispersants and beach-cleaning 
agents, refer to Chapter 19 of the Pollution 
Control Regulations (in Norwegian only). 
 
The emergency preparedness against acute 
pollution shall cover the ocean, coast and 
shoreline. The operator shall have three 
independent barriers, cf. Section 5 of the 
Management Regulations, one near the 
source, one in fjord and coastal waters and 
one at shoreline. The barrier near the 
source and in the open sea shall be able to 
handle the quantity of pollution that can fall 
to the barrier. Barriers in fjord and coastal 
waters and at shoreline shall be able to 
handle the quantity of pollution that can fall 
to the barrier after the effect of the 
previous barrier has been taken into 
account. 
 
Where the emergency preparedness is 
related to activities as mentioned in Section 
25 of the Management Regulations, Section 
26 of the Management Regulations applies. 
 
The Norwegian Environmental Agency can 
make further demands on the extent of 
emergency preparedness against acute 
pollution. 



situations used in the dimensioning of the 
emergency preparedness. 
 
In order to fulfil the requirement relating 
to establishing emergency preparedness 
as mentioned in the first subsection, the 
NORSOK U-100N standard, Chapters 5.1.5 
and 9, should be used for manned 
underwater operations.  
 
The emergency preparedness shall be 
coordinated, cf. Section 20 of the 
Framework Regulations, and the operator 
shall cooperate with other operators, cf. 
Section 21 of the Framework Regulations. 
 
The results of the environmental risk and 
emergency preparedness analysis and the 
description of planned emergency 
preparedness, as mentioned in the first 
subsection, should be submitted as part of 
the application for permit pursuant to the 
Pollution Control Act (in Norwegian only). 
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 § 4 Risk reduction 
In reducing risk as mentioned in Section 11 
of the Framework Regulations, the 
responsible party shall select technical, 
operational and organisational solutions 
that reduce the likelihood that harm, errors 
and hazard and accident situations occur. 
Furthermore, barriers as mentioned in 
Section 5 shall be established. The 
solutions and barriers that have the 
greatest risk-reducing effect shall be 
chosen based on an individual as well as an 
overall evaluation. Collective protective 
measures shall be preferred over 
protective measures aimed at individuals. 



When choosing technical, operational and 
organisational solutions as mentioned in 
the first subsection, the responsible party 
should apply principles that provide good, 
inherent health, safety and environment 
qualities. 



Relevant for RISP. No 
conflict 



How can we demonstrate 
that RISP contributes to 
reduce the likelihood 
sufficiently? 



 § 5 Barriers 
This section includes many requirements 
to safety barriers. Example: 
Necessary measures shall be implemented 
to remedy or compensate for missing or 
impaired barriers. 



Refers to: 
Norsok Z-013, NS-ENISO 17776, NS-EN 
ISO 13702, IEC 61508, IEC 61511, IEC 
62061, ISO 13849 and Norwegian Oil and 
Gas’ Guideline 070 



Relevant for RISP. 
Possible conflict (with 
standards) 



What does “impaired” mean 
in RISP? 



 § 6 Management of health, safety and 
the environment 
The responsible party shall ensure that the 
management of health, safety and the 
environment comprises the activities, 
resources, processes and organisation 
necessary to ensure prudent activities and 
continuous improvement, cf. Section 17 of 
the Framework Regulations. 



 Relevant for RISP. 



Possible conflict. 



How can we demonstrate 
continuous improvement in 
RISP? 



 § 7 Objectives and strategies 
The responsible party shall stipulate and 
further develop objectives and strategies to 
improve health, safety and the 
environment. The operator shall ensure 



  No conflict. Companies should ensure 
RISP contributes to meet 
objectives and strategies. 
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agreement between short-term and long-
term objectives in various areas, at various 
levels and between various participants in 
the activities. 
The objectives shall be expressed so that 
the degree of achievement can be assessed. 



 § 8 Internal requirements 
The responsible party shall set internal 
requirements that put regulatory 
requirements in concrete terms, and that 
contribute to achieving the objectives for 
health, safety and the environment, cf. 
Section 7 regarding objectives and 
strategies. If the internal requirements are 
expressed as functional requirements, 
achievement criteria shall be set. 
The operator shall ensure agreement 
between its own requirements and 
between its own and other participants' 
requirements. 



 No conflict. Companies should update 
internal requirements to 
reflect RISP 



 
 



§ 9  Acceptance criteria for major 
accident risk and environmental risk 
The operator and the party responsible for 
operating a mobile facility, shall set 
acceptance criteria for major accident risk 
and for environmental risk associated with 
acute pollution. 
Acceptance criteria shall be set for 



1. the personnel on the offshore or 
onshore facility as a whole, and for 
personnel groups exposed to 
particular risk, 



2. loss of main safety functions for 
offshore petroleum activities, 



3. acute pollution from the offshore 
or onshore facility, 



The acceptance criteria that the party 
responsible sets for the design of a 
facility, has great significance for that the 
acceptance criteria can be met in the 
operational phase. Hence, both the party 
responsible for operating a mobile facility 
and the operator shall set acceptance 
criteria in areas under their 
responsibility. Acceptance criteria as 
mentioned in the first subsection, shall 
express and represent an upper limit for 
what is considered an acceptable risk 
level for the various categories mentioned 
in literas a to d. As ensues from Section 11 
of the Framework Regulations, complying 
with health, safety and environmental 
legislation constitutes an important 



Relevant for RISP. 
Possible conflict 



How are acceptance criteria 
demonstrated in RISP? 
 
Reference is made to 
Norsok Z-013 for example. 
Can RISP be considered an 
additional example? 
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4. damage to third party. 



The acceptance criteria shall be used when 
assessing results from risk analyses, cf. 
Section 17. Cf. also Section 11 of the 
Framework Regulations. 



parameter for this upper limit and it is 
accordingly not permitted to set aside 
specific requirements in the health, safety 
and environmental legislation in respect 
of risk calculation. Additional risk 
reduction shall always be considered, 
even if the results of risk analyses or risk 
assessments indicate a level of risk that is 
within the acceptance criteria, cf. Section 
11 of the Framework Regulations. The 
acceptance criteria shall be formulated so 
that they are in accordance with the 
requirement for suit-able risk and 
preparedness analyses, cf. Section 17, and 
are suitable for providing decision-
making support in relation to the risk 
analyses and risk assessments carried out. 
Major accident means an acute incident 
such as a major spill, fire or explosion that 
immediately or sub-sequently entails 
multiple serious personal injuries and/or 
loss of human lives, serious harm to the 
environment and/or loss of major 
financial assets. Acceptance criteria for 
acute pollution shall include the risk of 
acute pollution to occur (the area of 
authority of the Petroleum Safety 
Authority Norway) as well as the risk of 
harm to the external environ-
ment/environmental risk (the area of 
authority of the Norwegian Environment 
Agency).Offshore petroleum activities See 
Annex A of the NORSOK Z-013standard 
for a description of different types of 
acceptance criteria that may be used for 
major accident risk and environmental 
risk as mentioned in subsection 2 literas 
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a, c and d. See Annex B Chapter 4 of the 
standard for a complementary description 
of the acceptance criteria for loss of main 
safety functions as mentioned in 
subsection 2 litera b, cf. Section 11 of the 
Facilities Regulations. For information, 
see also Section 7 of the Facilities 
Regulations. The operators that have 
facilities and activities in the same area, 
should cooperate on principles for 
establishing acceptance criteria, so that 
they are in a comparable form among 
operators, and so that they  
7form a suitable basis for e.g. establishing 
joint emergency preparedness, cf. Section 
21 of the Framework Regulations. 



 § 10 Measurement parameters and 
indicators 
The responsible party shall establish 
measurement parameters to monitor 
factors of significance to health, safety and 
the environment, including the degree of 
achievement, cf. Sections 7 and 8. 
The operator or the party responsible for 
operation of an offshore or onshore facility 
shall establish indicators to monitor 
changes and trends in the major accident 
risk and environmental risk. 



The measurement parameters as 
indicated in the first subsection, and the 
indicators as mentioned in the second 
subsection, are used in the work to 
monitor and assess the risk level. Key 
measurement parameters and indicators 
as regards the risk level, are identified on 
the basis of risk assessments. The 
requirement in the second subsection 
includes indicators to monitor key factors 
that influence risk. The indicators should 
be both proactive and reactive, and reflect 
technical, organisational and human 
factors. 



No conflict Can traditional QRA results 
be considered an indicator? 



 § 11 Basis for making decisions and 
decision criteria 
Before decisions are made, the responsible 
party shall ensure that issues relating to 
health, safety and the environment have 
been comprehensively and adequately 
considered. 



Comprehensively and adequately 
considered as mentioned in the first 
subsection, means e.g. that re-ports, data 
and analyses included in the basis for 
decisions, are of the necessary quality, 
that different alternatives and 
consequences have been studied, and that 



Relevant for RISP. 
Possible conflict 



What are the decision 
criteria in RISP? 
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The decision criteria shall be based on the 
stipulated objectives, strategies and 
requirements for health, safety and the 
environment and shall be available prior to 
making decisions. 
Necessary coordination of decisions at 
various levels and in different areas shall 
be ensured so that no unintended effects 
arise. 
Assumptions that form the basis for a 
decision, shall be expressed so they can be 
followed up. 



relevant experts and user groups have 
been involved 



 § 16 General requirements for analyses 
The responsible party shall ensure that 
analyses are carried out that provide the 
necessary basis for making decisions to 
safeguard health, safety and the 
environment. Recognised and suitable 
models, methods and data shall be used 
when conducting and updating the 
analyses. 
The purpose of each risk analysis shall be 
clear, as well as the conditions, premises 
and limitations that form its basis. 
The individual analysis shall be presented 
such that the target groups receive a 
balanced and comprehensive presentation 
of the analysis and the results. 
The responsible party shall set criteria for 
carrying out new analyses and/or updating 
existing analyses as regards changes in 
conditions, assumptions, knowledge and 
definitions that, individually or collectively, 
influence the risk associated with the 
activities. 
The operator or the party responsible for 
operating an offshore or onshore facility 



The term “analyses” is used in a broad 
sense here. Specific requirements for 
analyses are stated in the other sections 
in this chapter, in the Facilities and 
Activities Regulations, and in the 
Technical and Operational Regulations. 
Recognised methods and models as 
mentioned in the first subsection, mean 
the methods and models that have been 
tested and validated prior to use. Suitable 
methods and models as mentioned in the 
first sub-section, mean that various 
models and methods shall be evaluated 
and selected in relation to the individual 
analysis’ purpose and need for decision 
support. The requirement to use 
recognised and suitable data as 
mentioned in the first subsection ,entails 
clearly detailing that the data is 
representative and valid, as well as its 
limitations. Target groups as mentioned 
in the third subsection, means e.g. 
decision-makers, employees and their 
elected representative. The requirement 
to establish criteria for updating existing 



The RISP concept is not 
in conflict with this 
section, however the 
section provides 
requirements to the 
methods established in 
RISP. 



What is “necessary basis for 
making decisions…”? Er 
RISP en slik basis? 
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shall maintain a comprehensive overview 
of the analyses that have been carried out 
and are underway. Necessary consistency 
shall be ensured between analyses that 
complement or expand upon each other 



analyses or for carrying out new analyses 
as mentioned in the fourth subsection, 
apply to changes in or deviations from the 
purpose, limitations, assumptions and 
premises used as a basis in existing 
analyses. The criteria shall be established 
solely with a view to securing the 
necessary basis for decisions, as 
mentioned in the first subsection. 



 § 17 Risk analyses and emergency 
preparedness assessments 
Includes many detailed requirements to 
risk and emergency preparedness analyses. 



Reference to Norsok Z-013 and ISO31000. 
Many requirements to risk analyses. 



 



Two relevant regulators: PSA and the 



Norwegian environmental agency 



(Miljødirektoratet). 



 



Will RISP provide the probabilistic 



numbers being used in environmental 



risk analyses? 



Relevant for RISP. 
Possible conflict. 



Need to verify that RISP 
meets all requirements in 
this section. Many details to 
be verified. 



 
 



§ 23 Continuous improvement 
The responsible party shall continuously 
improve health, safety and the 
environment by identifying the processes, 
activities and products in need of 
improvement, and implementing necessary 
improvement measures. The measures 
shall be followed up and the effects 
evaluated. 
The individual employee shall be 
encouraged to actively identify weaknesses 
and suggest solutions, cf. Section 15 of the 
Framework Regulations. Applying 
experience from own and others' activities 
shall be facilitated in the improvement 
work. 



Identification as mentioned in the first 
subsection, can be based in part on the 
results of analyses and surveys, 
investigation of hazard and accident 
situations, handling of nonconformities, 
experience gained from internal follow-up 
or experience gained by others. For 
requirements as regards implementing 
improvements, cf. also Section 11and 
Section 13. See also the following 
standards: NS-ENISO 9000, Chapter 2.3.5 
and NS-ENISO 9004, Chapter 
11.2.Applying experience as mentioned in 
the third subsection, can e.g. include 
information on faults and defects, as well 
as examples of good problem-solving and 
practices. 



Relevant for RISP. 
Possible conflict 



How can we ensure 
continuous improvement in 
RISP? 
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 § 26 Contents of applications for 
concent 
 
Includes many requirements to 
applications of concent. One example is: 
 
G) ...a description of the analyses and 
assessments that have been carried out as 
regards health, safety and the environment 
for the activities and offshore or onshore 
facilities covered by the application, and 
the results and measures that will be 
implemented as a result of these 
assessments 



 Relevant for RISP. No 
conflict. 
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1. Introduction 
This report describes the work undertaken by Workgroup 1 as a part of the joint industry project 
RISP (Risk informed decision support in development projects). 


A new methodology has been developed to allow for consistent use of industry experience rather 
than more analyses to support robust design of offshore facilities. The new methodology and its 
context are documented in this report. 


This report is one of the five workgroup reports constituting the basis for the overall RISP report, 
see also Figure 1. 


1.1 Background 


1.1.1 Overall RISP project 


The project “Formålstjenlige risikoanalyser” (“Expedient Risk Analyses”) was run until spring 
2017 by Norwegian Oil and Gas, NOROG (Ref. /1/). The project (hereafter called the NOROG 
project) with results and proposals for further work was presented in the Operations Committee 
meeting in NOROG, and received full support. The authorities (Petroleum Safety Authority) have 
also expressed a strong wish to see the project being continued. 


The RISP joint industry project described in this document is a continuation of the NOROG work 
and the recommendations it led to. The outcome of RISP is likely to form a significant part of the 
fundament for the upcoming update of NORSOK Z-013. RISP has focused on risk management in 
project development of topside facilities (in a broad meaning), including subsea accidents that 
may affect the facility. 


Seven offshore operator companies have initiated and sponsored the RISP work; Equinor, 
ConocoPhillips, Total E&P, ENI, Lundin, Wintershall and AkerBP. 


The RISP project organisation is illustrated in Figure 1. 


 


 


Figure 1 – The RISP project organisation overview 


 


The five workgroups are undertaken by consultants nominated by the sponsors, and different 
work packages are defined for the different workgroups. 


This document describes the work undertaken by the Workgroup 1 (Risk management, including 
decision process). The workgroup 1 has been constituted by representatives from Lloyd’s Register 
(lead), DNV GL, Lilleaker Consulting, Proactima and Safetec.  
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1.1.2 Overall RISP context 


Risk analyses have played, and still play, a key role in the safety work of the petroleum industry, 
and have given the industry detailed and broad knowledge about risk factors and design 
principles. However, the models and tools need input data on a very detailed level and, in many 
cases, there is a mismatch between a) the need for input and the time it takes to set up and use 
the tools, and b) the information and time available at the time of making key decisions. 
Consequently, the decision support often arrives too late. In the cases of the new development 
being a standard design the benefit from performing detailed analyses may not be worth the 
wait as the risk sources are already known through experience from similar previous 
developments. 


Experience and insight gained throughout the years from making analyses have barely impacted 
the way analyses are made. In general, “everything” is looked at anew each time, the knowledge 
acquired from incidents that may occur and how plants can be optimally designed is not 
sufficiently utilised or reflected in the way the analyses are performed. 


A main recommendation from the NOROG project was that during a development project, 
traditional quantitative risk analyses should for standard designs as a main rule be replaced by 
simplified assessments. This should be done to provide the best possible support for decisions 
being taken on an on-going basis. Thus, the emphasis on detailed calculations of total risk, and 
measurement against risk acceptance criteria such as FAR and 1x10-4, should be changed. Rather 
than continuing to seek very detailed risk descriptions, the aim in the future should be to provide 
better decision support at the right time when the developed concept is well known. This is also 
in line with the “new” definition of risk given in Norwegian regulations (see guidance to PSA 
Frame agreement §11), which will be an important basis for the project. 


The NOROG project drafted several principals and ideas for how to better deal with the above-
mentioned factors. These ideas and principles has been further matured and specified in the RISP 
project, and proven and acceptable methods and tools can be developed for the industry’s use 
based on the methodology outlined in this report. This will move risk management of standard 
designs away from total (quantitative) risk analysis as the governing element, and towards 
specific decision support related to each individual decision. Applying NORSOK S-001 as basis for 
safe design, the totality of the risk is considered ensured even though each RISP model covers 
only one specific part of the design (see also Section 1.3.4). 


1.1.3 Overall RISP objective 


The overall objective of the RISP project is to further develop the principles and ideas provided by 
the NOROG project into methods and guidelines, and establish a new common “industrial 
practice”. This practice should describe how various decisions in a development project are to be 
based on general and specific knowledge about the incidents that the installation may be 
exposed to (such as leaks, fires and explosions). 


Traditional quantitative risk analyses with considerable focus on detailed calculations of total risk 
and measurement against risk acceptance criteria such as FAR and frequencies of loss of main 
safety functions (1 x 10-4) should, when technology and challenges are known, be replaced by 
input based on knowledge and experience acquired by past projects and analyses, providing a 
robust safety level. Instead of searching for detailed descriptions of what the risk level is, the 
objective should be to provide valid decision support at the right time. 


All models to be developed as a part of the RISP methodology should, as far as possible, be based 
on the principles for risk-related decision support provided in ISO17776, se Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 - Risk related decision making framework from ISO17776 (Ref. /8/). The validity envelope 
for the RISP methods and models is illustrated by the red dotted box, see also Section 1.3.3. 


 


The new «industrial practice» developed aims to clarify: 


a) if a potential type of hazard/incident is sufficiently covered by using systems and solutions 
indicated by requirements in standards, established good practice and results of former 
analyses (Ref. situation A and B in Figure 2), or 


b) if there is a need for obtaining and using specific knowledge about the potential type of 
accidents associated the facility/project of interest, by making various forms of analyses of 
the course of events and/or potential consequences, to be able to make sufficiently robust 
decisions (typically situation C in Figure 2). 


When there is a need for additional knowledge compared to situation a), i.e. situation b) applies, 
the new “industrial practice” must specify the methods or analyses that should be applied, and 
how analytical results (and the conditions/assumptions they are based on) can/should be used in 
the decision-making process. In this way the decision maker will also understand the background 
for the decision and the impacts of the various decision options. 


The methods and solutions included in the new «industrial practice» will be adapted to the 
knowledge and information typically available at the time when the specific decisions of interest 
are normally made. The decision support provided shall be sufficiently robust, meaning that the 
recommendations given should not be subjected to scrutiny, reconsiderations or reassessment 
later in the project, provided that the basis for the decision support (the assumptions used and 
the restrictions related to future decisions (e.g. detailed design), etc.) has not been changed 
throughout the project. This will minimise the need for late design changes, when e.g. more 
detailed information is available. An as-built total risks analysis/quantitative risk analysis 
(TRA/QRA) will thus not be required within the new “industrial practice”, but verification activities 
need to be developed. Verification shall ensure compliance with the validity envelope of the new 
approach, and that any changes in assumptions made during the development project are taken 
into account. 


Barrier management, in its wide context, will replace as-built QRA/TRA as the basis for risk 
management in operations. A description of the risk sufficient for the operational phase will be 
established also for facilities designed based on the new RISP methodology. 
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1.2 Objectives and benefits – workgroup 1 


1.2.1 Main objective 


The main objective of workgroup 1 has been to identify the decisions to be made during a 
development project concerning the design of the facility where risk informed decision support 
(in terms of input from analyses / assessments) must/should be included as a part of the decision 
basis. Installation and commissioning activities and decisions made in operational phases is not 
part of the scope. The basis for the work has been a fully integrated topside facility, including 
subsea accidents that may affect the facility. The PSA regulations, including the standards 
referred to in the regulations, have been used as a basis. However, the current regulation has not 
been realised as a limitation to reach expedient solutions, see also Section 1.3. 


The basis for the methods and models developed were to be founded on the decisions requiring 
risk informed decision support, and their importance in robustly designing against major accident 
hazards. When relevant, the timing of the decision and the level of information available are 
reflected in the description of the decisions. 


Also the risk management principles used in a development project were to be considered, i.e. 
how should/could decisions makers use the risk informed decision basis that is provided by the 
methods and models developed when making their decisions? An important part of this was to 
enable the decision makers to understand the consequences of the decisions they make instead 
of using the QRA to show that the risk is within the risk acceptance criteria. How will their 
decisions affect the project in later project phases and in operations (e.g. to show the 
consequences of a riser fire if the installation is not designed for this scenario)?  


The robustness in the decisions support provided (e.g. its sensitivity to changes), and how to deal 
with uncertainty (lack of general and/or specific knowledge) were also to be addressed. ALARP 
(as low as reasonably practicable), ISD (inherent safe design) and BAT (best available technology) 
were to be reflected. 


This work package 1 has constituted the basis for the work packages 2-5. 


1.2.2 Benefits 


The RISP methodology described in this report is developed to provide better support for risk 
informed decisions taken during the early stages of development projects of standard designs.  


The improved decision making process is expected to be achieved through better use of already 
existing industry experience and less use of new and time costly analyses. 


The robustness of new designs developed by use of the RISP methodology shall be at least equal 
to the robustness of the existing similar designs. Robustness in this regard means ability to 
prevent and withstand major accident hazards. 


The main benefits that can be achieved by use of the new RISP methodology are: 


Better use of existing knowledge 


Re-use of knowledge and experience gained throughout the years of designing and operating 
offshore facilities on the NCS, including the knowledge gained through the various risk analyses 
performed. 


Speed-up of development process 


Provide the designers with sufficient and timely decision support in order to define and 
implement robust design solutions. 
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Reduced uncertainty related to late changes 


Basing the design on experience from previously proven developments will potentially allow for 
early establishment of robust design accidental loads against major accident hazards, and at the 
same time remove the need for late design phase scrutiny and rigorous verification of the design 
and its robustness. This will restrict uncertainty in the development projects from developments in 
the leak frequency models and the geometry congestion models and hence reduce the likelihood 
for significant design changes towards the end of the development projects. Note, however, that 
the reduced uncertainty is linked to understanding the risk impact of a decision (which in a 
traditional approach is not fully documented until the as-built TRA), and does not cover the 
uncertainties of having to make late changes due to other needs than managing major accident 
hazards (e.g. changing process conditions, changing ventilation, etc.). 


Improved consistency 


The new RISP methodology is founded on open and available robustness principles based on 
industry experience, and the same experience models are consistently applied for all similar 
developments. This is expected to increase the consistency in design and robustness between the 
different designers and risk analysts. 


Early development stage information of risk drivers 


The simplified RISP models will represent valuable information about risk drivers also in the 
feasibility and concept selection phases of the developments. This can improve the ability to 
understand possible safety challenges with concepts discussed in these early development stages. 


Clearer responsibility for changes affecting risk level 


The RISP methods and models intend to clarify the risk effect from important decisions, and 
hence provide a framework for management of change. RISP will provide an improved picture of 
the effect of the decision to be taken, and the premises for further design development. 


The new RISP methodology is illustrated in Figure 3. 


 


 


Figure 3 - Early design input delivered by RISP within the validity envelope 
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1.3 RISP Boundary limits 
The new RISP methodology has been developed with the main intention to improve the safety 
decision processes in the early design phases of offshore facilities. The RISP methodology has 
been established within the framework of the following boundaries: 


1.3.1 The Norwegian PSA 


It is expected that the new RISP methodology will comply with the intentions of the existing 
regulatory framework defined by the Norwegian PSA. However, if it is perceived that the 
formulations in the existing regulatory framework are preventing an expedient solution, the RISP 
methodology could disregard the current regulatory framework.  


No obvious discrepancies with the existing regulatory framework have been identified during the 
course of developing the RISP methodology, but it has been understood that the practical 
assessment of compliance has to be adjusted when using the new RISP methodology. E.g., the 
Facility regulation §11 requirement stating that 


“..dimensioning accidental loads/actions or dimensioning environmental loads/actions with an 
annual likelihood greater than or equal to 1x10-4, shall not result in loss of a main safety 
function” 


will not be quantitatively addressed, but will instead be indirectly complied with since the 
robustness of the new RISP designs will be based on experience from similar existing designs that 
all comply with the requirement. 


1.3.2 Development phase focus 


The new RISP methodology is developed for use in the development phase. This means that it is 
intended to give risk informed decision support from the “concept definition and optimisation” 
phase through the “construction” phase in development projects (see the NORSOK definition of 
development phases in Figure 3). The main focus is to provide robust safety input during the early 
design phases (also with reference to Figure 3).  


The new RISP methodology may in addition provide useful information of risk sources and 
possible design challenges even in earlier development phases (“Feasibility” and “Concepts 
selection” in Figure 3) but use of RISP in these phases has not been a target area in the 
methodology development. 


The RISP methodology shall also provide relevant risk management information for the 
operational phase, e.g. establish the risk picture and providing input to barrier management and 
emergency preparedness (see Figure 6 in Section 2.1), but the elaboration of RISP in the 
operational phase has not been part of the current work. 
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1.3.3 RISP validity envelope 


The outlined new RISP methodology is applicable within a validity envelope. Note that this does 
not necessarily mean that all systems must be within this envelope; each RISP model may have 
different requirements for when it can be used, i.e. separate validity envelopes are assessed per 
RISP model (hazard and area). The exact definition of the validity envelopes for the various RISP 
methods cannot be defined until after all RISP work packages are completed. However, the 
overall process of assessing the validity envelope for both the overall RISP method and the various 
RISP models has been outlined in Section 2.2 and in Section 4.1. Key elements of assessing the 
validity envelope for use of the overall RISP process include (see Section 1.3.1, Section 2.2 and 
Section 4.1): 


• Is the development following the principled defined by ISO17776 (Ref. /8/)? 


• Is the development following the guidance for integrated and uniform management given by 
the PSA (Ref. /9/)? 


• Is the development following the requirements defined by NORSOK-S001 (Ref. /2/)? 


• Is the HAZAN (extended HAZID) process concluding with applicability for RISP? 


The scope of work for workgroup 1 has been to define a feasible experience based methodology 
for decision support during the design of offshore facilities. In the cases where the development 
cannot be defined to be within the validity envelope, the applicability of the new RISP 
methodology has been outside scope of work to evaluate. This will be covered as a part of the 
Workgroup 5 scope (see Figure 1). 


1.3.4 Basis in NORSOK S-001 


The new RISP methodology is intended to be used within the already existing framework for risk 
management of development projects. This means that all design principles put forward in 
NORSOK S-001 (Ref. /2/) will be complied with and used also for RISP projects. The main change 
will be that  traditional TRA analyses will be replaced by experience from similar projects (RISP 
analyses) for standard designs. 


1.3.5 Unaltered activities not documented 


In the cases when the new RISP methodology does not imply any changes in the activities and 
responsibilities normally undertaken during traditional development projects, these are in general 
not repeated in this report. In other words, only RISP activities that are different from traditional 
activities are documented. 


1.3.6 Dependency on other RISP work packages 


The current report from work package 1 is intended to define an overall framework for the other 
work packages (see Figure 1). Consequently, details of the final RISP methodology will be 
depending on the work from the other work packages, and this work package 1 report therefore 
needs to be updated after completion of the other work packages. 


However, the RISP framework outlined in this work package is considered to define a feasible 
methodology for practical use in actual development projects and no potential show stoppers are 
expected due to the fact that the methodology needs further detailing from the other work 
packages. 
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2. The new RISP methodology 


2.1 Overview of process 


2.1.1 The risk management process 


The main elements of the process for risk assessment according to ISO31000 (Ref. /3/) are 
presented in Figure 4, referred to as the risk management process. This process is general and 
can be applied to any risk informed decision in the organization. 


 


 


Figure 4 - The risk management process, as described in ISO31000:2018 


 


The core of the process; a) scope, context, criteria, b) risk assessment, and c) risk treatment is 
consistent with common practice in the offshore petroleum industry for many years. The purpose 
of communication and consultation is to assist both internal and external stakeholders in 
understanding risk and the basis for supporting decisions, see also NOROSK Z-013 (Ref. /4/). 
Communication seeks to promote awareness and understanding of risk, whereas consultation 
involves obtaining feedback and information to support decision-making. Both of these aspects 
are needed when risk assessment results are being implemented in an organization. Monitoring 
and review include periodic evaluation of the risk management process and its outcomes in order 
to continuously improve the risk management process, Ref. /5 /. In a risk assessment context, this 
includes learning from previous development projects and how risk assessments can be applied 
to provide decision support. 


The element on the bottom of the figure; recording & reporting, was introduced in the 2018 
version of ISO 31000, Ref. /6/. As emphasized in the NORSOK Z-013 standard, recording and 
reporting should be documented to provide decision support, communication and improvement 
of risk management as well as interaction with other stakeholders. 
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Both the NORSOK Z-013 and the ISO17776 standard, Ref. /8/, include figures explaining their 
own content relative to the ISO31000 standard. For the ISO17776 standard, this is explained in 
the right part of Figure 5 below. This means that the figure explains how the ‘general’ ISO 31000 
risk management process can be applied to major accident hazard prevention. 


The ISO 17776 standard suggests three different approaches for MAH prevention depending on 
the decision context. This is exemplified in the left side of Figure 5. For development projects with 
no new or unusual design elements, it is accepted to design the installation according to good 
practice. The more new and unproven aspects that are included in the design, the more analysis 
is expected to be performed. This principle has been implemented in the RISP method. 


The RISP methodology establishes safety design requirements in the early phases of the 
engineering utilising extensive experience doing risk analyses for several decades. The method 
also includes processes to ensure that these requirements are met and verified throughout the 
execution phase and validated in as-built design. The RISP method covers several concepts for the 
frameworks A and B given by ISO17776, a shown in Figure 5. The right side of the figure shows 
overview of the major hazard management process according to ISO17776. 
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Figure 5 - Framework for risk-related decision support (ISO17776, Annex A and Figure 1) 
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2.1.2 Establishing the context 


The overall RISP methodology is illustrated in Figure 6. This illustration shows how the 
methodology fits into the NORSOK Z-013 methodology framework.  


The first step in the methodology framework is the establishment of context. In a RISP process 
this is even more important than for traditional processes, since this first step includes 
identification of the relevant decisions that are to be risk informed. A work process shall be set 
up in such way that all relevant stakeholders are identified and the relevant decisions (to be risk 
informed) are specified.  


 


 


Figure 6 – The RISP process and modified NORSOK Z-013 process.  


 


A vital part of the context process is to clarify selection of approach and the appropriate methods. 
The applicability of RISP will in this phase be considered and evaluated against factors such as the 
overall project strategy (conservative or challenging), the expectations among stakeholders 
regarding the requirement for safety demonstration and the level of novelty in the concept. 


Timing of typical project deliverables are found in Annex B of ISO17776 and relevant decisions 
for RISP projects are given in Section 4. The selection of hazard evaluation and risk assessment 
methods is one important decision which must be established in a project (as described in Section 
4.6 of ISO17776).  The new HAZAN method (described in Section 2.2) is proposed as a tool to 
guide the project in the selection of risk assessments and how detailed these analyses have to be 
in order to provide a robust decision basis for a safe design. 


Given the establishment of the context and selection of RISP, a set of initial criteria needs to be 
defined, to qualify a simplified approach for establishing risk informed decision support and 
demonstrate a robust safety level. 
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Main criteria for selecting a RISP process are:  


• That the validity envelope for the method and models are adhered to. 


• Acknowledged Safety Standards and design practices are adhered to. Engineering of safety 
systems are in accordance with proven standards such as NORSOK S-001. 


• The major accident hazards (MAHs) potential causes and consequences are well defined. This 
implies that the dependencies and connection between the hazards and their control 
measures are clear and understood. 


• Safety margins can be demonstrated qualitatively (robustness) with adequate strength of 
knowledge. This means that concept uncertainty is limited, and a tolerable safety level may 
be demonstrated in a reliable manner with a qualitative risk assessment approach. 


These main criteria can be seen in conjunction with the planning and performance of the HAZAN 
(see Section 2.2). In many respects the level of detail for the required analyses lays in the 
interaction between design solutions and the MAHs. 


2.1.3 Risk identification, assessment and evaluation 


The initial risk identification and assessment method in RISP is called HAZAN. The HAZAN covers 
both a traditional HAZID and a process to assess and map the overall risk. It includes a process to 
check and assess whether the predefined design criteria are met. The HAZAN therefore both 
identify the hazards, but also assesses whether a design is qualified for RISP.  Once qualified, the 
HAZAN demonstrates that overall safety criteria can be met and that simplified approaches can 
be used for risk informed decision support. Another important function of the HAZAN is to 
identify important uncertainty factors which may impact the risk level and map the knowledge 
strength in the assessments and assessment basis. Identified uncertainties may have to be 
reduced through special studies to gain better and more detailed knowledge of the uncertain 
aspects, or by implementing a more robust design. The outcome of the HAZAN is then both a 
demonstration of acceptable safety level and a qualification of using simplified approach to 
establish risk informed decision support. It will also identify areas or specific hazards where the 
risk cannot be controlled by simplified approaches and more detailed studies are required. It 
should be stressed that the conditions for simplified methods may still be valid although certain 
aspects are identified as uncertain and needs special consideration. The HAZAN method is 
detailed in Section 2.2. 


2.1.4 RISP activities and reports 


The RISP activities and resulting reports are illustrated in Figure 7. The main content of the RISP 
reports are outlined in Figure 8. 


The formal RISP activities start with the HAZAN, and the details of this activity can be found in 
Section 2.2. The HAZAN report will in addition to producing a comprehensive hazard register, 
also document the risks and barriers compared to an acknowledged safety standard (including 
uncertainties) and conclude whether or not a RISP analysis is appropriate.  


If the HAZAN concludes that the development (assessed for each RISP model) is appropriate for 
RISP, all risk informed decision input can be expediently produced by undertaking the simplified 
RISP methods.  These methods will be further developed in the next phases of the project. In this 
phase a simplified method to establishing explosion DeALs has been focused at. The complete 
RISP analysis can provide all necessary experience-based knowledge for safe design quicker and 
easier than with traditional quantitative methods, providing very early decision support to the 
development projects (see also Figure 3). The RISP analysis contains of two mandatory parts and 
one optional part, the optional part is illustrated with dotted lines in Figure 7. 


The first mandatory part is to establish the recommended design accidental loads (DeAL). The 
documentation of this process (including calculations) will be done in the RISP report, whereas 
the design loads will be documented in the Input to DeAL report. 
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The second mandatory part is to document all risk informed decision support that are not 
covered by the DeAL, but will represent important robustness against MAH. Examples of this can 
be design of robust escape ways and design of robustness against riser events, see Section 2.3.2 
and Section 3.3 for more details. Another example can be to document the residual risk, e.g. by 
illustrating which scenarios that are not covered when designing against a given DeAL. Also 
general safety assessments relevant for e.g. barrier management and emergency preparedness 
are included in this part, see Section 4. The non-design load decision support is documented in 
the RISP report. 


As an option one can perform stand-alone analyses to refine the details of parts of the design. 
This can be done as a part of the ALARP/Robustness process or as an optimisation of the design. 
As long as the refinements are made within the defined framework, they will not trigger a need 
for additional safety studies to be performed. Stand-alone studies can be reported in the RISP 
report, or in additional technical notes if deemed appropriate. 


More details about the RISP report can be found in Section 2.3, and more details about the Input 
to DeAL report can be found in Section 2.4. 


 


 


Figure 7 - Overviews of RISP activities and reports 
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Figure 8 - Outlined content of the RISP reports 


 


2.2 The HAZAN 


2.2.1 Context 


HAZAN is a process to evaluate and document if the proposed design is applicable for the RISP 
models and hence allow decision support to be based on good practice instead of comprehensive 
analysis. The naming of the HAZAN indicates that it contains all the elements of a traditional 
HAZID plus an additional assessment (or analysis) part to obtain a deeper understanding of the 
MAH and the associated strength of knowledge. By following the HAZAN process, the following 
is considered: 


• It is evaluated whether or not there is something unique with the proposed design 


• Relevant hazards are identified (HAZID) 


• It is evaluated whether hazards are different than normal for the areas on the facility. This 
includes evaluation of strength of knowledge and whether criteria for the simplified method 
are met 


• It is concluded whether or not the predefined RISP criteria are met for the proposed design of 
each of the areas on the facility 


The above provides decision support to conclude if the RISP method can be used or if special 
studies are needed. 
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Since uncertainties and strength of knowledge is addressed as part of the HAZAN process, the 
process can be a useful supplement to a traditional HAZID also in situations where a decision has 
already been made to not perform the development project within the framework of the RISP 
method (e.g. if a high level of optimisation is required). The HAZAN process may provide useful 
decision support at early stages of the project execution for any type of project, limiting the risk 
of late changes at later stages. 


The HAZAN process is carried out by performing the steps presented in Figure 9. Each of the 
steps is described in Sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.6. 


 


  


Figure 9 - Steps included in the HAZAN process 


 


In practice, designing an offshore facility is an iterative process. This means that even though the 
HAZAN process is presented as sequential steps in Figure 9, it may not always be performed 
sequentially. What is important in the end is that all steps are sufficiently documented to ensure 
the decision to use RISP method or to proceed with special studies is well-founded. It is essential 
that the HAZAN is performed by personnel with relevant and sufficient competence. 


2.2.2 Step 1: Describe characteristics of the suggested development 


In the first step, special and/or abnormal uncertainties and system’s characteristics are identified. 
This is carried out with the following objectives: 


1. To achieve sufficient knowledge about the proposed design to be able to perform the 
following steps of the HAZAN process with sufficient quality. In particular this can be useful 
when performing step 2: During hazard identification it is often useful to spend more 
energy on unique parts of the design, since there may be non-evident hazards hidden 
behind the unique characteristics. 


2. As early as possible to provide decision-support to whether or not it will be useful to apply 
the RISP method for the proposed design (if this is not already discovered before HAZAN): If, 
for example, Step 1 ends up with a number of significantly unique characteristics, we may 
already have sufficient information to suggest that the RISP method should not be 
recommended for the particular development. 
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3. To ensure important uncertainties are addressed as early as possible. Special or unique 
uncertainties are often related to uncommon or special design. Therefore, addressing special 
characteristics of the design, as described above, can contribute to identifying particularly 
important uncertainties. 


4. To reduce the chance that unknown knowns or unknown unknowns are introduced in the 
project. One example is a situation where the RISP criteria are formally met, but where the 
design still is considered ‘outside the boundaries’ of the RISP criteria. 


There are two main categories of uncertainties and system characteristics: 


• Design characteristics: This includes relevant information from design basis. Examples are 
uncommon equipment being used, low ventilation rates, abnormal geometry of modules etc.  


• Location characteristics: Situations where the design in itself can be conventional, but where 
it is being used in an unconventional way or at an unconventional location. Examples are 
uncommon weather, water depth, well characteristics, location within a ship lane, lack of 
infrastructure nearby etc. 


It is recommended to organize step 1 as a brainstorming session including personnel from all 
relevant disciplines in the same way as HAZIDs are commonly performed today. In general, it is 
often useful to start the session with ‘open’ brainstorming and later go in detail on each hazard 
(fire, explosion, external impacts etc.). 


One rationale of identifying uncommon/unique characteristics of the design is that the following 
situation has frequently been seen in accident investigation reports: 


1)  At some point, an abnormal or a special system characteristic was present. In some cases, the 
characteristic was recognized, in other cases it was not. 


2)  For some of the cases where the system characteristic was recognized, a (risk) assessment 
was conducted, although it was concluded that the characteristic did not cause an increased 
risk, or that the risk increment was marginal. Therefore, the activity continued. 


3)  An accident occurred. 


4)  With hindsight, it turned out that the system characteristic was an important contributor to 
the occurrence of the accident. However, this was not recognized before the accident 
occurred.  


As part of HAZAN, it is essential to detect characteristics/challenges early to ensure these 
challenges are taken into consideration in the design. 


2.2.3 Step 2: Identify and analyze initiating events: Hazards/uncertainty factors 


Step 2 includes a hazard identification process. By use of creative brainstorming in a workgroup 
with specialists from all relevant disciplines, relevant hazards are identified. In the workshop the 
following should be identified and documented: 


• Initiating events/ hazards (based on HAZID guidewords) and related risk sources 


• Potential causes and consequences to each of the initiating events/ hazards 


• Existing preventive and suggested mitigating safeguards are documented 


• To what extent it is suggested an inherently safe design 


• Uncertainties and the knowledge that the evaluations are based upon is highlighted 


Step 2 may be performed as one or several traditional HAZID workshops, with a particular focus 
on uncertainties and evaluation of the strength of knowledge that the evaluations are based 
upon. In case some unique characteristics have been identified in Step 1, it is essential that these 
issues are focused on in particular in Step 2. Otherwise there is a chance that the development 
project proceeds with safety related unknown knowns as described in Step 1. This may result in a 
situation where the development project is believed to be similar or close to similar to previous 
developments, but where in fact there were unknown unique characteristics with untreated risk. 
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Since steps 1 and 2 require the same competence, the two steps may be organized as one or 
several workshops. 


Hazards/ risk sources (fire, explosion, ship collision etc.) may be used as guidewords. It is essential 
to discuss and highlight accidental sequences and address uncertainties regarding how the 
hazards will be treated. As always in HAZID sessions, it is essential to avoid discussing solutions 
and risk reducing measures initially, but to ensure hazards and uncertainties are sufficiently 
analyzed before risk reducing measures and other risk treatment options are suggested. 


In most cases it will be useful to start initially with an open discussion/brainstorming, and 
afterwards go more in details by asking relevant questions. Questions starting with why may help 
the group understand potential causes to each of the hazards being discussed. Questions starting 
with how or what may contribute to highlighting potential consequences. Uncertainties can be 
addressed by questions like for example: 


• To what extent is this design resulting in the hazards developing ‘as usual’? 


• Is there anything in this design contributing to hazardous scenarios being more likely? To 
what extent is this inherently safe design? 


• Is there anything in this design contributing to consequences becoming more severe than ‘as 
usual’? 


• Can we use the principles (barrier strategy etc.) that we normally use to treat this risk, or are 
there anything special requiring another approach? 


• Do we need additional/other/special risk reducing measures to treat this risk? 


2.2.4 Step 3: Evaluate and demonstrate strength of knowledge 


In step 3, the strength of knowledge that the evaluations in step 2 are based upon is assessed 
and documented. The rationale behind step 3 is to challenge the evaluations in step 2 and to 
discuss how certain we are about the evaluations being done in previous steps. Since this is 
closely related to the hazard identification and analysis in Step 2, step 2-3 (or steps 1-3) may be 
performed in parallel during the workshop(s). Examples of questions that may contribute to 
highlighting the strength of knowledge: 


• Is it possible that this scenario will change during the lifetime of the installation? How and 
why? 


• We have assumed that the design will be such and such. If this is changed in later project 
phases, are our evaluations still valid? What is required to ensure our evaluations are valid? 
Can these issues be seen as constrains that the project will have to adhere to? How should 
such constrains be followed up? 


• Considering the scenario we have now been considering; what is the worst case 
consequence? What is the best case consequence? What contributes to the scenario 
becoming less severe? Are we sure that these systems/functions will perform as assumed? 
What is our experience with such systems? 


• Is there anything else that may cause such an event or contribute to severe consequences? Is 
there something important we have not addressed in this workshop so far? 


• Is the design we are considering ‘business as usual’? Are there any other development 
projects having experience with such a solution? Can we improve our knowledge by 
transferring experience from that project? 
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As suggested by Flage and Aven, Ref. /7/, strength of knowledge can be evaluated by addressing 
the following aspects: 


a) Validity of assumptions: To what extent does the design basis, layout etc. reflect how the 
design actually will become? Do we have reasons to believe there will be changes, or can we 
assume that what we see is what we get? 


b) Level of understanding of relevant phenomena: Are there any reasons that the suggested 
design should end up with particular challenges for each of the hazards (fire, explosion etc.)? 
Are the hazards being discussed in the meeting similar to what we normally can expect, or 
are there any indications that this will be a special case? 


c) Availability of data: What is the quality and maturity level of the design basis, layout drawings 
etc.? Do we have knowledge supporting that it is or is not correct? Are there any other 
projects with similar challenges that we can address and validate the design against? To what 
extent are there available relevant accident statistics and is the quality of the data sufficient to 
conclude on the need to design against the hazard? 


d) Level of agreement/consensus among experts: After all discussions; is there a common 
agreement in the HAZAN group? Do we have reasons to assume that anyone outside the 
group would disagree? Based on the discussions so far; are we confident that the risk is 
understood and controlled sufficiently? 


2.2.5 Step 4: Check predefined RISP criteria 


In Step 4 it is evaluated if the suggested design will meet all predefined RISP criteria for each 
hazard and area combination (making the RISP method relevant). This is achieved by considering 
and evaluating each area and hazard combination one by one, and compare the proposed design 
with a predefined generic list of RISP criteria relevant for the hazard that is considered. Some of 
these criteria may be established in the subsequent work groups 2-4 as check or validation 
criteria for allowing a simplified RISP method for establishing DeALs or worst credible events, etc. 
to be applied. It is important to follow-up that the RISP criteria are implemented in design and 
monitored throughout the risk management process so that later design changes are not 
compromising the important assumptions and criteria allowing for using the simplified methods 
established in RISP. 


For each area/hazard combination, if the RISP criteria are met, the suggested design of the area is 
RISP with regards to the considered hazard. If some RISP criteria are not met for particular 
hazards/areas, special studies will have to be performed for these hazards/areas. Exactly how 
these studies should be performed in order to give decision support cannot be described in 
advance for all hypothetical situations. This will have to be determined in the 
scope/context/criteria part of the risk assessment, as described in Figure 4. In general, special 
studies should be designed is such a way that they can assist to close uncertainty gaps. Examples 
of questions that should be considered are; 


• Which hazard/hazards are affected by the non-conformity with RISP criteria? For which 
areas? 


• How does the non-conformity affect the hazard? Is the non-conformity related to a barrier 
function, barrier performance or design principles? How can this be compensated?  


In general, the more explicit the RISP criteria are defined, the easier it will be to evaluate if they 
are met. 


2.2.6 Step 5: Decision: Use RISP criteria or proceed with special studies 


Step 5 includes a decision. In case it is decided to proceed with the RISP criteria, this means that 
the predefined list of RISP criteria (defined by workgroup 2-4) must be implemented as constrains 
in the design of the area. Since the RISP constrains may affect many disciplines and future 
decisions, the resulting constrains should be anchored at a sufficient level in the project 
organization. In case special or unique uncertainties have been identified in Step 1, this may 
influence on the recommendation on how to proceed. In some cases additional studies can be 
carried out to reduce the uncertainties. In extreme cases, it can be recommended not to use the 
RISP method at all. 
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Management of change must also include a continuous verification that all maturing/refinement 
during the development project remains within the defined RISP constraints of design. 


As an example, if one of the RISP criteria is that the aspect ratio should be within certain limits, 
the decision to use the RISP method implies that the aspect ratio limit becomes a limitation that 
any future changes will have to adhere to. Such limitations must be followed up in later phases. 


If the following criteria are met, the project can be defined as RISP: 


• Documentation of the HAZAN process has been performed with the quality as expected 


• All RISP criteria are met. If not, relevant special studies have been performed and provided 
sufficient knowledge for the RISP criteria not being met 


• Selected concept is in accordance with the above and reflected in the safety strategy, or 
sufficient special studies have been performed to close uncertainty gaps 


• It has been qualitatively demonstrated that all barrier functions are met by use of barrier 
elements/ performance measures 


2.2.7 The HAZAN report 


The activities undertaken in the HAZAN shall be documented in a separate HAZAN report, see 
Figure 8. The HAZAN report contains two main parts: 


The first part is similar to a traditional HAZID, representing a register of MAH (according to ISO 
17776) with an assessment of the severity of the hazards and the relevant barriers to reduce the 
risk (both frequency of occurrence and consequence). 


The second part contains the documentation of all additional RISP processes, including the 
documentation of level of standard design and applicability for RISP according to the processes 
outlined in Section 2.2.1 through Section 2.2.6. 


2.3 The RISP report 


The RISP report shall document the activities undertaken after the HAZAN as a part of providing 
and documenting the risk informed decision support delivered to the development project. The 
RISP report will have three main elements: 


2.3.1 Documentation of DeAL calculations 


In this part of the RISP report the input used to all RISP calculations and assessments are 
documented. As an example, the input parameters used to calculate the recommended explosion 
design loads will be documented in this section. The recommended design loads will also be 
documented in the Input to DeAL report, see Section 2.4. 


The RISP models will give the recommended design loads (DeAL). However, the robustness in the 
recommended DeAL should be provided, and this could be done by making a reference to the 
estimated dimensioning accidental loads (DiAL). Nevertheless, DeAL will be the «formal» RISP 
load and if this is applied as a minimum then no additional assessment is necessary. Also note 
that the DiAL (and hence the DeAL) will reflect if a module is alone or sharing the impairment 
frequency of a barrier (main area partition) with other modules. 


2.3.2 Documentation of risk informed decision support not covered by DeAL 


In this part of the RISP report all assessments of design input that are important for the 
robustness against MAH but not covered by the design accidental loads will be documented. 
Such design input must also be included in the facility Safety Strategy, and some relevant 
examples are listed below (see also Section 4). 


Escape ways 


Escape ways are defined as a main safety function. Establishing robust escape ways from all main 
areas can be challenging and will traditionally require a demonstration of compliance with a 
probabilistic and quantitative impairment criterion. 
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RISP must include a method to ensure that escape ways are robust from all areas replacing the 
traditional quantitative risk analysis verifying 10-4 /year compliance. Note that the meaning of 
robust when talking about the safety function escape is not only linked to the capacity to resist 
an explosion or fire load; it is also linked to having optional ways for escape in case one or more 
alternatives are impaired from the event.  


Such a method should be performed as a part of concept definition phase prior to main layout 
design freeze. For a known concept, experience can be used to establish qualitative rule sets to 
validate an escape way layout and identify requirements to improved protection. This should be 
performed in a layout review assessing important risk sources contributing to the loss of the 
function.  


The rule set and method must consider aspects such as  


• need for enclosed escape ways due to increased risk of split scenarios 


• local shielding from heat exposure or need for central escape alternative from an area 


• location of stairs and ladders as escape options between elevations 


A prerequisite for such an approach is that all main areas have been defined.  


A detailed method description is not developed as part of the work package 1 for RISP, but will 
be developed as part of the next phase of the project (workgroup 3). The method must consider 
typical design events and how these events affect the escape function in different areas. 


Design against riser accidents 


Riser and pipeline accidents are characterized by scenarios with low probability and severe 
consequences. Such severe scenarios may be difficult to design against due to their size or 
duration. 


Dependent on the risk intensity from riser accident risk, the effort required to prevent and 
mitigate the risk from these events may vary.  An experience based approach must demonstrate a 
robust and safe design applying a method to assess the risk intensity and required measures to 
control the risk. Elements to be considered in this respect are: 


Parameters contributing to the frequency of the event 


• Type and number of risers 


• Pressure and type of inventory (wellstream, liquid, gas) 


• Location and susceptibility to external impact 


 
Parameters contributing to the consequence of the event 


• Concept and layout, distance to safe areas and critical safety functions 


• Use of guide tubes to control the release location 


• Escalation to other inventories and areas 


o Protection requirements 


o Inherent safe design principles 


• Duration of fires 


o Segment size 


o ESD and SSIV 


A rule set can be developed dependent on the concept in question and a structured assessment 
of required performance of preventive and mitigating measures dependent on the assessed risk 
intensity. The method should be aligned with requirements introduced by the latest revision of 
NORSOK S-001 with respect to need for SSIVs. A detailed method description is not developed as 
part of the RISP work package 1, but will be developed as a part of the work package 3 scope. 
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The RISP report will also describe relevant safety information that is not covered by the DeAL or 
loss of main safety function, e.g. describe the residual risk associated with the chosen design. 


2.3.3 Documentation of stand-alone studies 


If assessments are done in addition to the basic RISP assessments, e.g. ALARP or optimisation 
studies on parts of the design, these can be documented in the RISP report. 


If the stand-alone studies are comprehensive they may be documented as appendices to the RISP 
report or as separate technical notes. If they are documented as separate technical notes, they 
should be referenced in the RISP report. 


2.4 The input to DeAL report 


The content of the Input to DeAL report is illustrated in Figure 8. 


The Input to DeAL report will serve a similar purpose as the corresponding technical note in a 
traditional QRA, i.e. it will document and recommend the minimum accidental loads one need to 
withstand in order to meet the risk tolerance criteria. However, for the RISP version of this report 
there is no definition of dimensioning accidental load (DiAL) corresponding to an estimated 10-4 
per year impairment frequency, but instead the recommended design accidental loads (DeAL) 
from the experience based RISP analysis are presented. Note that while traditional DiAL load 
usually never ends up as the actual design load (since it per definition has no margin to the 
tolerance criteria), the new DeAL proposed by RISP will represent the minimal acceptable design 
load to ensure robustness at least similar to traditional QRA approach. The proposed DeAL from 
RISP can therefore be applied directly as the applied design loads. 


Additional robustness can of course be added also to the RISP DeAL (e.g. to include for possible 
future modifications) if deemed necessary. 


The RISP Input to DeAL report contains two main elements which are intended to present the 
DeALs in a format readily applicable for use in the further safety work both in the development 
project and in the operational/modification phase. 


The first main element of the Input to DeAL report is the definition of the design accidental loads 
including their intensities and durations (when relevant). As an example, for explosions the global 
loads, the local loads, the drag loads and their durations must as a minimum be presented. 


The second main element of the Input to DeAL report will give guidance on how to properly 
apply the given design loads. By defining clear load combination of design accidental loads one 
will achieve more consistent use of the loads, and hence more consistent designs and robustness. 
Included in the guidance to use loads will as an example include instructions on how to combine 
local and global loads for explosion response calculations, and it will give guidance on which 
other load conditions (e.g. utility load and weather conditions) that shall be applied in 
combination with the design accidental loads. 


Input to DeAL will be given for at least the following accidental loads: 


• Fires 


• Explosions 


• Dropped objects 


• Ship collisions. 


2.5 Other stand-alone studies 
The minimum “clean cut” RISP methodology does not require additional studies than the ones 
defined in Figure 7, but limited optimisation of the design is possible to obtain also within the 
RISP framework. As long as the key parameters required are within the validity envelope, see 
Section 2.2, RISP will allow for optimisation of parts of the design. 


An optimisation may require a somewhat more detailed analysis than the RISP analysis, but 
without triggering the need for a full traditional risk analysis. 
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The additional stand-alone analyses may be documented as a part of the RISP report if deemed 
appropriate. 


This work package 1 report is intended to define the “clean cut” RISP analysis, and the various 
refinements through more detailed stand-alone studies are therefore only partly pursued and 
documented herein (see Appendix A). 


3. Robustness of design 


3.1 Understanding of robustness in RISP 


The robustness of design when using the new RISP methodology (experience based) shall be at 
least equal to traditional developments (QRA based). The understanding of robustness in the RISP 
context is that the new facility shall have at least the same robustness against all typical major 
accident events as the existing similar facilities, i.e.: 


• Process fires (heat and smoke) 


• Process explosions 


• Riser accidents 


• Blowouts 


• Ship collision 


• Dropped objects 


• Helicopter accidents 


• Occupational accidents. 


This also implies that the robustness measured in traditional risk numbers, both personnel risk 
and loss of main safety functions, implicitly shall be at least as good as for traditional similar 
facilities. While no risk numbers will be explicitly calculated as a part of the RISP analysis, the level 
of robustness will be consolidated through experience from similar developments. The risk 
numbers inherently (or implicitly) covered by the RISP methodology are: 


• Prevention of escalation 


• Maintaining the main load bearing capacity 


• Maintaining operability of safety critical rooms 


• Impairment of the facility safe area/evacuation 


• Loss of escape. 


The interpretation of loss of main safety function when using RISP will follow the guidance given 
in NORSOK Z013 Annex B, assuring the same basis for understanding robustness as applied for 
traditional developments. Since the RISP process will safeguard these main safety functions, 
personnel safety will also be ensured. 


The robustness of standard facilities developed by use of the RISP methodology will be 
documented through the design loads established from the RISP analysis (see Section 3.2) and by 
documenting that the experience based robustness requirements put forward in the RISP analysis 
are complied with for all risk driving parameters not covered by the design accidental loads (see 
Section 3.3). 
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3.2 Robustness provided by DeAL 
In a traditional risk analysis the dimensioning accidental loads (i.e. the minimum accidental loads 
one need to design against to meet the risk tolerance criteria) are normally documented in a 
technical note. If the actual design loads are known these are also documented together with the 
dimensioning loads to demonstrate one robustness aspect of the design. 


From a RISP analysis robust design load recommendations will be provided from the experience 
based RISP models, implying that if the new facility can withstand the recommended RISP design 
loads then a safety level equal or better than existing similar facilities can be achieved. The design 
accidental loads recommended from the RISP models shall therefore be considered the minimum 
design load to obtain the same level robustness as the existing reference designs. Selecting loads 
below the recommended RISP loads requires additional documentation. 


3.3 Robustness provided by other RISP models than DeAL 


The robustness of elements being a part of the realisation of a main safety function, or being a 
key element of defining integrity against MAH will be provided through the RISP methodology 
also when these elements cannot be defined through a design accidental load. 


Most of these elements are related to fires and will therefore be subject to more elaboration as a 
part of the work package 3. The sections below list the main elements where robustness cannot 
be defined through a DeAL, and this list will also define the challenges that need to be addressed 
by RISP work package 3. The below elements are further discussed in Section 4 and Appendix A. 


3.3.1 Escape 


RISP need to define a framework to support experience based design of escape ways, i.e. develop 
a method to ensure that escape from all main areas as at least equally robust as achieved by use 
of traditional quantitative risk analysis verifying 10-4 /year compliance. The details of this RISP 
model will be defined by workgroup 3, but it is foreseen that this could be achieved e.g. by 
requiring central escape (in addition to peripheral escape) to be defined appropriate for RISP? 


3.3.2 SSIV 


RISP also need to define a framework for experience based design of riser termination, and also 
this will be defined by workgroup 3. The details of this RISP model will be defined by workgroup 
3, but it is foreseen that this will include assessments of key parameters such as number of risers, 
content of the riser/pipeline (length, diameter, pressure, composition) and the design of the 
topside riser valve. The guidance given in the new NORSOK S-001 is considered a robust basis for 
SSIV design. 


3.3.3 J-tubes 


Applying J-tubes may have a significant effect on the robustness against riser events. The need 
for J-tubes are often not related to the DeAL specification, and the risk based decision support 
for applying J-tubes or not must therefore be based on other input than the DeAL loads. RISP 
need to provide an experience based decision support around the need for J-tubes based on key 
elements such as robustness of main load bearing against riser fires. RISP models for J-tube 
assessments will therefore be addressed by workgroup 3. 


3.3.4 Other design support challenges 


There could be other design decisions which today are supported by the traditional QRA that 
need to be provided also when using the new RISP methodology. One example could be 
plating/grating discussions (what could be good for explosions could be bad for fires, and 
opposite). It is expected that workgroup 2 will cover assessment of plating/grating (together with 
other typical design issues such as use of wind walls/relief walls and location of high intensity 
ignition sources such as air intakes), but there may also be other design challenges that will 
benefit from decision support provided by RISP. This list of other design challenges supported by 
RISP will be concluded after completion of the work packages 2 – 5. 
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4. Risk informed decision support during design 


4.1 Use of RISP in decision making 


This work package 1 shall also define the risk management principles to be used in a 
development project. I.e. how should/could decisions makers use the risk informed decision basis 
that is provided by the methods and models developed in this JIP project? An important part of 
this will be to enable the decision makers to understand the consequences of the decisions they 
make. How will their decisions affect the project, in later project phases and in operations? The 
robustness in the decisions support provided (e.g. its sensitivity to changes), and how to deal with 
uncertainty (lack of general and/or specific knowledge) must also be addressed. ALARP, ISD and 
BAT issues must also be reflected.   


The execution of management of MAH is a key issue to assure a proper handling of risk.  


The principles to be used are well described in standards such as: 


• ISO 17776: “Petroleum and natural gas industries – Offshore production installations – Major 
accident hazard “, Second edition dated 15.12.2016. See Ref. /8/ 


• Petroleum Safety Authority Norway, “integrated and unified risk management in the 
petroleum industry”, dated June 2018. See Ref. /9/. 


Adherence to the risk management principles described is a premise for use of the RISP methods 
and models developed as part of a new “industrial practice”. 


In applying these principles in development projects important/key tools are found to be: 


• Safety program 


• HAZAN (extended HAZID) 


• Design Accidental Load Specification (DeAL) 


• Safety Strategy and Performance Requirements 


It is observed that adherence to the risk management principles is challenging and that the 
practice varies. It is hence recommended that the industry continue to development and improve 
guidelines and practise for management of MAH in development projects. It is noted that the 
experience from project execution is that as-built verification and external audits are viewed to be 
important factors to obtain a good balance between cost optimisation of safety measures and to 
assure regulatory compliance. 


The establishment of the safety strategy as well as performance requirements for safety barriers 
play a key role in implementation of safety premises into design.  Likewise, the documentation of 
these aspects can play an important role in communicating basis for handling of MAH in the 
operational phase.  Illustrations using bow-tie diagram can be useful in this respect. 


A key challenge in use of traditional quantitative risk analysis for defining design premises and 
requirements related to MAH, is the limited predictability resulting from probabilistic studies 
evaluating hazards with large consequences but scarce statistical basis (due to very rare events). It 
can be argued that the development phases are significantly influenced by uncertainty in terms of 
lack of knowledge in the statistical parameters as well as the lack of ability to include the 
operational factors’ (organisational and human elements) quantitative effect on the expected 
frequency of hazardous events to occur. Consequently, within the validity envelope continuous 
re-calculation of frequency-based design scenarios during the development phases could be 
replaced by selecting industry agreed worst credible design scenarios that shall be used in the 
design. The selection and definition of such design scenarios based on an industry practice such 
as RISP could ease implementation of requirements into design considerably.  It will hence be a 
task for the work groups developing RISP methods and models for the various hazards, to 
evaluate the possibility to define criteria for use of design scenarios as an alternative to 
probabilistic criteria. 
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4.2 Mapping of decisions and decision support needed 
The need for decision support in development projects has been collected based on the 
experience of the RISP participants as well as by workshops and communication with engineering 
and oil companies. 


The typical case considered has been: 


• A fully integrated topside facility (fixed or floating) 


• Well known design and operational aspects, reservoir and process conditions as well as 
environmental conditions 


• Operators and engineering companies experienced with the NCS regime 


It is found challenging to extract single decisions made at a specific time in the design process.  
The design process more typically implies a lot of dependencies and iterative work in decision 
making. A main task during Project Planning phase is to establish the technical basis for the 
subsequent Project Execution phase.  The design premises (in addition to prescriptive 
requirements given in standards, regulation and good practices) for handling of MAH should as 
far as possible be established in the Project Planning phase.   


Decisions made in the Project Planning phase with respect to MAH will have to be robust to avoid 
later changes unless a very strict management of change strategy is implemented.  The extent 
and quality of the work in the Project Planning phase is hence crucial to obtain valid design 
premises that are not overly conservative.  During Project Execution phase a main task is to 
implement and detail the safety premises into design and to follow up effect of changes. It is 
expected that in many projects the design premises, detailing of the premises and way of 
implementation of the premises will be challenged from a cost optimisation point of view.  This 
may imply that the validity envelope of RISP is challenged and that traditional risk assessment 
methods are applied. The focus for RISP is primarily to establish safety input and premises for 
handling MAH in an efficient manner at the right time. As the concept, layout and technical basis 
for Project Execution phase are to be established in the Project Planning phase, the further 
mapping of decision support needed is focused on the Project Planning phase (see Appendix A).  


A key part of the decision support normally extracted from traditional risk analyses is related to 
establish a design accidental load specification for the development project.  A main task for the 
RISP workgroups handling the various MAH is hence to establish methods for recommending 
design accidental loads and the application of the loads. 


It is further acknowledged that the NORSOK S-001, 2018 edition is a key document providing 
design premises related to MAH. The standard contains both prescriptive and functional 
requirements to the performance required for safety barriers/-systems.  It is concluded that 
application of this NORSOK standard as a basis for the design development will be a valid 
premise for the RISP methods.  Hence, the NORSOK S-001, 2018 edition has been reviewed to 
identify: 


• Decisions to be made in the development project relevant for RISP 


• Input requested from WG 2, 3 and 4. 


• Decisions that needs to be taken in a development project to establish the design of 
safety barriers/-systems 


• Premises for the RISP methods to be established and input needed from the RISP 
methods (to be established by WG 2,3 and 4) 
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The review is documented in Appendix A. Typical results obtained are: 


• Clarification of prescriptive requirements to the performance of safety barriers/-systems 
which shall be basis for the RISP methods 


• Solutions to be used in a standard design for functional requirements specified to safety 
barriers/-systems. This can be: 


o Transferring functional requirements into a set of specific prescriptive 
requirements 


o Identifying studies that need to be performed in a traditional way. These studies 
can typically be performed in a suitable/expedient way to give the decision 
support needed in the development project. 


o  Identifying evaluations that can be done qualitatively by qualified personnel in 
the development project 


o Identifying topics that needs to be evaluated as part of the HAZAN 


5. Discussion of new methodology 
This section discusses the robustness of the proposed RISP method and the challenges related to 
the new method’s ability to comply with the mandate. 


5.1 Strengths 


The main framework of the RISP method is based on the overall principles for risk-related decision 
support provided in ISO 31000 and ISO 17776. The RISP methodology also fits into the NORSOK 
Z-013 methodology framework.  


The intention with RISP is to establish decision support in the early phases of the design of an 
offshore facility utilising extensive experience doing risk analyses for several decades. The method 
must also include processes to ensure that expedient decisions related to MAH are made 
throughout the execution phase and verified in as-built design. A concept qualified as proven in 
use in a RISP process allows for more simplified methods to establish design requirements. 


The strengths of a risk decision process based on experience rather than traditional quantitative 
analyses include (see also Section 1.2.2): 


• Better use of existing knowledge 


• Speed up of development process 


• Reduced uncertainty related to late changes 


• Improve consistency between designers/risk analysts 


• Early development stage information of risk drivers 


• Clearer responsibility for changes affecting risk level 


The focus on the context is the main strength of the RISP. The identification of the relevant 
decisions that are to be risk informed and identification of all relevant stakeholders are the 
essence of the RISP process. Ensuring stakeholder commitment in the method is essential for the 
success of the process. This includes consensus that demonstration of safety level is achieved 
based on defined RISP criteria. 


The robustness in the decisions support provided, and how to deal with uncertainty is addressed 
as part of RISP. Through the RISP process the strength of knowledge is evaluated and 
demonstrated clearly and transparently. This is also in line with the “new” definition of risk given 
in Norwegian regulations (PSA). The RISP is clearer on reasons for introducing other studies to 
provide improved knowledge strength of an identified uncertain element. 
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Since uncertainties and strength of knowledge is addressed as part of the HAZAN process, the 
process can be a useful supplement to a traditional HAZID also in situations where a decision has 
been made not to develop within the framework of the RISP methodology. It may provide useful 
decision support at early stages of the project execution, limiting the risk of late changes at later 
stages. 


The benefit of RISP is that the safety level can be demonstrated more efficiently and provide risk 
informed decision support in a timely manner.  It is further acknowledged that the RISP fit very 
well with the NORSOK S-001, 2018 edition, as a key document providing design premises related 
to MAH.  


5.2 Challenges 
One of the main challenges applying a RISP process is ensuring commitment from all stakeholders 
in the method. This is relevant both for the justification of the method (documented and pre-
qualified) but most of all the by-in for specific projects. This includes consensus that 
demonstration of safety level is achieved based on defined RISP criteria. The use of RISP is only 
applicable where there is a consensus among the Stakeholders related to a preference for proven 
standardised solutions within the validity envelope. 


An important part of the RISP process is to enable the decision makers to understand the 
consequences of the decisions they make. This consequence of decisions may be perceived as 
more visible using RISP, hence more demanding for stakeholders who may then be reluctant to 
use a RISP approach. On the other hand, the clear link to consequences is also a strength of the 
RISP method. 


In RISP, the traditional quantitative risk analysis to document and demonstrate an acceptable 
safety level is replaced by a simplified experience-based risk assessment. It may be challenging to 
achieve both efficient use of experience and efficient adaption of improvements (new design or 
new technology) with RISP. The RISP method will to some extent be a conservation of known 
designs. The challenge of an experience based and prescriptive approach is however that 
demonstration of acceptable safety level must be achieved differently from traditional 
developments made by means of quantitative probabilistic criteria (such as main safety function 
impairment). A prescriptive and experience based method will not be able to evaluate risk directly 
towards quantitative criteria and only indirect demonstration of the same level of safety is 
achieved. The RISP model has limited ability to achieve quantitative overview over the total risk 
and risk contributors to each main safety function and possible conflicting targets. The experience 
based RISP models will therefore have to produce design support ensuring at least the same level 
of safety as the quantitative models. Hence, the RISP models must be acknowledged by all 
stakeholders as equivalent and equally robust as a traditional quantitative risk analysis applying 
the methods in NORSOK Z-013 and criteria set by the facility regulations 


It is found challenging to extract single decisions made at a specific time in the design process.  
The design process more typically implies a lot of dependencies and iterative work in decision 
making. The RISP process, however, describes the link between the design decision and the 
corresponding risk consequence independent of the development phase i.e. the RISP models 
describes general relations between design solutions and resulting risk. These relations are 
independent of project development phase, and the phase dependency of the RISP models as 
such is therefore not elaborated in the report (however, the use of the RISP models may vary with 
the available information during the development phases, see also section 4 and Appendix A. 


It is expected that in many projects the design premises, detailing of the premises and way of 
implementation of the premises will be challenged from a cost optimisation point of view.  This 
may imply that the validity envelope of RISP is challenged and that traditional risk assessment 
methods are applied. Constrains of staying within RISP may be challenging during the whole 
development process. Not all stakeholders may be equally motivated to stay within RISP.  


Another challenge is that decisions made in the early phases with respect to MAH will have to be 
robust to consider later changes. The extent and quality of the work in an early phase is hence 
crucial to obtain valid design premises that are not overly conservative. 
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The RISP models may limit the possibilities for detailed sensitivities (i.e. sensitivities on a level more 
detailed than the RISP models), but details of the design can be further studied with specific 
studies within the framework given by RISP. 


6. Recommendations for further work 
A new methodology for replacing traditional quantitative risk analysis with simplified experience 
based methods for improved decision support in development projects has been outlined and 
substantiated in this report. In order to qualify the new RISP methodology and document its 
ability for robust decision support in actual development projects, the following 
recommendations are given for further work: 


1. The workgroup 1 should be extended with some continuation into the next phase in order to 
provide seamless interaction between all work groups (1 – 5). 


2. The detailed definition of the validity envelope (applicable for RISP models) must be outlined 
for each RISP model in workgroup 2 – 5. A final definition of the validity envelope should be 
given after the pilot testing, see recommendation 3 below. 


3. The new RISP methodology should be tested on one or more appropriate pilot developments 
to verify its applicability before being formally released. This will provide a real life test that 
experience based decision support will provide sufficient robustness while speeding up the 
design phase of the development projects. 


4. The RISP methodology should be assessed for applicability for other safety work as a part of 
the work package 5 activities. Applicability for barrier management and emergency 
preparedness should be included in RISP work package 5. 


5. The new RISP methodology when finalised should be included in the revised NORSOK Z-013 
standard. 


6. The work done to clarify how NORSOK S-001 should be used to identify decisions, need for 
decision support and premises for use of the RISP methods should be extended. At present 
the review made is somewhat course.  It is expected that the experience gained through the 
work in WG 2 would give valuable input to an update both for explosions and fires.  In 
addition, “other accidents” is only covered partly. 


7. The concept of defining design accidental events to be used in design of an installation has 
only partly been covered in the present work.  The concept may however, be valuable for 
efficient decision support in a development project. Benefits of the concept includes that it 
can provide a clear input to design where uncertainties related to probability level is solved 
on an industry practice level instead of as part of design development.  In addition, the 
concept has proven to be efficient in implementation into design and optimisation of design 
details. The latter is linked to the ability to use suitable consequence tools using available 
information to consider effects on the scenarios from the design or from the scenario to the 
design. It is hence recommended to pursue this concept further as part of RISP.  This should 
include a thorough review of available accidental statistics for various hazards. This review 
should evaluate the quality of the statistics and relevance for a standard design fulfilling 
prescriptive requirements. The aim should be to establish an industry standard for which 
hazards needs to be designed against in a functional manner and which hazards not required 
to design against. For those hazards it shall be designed against, conclude on the severity of 
the design accidental event and corresponding premise. 


8. Several needs have been expressed to clarify how design accidental loads should be applied 
in design of an installation. These needs have been solved to various degrees in development 
projects performed.  It is recommended to gather the experiences obtained from use of 
design accidental load specifications in project developments and establish a best practice 
document for use in future projects.      
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Appendix A: Decisions in Project Planning phase that need risk informed decision support 
Reference to NORSOK 
S-001, 2018 revision. 


Explosions Fires  Other accidents Comments  


Ch. 5: Management 
of Technical Safety 


Decisions and tasks: 
• Decide on the applicability of the RISP 


methods  
• Management decision to apply the RISP 


method as the method for management 
of MAH (deviate NORSOK S-001) 


• Selection of concept for continuation into 
project execution. 


• Mature the selected concept.   
• Definition of technical basis for the 


subsequent Project execution phase. 
(Process systems, utility systems, electrical 
systems, load and structural arrangement, 
control systems topology)  


• Procurement and contract strategy 
• Definition of tolerance criteria for MAH 


(e.g. definition of main safety functions) 


 


Input requested: 
• 1) Constrains and conditions for using 


RISP methods (validity envelope).  
• 2) How should the risk aspect (explosion 


risk) be handled in later project phases 
(input to management of MAH and 
MoC). Design aspects that need to be 
controlled and recommended methods to 
control the aspects. Presumptions w.r.t. 
barriers in addition to what is defined in 
NORSOK S-001 to be defined. 
 
 
 
 


See explosions. 


• Criteria/strategy for local 
escalation and ruptures (basis 
for DeAL) 


 


See explosions Key tools in MAH are: 


• HAZAN (extended HAZID – ref 
NORSOK  


• Safety Program  
• Safety Strategy 
• DeAL. 


 


This phase shall define the technical 
basis for the project execution 
phase.   Hence extensive studies may 
be required in this phase to clarify 
most uncertainties and possible 
weak knowledge. This should also 
include an extensive HAZAN. 


 


During Concept definition and 
optimisation, work to 


identify and define barrier functions 
and corresponding performance 
requirements should be initiated. 
Unless the HAZAN is enough basis 
for this work, additional special 
studies may be required. 


 


In project execution phase the 
requirement for fire testing related 
to design scenarios is challenging to 
fulfil. 
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Reference to NORSOK 
S-001, 2018 revision. 


Explosions Fires  Other accidents Comments  


• 3) Input to verification plan to avoid need 
for as-built verification by TRA/QRA.  Can 
follow up using defined WCDE (Worst 
Credible Design Events) combined with 
recognised CFD tools be more effectively 
applied? 


Chapter 5.6 
Accidental loads and 
resistance 


Decisions and tasks: 
• Decision to deviate from NORSOK S-001 


methodology (which is referring to Z-013) 
and use RISP instead. 


• Define explosion DeAL based on early 
phase available details only.   Design 
values to reflect both functional and 
deterministic requirements in regulations. 
The DeAL to reflect a safety level at least 
equal as today.  


• Consideration of robustness and 
sensitivity for changes 


 


Input requested: 
• Input requested: (Ref Ch. 5.6.1 and 


5.6.2).  Recommended explosion DeAL to 
be given for:  
o 1) relevant horizontal and vertical 


area dividers,  
o 2) area loads for equipment  
o 3) external loads for e.g. LQ, escape 


and evacuation systems, critical 
functions/room outside the explosion 
area if applicable.  
 


 


 


 


Decisions and tasks: 
• As for explosions. 


 


Input requested: 
• WCDE-Process system is equal 


to WCPF.  The possibility for 
similar approach for riser fires 
and blowouts to be 
considered. This to minimise 
the probabilistic assessment as 
part of the development 
project. 


• Fire analysis (Extent, duration 
and loads) 


• Input to recommended DeAL 
o Duration, extend and 


loads to be used. 
 


 


 


 


Decisions and tasks: 
• As for explosions. 


 
Input requested. 
• WCDE’s 


o Boom fall? 
o Collision 


• Input to recommended 
DeAL 
 


• The task of identifying safety 
functions during and after an 
accident needs to be clearly 
identified. This affects the 
systems that need survivability 
requirements for the accidental 
loads.  The work needs to be 
risk informed and is covered in 
various ways today. The practise 
should be improved.  As 
requirements it could be covered 
as part of standards, 
requirements in DeAL, 
requirements in safety strategy 
or as part of performance 
requirements. 
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Reference to NORSOK 
S-001, 2018 revision. 


Explosions Fires  Other accidents Comments  


• The possibility to apply a similar method 
as defined for fires (Worst Credible 
Process Fire) to be discussed and clarified. 
A worst credible design event for 
explosion, WCDE-explosion to be 
clarified. Set up of cases to be used and 
probability level for pressure outcome to 
be discussed.  WCDE-explosion could be: 
o Ignition of a leak for a 2” hole or 
o Ignition of a 5 %, 10%, 20 % or 40 


% stochiometric gas cloud.  
• Input to robustness e.g. effect on DeAL 


for extreme cases. E.g. a WCEE-Explosion 
(Worst Credible Extreme Event- Explosion) 
could be ignition of a 40 % stochiometric 
cloud without release of firewater. 


• Timely input (and detail level) to purchase 
orders, sub-contractors and engineering 
disciplines needs to be clarified with the 
project. 


Ch. 6: Layout Decisions: 
• Decide and optimise layout. Why:  A key 


factor to   provide a robust and inherent 
safe design.  Layout is a key factor in 
feasibility, cost and design/operation 
premises. 


• Decide on main design principles given in 
Ch 6.4.1. 


• Decide on how to fulfil explosion design 
principles given in Ch 6.4.10. 


 
 
 
 
 


See explosions. 


Input requested: 
• Describe key design 


parameters influencing fire 
risk not sufficiently covered in 
NORSOK S-001. Distinguish 
between factors that should 
be used to decide on DeAL’s 
and factors that are constrains 
and conditions for using RISP 
methods (validity envelope). 


 


 
  


 


See explosions. 
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Reference to NORSOK 
S-001, 2018 revision. 


Explosions Fires  Other accidents Comments  


Input requested: 
• Describe key design parameters 


influencing explosion risk. Distinguish 
between: 
o factors that should be used to decide 


on DeAL’s (NORSOK S-001 Ch. 
6.4.10 says that ISO 13702 should be 
followed w.r.t explosion design 
principles.  Are the topics covered in 
ISO 13702 important for which DeAL 
to use or only for optimisation?)   


o factors that are constrains and 
conditions for using RISP methods 
(validity envelope). 


o factors that needs to be optimised as 
part of ISD, ALARP and robustness: 
 Topics sufficiently covered in 


NORSOK S-001 as basis for 
technical safety work  


 Topics that should be evaluated 
for optimisation in HAZAN 


• Methods or tool to establish Design Loads 
assuring at least same safety level as per 
“today”. Robust to avoid later changes 
but not too robust giving too high cost. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


• Methods or tool to establish 
Design Loads assuring at least 
same safety level as per 
“today”. Robust to avoid later 
changes but not too robust 
giving too high cost. 


• Identify topics for HAZAN 
• Identify special studies to be 


performed. 
o Gas and fire analysis for 


global layout 
considerations (safe area, 
evacuation mean, escape 
routes, size of fire walls). 
Clarify use of WCDE-Fires 
for this use. 


o Hot air exposure of 
helideck. Premises for 
definition of cases. 
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Reference to NORSOK 
S-001, 2018 revision. 


Explosions Fires  Other accidents Comments  


• Other: NORSOKS-001 describes several 
design aspects to be considered in  
Ch. 5.6.2 and 6.4. These should be 
covered either as validity envelope/ 
premises for RISP methods, as technical 
safety tasks to be performed in the 
development project or special studies. 
The HAZAN should review the totality of 
these aspects on a qualitative level. A 
possibility is also to include the aspects in 
an update of NORSOK S-001 as a chapter 
like Ch. 20 for fire. 


Ch 7: Structural 
integrity 


Decisions: 
• Explosion DeAL for structural integrity 


covering both prescriptive and functional 
requirements in regulations and providing 
a safety level at least equal as today. 


 


Input requested: 
• The definition of main structure which 


needs to be intact for the relevant safety 
functions in case of an explosion should 
be defined (by the project organisation – 
safety and structure).  Relevant loads to 
be defined unless sufficiently covered by 
input to Ch. 5.6.  


• Weather conditions to be combined with 
DeAL to be defined e.g. 1-year weather 
condition (meaning e.g. fraction of time 
less than 0,1% during a year)? 
 
 
 
 


See explosions 


 


Input requested: 
• Basis for structural response 


analyses and survivability 
requirements. Optimisation 
will require special studies. 


See explosions 


 


Input requested: 
• Areas and structures 


exposed to dropped 
objects and swinging 
objects. 
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Reference to NORSOK 
S-001, 2018 revision. 


Explosions Fires  Other accidents Comments  


Ch. 8: 


Containment 


Decisions: 
• Use of compact flanges and installation 


flanges 
 


Premises: 
• A premise for RISP is that work related to 


8.4.3 is carried out in the development 
project 


Decisions: 
• Use of SSIV on risers/pipelines.  


 
Input requested:  
• A method for evaluation of 


SSIV based on chapter 8.4.4 
needs to be defined. 


  


Ch 9: 


Open drain 


 Decisions: 
• Design of bunds and drain 


piping.  
 


Input requested:  
• WCDE-leakage/fire to be used 


for drain and bunding 
(dependent on segment 
volumes?) 


  


Ch 10: 


Process safety 


 


    


Ch 11: 


ESD 


Decisions: 
• (Decision on valves with ESD function) 
• (Internal leak rate requirement for ESD 


valves.)  
• Initiation of ignition source isolation 
• Initiation of EDP 
• Initiation of firewater 


 
Input requested: 
• Effect of segment sizes on DeAL’s 
• Premises wrt to isolation of ignition 


sources 
• Criteria or premises wrt automatic 


initiation of EDP on gas detection  


Decisions: 
• Decision on valves with ESD 


function 
• Internal leak rate requirement 


for ESD valves. 
• Required closure times for 


subsea ESD valves and SSIV’s  
 


Input requested: 
• Effect of segment sizes on 


DeAL’s 
• A standardised internal leak 


rate to be used as basis for 
design, e.g. 0,1 kg/s  
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Reference to NORSOK 
S-001, 2018 revision. 


Explosions Fires  Other accidents Comments  


• Criteria or premises wrt automatic 
initiation of firewater on gas detection (to 
be released on 6 detectors?) 


 
Premises: 
• Unless general criteria can be given, 


special studies must be performed. 


Premises: 
• Special study to be performed: 


Critical ESD valve study. 
 


Ch 12:  EDP and flare 
vent 


See above Decisions: 
• Need to reduce EDP time to 


avoid PFP and reduce rupture 
time on process equipment 


• Required survivability time for 
flare system 
 


Premises: 
• Special study may be required 


to optimise PFP. 


 In Project Execution phase Detailed 
DeAL’s may be required to optimise 
protection of flare system.  If 
relevant design scenarios are 
described – these can be used 
effectively to provide optimised 
loads. 


Ch 13 Gas detection Decisions: 


Location and Coverage of gas detectors 


 


Input requested: 
• A standardised grid for gas detectors of 


e.g. 7 meters to be used as basis for RISP.  
Any additional guidelines or premises for 
location of gas detectors to be given. 


   


Ch. 14, 15, 16, 18, 
19, 21 and 24. 


• These chapters present basis for RISP 
methods 


   


Ch. 17 Natural 
ventilation and HVAC 


Decisions: 
• Enough ventilation. 


 
Premises: 
• The ventilation rate in the various in 


hazardous areas shall be analysed by a 
special study 
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Reference to NORSOK 
S-001, 2018 revision. 


Explosions Fires  Other accidents Comments  


• It is a premise for RISP that minimum 12 
ACH are provided for 95 % of time.  


Ch 20 Passive Fire 
Protection 


Should it be established a similar Chapter 
covering Explosion protection? A few topics 
are covered in Chapter 5.6.2 but this should 
be extended! 


Decisions: 
• The use and design of 


horizontal fire divisions. 
 


Premises: 
• If horizontal fire divisions are 


to be used, a special study 
should be performed to 
optimise structural design to 
avoid passive fire protection 
(as a minimum) on the upper 
side of the division. 


• For optimisation of PFP versus 
blowdown time and selection 
of pipe class an optimisation 
study should be performed 


  


Ch 22 Escape and 
evacuation 


 Decisions: 
• Layout and protection of 


escape routes. 
• Location and protection of 


safe area (including air 
intakes) and evacuation 
means 
 


Input requested: 
• WCDE-fire to be used as basis 


for design wrt to these 
decisions. Should one use the 
same fires as defined for 
structural integrity and fire 
divisions? 
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Reference to NORSOK 
S-001, 2018 revision. 


Explosions Fires  Other accidents Comments  


Premises: 
• A special study should be 


performed to support 
decisions to be made.  


General Survivability Load exposure Load exposure Load exposure  
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1 List of abbreviations 


1.1 Abbreviations 


AIS  Automatic Identification System 


ALARP  As Low as Reasonably Practicable 


ALS  Accidental Limit State 


BAT  Best Available Technology 


CAD  Computer-Aided Design 


CAPEX  Capital Expenditure 


CCR  Central Control Room 


DDT  Deflagration to Detonation Transition 


DeAE  Design Accidental Event(s) 


DeAL  Design Accidental Load(s) 


DiAL  Dimensioning Accidental Load(s) 


DP  Dynamic Positioning 


DP2  Dynamic Positioning – Redundancy Class 2 


EERS  Escape Evacuation and Rescue Strategy 


ESD  Emergency Shutdown 


FEED  Front End Engineering and Design 


FES  Fire and Explosion Strategy 


FPSO  Floating, Production, Storage and Offloading 


GBS  Gravity Based Structure 


G-OMO  Guidelines for Offshore Marine Operations 


HAZAN  Hazard Identification and Analysis 


HAZID  Hazard Identification 


HC  Hydrocarbon 


HSE  Health, Safety and Environment 


ISD  Inherent Safe Design 


JIP  Joint Industry Project (In this case the RISP project) 


LD  Lethal Dose  


LEL  Lower Explosion Limit 


MAH  Major Accident Hazard 


MEG  Mono Ethylene Glycol 


MeOH  Methanol 


NCS  Norwegian Continental Shelf 


NOROG  Norwegian Oil and Gas 


PFP  Passive Fire Protection 


PPE  Personal Protection Equipment 


PRV  Pressure Relieve Valve 


PSA  Petroleum Safety Authority 


QRA  Quantitative Risk Analysis 


RISP  Risk Informed Decision Support in Development Projects 


SC  Steering Committee  


SPR  Sudden Pressure Relay 


SSIV  Subsea Isolation Valve 


TEG  Tri Ethylene Glycol 


TRA  Total Risk Analysis 


TSS  Traffic Separation Scheme 


ULS  Ultimate Limit State 


W2W  Walk to Work 


WCPF  Worst Credible Process Fire 


WG  Workgroup 
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1.2 Definitions 


Terminology as used in the RISP project: 


• Safety premises: Identified aspects presumed to be true and therefore used as a basis for the 
management of MAH.  This can typically be presumption made in the HAZAN as a basis for 
concluding that the design is within the validity envelope of the RISP models.  It can also 
cover other aspects such as operational restrictions.  Safety premises typically needs to be 
verified at a later stage. 


• Safety program: The safety program is a high-level plan describing the goals, means 
(resources), activities and analyses planned to manage MAH in a development project.  
Responsibilities, organisation and interaction arenas related to implementation of MAH 
design in the development project should be described. 


• Safety strategy:  The safety strategy is a high-level plan giving the link between the safety 
program and the design development with respect to MAH. The strategy describes how the 
end goals will be achieved.  The safety strategy should also cover the needs related to fire and 
explosion strategy (FES) and escape, evacuation and rescue strategy (EERS). The safety 
strategy should outline applicable overall principles for design, layout, arrangements, 
philosophies and other high-level design and operational aspects related to barriers, e.g.: 


o Describing MAH relevant for the development (e.g. area by area) and describing key 
design measures and safety premises. 


o Describing how specific MAH are managed by the use of barrier functions, systems and 
elements. Typically, this should include a reference to standard requirements (e.g. 
NORSOK S-001) and whether there are special solutions required not covered by the 
standards. 


• Proven design: Design or concepts that are considered prequalified through operational 
experience and/or previous engineering documentation and analyses to such a degree that 
the RISP methodology and models can be applied. 


• RISP methodology: The principles that has been used to establish methods and models in the 
JIP.  The term is also applied as the totality of RISP methods and RISP models. 


• RISP methods: The work steps and procedures proposed to be used for risk-based decision 
support in development projects 


• RISP models: The assessment tools proposed to be applied for risk-based decision support in 
development projects 
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2 Introduction 


This report describes the work undertaken by WG (Workgroup) 4 as a part of the joint industry 
project RISP (Risk informed decision support in development projects). WG 4 has been 
constituted by representatives from Lilleaker Consulting, Lloyd’s Register and Safetec. 


A new methodology related to handling of MAH (Major Accident Hazards) in development 
projects has been established.  The basis has been to allow for consistent use of industry 
experience rather than more analyses to support robust design of offshore facilities.  The 
methodology is especially intended for use in project planning phase for projects.  


This report is one of the workgroup reports constituting the basis for the overall RISP report, see 
also Figure 1 The report covers methods and models related to “other loads”. 


2.1 Overall RISP project 


The project “Formålstjenlige risikoanalyser” (“Expedient Risk Analyses”) was run until spring 
2017 by Norwegian Oil and Gas, NOROG (Ref. /1/). The project (hereafter called the NOROG 
project) with results and proposals for further work was presented in the Operations Committee 
meeting in NOROG and received full support. The authorities (Petroleum Safety Authority) have 
also expressed a strong wish to see the project being continued. 


The RISP joint industry project described in this document is a continuation of the NOROG work 
and the recommendations it led to. The outcome of RISP is likely to form a significant part of the 
fundament for the upcoming update of NORSOK Z-013. RISP has focused on risk management in 
project development of topside facilities (in a broad meaning), including subsea accidents that 
may affect the facility. 


Seven offshore operator companies have initiated and sponsored the RISP work; Equinor, 
ConocoPhillips, Total E&P, Vår Energi (ENI, Lundin, Wintershall and AkerBP. 


The JIP consists of two Sub-Projects. Sub-Project 1 has been carried out in 2018 (includes WG 1 and 


WG 2).  The RISP project organisation for Sub-Project 2 is illustrated in Figure 1. Sub-Project 2 
includes WG 3, WG 4 and WG 5. 


 


 


Figure 1– The RISP project organisation overview 
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The five workgroups are undertaken by vendors nominated by the sponsors, and different work 
packages are defined for the different workgroups.   The vendors are: Lilleaker Consulting, 
Gexcon, DNVGL, Lloyd’s Register, Aker Solutions, Proactima and Safetec. 


Both sponsors and vendors are participants in the JIP. 


The PSA has been involved as observer in the RISP project.   


 


2.1.1 Overall RISP context 


Risk analyses have played, and still play, a key role in the safety work of the petroleum industry 
and have given the industry detailed and broad knowledge about risk factors and design 
principles. However, the present practice in use of models and tools often request input data on a 
very detailed level.  In many cases, there is a mismatch between a) the need for input and the time 
it takes to set up and use the tools, and b) the information and time available at the time of 
making key decisions. Consequently, the decision support often arrives too late. 


Experience and insight gained throughout the years from making analyses have barely impacted 
the way analyses are made. In general, “everything” is looked at anew each time, the knowledge 
acquired from incidents that may occur and how plants can be optimally designed is not 
sufficiently utilised or reflected in the way the analyses are specified and performed. 


A main recommendation from the NOROG project was that during a development project, 
traditional quantitative risk analyses should for proven designs as a main rule be replaced by 
simplified assessments. This should be done to provide the best possible support for decisions 
being taken on an on-going basis. Thus, the emphasis on detailed calculations of total risk, and 
measurement against risk acceptance criteria such as FAR and 1x10-4, should be changed. Rather 
than continuing to seek very detailed risk descriptions, the aim in the future should be to provide 
necessary decision support at the right time. This is also in line with the “new” definition of risk 
given in Norwegian regulations (see guidance to PSA Frame agreement §11), which is an 
important basis for the JIP. 


The NOROG project drafted several principals and ideas for how to better deal with the above-
mentioned factors. These ideas and principles have been further matured and specified in the 
RISP project. Proven and acceptable methods and tools can be developed for the industry’s use 
based on the methodology outlined in this report. This will move risk management of proven 
designs away from total (quantitative) risk analysis as the governing element, and towards 
specific decision support related to each individual decision.   


 


2.1.2 Overall RISP objective 


The overall objective of the RISP project is to further develop the principles and ideas provided 
by the NOROG project into methods, models and guidelines, and establish a new common 
“industrial practice”. This practice should describe how various decisions in a development 
project are to be based on general and specific knowledge about the incidents that the installation 
may be exposed to (such as leaks, fires and explosions). 


Traditional quantitative risk analyses with considerable focus on detailed calculations of total 
risk and measurement against risk acceptance criteria such as FAR and frequencies of loss of 
main safety functions (1 x 10-4) should, when technology and challenges are known, be replaced 
by input based on knowledge and experience acquired by past projects and analyses, providing a 
robust safety level. Instead of searching for detailed descriptions of what the risk level is, the 
objective should be to provide valid decision support at the right time. 


All models to be developed as a part of the RISP methodology should, as far as possible, be based 
on the principles for risk-related decision support provided in ISO17776, se Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 - Risk related decision-making framework from ISO17776 (ref./2/). The validity envelope for the 
RISP methods and models is illustrated by the red dotted box, see also the WG 1 report 


The new «industrial practice» developed aims to clarify: 


a) if a potential type of hazard/incident is sufficiently covered by using systems and solutions 
indicated by requirements in standards, established good practice and results of former 
analyses (ref. left part of situation A in Figure 2), or 


b) if the simplified RISP methods and models established can be used to provide the necessary 
decision support, if/when the requirements in standards, established good practice and 
results of former analyses (a) is not found suitable/sufficient (typically right part of situation 
A and major part of situation B in Figure 2), or 


c) if there is a need for obtaining and using specific knowledge about the type of hazards 
associated to the facility/project of interest, by making various forms of analyses of the likely 
course of events and/or potential consequences, to be able to make sufficiently robust 
decisions (typically situation C in Figure 2). 


When there is a need for additional knowledge compared to situation a), i.e. situation b) applies, 
the new “industrial practice” must specify the methods and models that should be applied, and 
give guidance on how results (and the conditions/assumptions they are based on) can/should be 
used in the decision-making process. In this way the decision maker should also be made aware 
of the importance of the decision and the impact of the various decision options. 


The methods and models included in the new «industrial practice» will be adapted to the 
knowledge and information typically available at the time when the specific decisions of interest 
are normally made. The decision support provided shall be sufficiently robust, meaning that the 
recommendations given should not be subjected to scrutiny, reconsiderations or reassessment 
later in the project, provided that the basis for the decision support (the input used and the 
restrictions related to further design development) has not been changed throughout the project. 
This will minimise the need for late design changes, when e.g. more detailed information is 
available. An as-built total risks analysis/quantitative risk analysis (TRA/QRA) will thus not be 
required within the new “industrial practice”, but verification activities need to be developed. 
Verification shall ensure compliance with the validity envelope of the new approach, and that any 
changes in assumptions made during the development project are considered. 


Barrier management, in its wide context, should found the basis for risk management in 
operations. A balanced description of the risk comprehensive enough for the operational phase, 
should be established also within the new “industrial practice”. 
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2.2 Scope and objectives– workgroup 4 


The objective is to establish decision support for the handling of accidental loads generated by 
other accidents than fires and explosions in the project planning phase of a development project. 
The scope is limited to accidents (MAHs) typically covered in a QRA today.  


The proposed method/criteria shall define the relevant scenarios and loads considering only the 
outcomes of relevant accidental events, i.e. explicit assessment of frequencies, branch 
probabilities, etc. shall thus not be included directly in the proposed methods/models. Definition 
of the validity envelope of the methods/criteria is however needed. The results and 
recommendations provided by the methods and models established shall not be linked directly to 
probabilistic risk acceptance criteria (e.g. 10-4 per year), but the qualification/justification of the 
methods to be established can and should however use such results as a reference, when 
relevant, e.g. to show that the new methods will provide (at least) the same safety level as today. 
This may also be necessary to fulfil the requirements and expectations by the regulator.  


Only accidental loads where the consequence models typically used in the NCS oil & gas industry 
today are found valid, shall be addressed, i.e. design, layouts, etc. that are within the validity 
envelope of the current methods (and the theory these are based on) shall be covered.  


Design factors described by prescriptive requirements and practices in present standards and 
regulations shall as far as possible and when relevant, be used as a basis for the work.  


The hazards that shall be considered are:  


a)  Ship collisions  


b)  Falling and swinging loads  


c)  Toxic and suffocating loads  


d)  High voltage transformer fires and explosions  


e)  Utility fires (MEG, TEG, MeOH, diesel)  


f)  Helicopter accidents  


g)  Extreme weather  


h)  Earthquakes  


i)  Engine compartment fires  


j)  Stability and ballasting failures  


k)  Structural failures and gross errors  


The scope shall be updated initially in the execution of the work to reflect the preferred approach 
by the work group. The updated scope shall be issued for acceptance by the SC. For this 
workgroup, it is expected that tasks may be performed relatively independent for each hazard 
type. The need for discussions and coordination will thus be less than for the other workgroups.  


The work shall in an early phase include identification of professional subjects with conflicting 
considerations that needs to be raised for alignment / clarification / confirmation with the SC. 
Workshop(s) shall be proposed to present these subjects in a proper way at strategic timings.  


The scope shall include:  


1.  Collect up-to-date risk assessment methods and relevant prescriptive design requirements 
given in regulation and standards for the various hazards above.  


2.  Review and screen methods and requirements identified in item 1. The purpose is to 
categorize the hazards into two groups:  


a) Hazards that should be treated in design by use of prescriptive requirements in 
standards combined with good engineering practice. The recommended requirements 
and the validity envelope for the use of this practice should be described. The last part of 
the above list (e-k) is most likely to be in this group.  
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b) Hazards that need further method development to support risk-based decision support. 
For these hazards’ further refinement of RISP methods as outlined in item 3 to 7 below 
should be established. The first part of the above list is more likely to be in this group 
(e.g. a-d).  


3.  Establish RISP methods to provide recommended design scenarios and/or loads unless 
handling of the hazard is sufficiently covered by prescriptive requirements.  


4. Identify key (most important or critical) design parameters and their importance that can be 
used to optimize and/or evaluate development concepts and layout with respect to the 
hazards. Design factors described by prescriptive requirements and practices in present 
standards and regulations should be a basis for the work.  


5. Discuss competence strength of factors influencing the hazards and related need for 
robustness in design  


6.  Describe constrains and conditions for using the RISP methods (validity envelope). This 
should include premises for use of the methods both with respect to a standard design and 
relevant prescriptive requirements to be fulfilled.  


7.  Establish a guideline for use of the RISP methods. This should include a checklist to be used 
as a part of the HAZAN to ensure compliance with the validity envelope of the RISP methods 
throughout the project development process.  


8.  Identify, if relevant, challenges with existing regulations and standards  


Chapter 4 in Attachment 1 of the NOROG report is relevant input to the work regarding ship 
collisions. 
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3 Ship collision  


3.1 Introduction 


This section covers the assessment of accidental loads related to ship collisions. The main focus is 
to set realistic design loads for the offshore facility related to vessel traffic in the area and field 
vessel activity. The intention is to give good input to identify relevant scenarios and set a validity 
envelope for assessing realistic impact loads using RISP.  The work is to a large extent based on 
the results from a recent JIP related to vessel collision risk, Ref. /3/ 


3.2 Context 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see Section 3.3.1). During the HAZAN 
the following should be assessed to verify applicability for RISP: 


• Regulatory requirements 


• GOMO guidelines 


• Overall layout and plans. 


The RISP method is developed for oil and gas operations on the Norwegian Continental Shelf, and 
comply with Norwegian regulations for petroleum activities, and based on procedures and 
operating practices which are considered industry practice on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. 


 


3.2.1 Regulatory requirements 


For the ship collision loads assessment to be considered within the RISP validity envelope, it must 
as a minimum document compliance with the following regulatory and standard requirements: 


• PSA Management regulations 


o Section 9: Acceptance criteria for major accident risk and environmental risk 


• PSA Facility regulations 


o Section 11 Loads/actions, load/action effects and resistance 


• NORSOK S-001 (2018) 


• NORSOK N-003 (2017) 


• Section 9.3 Impact actions. 


In addition, it must be assumed that all standards for design and construction of ships and its 
parts are adhered to. 


 


3.2.2 G-OMO - Guidelines for Offshore Marine Operations 


G-OMO is a standard global approach to encourage good practice and safe vessel operations in the 
offshore oil and gas industry.  


The guideline covers all relevant aspects form vessel procurement, voyage planning, mobilisation, 
loading, outward voyage, approach to location, working at location, departure from location and 
inward voyage. However, a specific guide is prepared related to collision risk management within 
G-OMO. This guide includes recommendations related to: 


• Safety Zones 


• Bridge Team Organisation and Management 


• Approaching Location 


• Selection of Station Keeping Method 


• Pre-Entry Check Lists 


• Setting Up Before Moving Alongside 


• Use of Dynamic Positioning 
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• In Operating Position and Change of Operating Location 


• Weather Side Working 


• Departure and Commencement of Passage 


• Field Transits. 


The RISP method apply for facilities applying these recommendations. 


 


3.2.3 Overall layout and plans for the marine operations 


When the supply and lifting strategy are established, a coarse description of procedure and 
restrictions should be developed. Procedures need to be developed to ensure safe vessel 
operations including considerations of:  


• Material handling 


o location of laydown area(s) 


o crane location 


o supply vessel loading position  


• Riser 


o location relative to vessel operating position 


o protection of risers 


• Offloading location 


• W2W vessel 


o Bridge landing area 


• Weather restrictions. 


All this to define safe loading position and to set operational restrictions. Normally lifting from 
supply vessels and shuttle tanker offloading is preferred in downwind position of the facility and 
away from unprotected risers. 


Based on these layout considerations, the design loads application areas (for impact loads) are 
known. 


 


3.2.4 Framework for design of topside arrangements protection 


All topside arrangements that according to the plans may be exposed to collision impact loads 
should be designed to withstand the loads with enough robustness to render unlikely a release of 
hazardous material or loss of main safety function. 
 


3.2.5 Strength of knowledge 


Assessment of the risk associated with collision risk has been performed over many years and is 
well understood in the petroleum industry. The RISP method for collision impact loads/energies 
has therefore no additional conservatism due to lack of knowledge about the phenomenon. 
However, the risk modelling of consequences of impacts is still under further development.  


Conservatism in the RISP method is therefore linked to the simplified approach. 


3.3 Proposed RISP Method  


Main steps of the recommended method are as follows:  


1. Establish context of analysis  


a. Identify operational phases and operations covered  


2. Define the representative collision scenarios i.e. vessel types and phases (HAZAN) 


a. An appropriate set of representative operating scenarios must be established. Each 
representative scenario will have a unique set of initial conditions  
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b. Identify visiting vessel types and size (displacement)  


c. Identify relevant barriers in place and discuss whether the RISP methodology is 
applicable within a validity envelope. 


3. Set the relevant design loads for the relevant scenarios 


4. Assess and describe uncertainty – Evaluate and demonstrate strength of knowledge 


These steps are set up to sort out which design scenarios that are relevant for the concept in 
question and which of those design scenarios that are within the RISP envelope and those design 
scenarios that requires additional assessments. 


 


3.3.1 HAZAN and validity envelope 


Based on experience from operations in the NCS, the following identified hazards (collision 
scenarios) should be considered, but not limited to: 


• Passing vessels – vessel traffic with no relation to the specific facility 


• Supply vessel 


• Standby vessel 


• Shuttle tanker – field specific 


o DP operation 


o Conventional 


• W2W- vessel – for the facility 


• Flotel 


• Field-related 


o Installation vessel 


o Heavy-lift vessel 


o Pipe-laying vessel 


o Anchor handling vessel 


o Multi-purpose vessel 


• Other – area and site-specific activities with floating vessels or barges 


Scenario phases 


For visiting vessel visit three phases should be addressed;  


• on arrival,  


• manoeuvring from standby position to operating position, and when in  


• operating position.   


In addition to the three phases, there is normally a phase where the vessel will be positioned in 
standby position, possibly for an extended duration, between on arrival and manoeuvring from 
Standby position to Operating position. It is however expected that the selected standby position 
will be sufficiently far away from the installation (i.e. outside the safety zone) and based on a 
careful consideration of the current weather conditions and with respect to the field layout and 
nearby installations. In this case it is assessed that the probability of collision can be efficiently 
mitigated by selecting this position such that the vessel is not exposing any nearby installations in 
case of a black out scenario. Being at a safe distance/location it is also assessed that the 
probability of not being able to respond to and correct a drive-off event (or other failure 
situations) is negligible. 


Facility layout considerations (input to design)– to be discussed in HAZAN: 


• Material handling - Laydown area – crane location – supply vessel loading position –> 
preferred downwind 


• Riser location and protection – away from loading position (supply vessel) 


• Offloading – location -> preferred downwind 
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• W2W – bridge landing area. 


The RISP methodology is applicable within a validity envelope. This is relevant to address in the 
HAZAN i.e. separate validity envelopes are assessed per RISP model (hazard and area). In the 
table below a set of parameters to be discussed in the HAZAN is listed for the different collision 
scenarios. 


Other vessel operations with other collision impact loads, which it is considered and decided not 
to be designed for, should be specifically addressed with respect to assessment of operational 
risks and compensating measures. The HAZAN shall document the reasoning not using the 
relevant scenarios for design input. 


Table 1 - Typical collision scenarios to be considered 


Collision Hazard Barriers and RISP envelope Input to 
design load 


RISP method 


All passing vessels Traffic surveillance, alert and 
evacuation procedure (NORSOK 
S-001, section 25) 


Location away from traffic 
separation scheme (TSS), at least 
half of the width of TSS. 


No Vessel traffic survey 
(AIS data) 


Degree of 
operational barriers 


 


All visiting and 
attending vessels 
in waiting 
position 


Selected standby position will be 
sufficiently far away from the 
installation (i.e. outside the safety 
zone) 


Weather conditions - vessel is not 
exposing any nearby installations 
in case of a black out scenario.  


Drive-off event fully recoverable  


No  


Supply-vessel – on 
arrival 


Traffic surveillance, alert and 
evacuation procedure (NORSOK 
S-001, section 25) 


G-OMO-procedure 


No  


Supply-vessel – 
Manoeuvring 
from standby 
position to 
operating position 


G-OMO-procedure 


Waiting position downwind 
facility 


Yes See section 3.3.2.1 


Supply-vessel – 
Operating 
position 


G-OMO-procedure 


Loading position down-wind 


Yes See section 3.3.2.2  


 


Shuttle tanker 
Conventional (No 
DP) – visiting 


NA Yes Detailed assessment 
required. Outside 
RISP envelope. 


Shuttle tanker – 
on arrival 


Traffic surveillance, alert and 
evacuation procedure (NORSOK 
S-001, section 25) 


G-OMO-procedure 


No  


Shuttle tanker 
vessel – 
Manoeuvring 
from standby 
position to 
operating position 


G-OMO-procedure 


 


Yes See section 3.3.2.3  
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Collision Hazard Barriers and RISP envelope Input to 
design load 


RISP method 


Shuttle tanker - 
Operating 
position 


GOMO-procedure 


Weather vaning FPSO 


80-100 m offloading distance 


DP-operation 


Yes  See section 3.3.2.3 


W2W vessel Minimum DP2 


Preferred connected downwind 


Speed requirements 


Heading and hold time 
requirements 


Yes  See section 3.3.2.2 


 


Standby vessel In downwind position No  


Field-related Separate risk evaluation No  


Flotel Separate risk evaluation Yes Use JIP model (Ref. 
/3/), outside RISP 


3.3.2 Design loads – collision – impact energy 


The collision energy (𝐸𝑠) can be calculated by the equation, by using the vessel mass 
(displacement in kg) (𝑚𝑠), the vessel added mass (𝑎𝑠) and its impact velocity (𝑉𝑠): 


𝐸𝑠 =
1


2
(𝑚𝑠 + 𝑎𝑠)𝑉𝑠


2 


The added mass accounts for the hydrodynamic forces that act on the ship during a collision. 
There are a number of factors that need to be considered when assessing the added mass for a 
vessel, such as the shape of the vessel, its draught and the duration of the impact. Frequently used 
added masses are 10% for stern/bow on collisions and 40% for broadside collisions. 


With respect to the consequence modelling, the following factors are taken into consideration:   


• Energy dissipation between the vessel and platform, i.e. not all initial kinetic energy will be 
transferred to the platform structure and lead to plastic deformation. In direct hits, all energy 
is absorbed by the vessel and the platform structures. Typically, in low energy impacts most 
of the energy will be taken up by the facility. For high energy impacts, most of the energy will 
be taken up by the vessel. Smaller vessels absorb more of the energy than large vessels.  


• It is important to note that the energy distribution between vessel and facility depends on 
several factors such as type of bow, size of vessel, collision angle, point of contact(s) etc.  
Without a detailed structural analysis of the specific platform and relevant vessel it is 
challenging to conclude with certainty about the energy distribution.  


In view of the above-mentioned uncertainties, it is difficult to obtain exact numbers for how much 
of the energy that is distributed between the platform and vessel. A guideline for establishing the 
energy distribution between vessel and installation has been developed. This guideline is 
outlined in Section 3.3.3. 


3.3.2.1 Supply-vessel – Manoeuvring from standby position to operating position 


There may be a wide variation in impact scenarios, e.g. direct hit or glancing blows, and a varying 
degree of speed reduction prior to impact, dissipation of energy between installation and vessel. 
The corresponding speed in head-on collisions varies and can be up to 4 m/s. Considerations of 
procedures for field traffic surveillance, speed limitations, and improvements in the design of 
vessel control systems  also play an important role in giving realistic impact scenarios.   


3.3.2.2 Supply-vessel and W2W vessel – Operating position 


Due to the limited distance between the vessel and the installation during loading/offloading, the 
speed at impact given a drive-off is assessed to be low. If there are specific vulnerable collision 
targets, such as risers or living quarter, it might be necessary to apply a more detailed speed 
distribution. For a conservative approach, the speed distribution given in NORSOK N-003 (2017) 
should be used. There may be a wide variation in impact scenarios, e.g. direct hit or glancing 
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blows, and a varying degree of speed reduction prior to impact. From operating position, it is 
likely that in addition to head-on collision, the vessel may move sideways, in the aft direction, or 
even rotating when colliding with the installation. The corresponding speed in head-on collisions 
shall be 0.5 m/s and 3.0 m/s for ULS and ALS checks respectively. A hydrodynamic (added) mass 
of 40% for sideways and 10% for bow and stern impact can be used.  


3.3.2.3 Shuttle tanker vessel – Manoeuvring from standby position to operating position and 
operating position 


NORSOK N-003 (2017) suggest using a minimum collision energy of 100 MJ for collision scenario 
involving shuttle tanker hitting the stern of a FPSO. This is assessed valid both design scenarios 
i.e. for the manoeuvring from standby position to operating position, and when in operating 
position. 


3.3.3 Application of collision load energy 


Application of load energy need to take into consideration several factors. Depending upon the 
impact conditions (speed and type of hit), a part of the kinetic energy may remain as kinetic 
energy also after the impact, while the rest of the kinetic energy has to be dissipated as strain 
energy in the installation and the vessel. A method was developed in the JIP project (Ref. /3/). 
The method was developed as a guidance to us of DNVGL-RP-C204 “Design Against Accidental 
Loads” (Ref. /4/) and DNVGL-RP-C208 “Determination of structural capacity by non-linear finite 
element analysis methods” (Ref. /5/ 


3.4 Application of methods in design 


No specific input. 
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4 Falling and swinging loads  


4.1 Introduction 


Falling and swinging loads covers lifts performed with the platform cranes, monorails, runway 
beams, pad eyes, pipe handling cranes on the drill floor and so on. However, the focus is on lifting 
hazards that have major accident potential. The supply vessel is usually outside the scope of the 
early facility development phase, hence dropped objects that land on the vessel is not covered by 
this document. 


A dropped object is defined as a load that is unintentionally released from a lifting device, or that 
is swinging and unintentionally impacts some part of the installation structure. An object can be 
any item lifted on the installation, including containers, baskets, drilling equipment, crane boom 
and so forth. Accidental drops of objects can result in: 


• Injuries and fatalities among personnel working on the installation 


• Damage to equipment (anchor lines, flare, lifeboats, etc.). If hydrocarbon carrying equipment 
is hit, leaks or, in extreme cases, blowouts can result 


• Damage to the platform main structure 


Dropped objects can initiate major accident events. If a dropped object hits hydrocarbon carrying 
equipment causing loss of containment, ignition can cause a major fire or an explosion. Dropped 
loads with impact energies above the platform’s structural design limits can result in major 
structural damage to the installation. 


Lifts that are partially taken over sea, such as those between the platform and supply vessels, can 
result in objects dropped to sea. Objects falling overboard may hit and damage the structure of 
the installation, or they may sink towards the seabed and be a hazard for any subsea equipment 
installed in the proximity of the facility.  


The RISP methodology on falling and swinging loads is intended to provide decision support 
during the early development phase to ensure safe design according to the RISP framework (see 
RISP WG 1 report), but the methodology also allows for instant consequence assessment 
whenever the decision is made. This includes providing good principles for design and operation 
and appropriate design loads for the selected design and lifting plans. 


4.2 Strength of knowledge 


4.2.1 General 


Assessment of the risk associated with falling and swinging loads has been performed over many 
years and is well understood in the petroleum industry. The RISP method for falling and swinging 
loads should therefore have no additional conservatism due to lack of knowledge about the 
phenomenon. Conservatism in the RISP method is therefore linked to the simplified approach 
with less detailed analyses than what is normally done in a traditional risk analysis. 


However, the simplified RISP approach has disclosed that the current industry practice with a 
risk based approach to protection of subsea arrangements (see section 4.2.3) has a potential 
weakness in that it provides the least protection in the area where the consequence of a release is 
most severe; directly under and near the platform. This is due to an established cost-benefit 
trade-off allowing for less protection than perhaps needed in the near vicinity of the platform 
(while still meeting the frequency requirement). 


4.2.2 Protection of topside arrangements 


On average, a drop of the load can be estimated in the order of one time per 1E-06 lifts. An 
average platform can typically have in the order of 8000 lifts per year1, rendering a dropped 
object to occur in the order of 1E-02 times per year on an average facility. Even though that only a 


 
1 This is a Lloyd’s Register best estimate based on experience and is not consolidated by a detailed review of 
platforms. However, the context of which the estimate is used in RISP does not depend significantly on 
having a more accurate number. 
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fraction of the dropped objects (in the order of 75%) are dropped over the platform, the drop 
frequency is so high that this must be considered a dimensioning event that need to be managed 
by the design or by lifting procedures (or a combination of the two). 


The RISP model will require knowledge of which object (measured in weight class) that will be 
lifted where and with which height to be able to assess the need for protection. However, the 
frequency of lifting is not required. 
 


4.2.3 Protection of subsea arrangements 


The frequency for drop over sea can be estimated to be in the order of 1E-02 times per year (see 
also section 4.2.2), and this must therefore be considered as a dimensioning event. 


Note that for dropped object protection on subsea equipment the proposed RISP method is more 
robust than traditional probabilistic methods. 


Traditional methods for seabed protection are normally based on a frequency assessment. The 
frequency assessment can be done either by following DNV-RP-107 with a acceptance criteria of 
resulting pipeline releases below 1.0E-04 times per year, or the frequency assessment it is based 
on an assessment of how much the pipelines has to be protected to ensure that all identified risk 
numbers (impairment of main safety functions) are below the acceptable limits. When using 
traditional methods, one need to know exactly what is going to be lifted, and which frequency it is 
going to be lifted with (or at least have an upper limit of these). This means that a change in the 
lifting programme may in theory change the need for protection of pipelines. Note that according 
to the RISP framework (see section 1.3.3. in the WG 1 report) one can use RISP models for parts 
of the facility design. E.g. when using RISP models for, say, explosion one may still choose to use 
the traditional DNV-RP-107 frequency approach for protection of subsea arrangements. Note, 
however, that the traditional approach of basing seabed protection on contribution to total risk 
numbers cannot be used when parts of the development is based on RISP models since the total 
quantification of risk numbers will not be available as a part of a RISP development. 


The proposed RISP method for protection of subsea arrangements is independent of lifting 
frequency and lifting programme since it is de-coupled from frequency and only presumes that all 
weight categories of DNV-RP-107 can be lifted. This means that the RISP method can be more 
readily applied earlier in a project development than traditional methods. 


However, the RISP method will lead to more robust design of pipeline protection than what is 
normally seen from traditional studies. Particularly, the RISP method will result in more robust 
seabed protection near the drop points. While this may sometimes be a challenge to achieve from 
a cost point of view, it is also a robustness that provides better protection in the area where the 
consequence of a release is highest (near the platform where a long duration fire on sea has the 
most severe consequences). Using traditional methods for seabed protection may reduce the cost, 
but at the same time it will often result in less protection in the areas where the consequences of 
a leak is highest (compensated with additional robustness in the areas further away for the drop 
point where the consequence is less severe). 


The proposed RISP model is based on an assumption of survivability, i.e. given any drop at any 
possible location the pipeline must survive without a major release with a given probability. To 
identify an expedient survivability for the RISP model, one can establish two outer boundaries for 
survivability; 90% given drop and 99% given drop. Given that the likelihood of a drop over sea is 
in the order of 1E-02 per year, a 90% survivability will result in an order of 1E-03 times per year 
subsea release and the 99% survivability will result in an order of 1E-04 times per year subsea 
release. Assuming an ignition probability in the order of 10%, the 90% survivability will result in 
a fire on sea in the order of 1E-04 times per year while the 99% survivability will result in subsea 
fires in the order of 1E-05 times per year. 


Based on the above frequency assessment, the proposed RISP model for protection of seabed 
arrangements is based on a 95% survivability given drop. This will ensure that designing with the 
new RISP model is at least as safe as designing with traditional approaches. 


The RISP model presented gives new and useful awareness about the need for more robust 
seabed protection near the drop point than what is traditionally used today. 
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4.2.4 Crane boom fall 


The frequency for crane boom fall can be estimated to be in the order of less than 5E-05 times per 
year (see also section 4.3.7), and this can therefore be considered as a not dimensioning event. 
However, if there are especially critical or hazardous areas directly under the crane boom (on the 
upper deck), protection of these targets can be considered as part of the ALARP process. 


4.3 Validity envelope for RISP 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see WG1 report Section 2.2). During the 
HAZAN the following should be assessed for falling and swinging loads: 
 


4.3.1 Regulatory requirements 


For the falling and swinging loads assessment to be considered within the RISP validity envelope 
it must as a minimum document compliance with the following regulatory and standard 
requirements: 


• PSA (Management regulations & Facility regulations) 


• NORSOK S-001 


• NORSOK N-003 


• NORSOK R-002 


• NORSOK R-003 


In addition, it must be assumed that all standards and codes for design and construction of cranes 
and its parts is adhered to. 


NORSOK S-001: “Equipment and piping containing hydrocarbons shall be located or protected to 
minimize consequences from dropped objects, crane boom fall and swinging loads etc”. 
 


4.3.2 Lifting strategy 


In alignment with the requirements of PSA Framework regulations §4 and NORSOK S-001 the 
facility must be designed to minimise the consequences of dropped objects. 


To develop a robust design against falling and swinging loads it is necessary that a lifting strategy 
is already established. The lifting strategy must define what needs to be lifted, how high it needs 
to be lifted and where it needs to be landed. This includes defining whether objects will be moved 
internally on the platform with trucks or if they will be lifted over the platform. 


The inherent safe design principle should be applied when developing the lifting strategy, i.e. one 
should seek to avoid lifting over or near hazardous equipment, and if this is not possible all 
hazardous equipment should be protected to withstand the potential loads from falling and 
swinging objects. 


If a lifting strategy is not developed, then the design against falling and swinging loads cannot be 
performed. 
 


4.3.3 Lifting procedures and lifting plans 


A coarse plan of what needs to be lifted where must be developed. Procedures need to be 
developed to ensure safe lifting. The procedures must be aligned with the design of the platform. 


Deck cranes shall not perform routine lifting operations over the living quarters or any other 
restricted lift zones and shall not be used in conditions where operational limits are exceeded, 
nor shall the cranes be used during helicopter operations. 


Lifting procedures should prohibit lifting over pressurized hydrocarbon carrying equipment. 


A fatality on the NCS occurred in year 2000 due to cargo handling on a pipe deck. In the accident 
investigation following the incident, The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate expressed concern 
that “a culture has developed over time where breaches of fundamental principles for safe lifting 
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operations are accepted”. Based on this, and the remarks made above, the importance of adhering 
to lifting procedures cannot be overestimated. 


Ideally all the information listed below should be available for a lifting activity study for all 
offshore installations: 


Lifting activity  


• What objects are lifted (pipes, containers, tanks, etc.) and how heavy are they?  


• Lifting distribution between the platform cranes  


• Lifts from supply vessels  


• Internal lifts  


Lifting pattern  


• Typical lifting heights to different laydown areas  


• What objects typically go to each laydown area  


• Are internal lifts lifted over sea, or over the installation only?  


Lifting restrictions  


• Are there any areas where there are lifting restrictions? 


• Are there weather or other restrictions to lifting? 


Dropped object protection  


• Need for dropped object protection topside?  


• Need for dropped object protection on risers?  


• Need for dropped object protection on pipelines?  


• Need for dropped object protection on structure (jacket, installation legs, floating devices)?  


In reality it is rather rare that all this information is made available in the early development 
phase and more general assumptions must therefore be made based on experience. The lifting 
activity information should be collected for all relevant operations (normal operation, drilling 
operation, revision stops, etc). 


4.3.4 Structural design of crane 


When the lifting strategy and lifting plans are established, a structural design of cranes must be 
selected in a way that allows for safe operation of the lifting plans. 


This includes coverage, capacities, line of sight, lifting radius, rotational speed, etc. allowing to 
operate safely. 


The selected crane design must be well known and provide robustness in main support 
(pedestal) and crane boom arrangement to render structural collapse unlikely. 


Best available technology must be applied, and conventional crane design standards and codes 
must be followed in the global and local use of capacities, safety factors and other elements that 
constitute a part of the robustness of the cranes. 
 


4.3.5 Design of topside arrangements protection 


All topside arrangements that according to the lifting plans may be exposed to falling and 
swinging loads should be designed to withstand the loads with enough robustness to render 
unlikely a release of hazardous material or loss of main safety function. 


The RISP method for robust protection of topside arrangements is presented in section 4.4.1. 
 


4.3.6 Protection of subsea arrangements 


When objects are lifted over sea, either between a supply vessel and the installation or internal 
lifts over sea, they can be dropped from the crane boom and fall to sea. A dropped object to sea 
can potentially damage subsea structures such as pontoons, jacket, anchor lines, risers, pipelines, 
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subsea wellheads, subsea BOPs, etc. The impact energy to these structures must be calculated and 
compared with the impact capacity of the same structures. 


All subsea arrangements with major accident potential must be protected to withstand loads 
from dropped objects with enough robustness to render unlikely a release of hazardous material. 


The RISP method for robust protection of subsea arrangements is presented in section 4.4.2. 
 


4.3.7 Crane boom fall 


Crane boom fall must also be considered as part of the ALARP process (see Section 4.2.4). A crane 
boom can fall at any time during its lifting route. A falling crane boom can strike areas that are 
protected by lifting restrictions. The lifted objects (container, pipes) will not be lifted above the 
areas with lifting restrictions, but the crane boom can still expose the restricted area. 


A recent review of all reported crane boom falls on NCS and UKCS (ref. /6/) has indicated that 
crane boom falls can be expected with a return frequency of no more than 5E-05 times per 
platform year. While none of the reported crane boom falls has resulted in release of 
hydrocarbons, this cannot be disregarded, and design and operational measures should be 
considered to limit the risk according to the ALARP principle. 


In addition to material failure and fatigue the dominating main causes of reported crane boom fall 
was failure of the boom hoisting cable system, hydraulic system and main power system. 
Providing the crane with sheave guards that prevents the boom hoisting cable to disengage from 
the sheaves will therefore reduce the likelihood of crane boom falls. Designing fail safe hydraulic 
and power systems will also contribute to reduced boom fall likelihood. 


A significant part of the reported incidents was linked to failures that could have been prevented 
by a more rigorous inspection programme. In particular, maintaining the integrity of the boom 
hoisting cable system is a key factor for preventing crane boom fall. Preventing crane boom fall is 
therefore as much an operational factor as a design factor. 


Crane boom falls are normally not contributing significantly to the overall risk (typically less than 
1-2% of the total loss of main safety function) due to both low likelihood of occurrence and 
moderate consequences given a fall. The crane boom impact is likely to be on the top deck of the 
facility, and the consequences of an impact will be depending on what is stored in the area. The 
upper deck is usually the least hazardous place to have an explosion (since area is usually open 
and low-congested) and a fire (since heat and smoke loads are highest at some distance above the 
leak point and is less likely to cause escalation or loss of escape when the fire is on the top deck). 
If the top deck is highly congested or if there are large quantities of hazardous liquids stored, one 
should consider protecting the critical equipment from crane boom fall from an ALARP point of 
view. 


Deck plates are not reported to be impaired from crane boom falls and need no additional 
protection from crane boom fall. 


4.4 Proposed RISP method 


If the HAZAN has concluded that the development project is within the validity envelope of RISP 
the methodology in section 4.4.1 through section 4.4.3 can be applied to determine the protection 
against falling and swinging loads. 
 


4.4.1 Protection of topside arrangements 


The consequence of a dropped load depends on several factors including: 


• Mass of object; 


• Fall height (governing object impact energy); 


• Object orientation at impact; 


• Component of horizontal velocity and degree of potential energy converted into kinetic 
energy; and 
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• Hazard potential and vulnerability of impacted object. 


It is assumed that all the potential energy will be converted into kinetic energy and transferred to 
the laydown area upon impact; hence deformation of the dropped object is not considered. This is 
a conservative assumption as in reality a portion of the kinetic energy will be applied to deform 
the dropped object. 


The impact energy, E, can then be calculated by the following equation: 


𝐸 = 𝑚 × 𝑔 × ℎ 


Where: 


m = mass of object in kg 


g = 9.81 m/s2 


h = drop height in meter 


The potential drop height of an object will depend on the path where the object is lifted. All 
hazardous material and all landing areas must be protected to withstand the potential energies 
from all objects lifted above them with masses and heights according to the lifting plan. 


Protection against swinging loads must be provided to protect important equipment located 
closer than 3 meters from the landing areas. 


For fixed installations the swinging load protection should be able to withstand swinging impact 
with energies, Es, corresponding to horizontal velocities of 1 m/s for all lifted objects, i.e. 


𝐸s = ½ × 𝑚 × v2 


Where: 


m = mass of object in kg 


v = horizontal velocity in m/s 


For floating installations, the swinging load protection should be able to withstand swinging 
impact with energies, Es, corresponding to horizontal velocities of 2 m/s. 
 


4.4.2 Protection of subsea arrangements 


As a main principle, designing by the RISP methodology is going to provide enough robustness to 
deem unlikely that a dropped object over sea is going to lead to a hydrocarbon release with 
potential major consequences for personnel or environmental. Unlikely in this context means in 
the order of less than 5%. This implies a 95% survivability for the pipeline given a drop over sea. 


A 95% survivability corresponds to a fire on sea with an average frequency in the order of 5E-05 
times per year, see section 4.2.3. 


When an object hits the sea and starts to sink, it will after some time reach a constant vertical 
velocity given by its weight and shape. It will, however, to a lesser or larger degree also be 
subjected to horizontal forces that will move the object away from the drop point. The objects 
will thus tend to move within a cone with a top angle depending on object shape, mass, impact 
angle when hitting surface, etc. The actual trajectory will depend on several parameters as the 
impact angle, the impact velocity, the water current, the waves, the shape of the object etc. 
Common to most of the possible trajectories is a velocity along the trajectory varying between 
3m/s and 20 m/s, while the vertical velocity after a certain distance will become more constant. 


For tubular shaped objects the angular spreading will not increase below 180 meters, while 
compact objects will continue spreading within the cone shape down to the sea bed, but the 
spread is assumed not to exceed the corresponding spread of pipes at 180 m. Pipes may be lifted 
as a bundle. 


The description of objects falling within a cone with an angle depending on the object is a 
simplification but illustrates the overall behaviour. The excursion of different objects should be 
considered as a stochastic event. The spread of objects on the sea bottom can be described by a 
normal distribution as given by the following equation from DNV-RP-107, ref. /7/: 
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where 


p(x) =  Conditional probability of a dropped object hitting the sea bottom at a distance x 
from the vertical line through the drop point given a drop 


x =  Horizontal distance at the sea bottom 


δ =  Standard lateral deviation. For practical purposes the standard deviation δ is 
given as the corresponding half top angle through the relation. Different 
standard deviations will be used for each of the object categories. δ = d*tan(α), 
where d is the water depth and α is the angular deviation 


An important parameter in the calculation of hit probabilities is the applied angular deviation for 
each dropped object. This is particularly important for tubular objects as these potentially have a 
large angular deviation. Angular deviations are presented in Table 2. 


Table 2 - Angular deviations for different dropped object categories, Ref. /7/ 


 


Impact energy from a dropped object will depend on terminal velocity at the point of impact. The 
impact velocity will vary significantly, particularly for pipes or slender objects. Due to variation in 
terminal velocities one can expect conditional probabilities for various energy bands as shown in 
Table 3. The conditional probabilities are proposed for a close to horizontal pipeline with normal 
protection requirement, and a normal distribution of the impact energies. 


 


Table 3 - Impact energy distribution for different loads, Ref. /7/ 
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According to the main RISP principle for protection of subsea equipment described above all 
pipelines must be protected to withstand credible impact energies from the identified drop point 
to the horizontal distances where it is less than 5% likelihood of being hit. Horizontal distance on 
seabed that needs to be protected can be found by solving the horizontal spread equation with 
cumulative likelihood P(XD) = 0.95 (i.e. 95% survivability): 


 𝑃(𝑋𝐷) = ∫ 2𝜋 𝑥 𝑝(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 0.95
𝑥𝐷


0
 


In the RISP model the seabed drop area is divided into three drop zones with 1/3 likelihood of 
being hit in the case of a drop over sea: 


 Inner zone: 𝑃(𝑋𝐼𝑁𝑁𝐸𝑅) = ∫ 2𝜋 𝑥 𝑝(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 0.33
𝑥𝐼𝑁𝑁𝐸𝑅


0
 


Middle zone:  𝑃(𝑋𝑀𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐸) = ∫ 2𝜋 𝑥 𝑝(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 0.33
𝑥𝑀𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐸


𝐼𝑁𝑁𝐸𝑅
 


Outer zone:  𝑃(𝑋𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐸𝑅) = ∫ 2𝜋 𝑥 𝑝(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 0.33
𝑥𝑂𝑈𝑇𝐸𝑅


𝑀𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐸
 


The above equations indicate that the radial distance of the inner zone XINNER , middle zone XMIDDLE 
and outer zone XOUTER  are selected so that the conditional probability of hitting within each zone 
given a drop is 33%. The drop zones are illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 – Drop zones applied in RISP model for each object that can be dropped 


Three drop zones (inner, middle and outer) are defined for all object types defined in Table 2 
(with their given Angular deviation). The three drop zones for each object type will be different 
due to the different Angular deviation. 


The average likelihood of hitting one pipeline within each drop zone is estimated by assuming 
that the pipeline is hit if the dropped objects lands closer than 2,5 m from the pipeline on each 
side (i.e. critical drop width of 5 m). The likelihood of hitting a pipeline in each drop zone can 
hence be found by 


 𝐻𝑖𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
5𝑚


2𝜋𝑋𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁
  


Where XMEAN is the mean radial distance from the drop point for each drop zone. 


The total energy that the dropped object protection must be able to absorb without resulting in a 
rupture to the pipeline can then be found by assuming that given a drop in one drop zone, the 
pipeline must have 95% probability of surviving. Consequently. if the hit probability is less than 
5% in a drop zone, then there is no need for additional protection. If the hit probability is above 
5% the pipeline must be protected with sufficient strength to provide total survivability of 95%  


E.g. if the hit probability is 50% then the pipe must be protected to survive 90% of the hits to 
have a total survivability of 95%: 


 
(0.95−(1−0.5))


0.5
= 0.90  


From Table 3 the cumulative collision energy for each object type can be estimated. Combining 
the hit energy with the hit rate and the target total survivability of 95% the required protection 
energy can be estimated for all dropped object types in all drop zones. 


In the RISP model it is assumed that all object types of Table 2 will be lifted, and by following the 
process described above for all objects and applying the highest calculated protection energy for 
each radial distance, the dimensioning protection energy can be produced for all radial distances 
from the drop point. The capacity of the pipeline (typically 20 kJ) can be subtracted from the 
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protection energy to define a dimensioning dropped object protection energy in addition to the 
robustness of the pipeline (i.e. if the dimensioning protection energy is 20 kJ, then there is no 
need for additional protection than what is provided by the pipeline itself). 


If the pipeline is shielded from direct hit (see section 4.5 for details on shielding) then the hit 
probability can be further reduced, leading to a reduced need for additional protection of the 
pipeline. The RISP requirements for protection of pipelines for different shielding factors and 
water depths are presented in Figure 4 through Figure 6. 


The same numbers are tabulated in Table 4 through Table 6. 


 


Figure 4 – Required protection energy – water depth 50m (95% survivability) 


 


Figure 5 – Required protection energy – water depth 100m (95% survivability) 
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Figure 6 – Required protection energy – water depth 200m or more (95% survivability) 


Table 4 – Tabulated protection energies – water depth 50m (95% survivability)  


Shielding 


Protection Energy 


Inner zone 


(radial distance) 


Protection Energy 


Middle zone 


(radial distance) 


Protection Energy 


Outer zone 


(radial distance) 


0% 780 kJ (0-10m) 547 kJ (11-20m) 30 kJ (21-33m) 


25% 780 kJ (0-10m) 463 kJ (11-20m) 0 kJ (21-33m) 


50% 747 kJ (0-10m) 220 kJ (11-20m) 0 kJ (21-33m) 


75% 657 kJ (0-10m) 0 kJ (11-20m) 0 kJ (21-33m) 


90% 307 kJ (0-10m) 0 kJ (11-20m) 0 kJ (21-33m) 


95% 0 kJ (0-10m) 0 kJ (11-20m) 0 kJ (21-33m) 


Table 5 – Tabulated protection energies – water depth 100m (95% survivability) 


Shielding 


Protection Energy 


Inner zone 


(radial distance) 


Protection Energy 


Middle zone 


(radial distance) 


Protection Energy 


Outer zone 


(radial distance) 


0% 757 kJ (0-13m) 45 kJ (14-24m) 0 kJ (25-65m) 


25% 738 kJ (0-13m) 8 kJ (14-24m) 0 kJ (25-65m) 


50% 543 kJ (0-13m) 0 kJ (14-24m) 0 kJ (25-65m) 


75% 342 kJ (0-13m) 0 kJ (14-24m) 0 kJ (25-65m) 


90% 220 kJ (0-13m) 0 kJ (14-24m) 0 kJ (25-65m) 


95% 0 kJ (0-13m) 0 kJ (14-24m) 0 kJ (25-65m) 


 


Table 6 – Tabulated protection energies – water depth 200m or more (95% survivability) 


Shielding 


Protection Energy 


Inner zone 


(radial distance) 


Protection Energy 


Middle zone 


(radial distance) 


Protection Energy 


Outer zone 


(radial distance) 


0% 630 kJ (0-20m) 0 kJ (21-49m) 0 kJ (50-125m) 


25% 496 kJ (0-20m) 0 kJ (21-49m) 0 kJ (50-125m) 
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50% 338 kJ (0-20m) 0 kJ (21-49m) 0 kJ (50-125m) 


75% 229 kJ (0-20m) 0 kJ (21-49m) 0 kJ (50-125m) 


90% 0 kJ (0-20m) 0 kJ (21-49m) 0 kJ (50-125m) 


95% 0 kJ (0-20m) 0 kJ (21-49m) 0 kJ (50-125m) 


 


Other equipment that may be hit by dropped objects on the seabed or on the way down to the 
seabed (such as risers, anchor lines and structures) are not covered by the RISP methodology and 
special studies of these arrangements must be performed to assess robustness against collision 
with dropped objects. 
 


4.4.3 Crane boom fall 


A crane boom impact is likely to be on the top deck of the facility. If the top deck is highly 
congested or if there are large quantities of hazardous liquids stored, one should consider 
protecting the critical equipment from crane boom fall as a part of the ALARP process. 


In order to identify hazardous/critical areas topside plot plans or weather deck plot plans must 
be reviewed. The critical areas must be identified. This is typically areas that can lead to release of 
hydrocarbons or areas with critical safety equipment/functions such as lifeboats, helideck and so 
on. In this process it can be useful to use dividers to draw up the area that can be reached by the 
crane. The critical areas within the reach of the crane must be assessed for likelihood of being hit 
by a crane. Some of the critical areas might be protected by structures that have a higher 
elevation, which will take the impact energy of the crane boom.  


It might be difficult from the plot plans to get a good understanding of the relative placement of 
structures and their elevations. In this case it can be helpful to look at a 3D model if one is 
available.  


The Figure 7 below illustrates a very simplified example with two critical areas within the crane 
reach in case of a crane boom fall. 


 


Figure 7 – Identification of critical areas for crane boom fall 


The impact energy is calculated as potential energy of the crane boom during the lift. To calculate 
the impact energy the difference in elevation (Δh) between the crane boom and the critical area 
must be found. If designing against crane boom fall one should aim to absorb the energy 
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associated with the highest credible energy over the critical area (i.e. fall from the highest 
credible position of the crane boom). 


The proposed RISP method assumes that the crane boom has uniformly distributed mass (i.e. the 
centre of mass is in the middle of the crane boom). Information about the crane weight (M) is 
therefore necessary. The maximum impact energy is calculated by: 


𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝑀 ∙ 𝑔 ∙
Δℎ


2
 


where g is the gravity constant (9.81m/s2). 


The drop height (Δh) calculation is illustrated in Figure 8. Note that the impact energy will be 
associated with the vertical distance the crane tip moves before any point on the crane hits an 
object. If the crane hits an object some distance in from the crane tip, the crane tip will move a 
longer vertical distance than from the start height of the crane tip to the height of the hit point. 
The vertical distance from the tip start to the tip resting point shall be used for energy calculation. 


 


Figure 8 – Drop height for crane boom fall energy calculation 


Note that the crane boom may deform during the impact and hence absorb some of the energy 
involved in the fall. The RISP model conservatively assumes that all energy must be absorbed by 
the crane boom fall protection. Reduction of absorbed energy can be assessed by special studies. 


4.5 Application of RISP model 


4.5.1 Protection of topside arrangements 


When applying the RISP model for falling and swinging loads the methodology given for topside 
protection in Section 4.4.1 can be applied directly without additional considerations. 


The main principle is that objects shall not be lifted over any equipment on the topside unless the 
equipment is designed to survive the energy that will be generated if the object is dropped. 
Surviving the dropped object energy implies that there should be no release of hazardous 
material. 


If the landing areas and equipment are not designed to withstand drops from all lifts (i.e. the 
combination of weight and lifting height that gives the highest potential energy) additional 
assessments are required. These additional assessments must consider the likelihood of drops 
with high energy, the consequences of such energies and available mitigation efforts according to 
the ALARP principle. 


Note that the RISP approach requires that landing areas and equipment shall resist the energy for 
all possible drops (all objects for all heights). In traditional designs one can sometimes see that 
e.g. landing areas does not withstand the highest drop energies, but that this risk can be 
demonstrated to be acceptable from a frequency assessment. Such assessments are considered 
special studies and is therefore outside the RISP validity envelope. 
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An illustration of the RISP method is given in Figure 9. 


 


Figure 9 – Summary of RISP method for protection of topside arrangements 


 


4.5.2 Protection of subsea arrangements 


The RISP model for protection of subsea arrangements is conservative, but it reflects the 
potential energies and distances associated with dropped objects according to RNV-RP-107 (ref. 
/7/). If the RISP model is deemed too conservative, a special study can be performed (see also 
WG1 Figure 4). One example of a special study can be if no heavy object types are lifted one can 
calculate a reduced requirement for protection based on the same principles as outlined in 
Section 4.4.2. Another example of a special study is to apply less protection and calculate if the 
additional risk is acceptable by assessing frequencies and consequences in more detail. 


The RISP methodology outlined in section 4.4.2 (95% survivability) is valid for all seabed 
pipelines with potential for large releases with long duration. The RISP methodology shall be 
applied for each pipeline, independent of how many pipelines there are on the seabed. 


Following the principle outlined in the WG1 Figure 4 (stating that if a RISP method is too 
expensive additional assessments can be considered) dropped object protection can also be 
omitted or reduced if it can be documented that a pipeline rupture is unlikely to cause flammable 
atmosphere on the surface, either because of very low flowrate or by very deep water. Unlikely in 
this context should be less than 1E-05 times per year. However, there may still be a reason to 
protect the pipeline due to environmental considerations or economic considerations. The same 
considerations can be made around the use of SSIV; the reduced consequences of a release from a 
riser with SSIV may allow for reduction in pipeline protection. 


The RISP methodology implies that all types of objects described in Table 2 are being lifted. If 
only smaller objects are lifted, the protection energies can be reduced based on special studies. 


The shielding factor to be applied can be based on either geometrical shielding or operational 
shielding. Geometrical shielding is when a dropped object is physically prevented to hit the 
pipeline due to objects between the drop point and the pipeline. One example is illustrated in 
Figure 10 where the jacket structure reduces the likelihood for dropped objects to hit the pipeline 
near the platform (in the orange zone) since this area is in the shadow of the jacket structure. In 
these cases, dropped object protection can be omitted or reduced in the shielded area. The 
HAZAN must discuss the efficiency of the shielding from the actual jacket structure. Outside the 
shielded area the pipelines must be protected according to the RISP model for relevant radial 
distances. 
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Step 3:
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Figure 10 – Geometric shielding from physical objects (jacket structure) 


 


Operational shielding is when the operational procedures ensures that lifting over the side with 
pipelines is reduced to a minimum. In Figure 11 this is illustrated with ensuring that lifts over sea 
(and hence drop points) are located on the opposite side of the platform from where the pipelines 
are located. This means that in the case of a drop to sea, the pipeline is shielded by the jacket 
structure. This type of shielding can be provided by any gravity-based substructure. For floating 
substructures, this shielding is limited (but can be partly applied e.g. for SPAR FPSO concepts). If 
the design is dependent on operational shielding, this must be clearly communicated to the 
operations management to be included in the operation strategy, e.g. by lifting maps or no lifting 
zones. 


 


Figure 11 – Operational shielding by ensuring lifting over sea is done on the opposite side of the platform 
from where the pipelines are located 


When planning for operational shielding in an early phase development projects one must assess 
possible consequences for all major accident risks. As an example, one can perform a trade-off 
assessment between ship collision strength and need for protection of pipelines; if one decides to 
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design the main load bearing of the platform to withstand all possible collision energies caused by 
drive-offs and drift-offs, one can more easily allow for lifting over sea only on the opposite side of 
the pipelines (i.e. one can more easily allow for lifting between platform and supply vessel even if 
the wind and current is towards the platform). 


A lifted object can be dropped in any location inside the operational radius of the crane, see 
Figure 12. When using the RISP model one shall assume that the radial distance for protection of 
the pipeline shall be measured from the outer circumference of the possible drop points. Parts of 
the pipeline that is within the operational radius of the crane shall be protected according to 
radial distance = 0. 


 


Figure 12 – Radial distance origin for pipeline protection by the RISP model 


If a template or other important structure (containing hazardous material) is located within the 
radial distances requiring protection as defined by RISP, they must be protected against the same 
energies as indicated by RISP for subsea arrangements. If these templates are especially 
vulnerable, e.g. if being a main barrier towards the reservoir, one must consider additional 
protection by special studies (this case will be outside RISP). 


An illustration of the RISP method is given in Figure 13. 


 


Figure 13 – Summary of RISP method for protection of seabed arrangements 
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5 Toxic and suffocating loads 


5.1 Strength of knowledge 


The strength of knowledge around designing against toxic and suffocating loads is considered to 
be high. NORSOK S-001 already covers the design elements that must be addressed during the 
early stage development phases. If NORSOK requirements are adhered to, the safety for these 
events is considered to be good and equal to the current industry practice. 


Also note that toxic and suffocating events are unlikely to escalate to larger events that may 
potentially threaten the integrity of the whole facility, but the impact area may cover large parts 
of the facility in the event of very large toxic releases. 


Important topics for the HAZAN robustness discussion of toxic and suffocating loads are 
presented in section 5.2. 


5.2 Validity envelope for RISP 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see WG1). During the HAZAN the 
following should be assessed for toxic and suffocating loads: 


As a main principle for RISP the design shall provide for reliable detection of toxic releases and 
for alerting personnel sufficiently early to allow for safe evacuation to safe areas. 


Assessment of design against toxic and suffocating loads shall be based on NORSOK S-001. The 
following sections of NORSOK S-001 gives guidance to the design against toxic hazards: 


NORSOK S-001 Section 6 (Functional requirements) 


NORSOK S-001 Section 8 (Containment) 


NORSOK S-001 Section 12 (Emergency depressurisation and Flare/Vent system)  


NORSOK S-001 Section 13 (Gas detection) 


NORSOK S-001 Section 16 (Human – machine interface for CCR systems) 


NORSOK S-001 Section 17 (Natural ventilation) 


NORSOK S-001 Section 18 (PA, alarm and emergency communication) 


NORSOK S-001 Section 20 (Passive fire protection) 


NORSOK S-001 Section 22 (Escape and evacuation) 


NORSOK S-001 Section 23 (Rescue and safety equipment) 


The NORSOK S-001 standard (Section 13.4.1) states that 


“The basis and assumptions used for detector selection and location shall be documented. 
Dispersion studies should be performed for verification and optimisation of location and number 
of detectors”. 


This is considered especially important when designing against toxicity, and it is therefore 
required as a part of a RISP study to perform dispersion simulations to estimate the credible size 
of toxic clouds, their possible locations and the required time to build up toxic concentrations. 
This information will allow for robust design with a minimum risk to personnel. 


The design must prevent personnel to be trapped in the case of toxic releases. This implies that 
detection of toxic gas, plus alerting and evacuating personnel into safe areas should be completed 
before anyone has been exposed to unacceptable toxic doses. As acceptable limits for toxic 
exposure the LD1 can be applied. The value of LD1 for a substance is the dose required to cause 
fatal injuries in 1% of the members of a population. 


The time of exposure while escaping shall only include the time personnel are being exposed 
while escaping (plus exposure before being alerted). Traditional designs with open modules with 
at least two escape routes will normally provide escape before unacceptable toxic doses are 
reached, but special considerations must be given for the following conditions: 


• Confined areas with toxic content 


• Enclosed areas with long escape time (e.g. shafts). 
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According to the Norwegian PSA (2006), irrationality due to toxic effect can occur at hydrocarbon 
gas concentrations of 20-30% of LEL. This will depend on the composition of the gas and the 
duration of exposure. Gas consisting of heavier hydrocarbons is more severe than gas consisting 
of lighter hydrocarbons. Toxic effect can occur very quickly, typically after 4-5 breaths. For areas 
where escape is more demanding, e.g. shafts, irrationality can cause that personnel is not able to 
escape from the area which again can lead to fatalities.  


When evaluating the robustness of escape, it should be taken into account if there are breathing 
masks (or other PPE) in the area and if the escape routes are overpressure protected. 


5.3 Proposed RISP method 


Design against toxic and suffocating loads are considered to be sufficiently covered by standard 
assessments according to NORSOK S-001, see also section 5.2, and no additional RISP model is 
therefore deemed necessary. 
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6 High voltage transformer fires and explosions 


6.1 Introduction 


Electrical transformers are used to transform electricity from low voltage at production to a high 
voltage at end user to minimize energy losses during long distance transfer. At the end user, e.g. 
an offshore facility, transformers are used to bring the high voltage back again to low voltage 
before being used. High voltage transformers often use one form of liquid for cooling, and oil-
filled transformers are considered as a possible source to fire and explosion accident scenarios in 
this section. 


The explosion potential in dry transformers is small compared to oil-filled transformers since 
these do not contain oil which can contribute to an explosive atmosphere. The hazards related to 
dry transformers is therefore less serious and the explosion risk is regarded as insignificant 
compared to oil-filled transformers. Dry transformers can be assessed under electrical fires. 


Failure in the oil-filled transformer may cause a high voltage arc to appear. The arc will 
crack/decompose cooling oil into lighter components due to very high arc temperature (typically 
15 000-30 000°C) and lack of oxygen, and flammable gas will be generated. Typical components 
that are generated could be e.g. hydrogen, acetylene, methane, ethylene, ethane and propylene.  


Parts of the cooling oil will also boil and evaporate in the vicinity of the electrical arc. This will 
further contribute to pressure increase and possible rupture of the transformer box. If the 
transformer has a built-in pressure relief function, there might still be an internal explosion due 
to the low ignition point of oil steam/acetylene and the low ignition energy needed to ignite 
hydrogen. Acetylene can decompose into hydrogen and carbon and release significant amounts of 
energy at pressures above 1 barg (while this decomposition is strictly not a combustion, 
acetylene is often defined with an upper flammability limit of 100 vol. %). 


As long as best available technology is applied (see section 6.3), transformer fires and explosions 
are normally not considered risk drivers for offshore production facilities. Events are unlikely to 
spread to the production systems or wells, and fatality risk is low and limited to the immediate 
vicinity of the transformers. The only main safety function that may be influenced by transformer 
events is loss of escape due to smoke production, but this is most relevant for low flashpoint oils. 
The risk associated with smoke from transformer fires should be investigated in special studies, 
see section 6.4.5. 


More detail of transformer fires and explosions can be found Ref /8/. 


6.2 Strength of knowledge 


Transformers have been used for more than 100 years in Norway, as these were required for 
transfer of electricity from waterfalls where it was generated to the towns it should be used. The 
strength of knowledge associated with transformer fires and explosions must therefore be 
considered high. However, details to the series of events that leads to explosions are not fully 
known to the extent that there exist industry models that can predict explosion loads as a 
function of all parameters and barriers in place for each event. 


Conservatism in the proposed RISP method is therefore linked to the simplified approach with 
less detailed analyses than what is normally done in a traditional risk analysis. Barriers for risk 
reduction is discussed in the validity envelope section (Section 6.3). 


Transformer fires and explosions are historically seen to occur with a frequency per transformer 
in the order of 1E-04 times per year (see Ref /8/). Transformer fires and explosions must 
therefore be considered to be design events for RISP developments, even if the likelihood of 
fatalities and loss of main safety functions is low for these events (see also Section 6.1). 


6.3 Validity envelope for RISP 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see WG 1 report Section 2.2). During the 
HAZAN the following should be assessed for high voltage transformer fires and explosions: 
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6.3.1 Regulatory requirements 


If the use of high voltage transformers is to be considered within the RISP validity envelope it 
must as a minimum document compliance with the following regulatory and standard 
requirements: 


• PSA (Management regulations & Facility regulations) 


• NMA for floating facilities 


• NORSOK E-001 


• NORSOK S-001. 


6.3.2 Venting 


Transformers should only be placed in areas with sufficient venting in case of an explosion. For 
practical purposes, this implies that transformers should be located outdoors in open areas. 


Indoor transformers are considered outside the RISP validity envelope and should only be used 
for smaller transformers and with special studies to document that the transformer room can 
contain the energy in case of an explosion. 
 


6.3.3 Electrical protection 


Electrical protection of transformers must be applied for RISP projects. Electrical protection 
includes methods for reducing the clearing time for internal arcing faults. This can be achieved 
also by current limiting fuses. Also, the fault current can be reduced by appropriate design of the 
electrical system of which the transformer is a part. This can be achieved by current limiting 
reactors, high impedance cable of upstream transformers. 


All transformers must have fast reacting electrical protection, and for serious faults like short-
circuit at the HV terminal, the reaction time must be in milliseconds. However, if the failure is in 
the windings, in particular if they are located at LV side, there is a risk of the safety system not 
reacting so fast, allowing the failure to develop. The impedance in the windings limits the short-
circuit current, making it harder to detect for the overcurrent protection system. At the same 
time, since the impedance limits the short-circuit capacity of the transformer, is also limits the 
energy in the arc. 
 


6.3.4 Power disconnection 


The primary explosion in a transformer will normally be strongly limited if there are good 
mechanisms installed to quickly disconnect the power in the event of an arc. Buchholz-relay is 
standard protection in transformers which may stop an arc quite efficiently, and this will limit the 
energy in the primary explosion (which also gives fuel to the secondary explosion). Pressure 
sensor inside the transformer will detect pressure from an arc even faster. With this information, 
it will be possible to estimate reactive gas volume developing in the oil due the arc, and 
depending on the arc-depth and duration, there may be more or less hot oil (mist) expelled from 
the broken transformer box, and potential for some overpressures. The overpressures will 
primarily be of concern if enclosed in a building. 


Ignition probability is high for a serious arc event, and a secondary explosion may develop. Due to 
the very reactive gases (hydrogen and acetylene from cracking of oil) together with some oil 
vapour/mist ejected from the transformer due the heat and high pressure caused by the arc, 
strong explosions may result. The amount of oil mist that will contribute to an explosion is highly 
uncertain, (it likely depends on depth of arc) and for this reason a distribution of amount of oil 
mist contributing is often assumed. Some of the reported accidents from the past (in particular 
confined secondary explosions) have shown behaviour that could indicate that detonations took 
place (e.g. situations in which explosion destroyed concrete structures or robust walls instead of 
venting through a designated vent opening), or where the time from initiation of arc to reported 
blast damage was very short. For secondary explosions outdoor it is expected that the detonation 
risk is much less, because the gas concentrations in ejected gas will quickly fall significantly below 
stoichiometry. Whether a detonation or strong deflagration should be expected would depend on 
the arc energy and transformer room volume. In either case such an event is likely to damage the 
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transformer room and give comparable worst-case blast loads into the far-field (far-field starts at 
a distance of 2-3 cloud size diameters from the flammable gas). 
 


6.3.5 Water mist 


NORSOK S-001 states that water mist system is the preferred extinguishing system for enclosed 
compartments such as transformer rooms for oil filled transformers. 


The water mist systems shall provide a quick and reliable discharge of water mist at a sufficient 
density and at sufficient duration for adequate fire suppression and control. General 
requirements for water mist systems are covered in ISO 13702. NFPA 750 should be used as 
guideline for design of water mist systems. Selection of type of water mist system (local and/or 
full flooding) shall be based on fire scenario and be described in safety strategy. 


Water mist systems shall also comply with the following requirements: 


• Automatic release of water mist at fire detection; 


• easily accessible manual release facilities shall be provided at each entrance to the protected 
areas; 


• the ventilation (fans and/or dampers) shall be closed and the area disconnected before 
release of water mist systems 


• the water mist cabinet shall be located outside of the protected room; 


• the water mist skid including compressed gas bottles shall be certified for the actual 
maximum operating pressure 


• compatible materials shall be used throughout the system, e.g. nozzle/distribution piping. 


A fire hose connection should be installed between the water mist skid and the protected room 
for extended water supply. 


Water quantities and release duration should typically be determined taking into consideration 
the size of the area and the degree of congestion, the fuel type and the nature of the fires which 
may be experienced, equipment types within area (e.g. the effect on electrical and other sensitive 
equipment within the area of water-mist application), protection inside equipment such as 
turbine enclosures, etc. Release duration and design should be in accordance with contractor’s 
recommendations, and/or typically range from 5 up to 30 minutes as indicated in NFPA 750 
depending on application. 


Selection of a water mist system will allow for both more efficient cooling and less use of water 
(less likelihood for overspill to sea) than massive flooding systems. If high flashpoint oils are 
used, there will be less need for cooling and fire quenching since they are unlikely to sustain fires. 


6.3.6 Separation 


Separation between the transformers and the surroundings must meet the requirement from 
NORSOK S-001: 


Generators (including prime mover), transformers, major distribution panels, rooms for 
ventilation equipment and equipment used for storage of flammable commodities or easily 
ignitable material shall be separated from the surroundings with at least Class A-0 fire divisions. 
 


6.3.7 Condition monitoring 


Online condition monitoring must be applied for RISP projects. Online condition monitoring 
includes dissolved gas monitoring and other indicators of increased likelihood of an arcing fault. 
Condition monitoring will allow for operational intervention of an event before it develops to be 
large and potentially fatal. 
 


6.3.8 Type of cooling agent 


Explosion and even more fire properties will strongly depend on the type of oil used. One 
important question will be whether normal mineral oil is used (flashpoint ~130-140 °C) or if 
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ester or silicon-based oils (flashpoint ~250-300 °C) will be used. Since the oil may locally be at 
80-90 °C during operation, short-circuit and primary explosion may well heat local volumes of oil 
above 130-140 °C so that a fire can start, thereafter the fire may continue heating surrounding oil 
to above the flashpoint and give a sustained fire. A sustained oil fire will give extensive amounts 
of smoke and heat. If a high flashpoint oil is used the fire after a primary explosion is much less 
likely (or unlikely), which gives less concern for smoke and heat loads and no need for a pit to 
collect the oil (a bund will do). Cost is the main reason that mineral oil (low flashpoint) is 
prevalent for onshore facilities; for offshore installations one should expect that high flashpoint 
oils would be used as the costs of incidents would potentially be very high. 
 


6.3.9 Pressure Relief Valve (PRV) 


Oil-filled transformers are commonly equipped with pressure relief valves that are mounted 
directly at the tank. The valve will open at high pressure. The set-point for a PRV could typically 
be 0.35 barg, and the diameter up to 150mm. The PRV can be equipped with a switch that could 
trip the power supply for the transformer. A pressure-relief device shall be fitted in the cover of 
all transformers 2 500 kVA and larger or with insulation levels 200 kV and higher (ref. /9/). 


It is normal for onshore applications that gas or oil released through the PRV is released in the 
transformer room rather than being vented to a safe location. This could represent a hazard for 
personnel in the area, possibly also representing a fire and explosion risk. 


The PRV can be too slow to respond to fast pressure increase from a short circuit but will 
effectively protect the transformer tank in scenarios with gradual pressure build-up and low-
energy arching faults. This could be the case with fire exposure, oil filling operation or other 
maintenance operations or transformer malfunction scenarios. 


PRV is not mandatory in RISP developments but should still be considered. 
 


6.3.10 SPR – Sudden Pressure Relay 


An SPR is a device that detects a fast pressure increase in the transformer, gives alarm and trips 
the transformer. The SPR is mounted at the transformer tank. Its function is overlapping the 
function of the Buchholz relay, but the SPR will have shorter response time. 


SPR shall be considered in RISP developments. 


6.3.11 Pressure relief through use of rupture disk 


Tank rupture can be prevented by relieving the pressure developed as result of an internal arc. A 
pressure relief valve will in many scenarios respond too late and with insufficient capacity to 
prevent rupture. 


A “transformer protector” is a protective system comprised of a large rupture disk mounted on 
the transformer tank, an oil/gas separation tank and a vent. Such a system is activated within 
milliseconds, and static pressure build-up can be prevented in scenarios with too fast pressure 
build-up for the PRV or Buchholz relay. 


Rupture disks shall be considered in RISP developments. Note that for large transformers the arc 
may be located at a distance from the rupture disk, and in these cases the effect of the rupture 
disk is limited (since the pressure increase is too rapid for the disk to be able to vent out a larger 
column of oil). 
 


6.3.12 Enhanced transformer tank construction 


In principle, a transformer tank can be built to withstand the static pressure build-up from an 
internal arc. This would require that the transformer is constructed and operated as a pressure 
vessel. Available transformers are not designed as pressure vessels, but transformer 
manufacturers specify at least 1.0 bar overpressure capacity [ETEP]. According to Ref. /9/, 
rectangular transformer tanks can withstand a (static) pressure of about 1.4 to 2.1 barg, while a 
cylindrical transformer tank can be designed to withstand 3.5 barg. This could still be insufficient 
to survive a high energy fault scenario, and if so, the resulting explosion could actually be more 
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severe, as more explosive gas is formed before the tank rupture occurs. So, unless the tank is 
designed to withstand the credible internal arcing scenarios, the transformer explosion risk will 
not be reduced. 


The trade-off between enhanced tank construction (with higher explosion loads if they rupture) 
or lower integrity tanks (with more frequent ruptures but with lower explosion loads given 
rupture) shall be discussed during the HAZAN. Both alternatives are acceptable for RISP, since the 
frequency for normal integrity tanks is already low (in the order of 1E-04 per year, see Ref. /8/). 


Note that an alternative tank design which was not stronger, but instead deflected like a balloon, 
would probably be more successful in avoiding rupture of the tank. However, this solution is not 
applied in normal designs and must be regarded as uncertain for RISP developments. 


Enhanced transformer tank construction is not mandatory in RISP developments but is discussed 
here as a part of inherent safe design and ALARP process. 
 


6.3.13 Active fire protection 


The transformer rooms must be protected with water mist initiated upon fire detection in the 
room. 


For low flashpoint oils an additional deluge system with foam will effectively reduce the fire loads 
and may also extinguish the fire in some cases. 
 


6.3.14 Safety distances 


If there are several transformers, they must be protected so that escalation of an event from one 
transformer to another can be considered unlikely. 


This can be achieved by ensuring that the design renders it unlikely that projectiles or high 
explosion loads leads to significant releases in neighbouring transformers.  


6.3.15 Projectiles 


During a secondary explosion the resulting explosion loads can be high, and it is important the 
design of the transformer itself (including barriers and pressure relief panels) is sufficiently 
robust to render projectile formation unlikely. 
 


6.3.16 Drain, bunding and open drain 


There shall be a bund below the transformers sized for full containment of the transformer oil. 
There shall be an overflow line to sea sized for oil and deluge capacity when low flashpoint oils 
are being applied. 


When high flashpoint oils are used, there may not be a need for deluge and hence no overflow to 
sea line. 


A rupture (internal explosion) of a transformer would most likely disperse the cooling media (oil) 
to the area around the transformer. The location of the transformers should be selected with 
regard to the possible location of oil spreading. E.g. if the transformers are located close to the 
edge of the deck, then large quantities can be dispersed both to the local deck area and the sea. 
Further, if the deck area on the cellar deck is grated around the bounded areas for the 
transformers, this can result in a pool fire, both at sea and on the deck, and unless the spread of 
mineral oil is prevented, this can result in a large pool fire. 


Oil filled transformers must have bunding and an open drain system to limit the potential fire size 
and duration in the case of a transformer fire. 


6.4 Proposed RISP method 


6.4.1 General 


The RISP method presumes that the HAZAN assessments has concluded that the design of the 
transformers is within the validity envelope defined in Section 6.3. 
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Design of transformers is done according to industry standards and need not additional support 
from RISP. However, input to design and context of nearby structure is given by RISP. By using 
the RISP method and guidance to safety barriers it can be deemed unlikely that a transformer 
event is going to escalate to the facility production system or the wells. 


In the basis for the RISP model it is considered the uncertainty of both the volume of the 
flammable cloud in a secondary transformer explosion and the intensity of the source strength. 
However, it can be expected that the volume of the flammable cloud is small and that the 
intensities therefor will rapidly decay with distance according to the TNO-MEM. Due to the short 
duration of transformer explosions the design loads are given in impulse (i.e. both intensities and 
duration are included). A model load distribution for transformer explosions is presented in 
Figure 14. Low flashpoint (LFP) oils are estimated with a 50 m3 cloud of butane with source 
strength 5 barg, and high flashpoint (HFP) oils are estimated with a 30 m3 cloud with source 
strength 2 barg (the reduced cloud volume results from assuming less oil contributes to the 
external explosion from HFP oils). A yield factor of 50% is used for both. Impulse is calculated by 
assuming a triangular pulse with given duration and intensity. 


Note that pressures given in Figure 14 are side-on pressures, and a reflection factor of 2.0 is 
applied to estimate the reflected impulses given as proposed RISP design loads. 


 


Figure 14 – Model explosion loads for transformer explosions (low and high flashpoint) 


 


6.4.2 Dry transformers 


If dry transformers are used, these can be regarded as electrical rooms with no significant risk 
associated with fires and explosions. 
 


6.4.3 High flashpoint oils 


When using transformers with ester or silicon-based cooling oils (flashpoint ~300 °C) the 
likelihood of strong explosions and sustained fires will be significantly reduced compared to use 
of traditional low flashpoint mineral oils (flashpoint ~130 °C). 


The following is required for RISP projects: 
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Venting 


The surroundings must be protected against events in the transformers by using transformer 
houses. The transformer houses must provide venting in case of rupture of the transformer tank 
to ensure that rupture products are directed in a safe direction. Preferred safe direction must be 
assessed in each case but is typically upwards or towards open sea. 


Projectiles 


While the intensities in case of a secondary explosion of transformers can be high (DDT may 
occur for the largest events) due to release of highly reactive products (hydrogen and acetylene), 
the volumes of the flammable clouds are moderate (30 m3 is applied in the RISP model). 
Consequently, the explosion intensities will decay very rapidly with distance from the cloud. 
However, the high intensities may form projectiles that could potentially escalate the event. 


All parts of the transformer and the transformer house should therefore be designed to not form 
projectiles for explosion impulses below 1000 (Pa)s. 


Safe distances 


Given the transformer is designed robust against projectiles (see above), a safety distance of 7 
meters must be applied between the edge of the transformer house and any other hazardous 
equipment. 


Transformers may be located closer than 7 meters to blast walls, if these walls are demonstrated 
to resist transformer explosions with local loads impulses of 1000 (Ps)s. 


Blast protection 


Equipment located at safe distances (7 meters from the centre of the transformer) must be able to 
resist explosion loads of resulting in an impulse of 350 (Pa)s. Note that the duration of the blast 
will be very short, in the order of 7.5 ms, and this indicates an intensity of 0.9 barg to result in the 
dimensioning impulse. 


10 meters away from the centre of the transformer the design impulse is reduced to 225 (Pa)s. 


Passive fire protection 


By use of high flashpoint oils, it is unlikely that a fire will be sustained, and there is no need for 
additional fire protection of surrounding equipment. 


Drain 


By use of high flashpoint oils, it is unlikely that a fire will be sustained, and there is no need for 
efficient drain systems to limit the fire duration. 


However, all oil that potentially could leak should be captured efficiently by bunding and draining 
to prevent the oil to flow places where it can represent an additional hazard. 
 


6.4.4 Low flashpoint oils 


When using transformers with mineral cooling oils (flashpoint ~130 °C) the likelihood of strong 
explosions and sustained fires will be significantly higher compared to use of high flashpoint oils 
(flashpoint ~300 °C). 


The following is required for RISP projects: 


Venting 


The surroundings must be protected against events in the transformers by using transformer 
houses. The transformer houses must provide venting in case of rupture of the transformer tank 
to ensure that rupture products are directed in a safe direction. Preferred safe direction must be 
assessed in each case but is typically upwards or towards sea. 


Projectiles 


While the intensities in case of a secondary explosion of transformers can be fairly high (DDT may 
occur for the largest events) due to release of highly reactive products (hydrogen and acetylene), 
the volumes of the flammable clouds are moderate (50 m2 is mentioned in Ref. /8/). 
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Consequently, the explosion intensities will decay very rapidly with distance from the cloud. 
However, the high intensities may form projectiles that could potentially escalate the event. 


All parts of the transformer and the transformer house should therefore be designed to not form 
projectiles for explosion impulses below 1700 (Pa)s. 


Safe distances 


Given the transformer is designed robust against projectiles (see above), a safety distance of 10 
meters must be applied between the edge of the transformer house and any other hazardous 
equipment. 


Transformers may be located closer than 10 meters to blast walls, if these walls are 
demonstrated to resist transformer explosions with local loads impulses of 1700 (Ps)s. 


Blast protection 


Equipment located at safe distances (10 meters from the centre of the transformer) must be able 
to resist explosion loads of resulting in an impulse of 370 (Pa)s. Note that the duration of the blast 
will be very short, in the order of 8.5 ms, and this indicates an intensity of 0.9 barg to result in the 
dimensioning impulse. 


13 meters away from the centre of the transformer the design impulse is reduced to 300 (Pa)s. 


Note that it is also possible to trade off distance with intensity and use the same safety distances 
as for high flashpoint oils, i.e. 7 meters from the centre of the transformer. At a 7 meters distance 
the design impulse for low flashpoint oils is 500 (Ps)s. Typical duration is 7 ms. 


Passive fire protection 


By use of low flashpoint oils, it is likely that a fire will be sustained, and additional fire protection 
of surrounding equipment if impairment of this equipment is considered hazardous. 


Surrounding equipment must be designed to resist 250 kW/m2 for the full duration of the 
transformer fire, see paragraph on drain below. 


Drain 


By use of low flashpoint oils, it is likely that a fire will be sustained, and an efficient drain system 
is required to limit the fire size and duration. 


All oil that potentially could leak should be captured efficiently by bunding and draining to 
prevent the oil to flow places where it can represent an additional hazard. The bunding must 
cover the main areas where oil leaks are likely to fall to the ground, but at the same time limit the 
likelihood for oil to form a large evaporation surface (which will lead to potential large fires and 
impairment of escape). 


The drain capacity must be dimensioned to absorb both the oil spill and the fire water. The 
duration of the fire (and hence the required amount of passive fire protection of surroundings) 
will be depending on the drain capacity. 
 


6.4.5 Loss of escape due to fires 


Transformer fires and explosions are likely to remain local events. 


However, if low flashpoint mineral oils are used as cooling medium, the potential for impairing 
escape due to smoke must be assessed in a special study. 
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7 Utility fires (MEG, TEG, MeOH, diesel) 


7.1 Introduction 


In this report the term “utility fires” covers any fires and explosions that are not caused by 
releases from the hydrocarbon systems on the platform. 


The following utility systems are covered in this report: 


• Monoethylene glycol (MEG) is an organic compound mainly used for antifreeze formulations 
and medium for convective heat transfer. It is an odourless, colourless, sweet-tasting, viscous 
liquid. Ethylene glycol is toxic and has a flashpoint of 111 °C, explosive limits between 3.2-
15.2% (vol), and autoignition temperature of 410 °C. 


• Triethylene glycol (TEG) or triglycol is a colourless, odourless and viscous liquid used by the 
oil and gas industry to "dehydrate" natural gas. It may also be used to dehydrate other gases, 
including CO2, H2S, and other oxygenated gases. It is necessary to dry natural gas to a certain 
point, as humidity in natural gas can cause pipelines to freeze and create other problems for 
end users of the natural gas. TEG is placed into contact with natural gas and strips the water 
out of the gas. TEG is heated to a high temperature and put through a condensing system, 
which removes the water as waste and reclaims the TEG for continuous reuse within the 
system. The waste TEG produced by this process has been found to contain enough benzene 
to be classified as hazardous waste (benzene concentration greater than 0.5 mg/L). TEG has a 
flashpoint of 165 °C and a boiling point of 285 °C. The explosive limits are between 0.9 – 9.2% 
(vol). Autoignition temperature is 370 °C. 


• Methanol (MeOH) is mainly used for dehydration and de-icing in the oil and gas industry. 
Methanol is injected both continuously and intermittently. It prevents the formation of 
hydrates and lowers the freezing point of water percentages during the oil and gas transport. 
It is a light, volatile, colourless, flammable liquid with a distinctive odour similar to that of 
ethanol (drinking alcohol). Methanol has a flashpoint of 11-12 °C, a boiling point of 64 °C, and 
explosive limits between 3-36% (vol). Autoignition temperature is 385-470 °C. Net calorific 
value when burning is 23 MJ/kg (hydrocarbons has in the order of 40-50 MJ/kg). 


• Diesel is used for miscellaneous energy production on an offshore facility (e.g. alternative fuel 
to main generators, main fuel for emergency generators and smaller pumps). Diesel systems 
includes storage, pumps, distribution lines and end users. Diesel has a flashpoint of 52-96 °C, 
and a boiling point between 250 °C and 350 °C. Explosive limits is between 0.6-7.5% (vol), 
and autoignition temperature of 210 °C. Net calorific value when burning is 42.7 MJ/kg 
(hydrocarbons has in the order of 40-50 MJ/kg). 


7.2 Strength of knowledge 


Both MEG, TEG, MeOH and diesel is extensively used by the petroleum industry, and the general 
strength of knowledge for these substances is regarded as being high. 


However, even though that MeOH can generate violent explosions there is no industry practice 
for detailed explosion risk analyses of methanol leaks. The complex physics of methanol leaks, 
ignition and combustion is therefore discussed in more details than the other utility substances 
(MEG, TEG and diesel). The strength of knowledge for methanol explosions and fires is 
considered to be lower than for MEG, TEG and diesel, and this should be reflected in the design 
process when relevant. 


Due to the reduced strength of knowledge for methanol fires and explosions (compared to MEG, 
TEG and diesel) some important safety elements of methanol releases are given below. 


 


 


Physics of methanol leaks 


Methanol has a flashpoint of 11-12 °C and can therefore form flammable atmosphere in normal 
temperatures (opposite to MEG, TEG and diesel). 
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Methanol leaks can have a leak frequency in the same order as traditional hydrocarbon leaks, and 
the leak frequency argument is therefore not appropriate to disregard methanol leaks as a 
contributor to explosion and fire risk. 


However, it can be concluded that large flammable methanol vapor clouds is not a credible 
outcome of a high-pressure methanol leak (provided normal ventilation). This is because the high 
flashpoint (11 degrees centigrade) results in a very slow vapor driven evaporation, even for very 
small droplets. It can be expected that only large leaks (say liquid rate of 30 kg/s and above) has 
the potential to reach flammable concentrations, but this will take in the order of several hundred 
seconds. As a result, there will be plenty of time from gas detection to the gas reaches flammable 
concentrations, and the pumps will be tripped a long time before flammable concentrations can 
be reached. 


The only contributor to methanol blasts is therefore expected to be "dry" aerosol leaks (i.e. a leak 
causing liquid aerosols but no or minimal vapor). A dry aerosol can explode violently only a few 
seconds after the leak has occurred. However, the ignition probability for dry aerosol leaks is 
significantly lower than for aerosol leaks with vapor (which is not likely for methanol) and pure 
gas leaks. In addition, to obtain a severe explosion, it is required that a relatively large part of the 
cloud (more than 5 meters) has a uniform distribution of small droplets (resulting in high flame 
acceleration and break-up of larger droplets, allowing the whole aerosol cloud to participate). 


The likelihood of methanol leaks to result in severe explosions can therefore be expected to be 
low compared to the contribution from severe explosions from hydrocarbon leaks. 


It should be noted that even though the burning energy of methanol is only half of the burning 
energy for methane, the heat capacity is correspondingly lower for methanol, and the adiabatic 
flame temperature is therefore the same for methane and methanol (only a shift in 
concentration), see Figure 15. This, combined with the increased flame velocity, is resulting in 
methanol explosions being more intense than process gas explosions, given the same size of the 
flammable gas cloud (however, the likelihood of accumulating large flammable gas clouds is 
significantly smaller from methanol leaks than process leaks). 


 


Figure 15 - Adiabatic flame temperature as a function of gas concentration (ref. /10/) 
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7.3 Validity envelope for RISP 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see WG1 report Section 2.2). During the 
HAZAN the following should be assessed for utility fires: 


7.3.1 MEG 


With a flashpoint of 111 °C MEG releases will not be able to sustain a fire in normal temperatures. 
In risk assessments MEG is therefore categorised as a non-hazardous liquid. The below design 
principles are considered sufficient to ensure robust MEG system designs. 


Storage protected from use 


Storage (day tanks etc.) must be located in a different location from the consumers. An event in 
the consumer area (which is often in an area with hydrocarbons) should not be able to spread to 
the MEG storage tanks. 


Consumer area and storage area must be separated with fire rated walls and isolation valves. 


NORSOK S-001 requires that valves located in, or are the nearest shutdown valve to, a 
hydrocarbon riser shall always be categorised as ESD valves. The following clarification is given 
on chemical injection: 


• Chemical injection to subsea wells does not require ESD valves topside provided that two 
independent well barrier elements in accordance with NORSOK D-010 are installed; 


• Chemical injection subsea at riser base, e.g. MEG and methanol for hydrate prevention during 
shutdown, shall be subject to special considerations and may require topside ESD or block 
valve (normally closed). 


 


 


 


Pressure barrier towards HC process 


If the end user operates under high pressure, there must be a barrier to prevent the high pressure 
to propagate to the storage tanks. 


Bunding and drain 


There shall be a bund and drain below the MEG storage tanks sized for full containment of the 
content. There shall be an overflow line to sea. 


Leak detection 


Leaks in the MEG system must be detected by appropriate detectors so that the system can be 
rapidly brought to a zero-overpressure condition. When the back pressure is removed, e.g. by 
stopping the pumps, there will be limited spray formation. 


Fire fighting 


When using MEG, one must provide efficient ways of fighting MEG fires.  


Suitable extinguishing media: 


• Fine water spray (or fog), dry agent (carbon dioxide, dry chemical powder), alcohol resistant 
foam 


Unsuitable extinguishing media: 


• Water jets 


If a MEG line passes through a hydrocarbon area there is no need for additional firefighting 
systems than what is already defined as suitable for the hydrocarbon system. 
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7.3.2 TEG 


With a flashpoint of 165 °C TEG releases will not be able to sustain a fire in normal temperatures. 
In risk assessments TEG is therefore categorised as a non-hazardous liquid. The below design 
principles are considered sufficient to ensure robust TEG system designs. 


Storage protected from use 


Storage (day tanks etc.) must be located in a different location from the consumers. An event in 
the consumer area (which is often in an area with hydrocarbons) should not be able to spread to 
the TEG storage tanks. 


Consumer area and storage area must be separated with fire rated walls and isolation valves 


NORSOK S-001 requires that valves located in, or are the nearest shutdown valve to, a 
hydrocarbon riser shall always be categorised as ESD valves. The following clarification is given 
on chemical injection: 


• Chemical injection to subsea wells does not require ESD valves topside provided that two 
independent well barrier elements in accordance with NORSOK D-010 are installed; 


• Chemical injection subsea at riser base, e.g. MEG and methanol for hydrate prevention during 
shutdown, shall be subject to special considerations and may require topside ESD or block 
valve (normally closed) 


Pressure barrier towards HC process 


If the end user operates under high pressure, there must be a barrier to prevent the high pressure 
to propagate to the storage tanks. 


Bunding and drain 


There shall be a bund and drain below the TEG storage tanks sized for full containment of the 
content. There shall be an overflow line to sea. 


Leak detection 


Leaks in the TEG system must be detected so that the system can be rapidly brought to a zero-
overpressure condition. When the back pressure is removed, e.g. by stopping the pumps, there 
will be limited spray formation. 


Fire fighting 


When using TEG, one must provide efficient ways of fighting TEG fires.  


Suitable extinguishing media: 


• Fine water spray (or fog), dry agent (carbon dioxide, dry chemical powder), alcohol resistant 
foam 


Unsuitable extinguishing media: 


• Water jets 


If a TEG line passes through a hydrocarbon area there is no need for additional firefighting 
systems than what is already defined as suitable for the hydrocarbon system. 


Toxic effect 


TEG may be heated to a high temperature and put through a condensing system, which removes 
the water as waste and reclaims the TEG for continuous reuse within the system. The waste TEG 
produced by this process has been found to contain enough benzene to be classified as hazardous 
waste (benzene concentration greater than 0.5 mg/L). 


The benzene challenges must be addressed in the operation of the TEG system, and the design 
must facilitate operation with a limited exposure to benzene. 
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7.3.3 MeOH 


With a flashpoint of 11 °C methanol releases will be able to sustain a fire in normal temperatures. 
In risk assessments methanol is therefore categorised as a hazardous liquid. However, the 
likelihood of ignition of methanol leaks is lower than for hydrocarbon leaks (see also Section 7.2), 
and the below design principles are considered sufficient to ensure robust system designs. 


Ventilation 


Since the flammability is driven by the slow vapor driven evaporation (see section 7.2), the 
methanol areas must have enough ventilation to prevent build-up of large flammable volumes. 
Normally ventilated offshore modules are considered sufficiently ventilated. Enclosed modules 
must have a reliable HVAC system providing at least 12 ACH. 


Storage protected from use 


Storage of methanol must be located in a different location from the consumers. An event in the 
consumer area (which is often in an area with hydrocarbons) should not be able to spread to the 
storage tanks. 


Consumer area and storage area must be separated with fire rated walls and ESD valves. 


NORSOK S-001 requires that valves located in, or are the nearest shutdown valve to, a 
hydrocarbon riser shall always be categorised as ESD valves. The following clarification is given 
on chemical injection: 


• Chemical injection to subsea wells does not require ESD valves topside provided that two 
independent well barrier elements in accordance with NORSOK D-010 are installed; 


• Chemical injection subsea at riser base, e.g. MEG and methanol for hydrate prevention during 
shutdown, shall be subject to special considerations and may require topside ESD or block 
valve (normally closed) 


Pressure barrier towards HC process 


If the end user operates under high pressure, there must be a barrier to prevent the high pressure 
to propagate to the storage tanks. 


Bunding and drain 


There shall be a bund and drain below the methanol storage tanks sized for full containment of 
the content. There shall be an overflow line to sea. 


Leak detection 


Leaks in the methanol system must be detected quickly so that the system can be rapidly brought 
to a zero-overpressure condition. When the backpressure is removed, e.g. by stopping the pumps, 
there will be limited spray formation. 


Fire detection 


Methanol fires burns with practically no visible flame or smoke production. The fire detector 
systems must be able to detect methanol fires. 


Fire fighting 


When using methanol, one must provide efficient ways of fighting methanol fires.  


Suitable extinguishing media: 


• Water should be used to cool storage tanks to prevent super-heated liquid inside tanks. Dry 
agent (carbon dioxide, dry chemical powder) and foam. 


Unsuitable extinguishing media: 


• Water monitors can be useless. Methanol is lighter than water and can spread if exposed to 
water jets. 


If a methanol line passes through a hydrocarbon area there is no need for additional firefighting 
systems than what is already defined as suitable for the hydrocarbon system. 
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Safety showers and eye baths 


Methanol is toxic in contact with human skin and therefore requires available safety showers and 
eye baths in the area (NORSOK S-001). 


7.3.4 Diesel 


With a flashpoint of 52-96 °C diesel releases will not be able to sustain a fire in normal 
temperatures. In risk assessments diesel is therefore categorised as a non-hazardous liquid. 
Diesel systems are also more separated from the hydrocarbon process systems than MEG, TEG 
and MeOH, and contamination of hydrocarbons in the diesel systems is therefore unlikely. 
However, diesel can be stored in large quantities, and has a net calorific burning value similar to 
hydrocarbons (see also section 7.1). Diesel will therefore require more attention than e.g. MEG 
and TEG in the design phase. 


Two main safety principles are put forward for design of safe diesel systems: 


1. Long duration diesel fires must be prevented 


2. Fires in the diesel system should not escalate to the process system or wells, or vice versa. 


The below design principles are considered sufficient to ensure robust diesel system designs. 


Storage protected from use 


Storage (day tanks etc.) must be located in a different location from the consumers. An event in 
the consumer area (which is often in an area with hydrocarbons) should not be able to spread to 
the diesel storage tanks. 


If diesel storage is not located in a different main area than the process equipment, the diesel 
storage area must be protected to resist the worst credible process fire (WCPF). 


Essential equipment 


If the diesel system is needed as a part of the essential power generation it must be designed to 
maintain its operability for drilling and production in the case of single gas alarm. 


Prevention of long exposure time for fires 


The diesel storage system must be designed in a way that no leak points with long leak duration 
can directly expose the storage tank. 


Bunding and drain 


There shall be a bund and drain below the diesel storage tanks sized for full containment of the 
content. There shall be an overflow line to sea. 


Leak detection 


Leaks in the diesel system must be detected so that the system can be rapidly brought to a zero-
overpressure condition. When the back pressure is removed, e.g. by stopping the pumps, there 
will be limited spray formation. 


If heated above the flashpoint the diesel fumes are heavier than air and can migrate downwards, 
e.g. through the drain system, and ignite remotely. 


Fire fighting 


When using diesel, one must provide efficient ways of fighting diesel fires.  


Suitable extinguishing media: 


• Fine water spray (or fog), dry agent (carbon dioxide, dry chemical powder), alcohol resistant 
foam 


Unsuitable extinguishing media: 


• Water jets 


If a diesel line passes through a hydrocarbon area there is no need for additional firefighting 
systems than what is already defined as suitable for the hydrocarbon system. 
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7.4 Proposed RISP method 


Design against MEG, TEG and diesel fires are considered to be sufficiently covered by standards 
and codes, and no new RISP model is therefore necessary as long as the design can be deemed to 
be within the validity envelope for RISP outlined in 7.3. 


7.4.1 MeOH 


There is a somewhat reduced strength of knowledge linked to methanol explosion risk. This 
uncertainty must be addressed in the design of explosion barriers. 


For hydrocarbon-containing areas one can expect the additional explosion risk from high-
pressure methanol to be low compared to the intrinsic robustness of the RISP explosion model. 
No additional margin to the RISP explosion design loads is therefore needed. 


For non-hydrocarbon containing areas with high pressure methanol, the minimum robustness 
against explosions is proposed to be 0.1 barg with a duration of 100 ms, given that the design can 
be deemed to be within the RISP validity envelope outlined in Section 7.3.3. 


No additional fire protection is required against MeOH fires when the design is deemed within 
the RISP validity envelope outlined Section 7.3.3. 
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8 Helicopter accidents 


8.1 Introduction 


Primary personnel transport between shore and offshore platforms is normally done by 
helicopter. 


A helicopter flight has three phases: take-off, cruising and landing. The probability of an accident 
during the cruising phase is dependent on the duration of the flight, while the probability of an 
accident during take-off and landing is scalable with the number of take-offs and landings. 


Similarly, the consequences of a helicopter accident during the cruising phase would expose the 
personnel under transport, while the consequence of an accident during take-off and landing can 
expose personnel on the helideck and/or the facility. 


8.2 Strength of knowledge 


Assessment of the risk associated with helicopter accidents has been performed over many years 
and is well understood in the petroleum industry. The RISP method for helicopter accidents does 
therefore not require additional conservatism due to lack of knowledge about the phenomenon. 


The historical data indicate that 30 % of the fatalities is during take-off/landing (TO/L), and 70 % 
of the fatalities is during the cruising phase for all offshore regions. This is mainly based on data 
from the SINTEF helicopter report, ref. /11/. 


Helicopter accidents are in very little degree linked to the operation of offshore facilities; the risk 
is mostly related to travelling to and from the platform. 
 


8.2.1 Risk to people on the facility 


Helicopter accidents may, in addition to harming and possibly killing personnel onboard the 
helicopter, be of serious consequence to the installation/location which is impaired. It can be 
assumed that accidents hitting the landing area/helideck normally only will be of danger to the 
personnel onboard the helicopter, or platform helideck-personnel. The helideck/landing area 
must be able to withstand a helicopter impact as such loads in general are a part of the design 
accidental loads for the platform/installation. 


A helicopter crash during take-off/landing is assumed to result in one of the following scenarios: 


• Crash on helideck, not harming other areas on the installation 


• Crash into sea, not harming the installation 


• Crash into platform (outside helideck) causing damage to the installation and personnel. 


Evacuation by lifeboats is required in case of major accidents with potential to threaten the 
structural integrity. A helicopter crash is not considered being of a magnitude that evacuation of 
platform is required. Hence, loss of lifeboats due to a helicopter accident is considered unlikely to 
contribute to additional risk to personnel. 


8.2.2 Risk to personnel on helipad 


The risk to the personnel located on the helipad will be higher than the average values for the 
platform because they are more exposed to helicopter accidents. 


One heliguard and fire fighters (usually three) will be located in a waiting area close to helideck 
during landing and take-off on the platform. These will be exposed to all helicopter crashes 
except for crashes into the sea. Luggage personnel shall be located under the helideck and are 
hence not directly exposed to helicopter crashes. 


The heliguard and fire fighters are not expected to be located in the vicinity of one another and 
hence no more than one fatality is expected in case of an accident where the helicopter crashes 
with the helipad.  
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8.2.3 Risk for personnel during helicopter transport 


Operating personnel are transferred to the facility by helicopter directly from shore or between 
other offshore facilities. Helicopter risk (including cruising and take-off/landing) can typically 
represent in the order of 1/3 of the personnel risk on a traditional offshore facility. 


However, as long as best industry practice is used for helicopter transport, see section 8.3, the 
personnel risk associated with helicopter accidents can be regarded acceptable. 


8.3 Validity envelope for RISP 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see WG1 report Section 2.2). During the 
HAZAN the following should be assessed for helicopter accidents: 
 


8.3.1 Regulatory requirements 


For the helicopter assessment to be considered within the RISP validity envelope it must as a 
minimum document compliance with the following regulatory and standard requirements: 


• Luftfartstilsynet: Forskrift om luftfart med helikopter – bruk av offshore helidekk 


• Norsk Olje & Gass: 095– Norsk olje og gass Anbefalte retningslinjer for begrensning i flyging 
med helikopter på norsk kontinentalsokkel (NOROG 095) 


• NORSOK S-001 


• NORSOK C-004 (Helicopter deck on offshore installations). 
 


For compliance with NORSOK S-001 the following must be addressed: 


• Section 6.4.1.1 Exposure of hot air on helideck 


• Section 12.4.3 Flare, vent and knock out drum 


• Section 17.4.6 Ventilation inlet and outlets 


• Section 18.4.4 External emergency communication 


• Section 19.4.4 Emergency power consumers 


• Section 19.4.5 Emergency and escape lighting 


• Section 21.4.2 Fire water supply system 


• Section 21.4.9 Helideck firefighting system 


• Section 22.4.2 Evacuation system. 
 


8.3.2 Layout 


In the design phase the most important decision is to locate the helideck at a safe and operable 
location. 


In addition to minimising interference with operation of the facility (exhaust, flaring and venting) 
the location of the helideck must meet the requirement from NORSOK S-001 that the layout must 
facilitate effective emergency response and provide for adequate arrangements for escape and 
evacuation. 


Operability must also be discussed and facilitated. Special challenges must be addressed, e.g. in 
the case of weather vaning facilities the landing approach may be affected by the lighting 
conditions in unfavourable direction relative to the wind direction (landing in front of facility 
with wind from the front and process lighting from aft). 
 


8.3.3 Number of flights 


The personnel risk is proportional with the number of flights per year, but the risk is not likely to 
approach unacceptable limits for any number of flights per year. However, if more than 720 
flights per year is required to operate the facility, special helicopter risk mitigation studies should 
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be performed. 
 


8.3.4 Helicopter type and capacity 


Helicopter size and type is not considered a limitation for RISP as long as they meet all regulatory 
requirements for helicopter flights to offshore facilities. 


Type and capacity must be able to meet the emergency preparedness strategy (i.e. personnel in 
sea after a helicopter crash shall be rescued within 120 minutes, NOROG 095)  
 


8.3.5 Flight time per trip 


The risk will increase with longer flights, but the increase in risk is marginal compared to the 
overall risk levels and traditional acceptance criterion for personnel risk. 


In a RISP context it is therefore not restrictions on flight time per say, but one need to ensure that 
all regulatory requirements and emergency preparedness requirements can be met with the field 
flight time. 
 


8.3.6 Number of transit stops 


If the flight has transit stops on the way it will add number of landings and take-off per travel, and 
the overall risk will increase slightly. 


However, in a RISP context there are no risk-based limitations to the number of transit stops that 
can be allowed before the risk is unacceptable. Nevertheless, transit stops should be limited to a 
minimum. 
 


8.3.7 Personnel located in vicinity of the helideck 


Personnel onboard the facility with tasks during helicopter take-off and landing is exposed to a 
higher risk than other personnel on the platform. 


The design of the helideck area must ensure that no personnel without a task related to 
helicopter landing and take-off are positioned near the helideck during landing and take-off. 


Personnel located in the vicinity of the helideck during take-off and landing should be limited to 
one heli-guard, three fire fighters and two luggage assistants. The luggage assistants should be 
located in an area where they will be safe in case of a helicopter crash (e.g. under the helideck). 
 


8.3.8 Location of hazardous material 


No large quantities of hazardous material should be located in the vicinity of the helideck. Jet fuel 
tanks and diesel tanks should be placed at a sufficiently safe distance from the helideck, at least 
10 meters. 
 


8.3.9 Safety standard 


All helicopter flights are assumed to be operated according to the same safety standard as used in 
the North Sea. 


8.4 Proposed RISP method 


8.4.1 Design loads 


No RISP models are deemed necessary to provide design loads for safe design of helidecks. 


Following existing regulations and standards, helidecks will be designed to withstand helicopter 
crashes. The other platform facilities (LQ, lifeboats and hydrocarbon systems) are normally not 
dimensioned for helicopter crashes. 
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Following the guidance given for RISP validity envelope assessments as part of the HAZAN 
(section 8.3) is considered sufficient to provide a safe and robust design of the helideck. 
 


8.4.2 Helicopter regularity 


According to S-001 the regularity of helicopter landing must be assessed with special studies. The 
following must be documented: 


• Hot air exposure of the area above the helideck according to NORSOK C-004 and CAP-437 
(ref. /12/). Sources can be exhaust releases or vent releases. 


• Helicopter turbulence according to CAP-437. This study will document that the turbulence 
production from surrounding geometry is within acceptable limits. 
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9 Extreme weather 


An extreme weather failure accident is when an installation loses its ability to support its topside, 
or ability to float or keep position, due to environmental loads. The failure is hence the cause of 
the accident rather than the consequence. 


9.1 Strength of knowledge 


The early phase design phase will normally have little uncertainty linked to extreme weather. The 
design process is governed by good industry practice, design standards and regulatory 
requirements (PSA and NMA). 


Design against extreme weather is considered to be a type “A” risk in the risk related decision-
making framework defined by ISO 17776 (see also WG1 report Figure 2) which is sufficiently 
covered by using systems and solutions indicated by existing requirements in standards and 
established good practice. 


A new RISP method on this topic is therefore not required. However, NORSOK Z-013, Annex B 
(B.3) states that when assessing loss of main safety functions, one should amongst other things 
take into consideration extreme environmental loads such as wind, wave and current. Following 
the intentions of the Facility regulations §11 one must ensure that loss of integrity of elements 
being part of a main safety function should survive extreme environmental loads with frequency 
above 1E-04 times per year. 


In a frequency study for Johan Sverdrup (ref. /13/), historical incidents with loss of installation 
due to environmental loads were investigated. The incidents were split into the following 
categories: 


• Hurricane (14, all in GoM) 


• Heavy weather (8, in GoM and outside North Sea) 


• Tropical storm/typhoon/cyclone (4, in GoM and outside the North Sea) 


• Volcanic eruption (1, in the Caspian Sea) 


The frequency study estimated a worldwide frequency for loss of installation due to 
environmental loads for fixed installations of 3.0E-05 per year (based on the time span from 1980 
to 2013). However, wind, wave and geological conditions are specific for each geographical 
region, and accidents outside the North Sea are therefore not directly applicable for NCS facilities. 
The frequency study did not uncover any accidents due to environmental loads that have led to 
loss of facility in the North Sea. However, this does not mean that there is no environmental risk 
in the North Sea.  


Hurricanes, tropical storms and volcanic eruptions are not a threat in the North Sea. Of the 
8 heavy weather accidents 2 occurred on fixed installations. The frequency of loss of installations 
due to heavy weather when only considering fixed installations worldwide is 9.9E-06 per year. 
Where there have been no failures in the observed period, the above approach may still be used, 
assuming a failure was about to occur at the end of the observed period. A slightly less 
conservative (and more intuitively reasonable) estimate of the underlying frequency is given by 
the 50% confidence limit on the true mean of a Poisson distribution when no failures have been 
observed (also equal to the 50% point on a chi-square distribution with 1 degree of freedom).  


By this approach the frequency in the North Sea is estimated to 6.6E-05 per year.  


By combining the world statistics of loss of fixed installations due to extreme weather and the fact 
that is has been no loss of fixed platform in the North Sea due to extreme weather, but with much 
fewer installation years, a geometric middle of the worldwide frequency and the estimated North 
Sea frequency can be applied as an estimate of the North Sea likelihood of main load bearing 
capacity due to  extreme weather. 


This results in a value of 2.6E-05 for loss of main load bearing due to extreme weather in the 
North Sea. This is in alignment with an OGP report (ref. /14/) where the average frequency for 
loss of integrity in the order of 5E-5 times per year. 
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For floating facilities, the mooring system must be designed for the combination of wind, wave 
and current conditions that may arise and induce high loads on the mooring system. 
Requirements to permanent mooring systems according to NMD regulations (anchoring 
regulations 09) and ISO 19901 is that the system shall be designed to withstand 2 broken 
mooring lines with 100-year weather conditions. Operation can continue with one line out of 
service, using the 1-year weather event as a limitation. 


For scenarios that give loss of facility, the number of fatalities will depend on whether there has 
been a pre-warning or not. In case of a pre-warning, most of the personnel has evacuated prior to 
the time of the event. As gross error accidents represent scenarios caused by errors in design, 
systems etc., it is not expected that pre-warnings will be given. Based on experience there are 
usually some survivors even in accidents of total facility collapse, and therefore a fatality rate of 
75 % can be applied. 


A fatality rate of 100 % is often assumed for evacuation with Davit launched lifeboats during 
heavy weather. This is a conservative estimate to reflect the reduced performance of the lifeboats 
during heavy weather, especially when launched from an upwind direction. The chances for 
successful rescue will also be reduced during heavy weather. 


9.2 Validity envelope for RISP 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see WG1 report Section 2.2). During the 
HAZAN the following should be assessed for extreme weather: 
 


9.2.1 Regulatory requirements 


The design of main load bearing, floating and position keeping must be designed according to 
good industry practice and relevant standards. 
 


9.2.2 Concept 


The chosen concept for main load bearing, floating and position keeping must be standard and 
previously applied in the North Sea. 
 


9.2.3 Wind and currents 


It is assumed that for the North Sea, the frequency for impairment of main safety functions due to 
extreme wind and currents is judged negligible compared to loads from waves. 


However, floating facilities with a high degree of winterisation may require special studies on 
stability (due to winterisation is capturing wind loads). These designs are considered to be 
outside the RISP validity envelope. 
 


9.2.4 Waves 


Impairment of main safety functions due to extreme weather can be assumed to be dominated by 
extreme waves. A wave return frequency of 1E-04 must be used as design case. 


When applying standards to design against wave loads one must consider whether subsidence 
could cause problems with the air gap throughout the installation lifetime and/or related to 
sudden movements of the formation. Subsidence up to maximum 1 m shall be added to initial 
water depth for gravity-based facilities. Additional creep must be measured and assessed during 
operation. 


9.3 Proposed RISP method 


Design against extreme weather is considered to be sufficiently covered by standard assessments 
according to NORSOK N-003, see also section 9.2.1, and no new RISP model is therefore deemed 
necessary. 
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10 Earthquakes 


10.1 Strength of knowledge 


Ground movements such as earthquakes have the potential to damage a gravity-based 
installation (i.e. floaters are usually not vulnerable to earthquakes). The magnitude of earthquake 
that would damage or cause the collapse of offshore platforms is not known with any precision 
due to lack of experience.  


NORSOK Z-013, Chapter 5, Section 5.5.4, mentions earthquake as a possible accident that could 
have an external impact on an offshore installation and should be assessed in a risk analysis if 
relevant. 


From the 341 known "total loss" accidents around the world, one accident has been reported as a 
caused by an earthquake. The accident occurred in 1994 in South America, Venezuela, on a 
drilling jack-up. The jack-up was severely damaged and was claimed "total loss" only from an 
insurance point of view. Hence, the accident is not deemed relevant for a frequency study.  


It is a challenge to estimate the frequency when there are zero historical accidents. If it is 
assumed that the recorded accident of loss due to earthquake can be included in this frequency 
evaluation, it corresponds to a frequency of 3.0E-06 per year for all types of installations 
worldwide, and a frequency of 3.5E-06 per year for all fixed installations worldwide. It can be 
argued that this is not applicable for the North Sea facilities as earthquake risk is very 
geographically dependent. Nevertheless, ground movements must be taken into account during 
design so that the installation can withstand the 1.0E-04 yearly ground movement (which follows 
the requirement from Facility regulations §11). 


For the North Sea the same methodology as for heavy weather (section 9.1) can be applied. It is 
assumed that 0.7 incidents have occurred (that the system was 70 % of the way to its first failure 
at the end of observed period). This assumption results in a frequency of 6.6E-05 per year. The 
frequency is estimated by dividing 0.7 on total number of platform years for fixed installations in 
the North Sea. The North Sea impairment frequency due to earthquakes is assessed to be less 
than 1E-05 times per year. 


NORSOK N-003 states that: "Earthquake design includes ULS (strength) check of components 
based on earthquakes with an annual probability of occurrence of 1.0E-02 and appropriate action 
and material factors; as well as an ALS check of the overall structure to prevent its collapse 
during earthquakes with an annual probability of exceedance of 1.0E-04 with appropriate action 
and material factors, given in NORSOK N-001. 


Normally the ALS requirement will be governing, implying that earthquakes with an annual 
probability of exceedance of 1.0E-02 can be disregarded." 


Following NORSOK N-003, the annual probability of loss of the main bearing structure due to 
earthquake should be less than 1.0E-04 per year. Based on the above frequency estimation, the 
expected average frequency in the North Sea is well below this (less than 1E-05 per year). 


For scenarios that give loss of facility, the number of fatalities will depend on whether there has 
been a pre-warning or not. In case of a pre-warning, most of the personnel has evacuated prior to 
the time of the event. As gross error accidents represent scenarios caused by errors in design, 
systems etc., it is not expected that pre-warnings will be given. Based on experience there are 
usually some survivors even in accidents of total facility collapse, and therefore a fatality rate of 
75 % can be applied. 


 


10.2 Validity envelope for RISP 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see WG1 report Section 2.2). During the 
HAZAN the following should be assessed for earthquakes: 
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10.2.1 Regulatory requirements 


The design of main load bearing shall be based on regulatory requirements (NORSOK N-003) and 
managed according to good industry practice. 
 


10.2.2 Project management 


The management of the development project must be according to good industry practice. 


10.3 Proposed RISP method 


Design against earthquakes loads are considered to be sufficiently covered by standard 
assessments according to NORSOK N-003, see also section 10.1, and no new RISP model is 
therefore deemed necessary. 
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11 Engine compartment fires 


11.1 Strength of knowledge 


The early phase design phase will normally have little uncertainty linked to engine compartment 
fires. The design process is governed by good industry practice, design standards and regulatory 
requirements (PSA and NMA). 


Design of engine compartment rooms is considered to be a type “A” risk in the risk related 
decision-making framework defined by ISO 17776 (see also WG1 report Figure 2) which is 
sufficiently covered by using systems and solutions indicated by existing requirements in 
standards and established good practice. 


A new RISP method on this topic is therefore not required. 


However, safety critical engine rooms need special attention and follow-up during the early 
development projects to facilitate the required safety systems. NORSOK S-001 describes 
requirements for safety critical engine rooms, and these requirements are also listed as being the 
validity envelope for RISP. 


11.2 Validity envelope for RISP 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see WG1 report Section 2.2). During the 
HAZAN the following should be assessed for engine compartment fires: 


NORSOK S-001(section 21.4.3): In case of gas detection in air inlet to the fire water pump engine 
room, the ventilation shall be automatically shut down, dampers closed, and the cooling air shall 
be taken from the engine room itself. Cooling of the fire water pump engine room shall be by an 
air/fire water-cooling unit powered directly from the fire water pump engine. The combustion air 
inlet shall be separated from the ventilation air inlet of the room. 


The combustion air inlet shall be equipped with a flame arrestor and an overspeed protection 
system. Automatic stop of FW pump engine driven FW pumps shall only be permitted due to 
over-speeding. Gas detectors in combustion air inlet are not required due to installation of flam 
arrestors. 


NORSOK S-001(section 21.4.10.1): Water mist system is the preferred extinguishing system for 
enclosed compartments such as diesel engine rooms. 


11.3 Proposed RISP method 


Design against engine fires are considered to be sufficiently covered by standard assessments 
according to NORSOK S-001, see also section 11.2, and no new RISP model is therefore deemed 
necessary. 
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12 Stability and ballasting failures  


12.1 Introduction 


Requirements to design of maritime systems includes: 


• The framework regulations § 3 - Application of maritime regulations in the offshore 
petroleum activities 


• The management regulations § 17 - Risk analyses and emergency preparedness assessments.  
(When performing risk analyses of maritime systems and of stability, the Norwegian 
Maritime Authority’s Regulations relating to risk analyses for mobile facilities (in Norwegian 
only) should be used in addition.) 


• Facilities regulations § 11 – Loads/actions, load/action effects and resistance 


• Facilities regulations § 39 – Ballast systems 


• Facilities regulations § 39 – Open drain 


• Facilities regulations § 56 – Load-bearing structures and maritime systems 


• Facilities regulations § 62 – Stability 


• Facilities regulations § 63 – Anchoring and positioning 


• Activities regulation § 50 - Special requirements for technical condition monitoring of 
structures, maritime systems and pipeline systems 


• Activities regulation § 90 – Positioning 


• Norwegian Maritime Authority’s Regulations relating to risk analyses for mobile facilities (in 
Norwegian only) 


• Norwegian Maritime Authority’s Regulations relating to ballast systems on mobile facilities 
(in Norwegian only) 


• Section 8 up to and including Section 51 of the Norwegian Maritime Authority’s Regulations 


relating to stability, watertight subdivision and watertight/weathertight closing means on 
mobile facilities (in Norwegian only) 


• Section 6 up to and including Section 17 of the Norwegian Maritime Authority’s Regulations 
relating to positioning and anchoring systems on mobile facilities (the anchoring regulations 
09) (in Norwegian only) 


• Norwegian Maritime Authority’s Regulations relating to construction of mobile facilities 


12.2 Context  


• The potential for MAH are related to: 


o Maloperation or technical failure of ballasting system or cargo systems 


o Anchor system failures 


o Structural failures, local explosions or collision impact causing compartment filling and 
accidental heel. 


• The design is primarily governed by regulations and standards.  Key design standards 
include: 


o Norsok S-001 – Chapter 9 and 24 


o Norsok N-001 – Chapter 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12. 


o Norsok N-003 


o Norsok N-004  


o Norsok P-002 Chapter 28. 


o DNVGL – OS – D101 


o DNVGL-OS-C104 
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• Learnings from experienced accidents (such as the P36 accident in 2001) are assumed 
collected and implemented in design standards and good practises. 


• Decision support needed in the early phase of a development project based on a floating 
installation includes: 


o Definition of design accidental heel angels  


o Definition of weather criteria to combine with the accidental heel conditions 


o Requirements to systems which shall be designed to survive or operate in accidental heel 
conditions 


o Define anchor failure cases and any impact on the concept 


o If emergency relocation is a premise for the concept, several special aspects needs to be 
considered (outside RISP) 


12.3 HAZAN 


• The Guide words presented in Z-013, Annex C can be used as a starting point 


12.4 RISP Method for DeAL/DeAE 


• Validity envelope: 


o Fixed floaters – Semi submersible and FPSO:  inside validity envelope 


o Installations with emergency disconnection systems:  outside validity envelope 


o Safety barriers including evacuation systems to be designed for DeAE’s  


• Anchor line failure is a DeAE 


o Single-line failure on mobile units 


o Two-line failures combined in the most unfavourable way on fixed installations 


• Accidental heel is a DeAE   


o No design case shall give more than 17 degr. static heel 


o Static heel to be combined with 1year weather condition giving dynamic roll and pitch as 
calculated for the installation 


12.5 Application of method in design 


• No specific input 
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13 Structural failures and gross errors 


This chapter addresses structural failures that are not caused by overload, i.e. accidents where 
structural failure is the cause rather than a consequence. Examples of causes are: 


• Design faults 


• Corrosion 


• Fatigue 


• Foundation failure. 


These failures are often referred to as "gross errors" and are further discussed below. Gross 
errors may cause platform collapse even though the loads at the time of the event are within the 
design limits of the platform. 


13.1 Strength of knowledge 


Data and knowledge with regards to structural failure, including gross errors, are limited. 
However, there is an increasing focus on major accidents classified as "gross errors" leading to 
loss of structural integrity. In a paper published by Inge Lotsberg et al (Ref. /15/), gross error is 
considered to be the most difficult to handle as this type of risk cannot be alleviated by additional 
safety coefficients. In the same paper, the authors listed reasons for why gross errors can occur: 


Lack of human understanding of the methodology used for design 


• Negligence of information 


• Mistakes such as calculation errors (this can be input errors to the analysis programs used 
and errors in computer software that are used for design)  


• Lack of self-check and verification 


• Lack of follow-up of material data testing, welding procedures, inspection during fabrication, 
etc. 


• Mistakes resulting from lack of communication or misunderstanding in communication 


• Lack of training of personnel on-board the platform that may lead to mal operation of 
ballasting systems 


• Errors in systems used for operation of the platform 


The risk imposed from inherent failure and gross errors related to structural elements is fairly 
new in connection with risk analysis of offshore installations. Requirements for project 
management, technical skills of personnel involved in design and construction as well as 
procedures for quality control are required to achieve success in a complex development project. 


Manufacturing defects in mooring lines and other equipment is a possible cause for failure. In 
2012 the Transocean Spitsbergen drilling rig lost a mooring line where false anchor chain 
material certificates were identified as the root cause. This is a type of weakness that will be 
difficult to discover after the system has been installed. If a mooring line for some reason is out of 
service, this type of failure may lead to multiple mooring line failure if the system is further 
stressed in bad weather. This scenario emphasizes the need for appropriate follow up in terms of 
QA procedures, testing and approval. Failure due to poor construction, false material certificates 
etc. is very difficult to quantify and is typically included as part of a "gross error" analysis. 


As long as the facility is designed according to all relevant codes, and the management of the 
development project is according to industry standard, the risk associated with gross errors can 
be expected to be low. 


Lotsberg et al (Ref. /15/) proposed a weighted combined grade whereby the risk influencing 
parameters (RIP) contributing to gross errors can be graded. Grade 5 is the highest possible 
grade that can be achieved during the assessment of RIPs. A Grade 5 for all RIPs, according to the 
paper, will result in a platform that is close to that of "perfect" in terms of probability of gross 
errors. For the purpose of impairment frequency assessment, a value of 1.0E-05 per year can be 
proposed to correspond to Grade 5. The cause of gross error may occur in engineering, 
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fabrication, installation or in operational phase, but the frequency reflects the risk of failure due 
to gross error materialized in operational phase. 


For scenarios that give loss of facility, the number of fatalities will depend on whether there has 
been a pre-warning or not. In case of a pre-warning, most of the personnel has evacuated prior to 
the time of the event. As gross error accidents represent scenarios caused by errors in design, 
systems etc., it is not expected that pre-warnings will be given. Based on experience there are 
usually some survivors even in accidents of total facility collapse, and therefore a fatality rate of 
75 % can be applied. 


13.2 Validity envelope for RISP 


The applicability for RISP will be assessed in the HAZAN (see WG1 report Section 2.2). During the 
HAZAN the following should be assessed for gross errors: 


13.2.1 Regulatory requirements 


The design of main load bearing shall be based on industry codes and regulatory requirements  


13.2.2 Project management 


The management of the development project must be according to good industry practice. 
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14 Summary of key results 


Key results from the evaluation made for the various Major Accident Hazards (MAH) considered  
in Chapter 0 to 0, are summarised in Table 7  Further details can be found in the respective 
Chapters.  


Table 7 – Summary of key results for evaluated MAH.    


Ref. 


(Chapter) 


Hazard Key RISP 


requirements 


Validity envelope / 


premises 


Comments 


3 All passing vessels Not a DeAE Traffic surveillance, 


alert and evacuation 


procedure (NORSOK S-


001, section 25) 


Location away from 


traffic separation 


scheme (TSS), at least 


half of the width of TSS. 


Important to do a 


Vessel traffic survey of 


AIS data and assess 


degree of operational 


barriers in place. 


 


3 All visiting and 


attending vessels – on 


arrival 


Not a DeAE Traffic surveillance, 


alert and evacuation 


procedure (NORSOK S-


001, section 25) 


G-OMO-procedure 


 


3 All visiting and 


attending vessels in 


waiting position 


Not a DeAE Selected standby 


position will be 


sufficiently far away 


from the installation (i.e. 


outside the safety zone) 


Weather conditions - 


vessel is not exposing 


any nearby installations 


in case of a black out 


scenario.  


Drive-off event fully 


recoverable 


 


3 Supply-vessel – 


Manoeuvring from 


standby position to 


operating position 


W2W vessel 


Head-on collision with 


larges vessel with 


impact speed of 4 m/s. 


G-OMO-procedure 


Waiting position 


downwind facility 


Consider impact 


scenarios, e.g. direct 


hit or glancing blows, 


and a varying degree 


of speed reduction 


prior to impact, 


dissipation of energy 


between installation 


and vessel. 


3 Supply-vessel – 


Operating position 


W2W vessel 


The corresponding 


speed in head-on 


collisions with largest 


vessel shall be 0.5 m/s 


and 3.0 m/s for ULS 


and ALS checks 


respectively. 


G-OMO-procedure 


Loading position down-


wind 


 


3 Shuttle tanker vessel 


– Manoeuvring from 


standby position to 


operating position 


Minimum collision 


energy of 100 MJ for 


collision scenario 


involving shuttle 


G-OMO-procedure 


Weather vaning FPSO 


80-100 m offloading 


distance 
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Ref. 


(Chapter) 


Hazard Key RISP 


requirements 


Validity envelope / 


premises 


Comments 


and operating 


position 


tanker hitting the stern 


of a FPSO. 


DP-operation 


3 Shuttle tanker 


Conventional (No DP) 


– visiting 


Outside RISP   


3 Standby vessel Not a DeAE  In downwind position 


3 Flotel Outside RISP  Use JIP model 


4 Protection of topside 


from dropped and 


swinging objects 


Topside structures 


must be designed to 


withstand drops with 


all planned weights and 


heights 


-  RISP slightly more 


robust than traditional 


approach (allowing for 


some damage if the 


resulting 


consequences does 


not lead to 


impairment of main 


safety functions above 


acceptance criterion 


4 Protection of seabed 


arrangements 


Pipelines must survive 


95% of all drops over 


sea 


Objects lifted are within 


categories defined by 


DNV-RP-107 


RISP model gives 


more robust 


protection than 


traditional models 


near the facility where 


the consequences of a 


seabed release is more 


severe 


4 Crane boom fall  Not a DeAE Crane design is based on 


industry standards, no 


additional RISP 


requirements needed. 


Crane boom fall is 


defined as part of 


ALARP process. 


Guidance is given on 


protection energies 


and layout 


5 Toxic and suffocating 


loads 


DeAE Requirements to design 


is according to NORSOK 


S-001, no need for 


additional RISP 


guidance 


 


6 High voltage 


transformer fires and 


explosion 


Local event with 


limited potential for 


escalation, but happens 


so often that it needs to 


be considered a DeAE 


Design of transformers 


is according to industry 


standards, RISP 


guidance is given to 


ensure robustness of 


nearby structures and 


equipment 


Guidance is given on 


safety barriers, layout 


and design capacity 


for nearby structures 


7 MEG fires Sufficiently covered by 


standards and codes – 


no additional RISP 


model required 


Guidance is given on 


required safety barriers 


 


7 TEG fires Sufficiently covered by 


standards and codes – 


no additional RISP 


model required 


Guidance is given on 


required safety barriers 
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Ref. 


(Chapter) 


Hazard Key RISP 


requirements 


Validity envelope / 


premises 


Comments 


7 Methanol explosion in 


process area. 


Not DeAE Sufficient ventilation 


and detection system 


required 


Discussion of risk 


drivers associated 


with Methanol leaks 


given. Efficient 


barriers presented 


7 Diesel fires Sufficiently covered by 


standards and codes, 


no additional RISP 


model required 


Guidance is given on 


required safety barriers 


 


8 Helicopter accidents No DeAE Special considerations 


must be made if 


helicopter traffic is high 


(above 720 flights per 


year) 


Design sufficiently 


covered by standards 


and codes, no 


additional RISP model 


required 


9 Extreme weather Sufficiently covered by 


standards and codes, 


no additional RISP 


model required 


  


10 Earthquakes Sufficiently covered by 


standards and codes, 


no additional RISP 


model required 


  


11 Engine compartment 


fires 


Sufficiently covered by 


standards and codes, 


no additional RISP 


model required 


  


12 Anchor line failure Anchor line failure is a 


DeAE: 


- Single-line failure 


on mobile units 


- Two-line failures 


on fixed 


installations 


 


Design according to 


regulations and 


standards 


Consequences of DeAE 


needs to be assessed 


and survivability 


requirements for 


safety systems to be 


defined. 


12 Accidental heel Accidental heel is a 


DeAE on floaters.  


Credible heel scenarios 


shall not cause a static 


heel exceeding 17 


degrees. Static heel to 


be combined with 1-


year weather condition 


giving dynamic roll and 


pitch as calculated for 


the installation.  


Design according to 


regulations and 


standards 


Consequences of DeAE 


needs to be assessed 


and survivability 


requirements for 


safety systems to be 


defined. 


13 Structural failure and 


gross error 


Sufficiently covered by 


standards and codes, 


no additional RISP 


model required 


 Strength of knowledge 


is good. Critical 


failures are seen to be 


linked to human 


errors and poor 


project management 
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15 Recommendations for further work  


A new methodology for replacing traditional quantitative risk analysis with simplified 
experience-based methods for improved decision support in development projects has been 
outlined and substantiated in this report.  Based on the work in WG 4, the following 
recommendation for further work is given: 


• For collision risk modelling there may be a wide variation in impact scenarios, e.g. direct hit 
or glancing blows, and a varying degree of speed reduction prior to impact. This will affect 
dissipation of energy between installation and vessel. In the RISP models, the impact 
scenarios are not modelled in detail, hence the design loads may be high and give 
conservative results. It is recommended to further develop the collision impact model in RISP 
reflecting the development in the industry. 
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1. List of abbreviations and definitions 


1.1 Abbreviations 


AIS  Automatic Identification System 


ALARP  As Low as Reasonably Practicable 


ALS  Accidental Limit State 


BAT  Best Available Technology 


CAD  Computer-Aided Design 


CAPEX  Capital Expenditure 


CCR  Central Control Room 


DDT  Deflagration to Detonation Transition 


DeAE  Design Accidental Event(s) 


DeAL  Design Accidental Load(s) 


DiAL  Dimensioning Accidental Load(s) 


DP  Dynamic Positioning 


DP2  Dynamic Positioning – Redundancy Class 2 


EERS  Escape Evacuation and Rescue Strategy 


ESD  Emergency Shutdown 


FEED  Front End Engineering and Design 


FES  Fire and Explosion Strategy 


FPSO  Floating, Production, Storage and Offloading 


GBS  Gravity Based Structure 


G-OMO  Guidelines for Offshore Marine Operations 


HAZAN  Hazard Identification and Analysis 


HAZID  Hazard Identification 


HC  Hydrocarbon 


HSE  Health, Safety and Environment 


ISD  Inherent Safe Design 


JIP  Joint Industry Project (In this case the RISP project) 


LD  Lethal Dose  


LEL  Lower Explosion Limit 


MAH  Major Accident Hazard 


MEG  Mono Ethylene Glycol 


MeOH  Methanol 


NCS  Norwegian Continental Shelf 


NOROG  Norwegian Oil and Gas 


PFP  Passive Fire Protection 


PPE  Personal Protection Equipment 


PRV  Pressure Relieve Valve 


PSA  Petroleum Safety Authority 


QRA  Quantitative Risk Analysis 


RISP  Risk Informed Decision Support in Development Projects 


SC  Steering Committee  


SPR  Sudden Pressure Relay 


SSIV  Subsea Isolation Valve 


TEG  Tri Ethylene Glycol 


TRA  Total Risk Analysis 


TSS  Traffic Separation Scheme 


ULS  Ultimate Limit State 


W2W  Walk to Work 


WCPF  Worst Credible Process Fire 


WG  Workgroup 
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1.2 Definitions 


Terminology as used in the RISP project: 


• Safety premises: Identified aspects presumed to be true and therefore used as a basis for the 
management of MAH.  This can typically be presumption made in the HAZAN as a basis for 
concluding that the design is within the validity envelope of the RISP models.  It can also 
cover other aspects such as operational restrictions.  Safety premises typically needs to be 
verified at a later stage. 


• Safety program: The safety program is a high-level plan describing the goals, means 
(resources), activities and analyses planned to manage MAH in a development project.  
Responsibilities, organisation and interaction arenas related to implementation of MAH 
design in the development project should be described. 


• Safety strategy:  The safety strategy is a high-level plan giving the link between the safety 
program and the design development w.r.t.  MAH. The strategy describes how the end goals 
will be achieved.  The safety strategy should also cover the needs related to fire and explosion 
strategy (FES) and escape, evacuation and rescue strategy (EERS). The safety strategy should 
outline applicable overall principles for design, layout, arrangements, philosophies and other 
high-level design and operational aspects related to barriers, e.g.: 


o Describing MAH relevant for the development (e.g. area by area) and describing key 
design measures and safety premises. 


o Describing how specific MAH are managed by the use of barrier functions, systems and 
elements. Typically, this should include a reference to standard requirements (e.g. 
Norsok S-001) and whether there are special solutions required not covered by the 
standards. 


• Proven design: Design or concepts that are considered prequalified through operational 
experience and/or previous engineering documentation and analyses to such a degree that 
the RISP methodology and models can be applied. 


• RISP methodology: The principles that has been used to establish methods and models in the 
JIP. The term is also applied as the totality of RISP methods and RISP models. 


• RISP methods: The work steps and procedures proposed to be used for risk-based decision 
support in development projects. 


• RISP models: The assessment tools proposed to be applied for risk-based decision support in 
development projects 
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2. Introduction 
This report describes the work undertaken by WG (Workgroup) 3 as a part of the joint industry 
project RISP (Risk informed decision support in development projects). WG 3 has been 
constituted by representatives from Lilleaker Consulting, Lloyd’s Register, DNV GL, Aker 
Solutions and Safetec.  


A new methodology related to handling of MAH (Major Accident Hazards) in development 
projects has been established.  The aim has been to allow for consistent use of industry 
experience rather than more analyses to support robust design of offshore facilities.  The 
methodology is especially intended for use in project planning phase for projects.  


This report is one of the workgroup reports constituting the basis for the overall RISP report, see 
also Figure 1.  The methods and models established related to fires are documented in this report. 
Fires in this context are hydrocarbon fires feed by leaks originating from the well systems, risers 
or the process systems. 


The report includes: 


• Chapter 3: General premises for the methods and premises established 


• Chapter 4: Proposed methods and models for process fires in process areas 


• Chapter 5: Proposed methods and models for riser fires 


• Chapter 6: Proposed methods and models for ignited blowouts 


• Chapter 7: Recommendations for further work. 


 


 


 


2.1 Overall RISP project 


The project “Formålstjenlige risikoanalyser” (“Expedient Risk Analyses”) was run until spring 
2017 by Norwegian Oil and Gas, NOROG (Ref. /1/). The project (hereafter called the NOROG 
project) with results and proposals for further work was presented in the Operations Committee 
meeting in NOROG and received full support. The authorities (Petroleum Safety Authority) have 
also expressed a strong wish to see the project being continued. 


The RISP joint industry project described in this document is a continuation of the NOROG work 
and the recommendations it led to. The outcome of RISP is likely to form a significant part of the 
fundament for the upcoming update of NORSOK Z-013. RISP has focused on risk management in 
project development of topside facilities (in a broad meaning), including subsea accidents that 
may affect the facility. 


Seven offshore operator companies have initiated and sponsored the RISP work; Equinor, 
ConocoPhillips, Total E&P, Vår Energi (ENI), Lundin, Wintershall and AkerBP. 


The JIP consists of two Sub-Projects. Sub-Project 1 has been carried out in 2018 (includes WG 1 and 


WG 2).  The RISP project organisation for Sub-Project 2 is illustrated in Figure 1. Sub-Project 2 
includes WG 3, WG 4 and WG 5. 
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Figure 1 – The RISP project organisation overview 


 


The five workgroups are undertaken by vendors nominated by the sponsors, and different work 
packages are defined for the different workgroups.   The vendors are: Lilleaker Consulting, 
Gexcon, DNVGL, Lloyd’s Register, Aker Solutions, Proactima and Safetec. 


Both sponsors and vendors are participants in the JIP. 


The PSA has been involved as observer in the RISP project.   


 


 


 


2.1.1 Overall RISP context 


Risk analyses have played, and still play, a key role in the safety work of the petroleum industry 
and have given the industry detailed and broad knowledge about risk factors and design 
principles. However, the present practice in use of models and tools often request input data on a 
very detailed level.  In many cases, there is a mismatch between a) the need for input and the time 
it takes to set up and use the tools, and b) the information and time available at the time of 
making key decisions. Consequently, the decision support often arrives too late. 


Experience and insight gained throughout the years from making analyses have barely impacted 
the way analyses are made. In general, “everything” is looked at anew each time, the knowledge 
acquired from incidents that may occur and how plants can be optimally designed is not 
sufficiently utilised or reflected in the way the analyses are specified and performed. 


A main recommendation from the NOROG project was that during a development project, 
traditional quantitative risk analyses should for proven designs as a main rule be replaced by 
simplified assessments. This should be done to provide the best possible support for decisions 
being taken on an on-going basis. Thus, the emphasis on detailed calculations of total risk, and 
measurement against risk acceptance criteria such as FAR and 1x10-4, should be changed. Rather 
than continuing to seek very detailed risk descriptions, the aim in the future should be to provide 
necessary decision support at the right time. This is also in line with the “new” definition of risk 
given in Norwegian regulations (see guidance to PSA Frame agreement §11), which is an 
important basis for the JIP. 
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The NOROG project drafted several principals and ideas for how to better deal with the above-
mentioned factors. These ideas and principles have been further matured and specified in the 
RISP project. Proven and acceptable methods and tools can be developed for the industry’s use 
based on the methodology outlined in this report. This will move risk management of proven 
designs away from total (quantitative) risk analysis as the governing element, and towards 
specific decision support related to each individual decision.   


2.1.2 Overall RISP objective 


The overall objective of the RISP project is to further develop the principles and ideas provided 
by the NOROG project into methods, models and guidelines, and establish a new common 
“industrial practice”. This practice should describe how various decisions in a development 
project are to be based on general and specific knowledge about the incidents that the installation 
may be exposed to (such as leaks, fires and explosions). 


Traditional quantitative risk analyses with considerable focus on detailed calculations of total 
risk and measurement against risk acceptance criteria such as FAR and frequencies of loss of 
main safety functions (1 x 10-4) should, when technology and challenges are known, be replaced 
by input based on knowledge and experience acquired by past projects and analyses, providing a 
robust safety level. Instead of searching for detailed descriptions of what the risk level is, the 
objective should be to provide valid decision support at the right time. 


All models to be developed as a part of the RISP methodology should, as far as possible, be based 
on the principles for risk-related decision support provided in ISO17776, see Figure 2. 


 


 


Figure 2 - Risk related decision-making framework from ISO17776 /2/). The validity envelope for the RISP 
methods and models is illustrated by the red dotted box, see also the WG 1 report 


 


The new «industrial practice» developed aims to clarify: 


a) if a potential type of hazard/incident is sufficiently covered by using systems and solutions 
indicated by requirements in standards, established good practice and results of former 
analyses (ref. left part of situation A in Figure 2), or 


b) if the simplified RISP methods and models established can be used to provide the necessary 
decision support, if/when the requirements in standards, established good practice and 
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results of former analyses (a) is not found suitable/sufficient (typically right part of situation 
A and major part of situation B in Figure 2), or 


c) if there is a need for obtaining and using specific knowledge about the type of hazards 
associated to the facility/project of interest, by making various forms of analyses of the likely 
course of events and/or potential consequences, to be able to make sufficiently robust 
decisions (typically situation C in Figure 2). 


When there is a need for additional knowledge compared to situation a), i.e. situation b) applies, 
the new “industrial practice” must specify the methods and models that should be applied, and 
give guidance on how results (and the conditions/assumptions they are based on) can/should be 
used in the decision-making process. In this way the decision maker should also be made aware 
of the importance of the decision and the impacts of the various decision options. 


The methods and models included in the new «industrial practice» will be adapted to the 
knowledge and information typically available at the time when the specific decisions of interest 
are normally made. The decision support provided shall be sufficiently robust, meaning that the 
recommendations given should not be subjected to scrutiny, reconsiderations or reassessment 
later in the project, provided that the basis for the decision support (the input used and the 
restrictions related to further design development) has not been changed throughout the project. 
This will minimise the need for late design changes, when e.g. more detailed information is 
available. An as-built total risks analysis/quantitative risk analysis (TRA/QRA) will thus not be 
required within the new “industrial practice”, but verification activities need to be developed. 
Verification shall ensure compliance with the validity envelope of the new approach, and that any 
changes in assumptions made during the development project are considered. 


Barrier management, in its wide context, should found the basis for risk management in 
operations. A balanced description of the risk comprehensive enough for the operational phase, 
should be established also within the new “industrial practice”. 


 


2.2 Scope and objectives– workgroup 3 


2.2.1 Scope of work workgroup 3 


The work shall propose methods, and if needed models, for defining the fire scenarios and loads 
(heat and smoke) that needs to be accounted for/designed against throughout a development 
project. The methods shall be able to assess different input (changes) in a limited set of key 
design parameters without the need of doing extensive simulations or calculations, and/or 
requiring detailed information that is not available at the time of the assessment. 


The fire types that shall be considered are: 


• Process system fires in process areas 


• Riser fires 


• Ignited blowouts. 


The starting point for the methods and/or criteria to be established shall be an ignited leak. The 
proposed method/criteria shall define the relevant fire scenarios and loads considering the 
outcomes of ignited leaks and their consequences, i.e. explicit assessment of leak frequencies, 
ignition probabilities, etc. shall not be included directly in the proposed methods/models. 
Definition of the validity envelope of the methods/criteria is however needed. The results and 
recommendations provided by the methods and models shall not be linked directly to 
probabilistic risk acceptance criteria (e.g. 10-4 per year), but the qualification / justification of the 
methods and models to be established can and should use such results as a reference, e.g. to show 
that the new methods and models will provide (at least) the same safety level as today. This is 
also necessary to fulfil the requirements and expectations by the regulator.  


Only fires where the consequence models used in the NCS oil & gas industry today are found 
valid, shall be addressed, i.e. fires from fluids/gases at conditions that are within the validity 
envelope of the current methods and models (and the theory these are based on) shall be 
covered.  
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Design factors described by prescriptive requirements and practises in present standards and 
regulations shall be used as a basis for the work. 


The scope for this work group shall include: 


1. Develop guidelines for consistent use of WCPF in the industry, including treatment of oil vs. 


gas fires. Oil spray fires should also be discussed. Basis for the guidelines to be established 


should be definition of WCPF given in NORSOK S-001: 2018 edition and the mapping of 


present practise given in SINTEF report STF A27996 “Hvordan definers “worst credible 


process fire”?” (How is “worst credible process fire” defined?)   


2. Evaluate applicability of WCPF and if needed establish other methods or criteria for how to 


design/protect escape routes, firewalls (size and extent), safe areas and evacuation means 


against fires and their loads. Develop guidance for use of the methods/criteria for decision 


support purposes when need for protection is considered. Possible tasks to include: 


a) Identify a small number of key risk driver parameters (design and process parameters) 


for fire risk, including smoke and heat, e.g. by a workshop with invited participants 


from relevant parties 


b) Establish a few generic fire risk pictures for situations reflecting different realistic sets 


of the key risk drivers, providing a set of design principles for e.g.:  


i. When an escape tunnel is needed 


ii. When a central escape route is needed 


iii. When to use grated vs. plated deck 


iv. When to implement SSIV 


v. When to use flexible risers and guide tubes 


c) Discuss the knowledge strength of the key parameters  


3. Describe constraints and conditions for using the RISP methods and models (validity 


envelope). This should include premises for use of the methods both with respect to a 


standard design and relevant prescriptive requirements to be fulfilled. 


4. Describe guidance related to meeting functional requirements in NORSOK S-001, 2018 


edition. 


5. Establish a guideline for use of the RISP methods and models. This should include a checklist 


to be used as a part of the HAZAN to ensure compliance with the validity envelope of the 


RISP methods throughout the project development process. 


6. Identify possible challenges with existing regulations and standards.  


The scope of work shall be updated initially in the execution of the work to reflect the preferred 
approach by the work group. The updated scope shall be issued for acceptance by the SC.    


The work shall in an early phase include identification of professional subjects with conflicting 
considerations that needs to be raised for alignment / clarification / confirmation with the SC.  
Workshop(s) shall be proposed to present these subjects in a proper way at strategic timings 


A workshop was held 15th May 2019 were priorities for the WG 3 scope was discussed. 
Important clarifications and priorities made during the workshop include: 


• WG 3 shall prioritise to establish methods for definition of DeAL (Design Accidental Loads) 
and DeAE (Design Accidental Events) for process fires, riser fires and ignited blowouts.  The 
work done by WG 3 shall be closely aligned with the SC to obtain the expected content and 
safety level. The methods to be established shall be based on the ideas and descriptions given 
in NOROG report, /1/. The parts to be further developed are: 


o Appendix 1, Chapter 2.2.1 – Process fires 


o Appendix 1, Chapter 2.2.2 – Riser and pipeline fires 


o Appendix 1, Chapter 2.2.3 – Ignited blowouts 


• The further systematic review and screening of NORSOK S-001 from Chapter 7 and beyond, 
to be given lower priority and considered if time and budget allows. The topics in Norsok S-
001 will still be reflected in the work mentioned above related to DeAL and DeAE. 
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The work in this JIP is a research activity and inherently entails uncertainty regarding the results 
to be achieved. The work performed focuses on the priorities given in the workshop 15th May.  
Recommendations for further work will also be considered.  
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3. Premises for the proposed methods and models for definition 
of DeAL and DeAE 


3.1 Functional requirements to methods and models 


When proposing methods and models to be used for defining recommended design accidental 
events (DeAE) and/or design accidental loads (DeAL) several aspects are considered and 
presented in the WG 1 report (Ref. /3/). Key aspects are repeated below: 


• The models shall be transparent and traceable.  


• The models shall ensure that (at least) the same level of safety is achieved by the current 
practice.  Following discussions with the SC, reasonable robustness is included in the model 
based on: 


o Current practice on recent development projects. 


o Results from available data sources indicating typical risk level for the MAH (Major 
Accident Hazard). 


o Balancing degree/level of safety measures to be implemented to achieve similar 
robustness for different types of MAH’s 


o Strength of knowledge for the MAH type. (ref. WG 1 report Chapter 2.2.4)  


o Cost level implied by use of the model, i.e. considering cost versus risk reduction. ALARP 
principles have hence been considered as basis for the models. 


• Simple methods and models are proposed for use in the project planning phase:  


o The models are based on design parameters typically available in the early project 
planning phase. 


o Key design parameters affecting the risk level and robustness of the installation are 
identified as clearly as possible to make decision makers aware of the impact of 
decisions made and to influence maturing of the concept and layout.  


o Key aspects to be considered in the HAZAN and for defining the validity envelope 
models are captured as far as possible. 


o The intention for the models has been that decisions regarding DeAL and DeAE can be 
taken as part of project planning phase and do not need to be changed unless: 


▪ Changes are made that move the design outside the validity envelope or 


▪ a need for optimisation is requested. 


o Detailed models e.g. by use of CFD tools may be applicable if they can be used based on 
the information available in the project planning phase 


• More advanced procedures (applying e.g. CFD) for implementation of requirements and 
optimisation in project execution phase: 


o During project execution phase more detailed design information is available and often 
a need for more detailed accidental loads are requested. This can be supported by 
models detailing the loads for DeAE defined in the project planning phase.  Such 
detailing may be accomplished by detailed analysis e.g. by use of CFD.   


o Guidance for consistent use of such detailed models are given when relevant.  


o Detailed models may also be used for detailed optimisation of layout during execution 
phase by showing effect on accidental loads by design changes. 


• The methods and models shall support the decisions typically made in development projects 
that should be influenced by risk-based information related to MAH. 


• The validity envelope for the methods and models should be described as precisely as 
possible.  


The above aspects are considered and discussed for the various fire hazards covered in this 
report (Chapter 4, 0 and 6). However, it is acknowledged that these aspects are not covered in a 
comprehensive and complete way in the present report.  
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3.2 Considerations related to present regulations and WCPF 


A fundamental premise related to WCPF (Worst Credible Process Fire)is given by the 
requirement to prevent development of hazard and accident situations and limit the 
consequences of accidents as given by §33 in the Facilities regulations .  The requirements related 
to WCPF are further elaborated in NORSOK S-001 (Ref. /4/): 


“The worst credible process fire (WCPF) in a fire area is derived from an ignited leak in the 
ESD-segment including possible escalation that will give the worst exposure of main load 
bearing structures and fire divisions with regard to duration (not related to the time needed 
for safe evacuation) and heat load distribution. ESD valves and emergency depressurization 
valves limiting the supply of fuel can be assumed to function. With respect to liquid spills, 
consideration can be made to the open drain or grating in the area. 
 
The load from the WCPF shall be covered by the design accidental load for main load bearing 
structure and fire divisions. The identified WCPF shall not escalate to hydrocarbon pipeline 
risers or to wells (flow from reservoir) to avoid impairment of the load bearing structures” 


According to the requirements, the following safety systems can be accounted for when deriving 
the WCPF: 


• ESD valves 


• Emergency depressurization valves 


• Open drain 


• Grating 


An important limitation of the WCPF scenario, is that it only applies to leaks originating from the 
process system. Hence, potential leaks stemming from utility systems,  risers, pipelines and well 
are not included in the WCPF.  However, the requirement given by §11 in the Facilities 
regulations gives minimum requirements to accidental loads related to main safety functions. 
This paragraph defines the maximum frequency for impairment of loss of main safety functions 
due to any fire scenario. Furthermore, the regulations include requirements stating that the fire 
safety design must be in accordance with the overarching ALARP- principle, which means that an 
even considerably lower maximum frequency for impairment of any safety barrier may be 
considered intolerable. 


The requirements related to WCPF as given by NORSOK-S001 focus on long lasting fires that may 
impair the structural integrity of main load bearing structures. This often implies that medium 
sized leaks/fires (typically 5 to 30 kg/s) with sufficient durations will be the fires to design the 
fire protection for. 


 


 


3.3 Workflow using RISP methods and models in development projects 
The context for use of the RISP methodology in development projects, is described in the WG 1 
report.  As part of the WG 3 work, a further illustration of workflow using RISP methods and 
models in development projects has been established.  The workflow is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 – Workflow using RISP methods and models - illustration  
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4. Proposed methods and models for process fires  


4.1 Decisions to be made in development projects 


Typical decisions impacting the fire hazards includes (the list is not exhaustive): 


• Overall layout including segregation between main areas, size of process areas and degree of 
natural ventilation 


• Escape route layout and location of safe area and location of evacuation means 


• Type and location of power and combustion units (ignition sources) 


• Location of process units (e.g. vessels, pumps, compressors, valves etc.), mass of 
hydrocarbons and related composition and pressure  


• Size of isolatable process segments and location of ESD valves (to limit possible leak volume). 


• Depressurization capacity (time requirement, sequential vs. simultaneous) 


• Items that control process module ventilation during a fire; e.g. equipment density, local 
instrument rooms, number of walls, grated deck or grated ceiling 


• Fire water system design 


• “Bundings” and, open drain (it is suggested to consider development of emergency drain 
system that drain HC-liquid to safe area (e.g. sea) to reduce fire duration)  


• Composition of HC fluid (gas, oil, water content). (The composition is not chosen but impacts 
the fire behaviour.) 


Minimising the fire hazards is challenging because measures that can reduce the consequences of 
a fire, might have the opposite effect on other hazards. The heat load from a fire can be reduced 
and the fire can be extinguished by closing air ventilation. However, good ventilation of the 
process areas is an important measure against building up large explosive gas clouds. Moreover, 
it is more likely that a gas cloud finds an ignition source in a poorly ventilated area than in a well-
ventilated area.  Passive fire protection (PFP) is an efficient measure against fire heat loads on 
load bearing structures and process equipment. However, PFP introduces extra challenges with 
corrosion. Moreover, by adding to the diameter of pipes, and thickness of structures, application 
of PFP can increase explosion pressure loads. 


According to “Guidelines for protection of pressurized systems exposed to fire” (Ref. /5/, the key 
parameters relevant for the fire protection of process equipment are: 


• Depressurization 


• Passive fire protection 


• Deluge/water spray systems 


• Pressure safety valves 


• Selection of process equipment/materials 


• Limitation of process inventories 


• Fire scenarios 


o Layout 


o Ventilation 


o Drainage 


o Nature of combustible fluids 


o Nature of release (time dependent leaks/duration) 


 


 


The main principles (barrier or measure) for achieving an optimum fire protection of the process 
system are: 


• Maximum utilization of the flare system 


• Selection of material quality 
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• Selection of material thickness/pressure classes 


• Sizing of process segments/location of sectionalizing valves (inventory/volume) 


• If necessary, application of passive fire protection 


• Active fire protection. 


 


4.2 Risk level and need for survivability requirements 


In general, the fire frequency increase with increasing module size due to increasing number of 
leak sources as well as the number potential sources of ignition (e.g. electrical units, activity 
within the module and rotating machinery). 


The resulting correlation between the process module size and fire frequency is presented in 
Figure 4. The results shown are based on three different modules naturally ventilated with two 
open walls solid roof and deck).  The result is taken from the validation report of the recently 
validated PLOFAM and MISOF leak and ignition probability models considered to represent best 
industry practice at NCS for estimation of the risk related to leaks from process equipment. 
Hence, the figure only covers leaks from process systems according to the definition of process 
leaks in PLOFAM. The expected distribution with regards to initial leak rate is presented in Figure 
5. 


The total combined volume of all process modules at a typical installation in the North Sea, is in 
the interval 15 000 to 30 000 m3 This implies that the total fire frequency is expected to be about 
5·10-4 per year for any given installation (strictly based on the figure, 5·10-4 per year 
corresponds to 30 000 m3). Most platforms consist of several modules, implying that the 
expected frequency per module is around 1·10-4 per year or less. The fire frequency is dominated 
by incidents where the initial leak rate is less than 1 kg/s. 


For most platforms (i.e. the total of all modules) it is expected that the frequency for leaks with an 
initial leak rate greater than 10 kg/s is less than 1·10-4 per year. 


This risk level is considered valid in most cases except situations where there are special sources 
of ignition that drive the ignition probability. The most common example is gas turbine air 
intakes, which currently believed to be a very potent ignition source (addressed specifically in a 
JIP project). Other examples are combustion engines introduced to power well intervention units. 
The effect of such sources of ignition is expected to be about a factor of two in unfavourable cases, 
mainly affecting the fire frequency for large leaks (i.e. initial leak rate > 10 kg/s). 


Figure 6 shows the relative distribution of observed leaks at the Norwegian Continental Shelf in 
the period 2001-2017. The distribution shows that the number of leaks above 30 kg/s is few (4 
leaks) and constitute only about 2.5% of the total number of leaks. In terms of fire frequency, the 
contribution from large leaks is more prominent, which follows from the fundamental premise in 
MISOF; a large leak is more likely to expose a potential live source of ignition than a small leak 
because it will in most cases generate a bigger combustible atmosphere. However, it may be 
stated that leaks having an initial leak rate larger than 30 kg/s is more remote (0,7·10-4 per year) 
and is less likely to take place within the lifetime of an installation. 
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Figure 4 – Correlation between process module size and expected total fire frequency (initial leak rate > 0.1 
kg/s). The estimate is taken from the test of the MISOF and PLOFAM models presented in the MISOF report 


(Ref. /6/). 
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Figure 5 -Typical distribution of leak and fire frequency with respect to initial leak rate for a large process 
module at an offshore installation in the North Sea. 


 


 


Figure 6 – Relative distribution of leaks observed at installations operating on the Norwegian Continental 
Shelf in the period 2001-2017. 
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4.3 Description of proposed methods and models 


4.3.1 General 


The main elements in the methodology proposed is illustrated in Figure 7. The methodology 
defines which accidental design scenarios that shall be used as basis for the design (DeAE) and 
the corresponding resulting loads (DeAL) to be applied for various systems that plays important 
roles in the scenarios. 


The methodology consists of two steps.  The first step, ‘Source term modelling’, covers how to 
represent the leak scenario feeding the fire (DeAE). The second step denoted ‘Fire load 
modelling’, describes how to estimate the fire load (DeAL). 


The starting point for the methodology is the Worst Credible Process Fire as applied in present 
practice. The WCPF apply in all modules/areas with process equipment and is definition of the 
design accidental scenarios (DeAE) to be applied for “main load bearing structures and fire 
divisions”.   The resulting loads (DeAL) to be applied for structures and fire divisions can be 
established by a combination of fire exposure modelling and structural fire response modelling.    
The detailing level of this work implies that the work is normally performed during project 
execution phase to be able to do cost optimization of PFP required.   Possibilities to simplify this 
work by extracting experiences obtained from performed analyses could be considered.  


Fire DeAE and DeAL also needs to be defined as application for: 


• escalation to process equipment 


• secondary structures (e.g. supporting equipment) 


• exposure to escape ways, evacuation means, mustering area, and personnel 


It is considered too extensive to require that the WCPF shall be used also as a DeAE for these 
systems and functions.  Instead predefined and suitable design scenarios are proposed that will 
assure a safety level equal or better than present practice and support decisions to be taken in the 
projects in a simple and robust manner.  


An optional advanced approach reflecting the ALARP principle is recommended if the 
methodology result in cost-driving fire safety solutions that appear to be disproportional the 
achieved risk reduction.  


 


Figure 7 – Outline of models 


 


4.3.2 Application in different project phases 


Source term 
modelling (DeAE)


•Derive leak 
scenario 
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Fire load 
modelling (DeAL)


•NORSOK S-001 
heat loads
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volumetric 
distribution 
(further work)


•CFD based
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The methodology is the same independent of the project phase, but the models used to estimate 
the source term and the fire load will typically be different. In the project planning phase, less 
information is available and the need for detailed calculations to provide decision support is less 
prominent. The requirements with regards to what models that should be used are to be 
discussed as part of the HAZAN. The typical situation is illustrated in the figure below. 


 


 


Figure 8 – Typical premise and use of models through a project. 


 


4.3.3 Structural integrity and fire divisions 


4.3.3.1 General 


The basic principle is to define the inventories resulting in the most gradual slope of the time-
dependent leak. The rational is that a more gradual slope will sustain critical fire loads over a 
longer period. 


The output is one or several inventories with a set of properties that enable calculation of the 
resulting leak transient for any hole size. 


Generally, one need to consider two type of inventories at offshore oil and gas installations: 


• The ESD-segment feeding the most severe gas jet fire 


• The ESD-segment feeding the most severe liquid leak (i.e. spray and/or pool fire). 


The derived inventories constitute the basis for calculation of the duration of the fire exposure to 
both structures and equipment.  


In many cases (e.g. for offshore installations with simultaneous depressurization of all segments), 
the ESD-segment with the largest gas inventory corresponds to the reservoir generating the leak 
with the most gradual slope. With regards to liquid leaks, one of the separator stages usually 
generates the leaks with the longest duration. 


The following requirements applies when estimating the criticality of the segments according to 
above: 


• Only ESD-valves can be accounted for when defining the inventory. 


• The effect of the depressurization system can be included 


Planning phase


•Important parameters (layout, 
process system design, ESD & BD)


•Simple  predictable and robust 
models for DeAE


•Possible to use CFD for loads 
exposing relevant safety barriers 
(DeAL)


•Inpu to matering of concept and 
layout


•Clarify premises for execution phase


Execution phase
• Implementation of requirements 


and premises


•Follow up design development 
and optimisation within validity 
envelope. 


• Evaluate need for  special studies 
to document solutions outside 
validity envelope,  to support 
detailed loads(DeAL) requested or 
request for cost optimisation.
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• The time to closure of the ESD-valves and opening of the BD valves must be justified 
appropriately (e.g. do we have detection means in place that enable quick and reliable 
detection – item for clarification in HAZAN) 


• For liquid/multiphase leaks generating pool fires, the effect of bunding and open drain can be 
included (preferably embedded in the calculation of the time-dependent fire load)  


• In early project phase, the system parameters must be assessed such as: 


o Well pressure 


o Well composition 


o Depressurization 


o Passive fire protection 


o Deluge/water spray systems 


o Pressure safety valves 


o Selection of process equipment/materials 


o Limitation of process inventories 


One single inventory might not be representative for all categories of objects in an area. This 
could typically be the case for large process areas (e.g. on a Floating Production Storage 
Offloading vessel). In large areas, the most severe gas leak scenario could for instance not 
generate significant heat loads in the part of the area where the most severe liquid leak scenario 
is relevant. In cases where various reservoirs are used as feed for the design fire scenario, the 
basis for the application for the different scenarios with respect to location must be described. 
The zone defining the boundary between the scenarios must be justified based on the expected 
exposure from the leak scenarios originating from various reservoirs. 


The critical leak rate in term of heat flux distribution (i.e. exposed area, time variation and size) 
will vary with the characteristics of the module (e.g. size and ventilation conditions). This must be 
addressed specially in CFD studies and should also be reflected in any simple model used to set 
the fire loads (see below). 


For naturally ventilated process areas with two- or three-way ventilation fulfilling the ventilation 
requirement given in NORSOK S-001, experience shows that the worst exposure of main load 
bearing structures and fire divisions typically is obtained for oil fire scenarios in the range 5-30 
kg/s (DeAE). The potential duration of such a scenario can easily be estimated based on the total 
mass, the pressure and blow down capacity of the ESD segment (both leak in the gas phase and 
oil phase to be considered). In case the potential scenario has a duration longer than two hours, 
special considerations are needed, since certified PFP for fire duration longer than two hours are 
limited and costly. Possible solution is to limit the pool fire area by “bundings” and drain giving 
fire exposure handled by the structural redundancy. 


The fire load modelling and corresponding volumetric distribution (DeAL) can be set based on 
the generic heat load given in NORSOK S-001 or advanced CFD simulations. 


It is proposed by work group 3 to execute further work with the objective to develop a simple 
model for estimation of the heat load and corresponding volumetric distribution for exposure to 
various types of objects within the same module as the fire originates from. It is believed that a 
rather simple model can be derived based on recent  work executed as part of e.g. the Johan 
Castberg development project (Ref. /7/ and /8/). This would enable quick and robust calculation 
of local fire loads at an early project phase accounting for the fire behavior, response of 
equipment and effect of safety systems (ESD and BD). Especially, the capacity of the blowdown 
system is important for the volumetric distribution. A high capacity depressurization system 
would reduce the volume generating the high peak heat loads (e.g. in general loads in the range 
250 kW/m2 to 350 kW/m2). Such a method would also enhance harmonization between the 
various users of the RISP method. The principle is illustrated in Figure 9 below. A continuous 
curve displaying the full relationship is shown in Figure 10. The method can potentially be used 
for all types of objects; e.g. main load bearing structures, secondary structures and process 
equipment. 
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The loads can be presented as temperatures relevant for the object in question or as an 
equivalent heat load. The size of the sphere would vary with the inventory size, depressurisation 
capacity and the properties of the objects studied (e.g. material type, thickness). 


 


Figure 9 –Illustration of simplified fire load that can be developed.  The extent of the various zones could be 
e.g.: core sphere diameter: 8 meters, mid sphere diameter: 12 meters: outer sphere diameter 20 meters 


 


Figure 10 –Example volumetric distribution fire loads. The loads can be presented as temperatures relevant 
for the object in question or as an equivalent heat load. The size of the sphere would vary with the inventory 
size, depressurisation capacity and the properties of the objects studied (e.g. material type, thickness) 


4.3.3.2 Details on source term modelling 


A simple model for calculation of the transient behavior for all hole sizes associated with the 
system is acceptable but must be appropriately justified. It is proposed by work group 3 to 
execute further work with the objective to define a simple model for calculation of the transient 
behavior. It is believed that a rather simple mathematical model will suffice, which would 
enhance harmonization between the various users of the RISP method. For instance, to what 
extent the model reflects the thermodynamical properties may lead to variability between 
various users of the overall method. Moreover, it would be beneficial to agree on fixed values for 
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certain parameters, such as the discharge coefficient, and even standardization of the 
composition (e.g. CH4 for natural gas leak and C10H22 for liquid leaks). 


The input to the source term model should be a table with the following typical content: 


ESD 
segment 


Liquid 
inventor
y 


Gas 
inventor
y 


Pressur
e 


Temperatur
e 


Densit
y 


Flow into 
segment 
before 
closure 
of ESD 
valves 


Depressuri
sation 
capacity 


Fire detection 
and ESD 
system 
response 


WCPI Xi 
GA 


 


NA 1500 kg 30 barg 310 K 25 
kg/m3 


10 kg/s 600 
seconds to 
6.9 barg 


Blow down 
valves fully 
open 5 
seconds 
after start 
of fire  


10 seconds 
from start of 
fire to fully 
closed ESD 
valves 


WCPI Xi 
LA 


11 000 
kg 


NA 10 barg 320 K 800 
kg/m3 


20 kg/s 600 
seconds to 
5 barg 


 


…         


….         


The dimensioning duration to be set based the required survivability. For example, the time 
requirement is typically 1 hour for load carrying structure. The time requirement will vary for the 
type of object considered; (1) main load carrying structure, (2) escape ways, (3) evacuation 
means, (4) secondary structures, (5) process equipment and (6) integrity of Jack-up rig. 


 


4.3.3.3 Details on Heat load modelling 


A simplified approach based the heat loads provided in NORSOK S-001 can be used if 
appropriately justified. Further work is suggested to develop such a methodology. 


For investigation of the response of load bearing structures subjected to the WCPF scenario, CFD 
simulations coupled with a structural response tool (such as USFOS) is recommended. 


In order to define the leak sources, the module/area is divided in 9 equally sized areas based on 
splitting the length and width of the module in 3. The leak location is set to the center point of 
each the resulting 9 areas. 


The combinations of leak points, leak directions and wind conditions that must be covered are 
shown in the figure below (16 leak scenarios x 2 wind conditions (8 m/s for prevailing adjusted 
to 45 degrees relative installation and 180 degrees relative to prevailing). Each scenario is to be 
simulated for the following initial leak rates: 


• 5 kg/s 


• 10 kg/s 


• 20 kg/s 


• 30 kg/s. 


This result in that 128 fire scenarios (16 leak scenarios x 2 wind conditions x 4 leak rates) should 
be investigated. 
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Transient mass flow from the leak points can be simulated by combining heat loads from a list of 
steady state flow rate simulations in transient heat response calculations. Each steady state load 
is then assigned a duration to make a stepwise approximation of the transient mass flow rate that 
depends on hole size, ESD, depressurization and the reservoir conditions. The heat load from a 
fire depends on the fire itself and on radiation feedback from heated solid surfaces.  Unless the 
calculations are setup to calculate the transient solid heat response from all solid surfaces in the 
domain, the solid surface temperature response should be modelled as adiabatic surfaces (i.e. 
surfaces with perfect insulation). 


The analysis should evaluate whether a smaller leak rate than 5 kg/s and a larger leak rate than 
30 kg/s should be investigated. However, based on the historical data, it is judged that 30 kg/s is 
a reasonable upper estimate for a credible worst-case scenario. 


The following generic situation describes the scenarios to be simulated: 


 


 


Subarea 1 


-z 


Subarea 2 


-y, -z 


Subarea 3 


-y, -x, +z 


Subarea 4 


+x 


Subarea 5 


+z, -z 


Subarea 6 


-x 


Subarea 7 


+y, +x, -z 


Subarea 8 


+y, +z 


Subarea 9 


+z 


 


 


Figure 11 –Illustration leak scenarios to be simulated with CFD to analyse exposure to load bearing structure 


Transient behaviour of the fire load can be represented by steady state simulations. 


 


4.3.4 Escalation to process equipment 


The requirements for fire escalation to process equipment affects the scenarios to design the 
structural integrity as well as global safety functions on the installation.  Stringent requirement 
would imply a lot of PFP on process equipment which is both considered costly and a risk 
potential since corrosion is a known problem related to insulation.  The following loads and 
corresponding requirements are proposed to achieve a robust safety level. 


• No escalation to process systems within 2 minutes when exposed heat to a local heat load of 
250 KW/m2.   This requirement is established to avoid a small initial fire to escalate before 
personnel close by can escape.  It is considered that this requirement can be achieved 
generally without the use of PFP but rather considering credit of ESD and blow down 
combined with selection of piping class. 


• No escalation to process systems causing escalated fire of 30 kg/s or more when exposed to a 
local heat load of 350 KW/m2 for 15 minutes.   The 30 kg/s value is linked to the 
corresponding requirement for global safety functions such as escape routes in neighboring 


x 


y 


8 m/s 


8 m/s (assumed prevailing) 
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areas. The 15 minutes stipulated is linked to a default value for escape time from neighboring 
area (e.g. drilling area).   Specific studies may be performed to validate shorter time frame.  


For corresponding global heat loads, the values stipulated in Norsok S-001 can be applied. 


4.3.5 Secondary structures (e.g. supporting equipment) 


Secondary structures (equipment support, all structures that are not main load bearing 
structures) necessary to ensure integrity of safety barriers for the time frame for the barrier to 
perform its function in the fire scenario.   One important barrier is the avoidance of escalation to 
process equipment.  Secondary structures required for the integrity of process equipment needs 
to maintain its structural strength to avoid escalation.  The fire scenarios will be the same as 
defined for in Chapter 4.3.4.  A simple model is to apply the same fire loads and extent as given in 
Figure 9. However, the heat load modeling needs to be further considered.    


4.3.6 Exposure to escape ways, evacuation means, mustering area, and personnel 


4.3.6.1 General 


The critical leak rate in terms of exposure to main safety functions outside the module of which 
the fire originates, such as escape ways from neighboring areas, mustering area, air intakes and 
evacuation means is proposed to be fixed to 30 kg/s steady state.  


Using 30 kg/s as fixed rate for assessment of the performance of main safety functions simplifies 
the traditional risk-based approach to a large degree and harmonizes the design scenario for the 
various installations. The rational is in line with the rational for the WCPF incorporating a margin 
towards the overarching 10-4 per year criterion without performing detailed probabilistic 
calculations. The historical data (see Figure 6) demonstrates that leaks with a rate beyond 30 
kg/s is quite remote. Any installation designed for the fire loads generated by an initial leak rate 
of 30 kg/s will be able to demonstrate robust performance of its main safety functions covering 
evacuation and escape (even large installations). The only design cases where a more thorough 
assessment is required before a leak rate of 30 kg/s is confirmed to be the design basis, is when 
gas turbine(s) is/are used for direct drive (i.e. gas turbines are sources of ignition of particular 
concern) or any other source of ignition are identified (i.e. frequent use of combustion engines 
(not equipped with flame arrestors) for powering of well intervention units). In situations where 
the 30 kg/s leak rate drives CAPEX, an advanced probabilistic approach according to the 10-4 per 
year criterion and the ALARP-principle could be used to optimize the design scenario. 


The 30 kg/s rate also defines the maximum tolerable leak rate with respect to local escalation to 
process equipment in the same main area. This means that escalation to process equipment 
resulting in a leak rate less than 30 kg/s is in general considered acceptable after the specified 
time frame allowing for local evacuation.  An advanced study deriving specific critical escalated 
leak rates can be executed to deviate from the 30 kg/s as the general design scenario. This must 
be based on a special study (e.g. by use of detailed CFD simulations in accordance with the rule 
set for definition of fire scenarios as described below). 


4.3.6.2 Heat load modelling 


General 


Fire water influence the fire loads, however it cannot  be accounted for within the NCS regulative 
regime. 


An initial assessment as part of the HAZAN to clarify whether a CFD analysis is required or 
whether a simplified model is sufficient. 


CFD modelling is preferred if geometrical model available at the project stage where decisions 
can be affected. It is expected that at a CAD model fit for purpose is available even at early project 
stages. Even a coarse geometrical model will be able to capture the important effects in most 
cases. 


The rule sets for modeling and assessment of the two main categories of fire loads and 
corresponding objects is described in the following sections. 
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Far field loads exposing main safety functions 


The study should demonstrate that each of the relevant main safety function maintain integrity 
for 90% of the sample space of possible WCPF EE30 scenarios in each module/area. A 
module/area is considered to be an area separated from the other modules/areas on the 
installation by use of fire partitions rated for hydrocarbon fires (e.g. H0 firewall). This is most 
effectively achieved by simulating the following 100 fire scenarios and demonstrating that each 
main safety functions can survive at least 90 of them. 


Liquid leaks are to be modelled as spray leaks in most cases unless the pressure is very low (less 
than 2 barg) 


In order to define the leak sources, the module/area is divided in 9 equally sized areas based on 
splitting the length and width of the module in 3. The leak location is set to the center point of 
each the resulting 9 areas. A set of leak directions to be simulated (4) is defined for 5 leak 
locations, resulting in 20 leak scenarios in terms of leak location and leak direction. 


These leak scenarios should be combined with the following wind conditions: 


• 8 m/s wind from each direction angled 45 degrees relative to the x- and y-axis 


• 16 m/s wind from the most likely direction out of the 4 defined directions above 


• The rationale behind the rule set for defining the simulation matrix is to capture 


• scenarios that generate effective combustion inside the module 


• fire scenarios where the leak is directed outwards resulting in combustion of most of the 
released gas on the outside of the module, which is believed to be critical for main safety 
functions 


• wind conditions reflecting various wind conditions as the wind direction is in general 
important for critical exposure of main safety functions 


• the most likely wind speeds 
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The following generic situation appear (assuming a prevailing wind direction): 


 


 


 


Subarea 1 
Subarea 2 


+y, -y, +z, -z 
Subarea 3 


Subarea 4 


+x, -x, +z, -z 


Subarea 5 


+x, -x, +y, -y 


Subarea 6 


+x, -x, +z, -z 


Subarea 7 
Subarea 8 


+y, -y, +z, -z 
Subarea 9 


 


 


 


Figure 12 –Illustration leak scenarios to be simulated with CFD to analyse exposure to main safety functions 
(except load bearing structure) 


If there are no relevant leak sources in the area, the most unfavorable (based on an engineering 
judgement) neighboring subarea should be used as basis instead. For example, if there is only 
water treatment equipment in Subarea 8, then the simulations to be executed in Subarea 7 if a 
fire in that area is judged to be more critical with respect to exposure to main safety functions 
than leaks in Subarea 9. 


If CFD simulations are run according to the simulation matrix described in the following section 
to calculate response of load bearing structures, the additional 30 kg/s simulations should 
preferably be added to the sample space for calculation of the performance of the respective main 
safety functions relative to the stated 90% criterion (90% of the total number of scenarios, and 
not 90 out of the 100 scenarios specified above). 


 


 


 


 


 


  


x 


y 


8 m/s 8 m/s 


8 m/s 8 m/s, 16 m/s (assumed prevailing) 
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5. Proposed methods and models for riser fires  


5.1 Decisions to be made in development projects 


Typical decisions made in the project planning phases, were the risks related to riser fires are 
important: 


• Optimisation of riser design 


o Type of risers 


o Location 


o Guide tubes  


o SSIV 


• Protection of riser against external impact 


o Dropped objects / lifting restrictions 


o Collision 


o Fire escalation 


• Need for protection against riser fire/leak loads (DeAE/DeAL) 


o Passive fire protection (PFP) of riser 


o Structural fire integrity (e.g. water filled jacket legs), or PFP on the underside of the 
topside 


o Exposure of ignition sources and/or gas ingress to mechanically ventilated rooms 


o Exposure of escape and evacuation means (main safety functions). 


 


5.2 Risk level and need for survivability requirements 


5.2.1 Risk level for riser fires  


This section contains a simple calculation example for typical rise fire frequency.  The purpose is 
to illustrate typical riser fire frequencies for different types of risers.   


A recommended and commonly used source for failure data on pipelines and risers is the DNV GL 
“Recommended Failure Rates for Pipelines”, ref /9/.  The data given is applicable for vertical steel 
risers as well as flexible risers.  Steel catenary risers are considered outside the validity envelope 
of RISP methods. Further the data in ref /9/presumes external loads e.g. due to ship collisions or 
dropped objects are considered separately, as historical frequencies for external loads are not 
used due to few events and large uncertainty.  


The failure data are differentiated between: 


• Flexible and steel risers 


• Steel risers above and below 16“ 


• Hole sizes:  Small (< 20 mm), medium (20-80 mm), large (>80 mm) and rupture 


• Leak location: Above splash zone, splash zone and subsea 


The frequency of a riser fire also depends on the ignition probability in case of a leakage.  The 
ignition probability depends on several parameters that can be investigated for each specific case. 
This typically includes: 


• Release composition, rate and duration. 


• Release location (inside J-tube, topside, airgap, subsea etc.) 


• Weather conditions (wind, waves and sea currents) 


• Exposure of ignition sources topside or by nearby installations and vessels operating at the 
installation (JU-rig, supply vessels, flotel, etc.)  


A rough estimate of generic ignition probability is shown in Table 1. It should be noted that the 
actual ignition probabilities will be affected by installation-specific circumstances (type of 
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installation, location of nearby drilling rigs and vessels, type of riser and their content, topside 
ignition sources etc.). A brief review of the estimated ignition probability for riser leaks in TRAs 
on recent installations shows that it is typically in the range of 0.01% to 15 %. 


Table 1: Typical conditional ignition probabilities for riser leaks. 


Installation Small hole  


(<20 mm) 


Medium hole 


(20-80 mm) 


Large hole 


(>80 mm) 


Rupture 


Ignition probability 
(given leak) 


0.2 % 2 % 10 % 10 % 


 


By combining leak frequencies with the ignition probability, it is possible to obtain an indication 
of the risk level associated with riser fires. Table 2 shows the number of risers on an installation 
that could give an estimated frequency of riser fires equal to a fire frequency og 1E-5 and 1E-4 
fires per year.  


Table 2: Coarse riser evaluation for various riser types. 


Riser type Number of risers needed to add up to the target fire frequency 


Target fire 
frequency 


1E-5 fires 
per year 


1E-4 
fires per 
year 


Comments 


Steel risers  


(> 16”) 


3 risers 30 risers Based on generic ignition probabilities as shown in 
Table 1. Not including contribution from flanges, 
valves or external loads /dropped objects, ship 
collision, etc) 


Steel risers  


(< 16”) 


0,3 risers 3 risers Based on generic ignition probabilities as shown in 
Table 1. Not including contribution from flanges, 
valves or external loads /dropped objects, ship 
collision, etc) 


Flexible risers 0,05 risers 0.5 risers Based on generic ignition probabilities as shown in 
Table 1. Not including contribution from flanges, 
valves or external loads /dropped objects, ship 
collision, etc) 


 


This implies that for a normal riser configuration on an installation it is required to define ignited 
riser fires as a design event to comply with regulations (ref.  e.g. Management regulations Chapter 
III and V and Facilities regulation section 11) even with a low number of risers on the installation.  
It can also be argued that the risk numbers established in ref /9/ are based on few incidents and 
hence has a large statistical uncertainty compared to e.g. topside leak data.  This uncertainty 
should be considered in the usage of the failure frequencies.  


Further it can be argued that a large riser fire is equally or more likely to be experienced than a 
small riser fire.  A large riser fire will generally last shorter than a smaller fire unless it causes 
escalation.  For fires related to steel risers it can be argued that the risk level is so low that it is 
reasonable to optimise safety measures versus cost of the safety measures.  This means that the 
severity of a design fire and which safety functions that needs to be intact can be considered 
partly from an ALARP perspective. 


5.2.2 Brief “review” of riser fires on installations on the NCS 
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Table 3 shows an overview of the most resent newly built oil and gas installations on the 
Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS). All installations are jacket leg platforms. Table 4 summarizes 
the riser fire contribution to the estimated risk level and if riser fires are mentioned in the DeAL 
spec as a design fire event. 


Some observations: 


• 5-12 % of all riser fires are estimated to result in loss of main load bearing structures – even 


after taking into account passive barriers like PFP on connection points and cellar deck 
structures, and water-filled jacket legs. 


• Approximately 30 % of all riser fires are estimated to result in loss of escape from topside 
areas.  This numbers seems to be consistent for all the installations 


• 1-45 % of all riser fires are estimated to result in loss of evacuation means or mustering area. 
This number figures varies a lot from installation to installation.   


• The contribution to loss of main load bearing structure is likely to be higher if no passive 
barriers are in place (or taken into account in the risk analysis) 


• If riser fires are not a dimensioning scenario and no fire load is defined in the DeAL-
specification, why is PFP applied and jacket legs water filled?  


o The risk is acceptable/low partly because of the passive barriers. It is therefore 
misleading (wrong?) to state that riser fires are not design events. 


o This is an indication that the decision of having several barriers are not taken based on 
the risk analysis, but rather based on normal practice. 


 


Table 3: Overview of some recent installations on the NCS. 


Installation Brief description of installation Brief description of risers 


Installation 1 Jacket riser platform. No LQ. 


Bridge to neighbour platform 


Water-filled jacket legs without topping up 


system 


Connection points towards between jacket 


and topside have PFP 


Underside of cellar deck is protected with 


PFP to withstand riser design fires 


19 risers 


- 2 x oil export risers (20” and 36”, 274 km, steel riser) 


- 1 gas export riser (18”, 157 km, with SSIV, steel riser) 


- 8 x production risers (16”, 10 km, steel riser, J-tube) 


- 2 x production risers (16”, 10 km, steel riser) 


- 3 x future gas lift risers (10”, 7 km, steel riser, J-tube) 


- 3 x future WAG/gas injection risers (10”, 7 km, steel 


riser, J-tube) 


Installation 2 Jacket platform 


Wellhead and production  


With LQ and utility 


Drilling via JU-rig 


Water-filled jacket legs without topping up 


system  


Underside of cellar deck and connection 


points towards between jacket and topside 


have PFP 


4 risers 


- 1 gas export riser (20” and 27 km, with SSIV, steel 


riser) 


- 1 oil export riser (10¾” and 2.3 km, steel riser) 


- 1 gas Zeepipe IIA (16” and 26 km to hot tap, steel 


riser) 


- 1 future production riser (10¾ and 9 km, steel riser) 


Installation 3 Jacket platform 


Wellhead and production  


With LQ and utility 


Drilling via JU-rig 


Water-filled jacket legs with topping up 


system  


12 risers 


- 1 gas export riser (14” and 145 km, with SSIV) 


- 1 oil export riser (27”) 


- 3 gas lift risers (4” and 5 km, 4” and 5 km inside J-


tube, 8” and 9 km)  
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Installation Brief description of installation Brief description of risers 


Underside of cellar deck has PFP - 7 production risers (2 x 10” and 9 km, 8” and 5 km, 4 


x 8” and 5 km inside J-tube 


Installation 4 Jacket platform 


Wellhead and production  


With LQ and utility 


Drilling via JU-rig 


Water-filled jacket legs 


4 risers 


- 1 gas export 30”, steel riser 


- 1 oil export 24”, steel riser 


- 1 import from Embla 14”, steel riser 


- 1 future import riser 20”, steel riser 


No SSIV. Riser EVs are welded and located on 


mezzanine deck in lower process rea 


 


Table 4: Summary of riser contribution to risk and DeAL on some recent installations on the NCS. 


Installation Fire DeAL specified 


for jacket structure 


/ underside of 


installation 


Riser fire contribution to loss 


of Main Safety Functions 


(MSF) 


Comments 


Installation 


1 


Yes  


(worst credible 


fire on sea 


scenario defined 


in DeAL spec) 


Loss of escape: < 5.5E-5 per 


year 


Loss of main loading bearing 


structure: 2.7E-5 per year 


Loss of evacuation 


means/muster area (bridge 


to DP): 1.5E-6 per year 


Total riser leak frequency: 1.6E-2 leaks per year (not 


including topside leaks). 


Total riser fire frequency: 1.8E-4 fires per year (1.3 % of 


all leaks will ignite). 94 % of fire frequency comes from 


subsea leaks.  


It is assumed that the J-tubes have a gas tight top flange. 


99 % of leaks inside J-tubes will be terminated subsea. 


Hence, J-tubes have a significant impact on the risk 


numbers. 


Installation 


2 


No Loss of escape: < 3.7E-5 per 


year 


Loss of main loading bearing 


structure: 2.1E-5 per year 


Loss of evacuation 


means/muster area: < 4.5E-


5 per year 


Total riser leak frequency: 2.9E-3 leaks per year. 


Total riser fire frequency: 1.0E-4 fires per year 


(combined drilling and production phase – 3 % of all 


leaks will ignite). 


The water filled jacket legs and PFP on the underside of 


cellar deck are given credit in the loss of MSF 


calculations. The JU-rig also contributes to loss of MSF. 


From the TRA it shows that there is no dimensioning 


fires underside of the platform. But the riser fire 


frequencies in ALARP region with respect to the 


accidental fire design situation.  


Installation 


3 


No Loss of escape: < 7E-6 per 


year 


Loss of main loading bearing 


structure: 2.2E-6 per year 


Loss of evacuation 


means/muster area: 3.6E-6 


per year 


Total riser fire frequency: 2.8E-5 fires per year. 


The water filled jacket legs and PFP on the underside of 


cellar deck are given credit in the loss of MSF 


calculations. 


The probability of occurrence for fire at sea is low and 


hence not a dimensioning scenario in the DeAL spec. 


Installation 


4 


No Loss of escape: < 1E-5 per 


year 


Riser fires in the area below cellar deck and fires on sea 


surface are not dimensioning for the jacket structure, 
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Installation Fire DeAL specified 


for jacket structure 


/ underside of 


installation 


Riser fire contribution to loss 


of Main Safety Functions 


(MSF) 


Comments 


Loss of main load bearing 


structure: 2.5E-7 per year 


i.e. due to the combined fire frequency for such 


scenarios being low. 


 


5.2.3 Typical measures implemented to handle riser fires  


Table 5 lists some typical barriers found on offshore installations, that can reduce the risk 
associated with riser fires. 


Table 5: Typical barriers and measures implemented to handle riser fires, and their effect. 


Barrier or measure Description 


PFP PFP can be applied on load bearing structures, risers, process equipment and 


more, to improve their survivability when exposed to fires (it takes longer time 


to heat up the structure or the content in the process). 


SSIV A subsea isolation valve will limit the inventory in a riser that will be released in 


an accidental leak/rupture of a riser. As a result, the riser fire duration is 


reduced. 


In general, it is advised to install the SSIV as close as possible to the facility, but 


as far away as needed in order to avoid exposure of the facility in case of a leak 


from SSIV location. Where pipeline leak caused by dropped objects is a relevant 


scenario, the SSIV location should be outside the probable dropped object zone. 


Water filled jacket legs Water filled jacket legs will increase the survivability of a jacket structure when 


exposed to fire (heat from the fire heats up and evaporates the water). The 


water-filling is only effective if the inside of the structure is filled with water. As 


water evaporates the water level in the legs is reduced, so the upper parts of the 


water filled jacket structure will be dried out relatively fast in a riser fire. To get 


full effect of the water filling, the upper part of the water filled structure typically 


needs to be protected with PFP, or an automated system for refilling water 


during the fire event needs to be installed.  


J-tube J-tubes are typically installed to make the installation and the support of riser 


easier. But it also provides some added protection of the risers to external loads 


(impact loads, fire loads). If design to maintain an internal pressure it will also 


partly contain a riser leak that occurs inside the J-tube. If the upper part of the J-


tube is gas tight, a riser leak inside the J-tube will be forced to find its way down 


to the bottom of the J-tube (subsea). This can be an effective barrier to reduce 


the likelihood of a riser fire in the air gap. 


Escape tunnel A pressurized escape tunnel will increase the likelihood of personnel located 


topside to successfully escape to safe area, in case a riser fire event. Some riser 


fire events will make it impossible to use the life boats unless carefully located 


and protected. But not all. An escape tunnel will improve the ability to escape in 


the riser fires events where the life boats are not impaired/unavailable due to 


the riser fire (meaning that personnel actually have a chance to escape and 


evacuate the platform). 
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5.3 Project planning phase methods and models 


5.3.1 Validity envelope for RISP riser fire model 


Table 6 shows a description of the validity envelope for the RISP riser fire model. 


The most important aspect of the model is that it states that if an offshore installation has one or 
more riser containing flammable fluids, the RISP riser fire applies. Because of this there are very 
few design variations that are outside the validity envelope.   


Table 6: Validity envelope for RISP riser fire model 


Design 


parameter 


Inside envelope Outside envelope Comments 


Type of riser All riser types  As long as there are one or more risers 


with flammable content, the model is 


considered relevant for all riser types.  


Installation 


type 


Jacket platforms, Gravity 


Based Concrete (GBS) 


platforms, Semi, FPSO, 


Tension-leg platforms  


 The model is considered relevant for all 


known platform concepts that fulfill the 


requirements stated in NORSOK S-001 


Manning Normally manned, normally 


unmanned and unmanned 


installations  


 The model is considered relevant for all 


known platform concepts that fulfill the 


requirements stated in NORSOK S-001 


Design 


standards 


NORSOK S-001 Installations not 


designed 


according S-001 


 


Number of 


risers 


One or more riser containing 


flammable fluids  


No riser 


containing 


flammable fluids 


 


 


 


 


 


5.3.2 RISP riser fire model 


Chapter 5.2 shows that Riser fires should be considered design accidental events (DeAE), and that 
several design measures are typically implemented to reduce the risk associated with riser fires.  


The main point of the RISP riser fire model is that riser fires are DeAE and therefore need to be 
designed for.  


The RISP riser fire model is further inspired by WCPF, where some barriers and effects are 
credited, while others are not.  


A DeAE is derived from an ignited leak in any of the riser segments that will give the worst fire 
exposure of the main load bearing structures, safe area and evacuation means. The following 
requirements are given for the protection against the DeAE: 


• ESD valves and SSIVs can be credited as segregation for the riser segments. The closure time 
needs to be reflected w.r.t heat loads and duration.  This presumes the valves are treated as 
safety systems with testing and performance requirement (typical reliability level of 98 % or 
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higher). This presumes that the valves have requirements for closing time and internal leak 
that are verified through testing. 


• The assessment shall include possible escalations (to other risers, wells, and/or process 
equipment). 


• Main load bearing structure intact to ensure escape to safe area and time for evacuation. 
Default time for evacuation is set to 60 minutes but should preferably be based on 
installation specific considerations. 


• Safe area/mustering area intact and functional to allow time for evacuation. Default time for 
evacuation is set to 60 minutes but should preferably be based on installation specific 
evaluations. 


• Evacuation means for minimum 100 % of maximum manning onboard at any time available 
for evacuation. Requirements for availability of an extra lifeboat for redundancy, shall also be 
included.  The evacuation means shall be available from 15 minutes after onset of the DeAE 
until evacuation can be considered complete.  For bridge connected installations the 
requirement can be fulfilled by availability of the bridge. 


• The applicable fire loads can be established by CFD tools or conservatively applying simpler 
methods (e.g. NORSOK S-001). 


• The DeAL shall reflect/cover loads from at least 90 % of representative scenarios (DeAE) 
within each leak size category (see Table 1)  for each riser segment. The 90 % requirement is 
stated to cover variations in weather conditions, leak location, leak direction etc.   


It is considered that the required design input needed to perform the RISP riser fire modelling 
will be available with a sufficient accuracy in the project planning phase.  Commercial tools are 
available to perform leak rate and duration assessment as well as representative fire load 
calculation for use with limited effort and providing predictable results. 


The potential for recommending a fixed leak rate (e.g. 100 kg/s) as definition of riser fire design 
accidental event, has been discussed.  However, it is judged that key design parameters driving 
the risk should be applied in the modelling when available and easy to reflect as is the case with 
the presented model 


Cases which may be arguments for less stringent requirements are: 


• Few risers, especially with few steel risers 


• Only few large size risers since failure frequency is proven to be significantly lower. However, 
release potential is significantly larger. 


• Low gas release potential due to composition or pressure 


• Use of guide tubes leading a leakage well away from ignition sources 


• Very few ignition sources such as supply vessel visits, air intakes to combustion engines etc. 


• Unmanned installations 


• Risers with very high water-cut (above 80-90%) 


 


5.3.3 Key risk drivers 


• Type of installation (fixed, FPSO, semi, tension leg platform, etc) 


• Type of riser 


o Flexible, steel riser, J-tube/pull-tube 


o Riser inventory (composition, phase, pressure and temperature) 


o Length and diameter (=volume) and location of SSIV, down hole valve, etc.  


• Number of risers 


• Riser dimensions  


• Location of topside ESDV 


• SSIV or no SSIV 


• Composition and water cut in risers 
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Special cases 


• Fixed installations with bridge connections, W2W, jack-up drilling rig: distance to nearby 
installation 


• Fixed installations with drilling performed with jack-up drilling rig 


• GBS with risers in shaft 


• FPSO with risers in turret 


 


5.4 Project execution phase methods  


During project execution phase more detailed and possibly less conservative design loads may be 
obtained using gas, fire and smoke simulation with use of CFD tools.    Gas dispersion and fire 
simulations can be successfully applied with the design information available.  3D models 
established in the development project may be applied or a sufficient detailed purpose made 3D 
models may be established with low effort.  For multiphase risers connected to long pipelines the 
release models often will benefit from applying advanced tools to estimate release rate, duration 
and composition.  The industry has also established applicable models to evaluate dispersion of 
gas and oil through the water column.  


If fire simulations are performed to detailed assess loss of main structural integrity, loss of escape 
and loss of safe haven including evacuation means,  a minimum of 50 different representative 
riser fire scenarios should be modelled and evaluated in terms of their impact.. The selection of 
fires scenarios shall consider leak location, leak direction (for air gap leaks), wind conditions, leak 
rate and leak duration.    
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6. Proposed methods and models for ignited blowouts  


6.1 Decisions to be made in development projects 


Typical decisions that are made in development projects that can have impact on or be impacted 
by fire loads from ignited blowouts are: 


• Need for protection against ignited blowout loads (DeAE/DeAL) 


o Passive fire protection (PFP) of risers 


o Structural fire integrity, e.g.: 


▪ water filled jacket legs  


▪ PFP on the underside of the topside 


▪ PFP on derrick 


▪ PFP on topside load bearing structures 


• Exposure of ignition sources and/or gas ingress to mechanically ventilated rooms 


• Exposure of escape and evacuation means (main safety functions). 


 


6.2 Risk level and need for survivability requirements  


The risk level related to blowouts is thoroughly discussed in Ref. /10/. In general, the fire 
frequency increase with increasing activity level (well operations and well interventions) and 
increasing number of producing wells. 


The resulting expected range in fire frequency for typical installations is presented in Table 7. 


For most platforms (i.e. the total of blowouts at possible leak locations) it is expected that the 
frequency for blowouts (unignited) is much higher than 1·10-4 per year. The only leak location 
where the resulting expected fire frequency is significantly below 10-4 per year is subsea 
blowouts and mud module/shaker room. 


It is concluded that blowouts are a dimensioning scenario in all areas. The frequency for ignited 
subsea blowouts are expected to be low, but due to that subsea blowouts may impair the load 
carrying structure of the installation, it is judged that also subsea blowouts must be considered if 
that is a relevant leak scenario for the installation. The frequency is expected to be low in mud 
module/shaker room and can in most cases be disregarded, which is to be verified as part of the 
HAZAN. Unless there are special circumstances (criticality with respect to exposure to main load 
carrying structure, novelty of design or special reservoir conditions) pointing towards that the 
observed historical risk picture is not representative, release points in the mud module/shaker 
room can be disregarded. 


Based on this, ignited blowout is as a starting point considered to be a design fire scenario in all 
areas where there is a possible flow paths between equipment in the area and the reservoir. 
Equipment in this context are either equipment used in well operations (e.g. drilling, coiled 
tubing or wire line) or under normal production (e.g. wellhead and X-tree). 


 


Table 7: Typical range of blowout frequency and fire frequency for the most important leak locations based 
on Ref. /10/. 


Leak location Expected blow out 
frequency rang 
 (per year) 


Ignition probability Expected ignited blow out 
frequency range 
(per year) 


Subsea << 1.0·10-4 0.5 - 2% < 1.0·10-5 


Wellhead 1.0·10-4 – 1.0·10-3 5 - 15% 1.0·10-5 – 1.0·10-4 
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Leak location Expected blow out 
frequency rang 
 (per year) 


Ignition probability Expected ignited blow out 
frequency range 
(per year) 


Well 
intervention 


1.0·10-4 – 1.0·10-3  5 - 15% 1.0·10-5 – 1.0·10-4 


Mud module/ 
Shaker room 


1.0·10-5 – 1.0·10-4  5 - 15% 1.0·10-6 – 1.0·10-5 


Drill floor 1.0·10-4 – 1.0·10-3  5 - 15% 1.0·10-5 – 1.0·10-4 


Diverter line 
(shallow gas) 


1.0·10-4 – 1.0·10-3 5 - 15% 1.0·10-5 – 1.0·10-4 


 


6.3 Methods and models 


The leak scenario, or rather an interval for leak rates with corresponding duration, to be set 
according to the following: 


The first step is to derive the largest possible release rate based on an analysis of the flow paths 
(e.g. pressure drop and cross section) and reservoir conditions (e.g. pressure, composition 
(GOR)). The largest possible release rate to be set based on evaluation of potential scenarios 
under normal operation and under well operations. The highest release rate to be selected as the 
upper boundary for the analysis. 


Since the worst response of the critical objects may materialize for smaller leak rates than the 
largest possible leak rate (dependent of module design; typically, the ventilation conditions and 
module size), also leak rates less than largest leak rate must be evaluated. Hence, the method 
results in an interval of leak rates to be investigated limited by the maximum blow out rate. At 
least 4 leak rates should be covered by the consequence analysis. 


If the information required to estimate the largest possible leak rate is not available, the 
maximum release rate to be covered is set to 100 kg/s. This is based on 


• the Macondo /Deep Water Horizon incident, see Ref. /10/, demonstrating that a leak rate in 
this order of magnitude is credible . 


• the dimensioning blowout rate is typically found to be in the range 50 – 100 kg/s for an 
installation at NCS 


Based on above, the following leak rates must be considered in the consequence analysis with 
respect to exposure of the load bearing structure: 


• 5 kg/s 


• 10 kg/s 


• 30 kg/s 


• 100 kg/s or estimated maximum leak rate 


For evaluation of exposure to the other main safety functions, only the 100 kg/s leak rate must be 
covered by the study as it expected that 100 kg/s will result in the worst exposure to main safety 
functions. For load bearing structure, the most severe exposure will in many cases result for 
much smaller leak rates (which would be more in balance with the ventilation conditions of the 
module, see also Chapter 4). 


For environmental risk analysis, higher blowout rates should be considered based on a specific 
study of the reservoir conditions. 


The duration of a blowout is typically >> 2 hours. The dimensioning duration to be set based the 
required survivability. For example, the time requirement is typically 1 hour for load carrying 
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structure. The time requirement will vary for the type of object considered; (1) main load 
carrying structure, (2) escape ways, (3) evacuation means, (4) secondary structures, (5) process 
equipment and (6) integrity of Jack-up rig. 


The method for determination of fire load should follow the procedure outlined for process fires. 


A simplified method is acceptable if appropriately justified. This should be clarified as part of the 
HAZAN. 


If CFD simulations are run, the following is recommended: 


• in general, it considered adequate to reflect one leak location per area, but this must be 
justified (typical cases that must be addressed are leak sin the BOP area (if BOP located 
topside) and subsea blowouts) 


• at least 4 leak directions should be run per leak location, and upwards must be one of them 


• the five wind conditions illustrated in Figure 12 should be executed to analyse exposure to 
main safety functions (except load bearing structure). 


• The two wind conditions illustrated in Figure 11 should be executed to analyse exposure to 
load bearing structure 


The report should evaluate whether the selected scenarios reflects exposure to main load 
carrying structure and exposure to adjacent structures (such as the sub structure or the 
cantilevered derrick of a Jack-up rig). In principle, the design should maintain the integrity of the 
main structure through the worst possible blow out fire scenario (worst in terms of all mentioned 
fire scenario parameters including the response). An argumentation based on that impairment is 
only possible in extreme cases (meaning a small fraction of the sample cases within a leak rate 
category e.g.: < 10% of scenarios within the 30 kg/s category) is acceptable if appropriately 
justified. 
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7. Recommendations for further work  
A new methodology for replacing traditional quantitative risk analysis with simplified 
experience-based methods for improved decision support in development projects has been 
outlined and substantiated in this report.  Based on the work in WG 3, the following 
recommendation for further work is given: 


• There is a potential to further improve and standardize fire loads from process fires to be 
used for survivability requirements for main load bearing structures, secondary structure 
and process equipment.  It is recommended to establish improved methods and models e.g. 
by utilizing the experience obtained in recent projects such as the Johan Castberg FPSO 
development. 
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